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Foreword
The ninth annual Goddard Conference on Space Applications of Artificial
Intelligence (AI) is sponsored by the Mission Operations and Data Systems
Directorate (Code 500) in cooperation with the Space Data and Computing
Division (Code 930). The mission of this conference is to provide an
opportunity for researchers and practitioners of AI in the aerospace
industry to share the results of their applied work.
During the 1980s, AI moved out of the theoretical laboratory and into the
applications arena. In NASA, challenging project requirements and the
need to cut operations costs under flat budgets are fueling the demand for
automated technology that resulted from applied research in the '80s. In the
late '90s, for example, NASA's Mission to Planet Earth program will
manage numerous satellites and process over one terabyte of data per day,
requiring automation of mission operations as well as of data processing.
This year's conference reflects the greatest challenges to NASA and, in
particular, Goddard's role in the Mission to Planet Earth. Several of the
papers cover topics such as automatic interpretation, management, and
processing of satellite data as well as automation of mission control centers.
More than ever, NASA requires help from academia, industry, and other
government agencies to achieve its upcoming missions. As in past Goddard
AI conferences, I hope this conference, with its participation from various
sectors, will make a contribution the achievement of these goals.
This conference would not have been possible without the help of many
contributors. I would like to especially thank the authors for their
outstanding technical papers. Second, I would like to thank the invited
speakers for taking the time to prepare their talks and tutorials. Finally, I
would like give special thanks to the Conference Planning Committee for
their support during the numerous difficult times in planning the
conference. I would also like to extend special thanks to last year's chair,
Mike Moore, for all of his invaluable help with logistics.
Nick Short
Chair
1994 Goddard Conference on
Space Applications of Artificial Intelligence
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Abstract
Data generators in many disciplines are rapidly im-
proving, typically much faster than the techniques
available to manage and use the data they produce.
Appropriate data management techniques coupled
with the process or methods of scientific visualiza-
tion, or at least the technologies that support them
show promise in helping to address some of these
problems. Consider browsing, for example, in a role
for feature identification by the scientist/user to
serve as guide in the data selection process. To date,
most efforts associated with data browsing have fo-
cused on simple images with image data.
Unfortunately, these techniques are not applicable to
many classes of data or when more than one data set
is to be considered. By recalling that browsing is more
of a subjective process involving the human visual
system and that this is one of the origins of the notion
of scientific visualization as a method of computing,
then the utilization of visualization strategies for
qualitative presentation of data becomes a viable
approach. For browsing to be effective it must be in-
teractive with near-real-time system response. With
data sets of interesting size, e.g., > O(1 GB), immedi-
ate interaction cannot take place on current conven-
tional systems (i.e., high-end graphics worksta-
tions). Even though a 1 GB data set is admittedly
modest by today's standards, the access and visual-
ization of the entire data set or even a large fraction
of it place significant burdens on the floating point
and bandwidth capacities of the computer system be-
ing employed. This idea can also be extended to envi-
ronments without high-bandwidth access to an inter-
active system by considering the distribution of com-
pressed visualizations instead of data for predefined
access and browsing scenarios.
Introduction
The instrumentation technology behind data genera-
tors in a myriad of disciplines, whether observa-
tional or computational, is rapidly improving, espe-
cially in the earth and space sciences. The capabil-
ity to produce data is typically growing much faster
than the techniques available to manage and use
them. Traditional bulk access to data archives do not
scale well to the volume and complexity of current or
planned data streams nor the demanding application
of such data, such as analysis and modelling. A fun-
damental change in the access of archives of these
data from static, batch systems to dynamic, interac-
tive systems is required. As a first step in enabling
this paradigm shift, consider appropriate data man-
agement techniques coupled with the process or
methods of scientific visua]ization. The technologies
that support visualization show promise in helping
to address some of these problems.
Data management
Data management relevant to the access and utiliza-
tion of large scientific data sets (e.g., locating, re-
trieving and using data of interest) may be classified
into four levels:
I. At the back-end are warehousing issues related
to problems of media, bandwidth, protocols, formats.
II. Above that are data models, access techniques,
data base systems, query languages and programming
interfaces.
III. As a medium between the access of data and the
user, consider browsing as an aid for feature identifi-
cation, which serves as a guide in the data selection
process.
IV. At the front-end are human factors issues (e.g.,
system ergonomics, human perception) and the incor-
poration of domain-specific knowledge to permit a
system to be usable and useful (e.g., domain-driven
task-based interfaces and tools).
At level I, high-speed and high-capacity storage
and networking are either available now or will be
common in the near future. A chief concern is not the
volume of data nor the signaling speeds of these de-
vices, but the effective capacity and bandwidth that
can be utilized by applications that require ware-
housing (i.e., above level l). Typical storage and
communications protocols are not a match for GB
archives, yet current archives are in the TB range,
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while those being planned are measured in PB. In
addition, accepted data distribution mechanisms
such as CD-ROMs hardly scale to data rates planned
for projects like NASA's Earth Observing System,
which are measured in TB/day (i.e., 1 TB/day is
about 2000 CD-ROMs/day).
At level II and to a limited extent level I, consider
what is stored and how it is stored. Self-describing
physical storage formats and structures should be
used. There are many interfaces and structures devel-
oped by or used in the scientific community [Treinish,
1992b; Brown et al, 1993], which are driven by appli-
cation, politics, tradition and requirements. For the
kind of data rates that need to be supported for spe-
cific computational codes, applications, etc., it is
NOT sufficient to provide only bulk access. The ac-
cessing software must be able to do so in a meaningful
way. This means that the self-describing formats
must have associated disk-based structures and soft-
ware interfaces (e.g., at least abstract data types for
programmers and applications, simple utilities for
those do not wish to program). They must be trans-
parently accessible at the desk of an end-user. These
structures and interfaces must be consistent with the
high-speed access to be provided. This must also in-
clude task-to-task communication (e.g., transparent
workstation access to high-speed storage).
Such requirements demand the utilization of a gener-
alized data model as a mechanism to classify and ac-
cess data as well as map data to operations. Further,
it defines and organizes a set of data objects [Treinish,
1992b]. The model (e.g., Haber et al, [1991]) must pro-
vide a self-describing _ _
• representation of the physical storage structure
(e.g., format)
• structural representation of the data (e.g., data
base schema)
• higher-level logical structure
Since the behavior of access to data organized via
such a model is in terms of a logical structure, a gener-
alized data model provides a foundation of a data
access server as shown in figure 1. Otherwise, per-
formance of _igh-speed devices will not be realized.
High-data-rate computations like signal processing,
visualization and some classes of modelling also re-
quire such support.
Level II also requires enabling tools for
data/information systems. Having efficient storage
and access are critical for driving applications, but
will not be directly useful for helping find data of in-
terest. At the very least, there is a need for low-
level metadata management that enables both con-
tent and context for the warehousing information.
Traditionally, a RDBMS could be used for its imple-
mentation. Although, this concept was first proto-
typed over 10 years ago, a RDBMS cannot handle se-
mantics, spatial information or the bulk [Treinish
and Ray, 1985]. The RDBMS would not have any
data per se, but would have pointers to the bulk stor-
age enabling simple querying of what is there and
where it is stored by characteristics such as space-
craft, instrument, mission, code, date/time, investiga-
tor, owner, etc. It would have to supplemented by a
non-relational system to adequately support spatial
metadata (e.g., Fekete [1990]), as shown in figure 1.
IData and Information Server / User Interface,I
Twarehousing, | ,,]
classification | spatial
and l metadsts
temporal l
metadats _ Local and RemoteData (Archive) Acc ss
[ OODBMS]
Figure 1: Data management for interactive archives.
There are many challenges=_ the !mp!ementat!onof
an effective data system at level II -- to provide com-
plete access to data of interest simply and easily. A
key role for data systems is a means of efficient and
intelligent searching and querying for relevant data
based upon an assumption that the data volume and
complexity is sufficiently large that practical exam-
ination of more than a tiny fraction of archive con-
tents is prohibitively expensive. Therefore, the im-
plementation of searches as meta-operations=on ab-
stractions of the archive (e.g., contextual, domain-
driven, spatial, user-driven and visual), though dif-
ficult, are highly beneficial. Visual searches or
browsing imply the perusal of pictorial representa-
tions of data or their abstractions with sufficient con-
tent for a user to determine the utility for further,
more detailed examination. The advent of practical
methods of scientific visualization show promise in
the implementation of visual searches. Hence, con-
sider a very simple notion: looking at data of interest
in an "appropriate" fashion to determine merit of ac-
cess for further study. Thus, visualization can be an
adjunct to archive management.
History
The idea of visually browsing data is hardly new.
Scientists have always used visual abstractions (on
paper) of their experimental results for communica-
tion. Often these same visualizations en masse were
filed and later perused to help recall findings from
earlier work. The mechanism for storing, scanning
and distribution of such visualizations was the same
as for text -- initially shelves and files of paper fol-
lowed by boxes of microfiche. With the advent of
digital data collection instrumentation (e.g., seismic
soundings for oil prospecting, study of the earth's at-
mosphere from spacecraft), this same paradigm was
adopted with computer-generated paper- and later
microfiche-based visualizations. These visualiza-
tions were based upon the graphics technology of the
era and the traditions in these fields (e.g., line draw-
ings of iso-contours). Monochromatic microfiche be-
came an effective means of storing visual information
compactly that were relatively inexpensive to gener-
ate after the cost of the production equipment was
amoritized. Further, they were easily distributed,
cheap to examine remotely and archiveable. These
are important virtues to consider in a modem visual-
ization approach to browsing that goes beyond the
relatively limited medium of microfiche.
For example, figure 2 is a photographic reproduction
of a microfiche (approximately three inches x five
inches in size) showing contour maps of daily total
column ozone observed by a NASA spacecraft over
Antarctica during two months of 1986. Although the
system that generated the microfiche is primarily in-
tended for interactive use in the analysis of many
kinds of earth and space science data [Treinish, 1989],
the needs of a low-cost browsing medium could only be
met by employing its tools in the batch production of
microfiche until fairly recently.
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Figure 2. Azimuthal equidistant contours maps of Antarctic daily column ozone for September 24, 1986 through
November 23, 1986 (from microfiche).
The advent of digital instrumentation, especially in
remote sensing, created another role for browsing that
is based upon the assumption that there is insuffi-
cient computing resources to support the analysis of
all acquired data from all experiments of a specific
project or mission. Hence, visual abstractions were
created to help identify what subset of data should
actually be fully processed to support scientific inves-
tigations. These graphical representations, known as
summary plots, were generated on microfiche and dis-
tributed to all participants in a project. They usually
contained a time sequence of simple visualizations of
instrument outputs in specific modes at sufficient reso-
lution to suitably identify a set of "events" as inter-
esting, and thus warrant further processing. The par-
ticul3r presentations were chosen to highlight the
signatures of such events within the limited graphi-
cal techniques that could be supported on monochro-
matic microfiche (line drawing, simple gray-scale
polygon fill). Users of such a mechanism would re-
ceive a stack of microfiche each week, for example,
and visually browse them, looking for patterns in the
plots that would be indicative of something interest-
ing (e.g., [Treinish, 1982]).
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With improvements in technology to support interac-
tive computing, most efforts associated with data
browsing as level III in the aforementioned hierarchy
of archive data management and access, have focused
on simple images with image data. Furthermore, im-
plementations are generally confined to one data set
or a small number of similar data sets [cf, Simpson
and Harkins, 1993; Oleson, 1992]. This has been a con-
scious choice based upon the need for supporting only
a limited domain and/or driving interactivity.
Unfortunately, these techniques are not applicable to
many classes of data or when multiple disparate
data sets are to be considered simultaneously, which
are the characteristics of most current or planned
archives.
Approach
There are four issues associated with interactive
data browsing using visualization from archives of
scientific data:
A. What are the visual abstractions for data presen-
tation and interaction?
B. How are the browsing products distributed?
C. How is interactivity achieved?
D. What is the mechanism for integrating browsing
into a data system?
Local and Figure 3 is a schematic of aRemote
Users simple!nteractiv¢ archive sys-
tem. Each of th_ aforemen-
tioned levels of data manage-
ment are shown, such that level
I services are provided via
archive, warehouse and data
distribution servers. Level II
Local services are within the gray
Users boxi data and information, and
metadata servers. Figure 1 il-
lustrates the relationship be-
tween these components and
Clients specific data management tech-
nology.
Remote
Users
Figure 3. Architecture for an interactive archive system utilizing visualization browsing.
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Browsing (level III) is provided via the browse
server, and local and remote clients. At this level of
detail, any level IV services would be embedded
within the local and remote clients. The schematic
only indicates the major interaction paths between
each component as arrows. The arrow thickness corre-
sponds to relative bandwidth of communications,
where thickest arrows would imply the greatest
bandwidth (e.g., ANSI HiPPI), and the thinnest ar-
row would imply the least (e.g., Ethernet). A jagged
arrow refers to traditional remote network communi-
cations. In addition, remote communications could be
disconnected by distribution of products to a remote
site via an alternate medium (e.g., CD-ROM) to be
utilized with a local client at the remote site.
Abstraction
Efforts in scientific visualization typically focus on
the analysis of data in a post-processing mode. This
is still the emphasis even with the potential advent
of computational steering or telescience, the remote
sensing equivalent. Browsing is a subjective process
involving the human visual system, which is consis-
tent with one of the origins of the notion of scientific
visualization as a method of computing. Consider the
process by which an individual as an observer walks
into a room. That person scans the room, and identi-
fies and categorizes the contents (objects) in the room.
From the classification or browsing process, further
interaction with those contents may take place.
Hence, the requirements for qualitative browsing pre-
sentation are not the same as for analysis.
As with primitive summary plots, browsing visual-
ization methods should intentionally transform the
structure of the data to highlight features to attract
attention, scale dimensions to exaggerate details, or
segment into regions [Rogowitz and Treinish, 1993a].
Traditional image browsing is very limited in this
regard. Highlighting can only be achieved by modi-
fying a pseudo-color or false-color presentation,
which may not be sufficient even for image data or
data than can be represented by an image. Of course,
this method cannot even be considered for data that
cannot be visualized as a simple image (e.g., any non-
scalar data, any data of more than two dimensions).
Visual highlighting is often ill-advised for analysis
because of the intentional distortion. In general, the
browsing visualization should show data in the
proper context (e.g., spatial or temporal). This is
especially true in the earth and space sciences, where
acquired data need to be registered in some
(geographic) coordinate system for viewing. If the
browsing visualization is to show multiple parame-
ters, then the highlighting techniques must preserve
the fidelity of the data (e.g., regions of missing data,
original mesh structure) well enough, so that the ar-
tifacts in the presentation are not erroneously inter-
preted as potential (correlative) features in the data.
Although the focus of such techniques herein is not for
quantitative study, they may have a role in such
tasks [Treinish, 1993a].
Distribution
One potential problem with the visual browsing of
large data archives is the need to be in relatively
close proximity to either the data archives or a facil-
ity that can generate the browse products (i.e., high-
bandwidth access to an interactive system). In gen-
eral, high-bandwidth communications between an
archive and its users is not always practical, given
typical geographic dispersal of scientists and their
need for utilizing more than one archive.
Since interactive browsing has usually considered
only image data, the distribution of browse products
has focused on the distribution of these same images
in some form, usually lossy compressed because of the
typical size of image archives [e.g., Simpson and
Harkins, 1993]. In this sense, the browsing and visu-
alization media and the data are all the same.
Hence, the compression is of the original data, where
the compressed data will be easier to distribute com-
pared to the original data, but they only apply to a
limited class of data (i.e., images). Furthermore, the
resultant compressed form may not be suitable for
browsing and the quality may be poor.
Alternatively, consider the distribution of com-
pressed visualizations instead of compressed data.
These visualizations would be represented as images,
so that available image compression technology
could be easily utilized. As with image data, uncom-
pressed visualizations would be of high quality but of
sufficient volume to be impractical to distribute to
remote sites. The compressed visualization images,
would be easy to distribute as with compressed image
data. The key difference is that the compressed vi-
sualization could apply to any collection of data and
would be of high quality. Hence, one could consider
the distribution of compressed visualizations as the
summary plots of the 1990s because the lack of re-
sources to access or distribute all archived data or
their abstractions is similar to the lack of resources to
processor analyzeall acquiredbits,whichmotivated
thegenerationof summaryplotsin thepast.
Suchanapproachcouldbeextendedfor predefined
accessandbrowsingscenarios,wherethecompressed
visualizationsareavailablefor on-lineremoteaccess
or via CD-ROM. In this case,theviewingof such
compressedvisualizationswould requirerelatively
simple, low-cost display softwareand hardware,
which isbecomingmorereadilyavailablein desktop
environments.In general,thecostsassociatedwith
theaccessand distributedof compressedvisualiza-
tionswill be similar to thoseof imagedata,but of
course,besignificantlylessthanthoseof data.There
will be an additionalcostof generatingthe visual
browseproducts,which is justifiedgiventheadded
value and obviating the needfor distributing the
data themselves.
Interactivity
For visual browsing to be effective it must be interac-
tive. Otherwise, it is little different than watching
television or traditional image browsing. One aspect
of the interaction is in terms of data management: se-
lection of and access to data of potential interest and
metadata to help in guiding that process. In terms of
visualization, the ability to interact with the browse
"objects" (e.g., spatially, temporally) in near-real-
time is critical. This requires rapid access to the data
and generation of the browse products.
Implementation
Abstraction
The requirements to create qualitative visualizations
that are effective as browse products do have impli-
cations on the software used to create them.
Registration of data into an appropriate coordinate
system for viewing requires the support of user-de-
fined coordinate systems. To be able to properly show
more than one data set simultaneously requires the
ability to operate on different grid structures simul-
taneously and transformation of grid geometry inde-
pendent of data. Depending on the visualization
strategies being used, rendered images may need to
contain different geometries (e.g., points, lines, sur-
faces and Volumes independent of color or opacity or
of originai grid structure). (See Treinish [1993a] for a
discussion Of these ideas with respect to data analy-
sis.)
A commercial scientific visualization environment
(IBM Visualization Data Explorer - DX) has been
used to experimentally implement the aforemen-
tioned browsing techniques. DX is a general-purpose
software package for scientific data visualization. It
employs a data-flow-driven client-server execution
model and is currently available on Unix workstation
platforms (e.g., manufactured by Sun, SGI, IBM, HP
and DG) as well as a parallel supercomputer, IBM
POWER Visualization System [Lucas et al, 1992].
Distribution
Near-real-time browsing of visualizations at suffi-
cient resolution to see relevant contents requires the
distribution of a large number of images. Clearly,
lossy compression is necessary to drive viewing with
update rates near the refresh rate of display con-
trollers. For utilization remote from the archive or
browse server, low-cost, simple display software and
hardware is needed as well. There is much literature
on data compression strategies and algorithms (e.g., a
few hundred citations reported over the last decade
by the National Technical Information Service alone,
[NTIS, 1992]), which will not be discussed herein.
This notion of visualization distribution is built upon
the extant and growing body of implementations of
compression algorithms, which are being utilized in
scientific, multimedia and entertainment applica-
tions.
The idea of distributing imagery for visualization is
not new. For example, Johnston et al [1989] experi-
mented with both block-truncation and Lempel-Ziv
compression for the distribution of visualization ani-
mation. Rombach et al [1991] discussed the Joint
Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) compression
scheme for the distribution of cardiographic imagery
from different sources like ultrasound, magnetic reso-
nance imagery and angiography. In these and other
cases, the authors considered a low-cost viewing en-
vironment on the desktop as being critical, especially
if the expense of generating the images to be dis-
tributed is high. Therefore, in this initial implemen-
tation, block-truncation (lossy, i.e., reducing the num-
ber of colors to represent a full-color pixel), modified
Lempel-Ziv (lossless, e.g., like Unix compress) and
temporal coherence between animation frames (lossy,
e.g., the Moving Picture Experts Group, MPEG
[LeGall, 1991]) will be considered.
To illustrate the viability of this approach, consider
a modest data set, composed of a rectilinear scalar
field of 32-bit floating-point numbers (e.g., atmo-
spherictemperature)atone-degreeof geographic res-
olution at seven levels in the earth's atmosphere.
Therefore, each time step would require about 1.7 MB.
If these are daily data then less than a year would
fit on a single CD-ROM, uncompressed. This does not
include ancillary data required for annotation such as
coastline maps, topography or other reference mate-
rial. Lossy compression would not be relevant since
the data are not imagery. Lossy compression could be
applied to each layer of the atmosphere individu-
ally. However, the results would be rather poor (i.e.,
the two-dimensional spatial resolution is already
low, 180 x 360), and spatial coherence for the entire
volume could not be maintained. If lossless com-
pressed, decompression could be expensive (e.g.,
Lempel-Ziv) or inconvenient (e.g., scaled/encoded 12-
or 16-bit integers). Either compression approach is
highly sensitive to the contents of the data set.
Alternatively, visualization compression is indepen-
dent of data characteristics and only the resolution of
the visualization image(s) drive the compres-
sion/distribution/decompression cost. Of course, the
distribution of uncompressed browse visualizations is
expensive, potentially more than that of the uncom-
pressed data. Lossless compression although cheaper
to distribute would still require the decompression
process, and could also be more expensive than that
for the data themselves. Hence, the lossy compres-
sion of the visualization imagery is the best ap-
proach from both a cost perspective as well as from
that of image quality. Hence, for sequence of 640x480
24-bit image representations of the simple volumetric
data set, over 14 years worth of frames for such daily
data could be stored using a simple 8:1 block trunca-
tion compression (i.e., each 24-bit pixel is represented
by three bits) on a single CD-ROM. Using 32:1 JPEG
compression, a sequence of over two years of these im-
ages at _ resolution could be stored on a single
CD-ROM.
Interactivity
For browsing to be effective it must be interactive
with near-real-time system response. With data sets
of interesting size, e.g., > O(1 GB), immediate inter-
action cannot take place on current conventional sys-
tems (i.e., high-end graphics workstations). Even
though a 1 GB data set is admittedly modest by to-
day's standards for data generation, the access and
visualization of an entire data set for browsing or
even a large fraction of it place significant burdens on
the floating point and bandwidth capacities of the
computer system being employed. The bandwidth re-
quirements are derived from the bulk access speeds of
large data sets and the transmission of images suffi-
ciently fast to be interactive. The floating point re-
quirements stem from three classes of computation for
visualization:
1. Transformation (e.g., warping, registration)
2. Realization (e.g., contouring, color mapping, sur-
face deformation)
3. Rendering (i.e., creating images)
Although the visualization requirements are differ-
ent, the computational needs of interactive browsing
are very similar to those of visualization in a virtual
world environment (e.g., [Bryson and Levit, 1992]).
Experimentation with a commercial parallel super-
computer (IBM POWER Visualization System) and
the aforementioned DX environment has shown the
viability of such interactive visual browsing, even
with multiple data sets. In this effort, the PVS and
DX combination has been used as the browse server
with local and remote clients on workstations as indi-
cated in figure 3. The PVS functions as an archive
server in this context. Figure 4 shows the relation-
ship between the browse server, and the data and in-
formation server and its components in the interactive
archive system shown in figure 3.
[ Data and Information Server I User Interface]
L
r
[ Metadata ServerJ ] Browse
---us_e _ede /Server
[Wareho rJ
,L
" I
I Data ACCESS ServQr
[Generallzed Data Model
.._,J Visualization and
J Analysis Tools J
Figure 4. Architecture for a data and information sys-
tem incorporating visualization browsing.
The IBM POWER Visualization System (PVS) is a
medium-grai n, coherent shared-memory parallel su-
percomputer with the interactivity of a workstation.
This has been achieved via a programmable
(general-purpose) approach instead of special-pur-
pose hardware with balance among floating point
performancevia moderateparallelism,largephysi-
cal memoryand high-speedexternaland internal
bandwidth. ThePVSconsists of three major hard-
ware components: server, disk array and video con-
troller. The server is a symmetric multi-processor
with up to 32 processors (40 MHz Intel i860XR or 44
MHz Intel i860XP), a 1.28 GB/sec (at 40 MHz) inter-
nal backplane supporting a hierarchical bus structure,
hierarchical memory (16 MB local memory per pro-
cessor and up to 2 GB global/shared), ANSI HiPPI
communications, fast and wide SCSI-2, and an IBM
RISC System/6000 support processor (for local area
network and storage access). The server supports par-
allelized computations for visualization via DX.
The disk array is a HiPPI-attached RAID-3 device
with either 50 MB/sec or 95 MB/sec sustained access
speeds, or a fast and wide SCSI-2 four-bank RAID-3
d¢vige with 76 MB/sec sustained access speeds. It
provides access to archived data to be browsed. The
video controller is a programmable 24-bit double-
buffered with 8-bit alpha overlay (for custom
XWindow server) frame buffer attached to an IBM
RISC System/6000 workstation. It receives images
from the PVS server via HiPPI (either compressed or
uncompressed) at resolutions up to 1920x1536, includ-
ing HDTV, for real-time image updates. The video
controller provides an interface for interaction with
and viewing of the browsing visualization at speeds
up to 95 MB/sec.
Results
Abstraction
Figure 5 shows a traditional two-dimensional visual-
ization of ozone data similar to those shown in figure
2. The data are realized with a pseudo-color map
and iso-contour lines for September 30, 1992. The
rectangular presentation of the data is consistent
with the provided mesh in that it is torn at the poles
and at a nominal International Date Line. The ozone
data are overlaid with a map of world coastlines and
national boundaries in magenta as well as fiducial
lines (of latitude and longitude) in white.
Figure 5. Pseudo-color-mapped global column ozone on September 30, 1992.
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To provide a qualitative impression for browsing, the
data are transformed to a three-dimensional continu-
ous spherical surface in figure 6. The ozone is triply
redundantly mapped to radial deformation, color and
opacity so that high ozone values are thick, far from
the earth and reddish while low ozone values are
thin, close to the earth and bluish. Replacing the
map for annotation is a globe in the center of this
ozone surface. The use of three redundant realization
techniques results in textures for qualitatively identi-
fying regions of spatial or temporal interest. The
gauges on the left illustrate the daily total ozone
statistics. The pseudo-hour hand position ranges
from 100 to 650 Dobson Units, while the color corre-
sponds to that of the ozone surface. From the top they
show the mean, minimum and maximum for each day.
The value corresponding to geographic view for each
frame is shown next. At the bottom is a bar chart
indicating the standard deviation of the daily mea-
surements. This approach to qualitative visualiza-
tion is potentially applicable to a large variety of
simulated or observed earth and planetary data on a
large spatial scale, especially for two and three-di-
mensional scalar fields.
Figure 6. Radially deformed pseudo-color and opacity-mapped spherically warped surface of global column
ozone on September 30, 1992 with annotation.
A browsing animation of the ozone would be one that
illustrates the data on a daily basis as in figure 6 for
the entire archive of available data (i.e., late 1978
through early 1993). The geographic view of these
data would change with each day to provide reason-
able coverage of the entire globe over a complete
year. The view would be chosen to concentrate on in-
teresting regions such as the poles during appropriate
seasons like spring. Treinish [1992a] and Treinish
[1993a] are examples of such a browsing animation,
which are useful a posteriori of its generation for
identifying periods of time or geographic regions that
warrant further study.
These browsing animation sequences are derived from
about 1 GB of data, a two-dimensional scalar field
ll
overa torn geographicmesh. For each of the over
4700 frames of the sequence, several calculations are
required to create a visualization image. Each image
is actually composed of two images, which have been
blended. There is a background image, which is com-
posed of frame-variant contents under a constant
view: primarily opaque polygonal text, dials and
bars. This annotation changes to summarize daily
statistics. There is a foreground image, which is also
composed of frame-variant contents, but with a
frame-variant view. Each foreground image contains
a static globe with the surrounding translucent ozone
surface. For each day, the ozone data are trans-
formed (irregularized to remove regions of missing
data and warped onto a sphere), realized (color and
opacity mapped and surface deformed) and full-color
rendered (about 45,000 to 50,000 translucent quads for
the ozone; 259,200 full-color-mapped opaque quads on
a sphere with normals for the globe). The foreground
and background images are brightened and blended to
compose each final frame. Each frame at workstation
resolution (about 1.2 million pixels) using DX on a 32-
way (40 MHz) PVS required about 12 seconds of com-
puting time. Hence, the entire animation took about
15 hours at that resolution.
Distribution
Current efforts on data distribution have focused on
the application of compression techniques to three
sample animation sequences on a 32-way (40 MHz)
PVS equipped with a RAID-3 HiPPI disk array ca-
pable of 50 MB/sec sustained access speeds. The first
example is a high-resolution sequence of 2040x1536
32-bit (8-bits of red, green, blue, alpha) images, 88
frames in length totalling about 1052 MB. An 8:1
block-truncation lossy compression (i.e., each 32-bit
pixel is represented by 4 bits) required about 41 sec-
onds, resulting in a rate of approximately 26
MB/second or 2.15 Hz disk to disk. Lempel-Ziv loss-
less compression was applied to the entire sequence as
a whole, not on a frame-by-frame basis. As expected
the results were considerably slower, requiring about
2 minutes, 2 seconds, yielding a rate of approximately
8.7 MB/second disk to disk to achieve 45.4% compres-
sion. In both cases, the compression algorithms were
parallelized on the PVS.
The second example is with a 151-frame sequence of
640x480 32-bit images of about six months worth of
animation similar to that illustrated in figure 6.
Results with this considerably smaller collection
(about 177 MB) are quite similar, pointing to the po-
tential scalability of the shared-memory, symmetric
multiprocessor systems like a PVS to this problem.
For the 8:1 lossy compression, about eight seconds
were required yielding a rate of approximately 23
MB/second or 18.9 Hz disk to disk. The lossless com-
pression of the entire sequence required about 22 sec-
onds to achieve 62.6% compression at 8.0 MB/second
disk to disk.
The third example is with the 5853 frames of a digi-
tal video (D1) sequence [Treinish, 1993b]. Most of the
sequence is composed of frames similar to figure 6 --
one for each day from January 1, 1979 through
December 31, 1991. Each D1 frame is composed of 10-
bits each of YUV (a chrominance and intensity-based
specification of color) at 720 x 486 for playback at 30
Hz. Hence, this 3 minute, 15 second sequence is 10.6
GB in size, which is maintained as a single file on a
PVS. A PVS-based MPEG compression facility was
used to create a 250:1, lossy-compressed MPEG-t se-
quence. Approximately, 12 minutes, 5 seconds were
required for this operation, yielding a rate of 14.7
MB/second or 8 Hz, disk to disk.
Interactivity
Figure 7 is a snapshot of a DX Motif-based interface
for a prototype interactive browsing system. It pro-
vides very simple modes of interaction: selection of
space and time (i.e., geographic regions or seasons of
interest) for browsing via the spherically warped
presentation shown in figure 6. There are dial wid-
gets for the specification of geographic viewing cen-
troid of the global "object", and slider widgets for se-
lection of the year to examine and the viewing
width. A VCR-like widget provides control over the
choice of the portion of the year to browse by Julian
day. Optionally, a zonal slice of the data being
browsed at the specified longitude may be sho_n as a
pseudo-colored line plot of the latitudinal distribu-
tion. The data illustrated in figure 7 are the afore-
mentioned global column ozone data derived from the
same 14-year archive as shown in figures 2, 5 and 6.
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Figt/re7.Exampleuserinterfaceforbrowsingshowing global column ozone on October 1, 1987.
The prototype browsing system is built as a client-
server, consistent with the architecture of DX, as
shown in figure 8. A PVS functions as the browse
server in this implementation. High-speed display
of browsing visualizations is local to the PVS.
Remote display is via standard XWindow services
with update rates limited to what the network in-
frastructure can provide.
IBM
VisualizationI Browse Client i user Interface]
Data Explorer!
I IBM Power
IBMDataViSualizatlOnExplorer I Browse Server I Visualization
i System
I Dats Access Server / General!z _ Data Model]
X111Motif
Figure 8. Architecture for a prototype interactive
browsing system.
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Conclusions
A focus on qualitative methods of presenting data
shows that visu'alization provides a mechanism for
browsing independent of the source of data and is an
effective alternative to traditional image-based
browsing of image data. To be generally applicable,
such visualization methods, however, must be based
upon an underlying data model with support for a
broad class of data types and structures.
Interactive, near-real-time browsing for data sets of
interesting size today requires a browse server of con-
siderable power. A symmetric multi-processor with
very high internal and external bandwidth demon-
strates the feasibility of this concept. Although this
technology is likely to be available on the desktop
.within a few years, the increase in the size and com-
plexity of archived data will continue to exceed the
capacity of "workstation" systems. Hence, a higher
class of performance, especially in bandwidth, will
generally be required for on-demand browsing.
Treinish [1989], which could be integrated with
metadata and data servers to achieve a browsing
archive system (i.e., data management services at
the aforementioned levels I, II and Ill). This would
also impJy:the_a:va_iability of integrated data and
information services similar to those in the rudimen-
tary system described by Treinish and Ray [1985[.
Such an approach would be further enhanced by the
integration of the prototype browsing system with
tools for data analysis, which are already avail-
able.
The strategies for qualitative visualization have fo-
cused on only a few methods for spherically-oriented
data with large spatial extent. Clearly, investiga-
tion of alternative approaches of highlighting fea-
tures in such data are required, for which there are a
number of potential issues [Rogowitz and Treinish,
1993b]. In addition, the extension of this browsing ar-
chitecture to other classes of data is also warranted.
Acknowledgements
A fewexperiments with differing digital compression All of the data sets discussed above were provided
techniques_i-ndicates that a MPEG-1 implen_entafi0n courtesy of the National Space Science Data Center,
within the context of a high-performance browse
server (i.e., parallelized) is a practical method of
converting a browse product to a form suitable for
network or CD-ROM distribution.
FUture Work
From this initial prototype implementation of an in-
teractive data browser, there are several areas for fu-
ture work. Since practical low-cost decompression of
JPEG-compressed images is becoming available on the
desktop, experimentation with JPEG is warranted
[Pennebaker and Mitchell, 1993]. As with JPEG, the
MPEG-1 motion video compression technique is becom-
ing available for multimedia applications of video
sequences on the desktop, whether the animation is
distributed via network or CD-ROM. Additional
testing with MPEG-1 and the higher quality, MPEG-
2 as it becomes available is required within the
browse server as well as on various desktop playback
systems.
The second area of research would focus on fleshing
out more of the interactive archive architecture
schematically illustrated in figures 1, 3, 4 and 8.
Specifically, the prototype interface and visualiza-
tion could migrate to a data-driven one conceptually
similar to the primitive implementation discussed by
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD.
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Abstract
We describe two interim results from an ongoing effort to automate the
acquisition, analysis, archiving, and distribution of satellite earth science data.
Both results are applications of Artificial Intelligence planning research to the
automatic generation of processing steps for image analysis tasks. First, we
have constructed a linear conditional planner (CPed), used to generate condi-
tional processing plans. Second, we have extended an existing hierarchical plan-
ning system to make use of durations, resources, and deadlines, thus supporting
the automatic generation of processing steps in time and resource-constrained
environments.
1 Introduction
The collection, analysis and distribution of data resulting from NASA science mis-
sions is an increasingly daunting task. The National Space Science Data Center
(NSSDC) responds to more than 2500 data requests from remote users in a single
year [8]. As of 1990, NSSDC's archives included more than 6000 Gigabytes of digital
data and 91 million feet of film. By 1995, the NSSDC is expected to contain 40,000
Gigabytes of digital data. Shortly thereafter, the satellites of the Earth Observing
System (EOS) will come online, eventually adding new data at a rate of nearly 2000
Gigabytes per day, over an expected mission duration of 15 years [12, 6].
The EOS Data Information System (EOSDIS) is being designed and built to
support the storage, analysis, and retrieval of data from this immense archive.
Dozier [6] offers the following characterization:
EOSDIS must allow scientists to easily and quickly acquire usable, un-
derstandable, timely data. "Timely" means '% reasonable period fol-
lowing the measurements" - one to two days aSter the observations, or
up to a week for higher-level products. "Quickly" means minutes, not
hours. "Easily" means that the user Should not have to .lump through
many hoops to request the data.
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Figure 1: The EOSDIS domain
EOS data will be supplied by several different types of sensors and used by scientists
in a variety of disciplines, most with no special knowledge of how EOS data is
obtained or organized. The type of sensor from which the data was gathered will
affect the processing necessary to render the data useful. The use to which the data
is put will determine both the images retrieved (a geologist and an oceanographer
will be interested in very different sets of data) and the analysis to which that data
is subjected (e.g., topography vs. phytopiankt0n levels).
Raw _ud analyzed data w|U_e-store_a-distributed network of database sites,
known as Distributed Active Archive Centers (DAACs). Also connected to the
network will be a variety of speclal-purpose hardware that can be used for further
analysis of either new or retrieve-data. These analyses may consist of several steps
(e.g., scan line removal, georegistration, or normalization for the incident angle of
the sun), and will be run on a distributed network of heterogeneous machine types.
Given the enormous amount of data involved, most of it will of necessity be stored
off line. We anticipate hierarchical caches for data storage [2] with hlgh-speed disks
at the top of the hierarchy and tape archives at the bottom. Data will move up and
down in this hierarchy for further analysis.. ....... : ' ,
A high level concept of the resui_hg system is depicted in Figure 1. Data
is received by any of several ground stations from any of a set of satellites, and
transmitted to one or more of the archive centers, where it is analyzed as necessary
(and as time permits), and then archived. Scientists interested in using the data
may make requests that data be retrieved from one or more of the archives and
analyzed further. ............................
In both joint and separate work at NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center and
the Honeywell Technology Center, we---have been working on automating the ac-
quisition, initial processing, indexing, archiving, analysis, and retrieval of satellite
earth science data, with particular attention to the processing taking place at the
DAACs.
In this paper, we present the results of ongoing work on planning for image
process tasks in the EOSDIS Product Generation System (PGS). Section 2 presents
the problem presentedby PGS in additional detail. Section 4 describes the extension
of a Nonlin style hierarchical planner to use information about deadlines, durations,
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and resources.Section3 isa dicussionofthe use in image processingof conditional
plans:plans includingbranching pointsdependent on the outcome of some earlier
action(e.g.,an observationof some type).
2 Data Management for Earth Science
NASA's role in the Mission to Planet Earth is the Earth Observing System (EOS)
program and several smaller Earth science missions. These missions represent efforts
to study the Earth's geosphere, biosphere, atmosphere, and cryosphere, as a system
of interrelated processes by modelling surface temperature, ozone depletion and
greenhouse effects, land vegetation and ocean productivity, and desert/vegetation
patterns to name a few. With participation from the European Space Agency,
Japan, Canada, and NASA, several platforms containing a multitude of sensors will
be launched in the late 1990's, producing data that will be stored in geographically-
oriented data systems such as the EOS Data and Information System (EOSDIS).
In general, EOSDIS will manage the mission information, the data acquisition and
distribution, the generation of scientific data products, and the interface to external
systems.
Ensuring access to this information is a challenging task because of the daunting
size of EOSDIS and the potential limitations of current technologies. Over its 15
year life, the Data Archival and Distribution System (DADS), a component of the
EOSDIS, will eventually maintain around 11 petabytes [12]. 1 While mass storage
technology will solve some archiving problems [2], finding data will require new and
innovative methods for users to effectively search the archives. The archives will
include a variety data types including raster satellite images, ancillary vector/raster
maps, derived spatial products from model simulations (e.g., output from global
temperature models), and associated engineering and management textual data,
suggesting that the archive and meta database will be both diverse and complex.
In current NASA scientific data systems, data are found by users who already
know information related to the context of the satellite processing environment, such
as the time of the sateUite's observation, the satellite and sensor type, and location.
This context-based metadata search forces the user to translate scientific needs into
project specifications that often contain esoteric NASA nomenclature. A better
solution, often called content-based metadata search, is to allow scientists to find
data based upon their scientific interests within the imagery. Providing features
based upon scientific interests for searching through a database assumes that a
system can be created to interpret imagery with the skill of a scientist, yet with the
speed of the computer. This automation has been the goal of many researchers in
remote sensing, image processing, and computer vision for years; there is no known
general solution to the problem,
1One petabyte is 1015 bytes.
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2.1 Opportunities for Automation
In this section, we describe the necessary functions for an automated planning sys-
tem for image classification and indexing according to browse products. The entire
range of functions described here are actively under development or investigation
at this time. In the rest of the paper, we restrict ourselves to a discussion of the
generation of plans for image analysis.
Despite the the lack of a general theory, computer-based photo interpretation
operations for satellite/aerial imagery can be partially defined as file manipulation,
calibration, reduction of the number of channels, image enhancement and correc-
tion, segmentation, and pattern classification (see figure 3). These operations often
require an expert to "mix and match" the steps depending on the quality of the
sensor, the format of the data, the properties of the sensing environment (e.g., atmo-
spheric conditions, direction of sun illumination, etc.), availability of ancillary data
such as topographic maps and ground truth observations, and the set of possible
features within an image. Typically, the end result of this process is a map labelling
pixels to classification categories from proven recognizable schemes for which the
sensors were designed. Example schemes include: land use/land cover cloud cover
type, vegetation cover, and soil type. While these examples refer to physical ob-
jects, properties such as temperature and aerosol content also constitute legitimate
labels, only each label represents a range of continuous values. In EOS, much of
the work of the PGS will be to recognize these features for processing at level 2 and
above.
In the realm of automatic feature recognition, the planner is the component
that optimizes accuracy as a function of the resource constraints. If there is a
lot of available processing time due to a low incoming data rate, then the planner
chooses the image processing sequence with the highest expected accuracy. If the
data rate is high, then the planner constructs a sequence that either substitutes
computationaily cheaper, yet less accurate image processing steps for expensive
operations, eliminates steps that can be deleted without a major loss, or uses a
fixed-time default plan that implies an upper bound on the highest allowable data
rate (e.g., ingest only file header information that comes with the raw data).
The planner must make choices regarding preprocessing steps and image clas-
sifiers as a function of the input image's header information, called ephemeris
data. For example, suppose that an image from the Moderate-Resolution Imag-
ing Spectrometer-Nadir (MODIS-N) sensor of EOS arrives with its areal extent
over Washington D.C. Further suppose that after launch, MODIS-N produced scan
lines such as LANDSAT MSS's "sixth-line striping," evidenced by horizontal band-
ing within the images . Modis-N was designed to characterize surface temperature
at 1-kin resolution, ocean color, vegetation/land surface cover (e.g., leaf area index
and land cover type, vegetation indices), cloud cover and properties, aerosol prop-
erties, and fire occurrence. Based upon this information, the planner constructs
the sequence of steps by first stripping off the header file from the raw data, which
indicates the time of observation, the sensor, sun angle and azimuth, location, and
2O
file format. The planner then queries an online database to insert the new header
information annotated with a unique image id and waits for known information
to be returned related to the header, for a set of neural network weight files that
have been created by training over sindlar conditions, and for any ancillary data
files such as digital elevation data, ground truth, and hydrology maps. In this case,
because the location of the image is over land, the set of recognizable features will
include vegetation, cloud, and temperature classes, while it will exclude ocean re-
lated classes. Once the planner has the combined dynamic informat|on of the header
with the static knowledge about the sensor, it begins constructing the sequence or
image processing plan.
Once the pixel labelling is completed, the planner must choose the form of
browse product as a function of the amount of storage available and the importance
of the image, as defined by priority. Ranging from low to high available storage,
the browse product can be an image classification vector ICV, a "postage stamp"
rendition of the classification map, a low resolution version of the classification
map, or a classification map that is the size of the original image. Finally, the
planner must ingest the browse product into the appropriate database with the
associated header information and the sequence of processing steps used. If it is
found later that a particular processing step was inadequate, then the meta database
can be searched for all browse products containing that step in order to initiate
reprocessing. Likewise, if a scientist, through his own analysis, determines that the
classification accuracy was incorrect, then he can submit his changes, as well as
methods, to the meta database administrators for update.
3 Conditional Analysis Plans
The automatic generation of plans for image analysis is a challenging problem.
Preliminary processing (e.g., removal of sensor artifacts) and analysis (e.g., feature
detection) involve a complex set of alternative strategies, depending in some cases
on the results of previous processing. For example, detailed location of roads and
rivers is only worth doing if there is evidence that those features are present in the
image. Plans for image processing need to be conditional, in the sense that the
course of action to be followed is dependent on the outcome of previous actions.
We have developed a conditional planner that advances the state of the art in
several respects, including the use of regression in the generation of conditional
plans and a careful treatment of the modelling of observations by permitting the
specification of a proposition as true, false, or unknown. We have successfully
applied our planner to the generation of conditional plans for image analysis in "EOS
world" (named by analogy to the "blocks world"), a planning domain based on data
analysis problems related to the Earth Observing System's Data and Information
System (EOSDIS).
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3.1 Motivation and Background
Classical planning has been criticized for its reliance on a complete model of ac-
tions [4]. Constructing an elaborate plan to achieve some set of goals makes little
sense if the environment is sufficiently unpredictable that the plan is likely to fail
at an early stage. There are several approaches to the problem of generating plans
for use in a changing and uncertain world. These fall generally into three classes:
making pla_s more robust in the face of changes in the environment [7], modifying
plans as new information becomes available, 2 and conditional planning (more pre-
dsdy, planning with conditional actions): planning which takes into account the
uncertainoutcomes of actions.
Conditionalactionplanning is suitablefor domains in which there islimited
uncertaintyand in which plans are constructedat a fairlyhigh levelof granularity.
Preliminaryindicationsare thatplanning forimage analysisiseminently suitable.
Robot planningisprobably not such an application,unlessitcan be carriedout at
a levelof abstractionsufficientlyhighthat much of the uncertaintycan be ignored.
Peot and Smith [11]have developed a non-linearplanner forconditionalplan-
ning. In conventional,"classical"planning applications,non-linearplanning is
usuallyan improvement over linearplanning because fewer commitments yields
a smallersearchspace,at a relativelyminimal added costto exploreeach element
of that searchspace [10].However, itisnot clearthat thistradeoffoperates in
the same way forconditionalplanners.Furthermore,the operationwhich isneeded
to properlyconstructbranching plans-- resolvingclobberersthrough conditioning
apart -- isa very difficultoperationto direct.Accordingly,a linearconditional
planner may be a reasonablealternative.
We have developeda linearconditionalplanner,based on McDermott's regres-
sionplannerPEDESTAL [9].This plannerhas been implemented in Quintus Prolog,
runningon Sun SPARCstations. Ithas been testedon Peot and Smith's"SkiWorld"
sample problem and on the simplifiedmodel of the EOSDIS image processingdo-
main describedabove.
3.2 Action representation
Following McDermott, we represent actions in the plan library in terms of three
predicates: preconditions, add lists and dQlete lists. 3 A precondition entry in the
database looks as follows:
precond(action,preconditions)
This database entry specifies the facts which must hold in order that action be
performable. These preconditions are necessary, but may not be sufficient for the
action to achieve the ends we desire.
"Reactive systems _ [3, 1] axe yet another approach to this issue, in which it is argued that we
are better off" not planning at all.
Sin practice, we are free to use a more convenient notation in composing the plan library than
the one the planner _ use.
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Entries describing the effects of actions look like this:
add (formula, action, effect-preconditions)
or
delet • (formula, action, effect-preconditions)
These entries specify that if action is performed in a world in which both effect-
preconditions and the preconditions for action hold, then formula will hold (not
hold) at the end of action.
Here is a simple action from Peot and Smith's ski world example:
precond(go(?x, ?y), I'at(?x), cleaar(?x, ?y)])
add(at(?z), go(?_,?z), [])
delete(at(?z), go(?z,?_), [q)
We have used the underline as in Prolog, as an "anonymous" or don't-care variable.
We expand this representation to allow for conditional actions, like those of
Peot and Smith [11]. Such conditional actions may have several different, mutually
exclusive, sets of outcomes. We capture this by associating with every such outcome
an integer. Integers can be added to the effect-preconditions of a postcondition entry
to specify that one particular outcome must happen in order for the postcondition
to hold. For example, in the Ski World, Peot and Smith have an operator for
observing road conditions between two points. There are two possible outcomes to
this operator: either the road will be found to be dear, or it will be seen to be
closed. Here is how we represent this operator:
precond(observe (road(?x, ?y)), [unknown(clear (?x, ?y)) ,at (?x)])
add (clear (?x, ?y), observe (road (?x, ?y) ), [bead (?act, 1)] )
postcond(not (clear(?x,?y)) ,observe(road(?x, ?y)), [bead(?act, 2)] )
The variable ?act is a special one, which will be bound to the name of the step -- the
actual instance of the operator -- so that we may have more than one conditional
action of the same type in our plan.
3.3 Pedestal
McDermott 's PEDESTAL planner is a regression planner which represents its plan
as a dense line segment, beginning at the initial conditions and ending at the goal.
Steps are incrementally added to the plan by associating them with points on the
line segment. In order to control this process, the planner will always have a set
of active (not yet solved) goals and a set of protections which must be respected.
PEDESTAL'S goals are pairs (g, vi: the first component, g being a proposition to
be established, and the second being a step for whose benefit the proposition is
to be established. The top-level goals are goals of the form (g, finish) for the
distinguished final step.
At each point in the planning process, PEDESTAL will pick a goal out of its active
set, and resolve it. PEDESTAL resolves its goals (g, v) in one of three ways, chosen
nondet erministically:
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1. g holds in initial conditions: In this case, the goal may be achieved without
performing any action. PEDESTAL adds a protection which guards the goal
from the beginning of the plan until step v and continues.
2. g is established by existing step: Call this step s. PEDESTAL does the
following:
(a) adds a protection of g from s until v.
(b) PEDESTAL must ensure that s has the desired effect of establishing g.
Let E(g, s) be the causation preconditions for g with respect to s. Post
new goal(s) 4 (E(g, s), 8).
(c) PEDESTAL must also ensure that no already-exlsting step between s and
v negates g. This is done by posting additional goals:
For all steps z such that s < z < v, let the preservation preconditions of
g with respect to z be H(g, z). Post (H(g, z), z) as a new goal.
3. g is established by a new step: Choose some point in the plan at which
to insert a new step, s. Now proceed as per a preexisting step to achieve the
goal. In addition, however, PEDESTAL must post as goals the preconditions
for act s. Let those preconditions be _(s). Post goal(s) (_(s),s I.
3.4 Conditional Pedestal
PEDESTAL admits of a fairly straightforward adaptation to conditional planning.
Essentially, one adapts the PEDESTAL algorithm by mapping steps onto a chronicle
tree, instead of a line segment. When one adds conditional actions to the plan, one
adds new branches to the tree, running from the conditional action to newly-created
goal nodes. One then plans for each new goal node as well as the pre-existing goal
node.
At each point in the planning process, pick a goal out of the active set, and
resolve it. As before, goals are resolved either by finding that the g0al holds in the
initial conditions, is established by a pre-existing step, or by inserting a new step.
There is one (substantial) complication: handling the addition of conditional
actions to the plan. Recall that conditional actions have multiple outcomes. When
we add the conditional action to the plan, we will do so because one of the outcomes
will achieve a goal. However, there will be other outcomes which will not, in general,
achieve the same goal. One may think of these as "bad outcomes" for the action.
For each bad outcome, we introduce a new goal node following the bad outcome.
Informally, one might think of this goal node as causing us to plan a recovery from
the bad outcome.
Consider a problem from the Ski World. One wants to get to a resort (Snowbird
or Park City). One's plan so far might be as shown in Figure 2. One has planned
4Because we are assuming ground actions, we can blur the distinction between posting a single
goal which is a conjunction and posting a conjunction of goals each of which is a literal.
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observe(road(B,S)) cleark
==art go(home,B) _ go(B,Snowbird) (fZnt_rhsort)
\
t clear
finish
(at resort)
Figure 2: Initial plan to get to the resort.
observe(road(B,S)) clear
start go(home,B) go(B,Snowbird) finish
(at resort)
clear
finish
(at resort)
Figure 3: Plan to go to resort after the addition of the conditional action.
to go from home to position B and then from B to Snowbird. However, one has a
remaining subgoal, which is to determine that the road from B to Snowbird is clear.
Unfortunately, this is not a sure thing. The observation operator has two possible
outcomes: either the road will be seen to be clear, or seen to be blocked. In the
latter case, one will have to plan a new way to get to the resort. The planner's state
after the addition of the observation action is shown in Figure 3. The planner will
now have as goals whatever it had before and the goal to get to a resort when the
road from B to S is not clear, represented by the new goal on the second branch of
the plan. Notice that the two plans will share any actions which take place up until
the time the status of the road is observed. Notice also that additional actions may
be inserted into this shared prefix of the plan', for example, we might as the first
step of the plan take some money, if there was a toll on the road from C to Park
City. This would only be necessary in the event that the road from B to Snowbird
is blocked, but would be done before the agent knows whether or not the road is
blocked.
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3.5 Future work
We are in the processof extendingconditionalplanningto an approachwecall
epsilon-safeplanning, in which probabilities are associated with the various out-
comes of conditional actions (e.g., with the success or failure of a given classification
routine). For any given branch of a conditional plan, we can determine a probability
of success. The total probability of success is the sum of the branches which lead
to the goal state.
4 Hierarchical Planning with Deadlines
Automated image processing within the Product Generation System (PGS) of the
Earth Observing System's Data and Information System (EOSDIS) requires the
automatic generation of complex analysis plans, detailing the processing steps to
be taken to dean up, register, classify, and extract features from a given image.
These plans will be executed in a resource-limited environment, competing for such
resources as processing time, disk space, and the use of archive servers to retrieve
data from long-term mass storage. To complicate matters, it is important that the
results of these plans (the completed analysis products) be delivered in a timely
fashion to the scientists requesting them.
In joint work at the Honeywell Technology Center (HTC) and NASA's Goddard
Space Flight Center, we have developed a planner that generates hierarchical plans
for PGS image processing. The schemas used by this planner (based on Nonlin's
Task Formalism (TF))[13] have been extended to record information about the esti-
mated and worst-case duration of a given task, and about the tasks' resource usage.
This information is used during plan construction, for example in the rejection of an
otherwise promising expansion for a given sub-task because it requires more time
than is available, and in the construction of detailed schedules for image processing
tasks.
Accurate estimates of the time required for image processing tasks are hard to
come by, particularly for more abstract tasks (e.g., "identify features," rather than a
detailed set of file manipulations). We have constructed a routine that traverses the
set of tasks defined for the PGS planner, defining worst-case estimates for abstract
tasks based on the time required for their subtasks. Use of this routine, coupled
with a facility allowing primitive task estimates to be updated either manually or
based on statistics gathered as the system runs over time, allows us to continually
refine the initially somewhat undependable time estimates, resulting in increasingly
effective management of scarce computational resources for the image processing
task.
The choice of Nonlin as a starting place was driven by the fact that the TF can be
used effectively to describe image processing tasks. Human users tend to break these
tasks down into hierarchies of subtasks (e.g., "remove noise" may involve scan-line
removal, smoothing, and despeckling, usually in that order) in a way very naturally
expressible in TF. Nonlin's main drawbacks included the lack of any facilities for
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reasoningabout duration, deadlines, and resources. Deviser [14] adds durations,
but is not sufficiently flexible and scales poorly. Eventually, the planning function
will be integrated with scheduling and dispatch functions that will use the same
representations.
Durations and deadlines were added to the TF through the addition of a :du-
ration slot in task schemas. These specifications may be numbers, ranges, or a
function of the schema variables evaluated when the schema is instantiated. The
underlying representation of time is the TMM [5], in an implementation developed
at the Honeywell Technology Center. Calculation of duration bounds during task
expansion provides an additional constraint on search: if at any time the time
needed for a given task expansion exceeds the time available, the system will back-
track, trying an alternative expansion at the current level or higher planning levels
until a time-feasible schedule is found (or the system gives up).
5 Summary and Conclusions
Automating the processing of satellite earth science data is both timely and with
a high potential for significant improvement of the current environment. Timely,
because the current tools for managing and processing this data are beginning to
be overwhelmed. This trend will only worsen as new satellite systems come on line
over the next few years, most notably (but not exclusively) EOS. As we have also
argued, automation of these tasks shows great potential benefit. Existing research
in AI, Operations Research, databases, and distributed systems can be adapted
to alleviate the looming data overload, in some cases by freeing humans from the
process entirely (e.g., generating browse products on ingest), and in other cases
by providing better tools for interactive use (e.g., helping scientists to retrieve and
process archived data).
In this paper, we have presented results on the application to image processing
of two bodies of work drawn from current research in AI planning: conditional
planning and planning with duration and deadlines. These results are promising,
but the work is by no means complete. Moving these systems into operational use
will require further refinement and development, which we expect to accomplish
over the next twelve to eighteen months.
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Abstract
Visualization is used in the process of analyzing large, multidimensional data sets.
However, the selection and creation of visualizations that are appropriate for the
characteristics of a particular data set and the satisfaction of the analyst's goals is difficult.
This process consists of three tasks: generate, test, and refine, that are performed
iteratively. The performance of these tasks requires the utilization of several types of
domain knowledge that data analysts do not often have. Existing visualization systems
and frameworks do not adequately support the performance of these tasks. In this paper
we present the RApid Visualization Environment (RAVE), a knowledge-based system
that interfaces with commercial visualization frameworks and assists a data analyst in
quickly and easily generating, testing, and refining visualizations. RAVE has been used
for the visualization of in situ measurement data captured by spacecraft.
1. Introduction
Large volumes of multidimensional data are routinely collected in fields that range
from space physics to retail marketing. Information is extracted from the collected data
through visualization techniques, as well as a variety of analysis methods, e.g.,
statistical, whose results are comprehended also using visualizations. The creation of
useful visualizations is a knowledge intensive task that is usually performed as a
generate and test process. The analyst must know (1) how to visualize the data set he is
analyzing, (2) what visualization package to use to realize the selected visualization(s),
and (3) whether the data set will need to be transformed before the selected package can
generate the chosen visualization. Very few analysts possess all the necessary types of
knowledge. As a result, the generate and test process takes a long time to perform.
Existing data visualization systems and frameworks suffer from two limitations. Either
they are not easily extensible implying that the generate and test process cannot be
performed, or they are hard to use. In this paper we present the RApid Visualization
Environment (RAVE), a knowledge-based system that interfaces with commercial
visualization frameworks and assists a data analyst in quickly and easily generating,
testing, and refining visualizations. RAVE generates visualizations that satisfy a set of
analysis and display goals stated by its user. The system has been used by space scientists
for the visualization of in situ measurement data captured by spacecraft. It currently
interfaces with the PV-Wave and AVS visualization frameworks.
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Once the user selects a goal, RAVE automatically identifies a set of visualizations that
can be used to achieve the goal. The user selects one or more visualizations from this
set, and RAVE automatically creates and executes the appropriate program to generate
each of the selected visualizations. The program is implemented in the language of the
visualization frameworks that are interfaced to RAVE. The user can compare the
effectiveness of the created visualizations with regards to the amount of information
that can be extracted and the way the information is presented. In this way, the analyst
can quickly and easily select a set of target visualizations which can then be further
refined.
2. Data Visualization
Data is collected and analyzed to create models that predict the future behavior of a
system, or explain an observed event. For example, a space scientist may try to explain
whether the earth's magnetosheath contain solar wind plasma or just noise. Data
analysis gives rise to goals that must be achieved. Visualization can be used to achieve
these goals. For example, an analyst may create a scatter plot of temperature versus
density for protons in an attempt to explain the existence of solar wind in earth's
magnetosheath.
Visualization of a data set to achieve a goal implies that the analyst must be able to (1)
decide how to visualize a data set, (2) create the decided upon visualization, and (3)
assess the created visualization's effectiveness in presenting the information contained
in the data set and thus achieving the stated goal. The selection and creation operations
can be viewed together as a generate operation. Therefore, visualization in this class of
domains can be framed as a generate and test process.
Deciding how to visualize the data implies that the analyst understands the benefits of
using each visualization, and knows how to map from a space of analysis goals to a space
of visualizations. Oftentimes these mappings are one-to-many further complicating the
visualization-selection task. Creating a visualization, and later refining it through the
addition of features such as color, implies that the analyst must have knowledge about
computer graphics and programming. For example, the analyst must know how to
write a program to generate a scatter plot, and then how to use color to display the data
points whose values are greater than some threshold. Existing visualization languages
that are included in frameworks such as AVS, PV-WAVE facilitate the programming
task but have steep learning curves. The knowledge included in the RAVE system (1)
supports the data analyst during the visualization selection operation, and (2) enables
the automatic creation of the corresponding programs in the visualization languages of
the frameworks to which RAVE is interfaced.
3. Application Domain
RAVE has been used for the visualization of space sciences data from in situ
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measurements of plasmas, fields, and corpuscular radiation. For example a set of
instruments for in situ measurements may capture the DC magnetic field (a three-
component field vector), the DC electric field (also a three component field vector), the
flux of particles as a function of their energy of arrival, charge, and mass composition,
and the AC electric and magnetic wave field spectra (energy density vs. frequency). We
have experimented with a subset of observations from the Hot Plasma Composition
Experiment (HPCE) on the AMPTE/CCE spacecraft.
The Charge Composition Explorer (CCE) satellite of the AMPTE program was launched
in August, 1984 into a near equatorial orbit (inclination 4.8 ° with apogee of 8.8 Re and
perigee 1108 km). The CCE was spin-stabilized at 10 rpm with its spin axis pointing
approximately toward the sun. The spacecraft carried instrumentation to measure
composition and charge state of ions over a very broad energy range, electrons, plasma
waves, and the geomagnetic field. The data used here from the HPCE was taken by a set
of eight magnetic electron spectrometers that measure the flux of electrons from 50 eV to
25 keV [Shelley et al., 1985]. Each spectrometer is operated at a fixed energy with an
energy resolution of 50%. The eight instruments are co-aligned with their fields-of-view
perpendicular to the spacecraft spin axis and are operated simultaneously, making
measurements in unison every 155 msec. Thus an eight point electron energy spectrum
is obtained every 9.5 ° of satellite rotation. The spectrometers are collimated with a 5 °
full width conical field-of-view giving an effective full width field-of-view of 5 ° x 14.5 °
during each measurement period. As the spacecraft rotates the view directions sweep
through a range of pitch angles the amplitude of which depends on the direction of B
with respect to the spacecraft spin axis. The full pitch angle scan (0°-180 °) is achieved
when B is perpendicular to the spin axis.
• The captured measurements may be viewed as a succession of time slices through
energy space. Each time slice contains eight measures of the instantaneous electron flux
(at the eight energies) and each successive slice is displaced by 9.5 ° of rotation in the spin
plane of the satellite. All captured parameters vary in time and space with rates-of-
change that are highly variable as (1) the environment responds to externally applied
forces, and (2) the spacecraft moves between different plasma regimes. In addition to the
data captured from the HPCE sensors, our data set also contained data that was derived
by combining data from multiple sensors. In this way we were able to represent global
characteristics of the plasma, e.g., plasma beta, ratio of plasma frequency to gyro
frequency, etc.
4. RAVE: System Description
RAVE is a knowledge-based system that supports a data analyst in generating, testing,
and refining visualizations of a set of relational data. It is layered on top of existing
visualization frameworks, e.g., AVS, PV-WAVE, etc., capitalizing on their data
representation and rendering strengths, while improving their ease of use. RAVE
consists of: a graphical user interface, a knowledge base, an inference engine, a facts
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database, a visualization program generator, and interfaces to the visualization
frameworks to which it is connected. The system's architecture is show in Figure 1.
RAVE's graphical user interface is implemented using DevGuide under Open Look, the
interfaces to the visualization frameworks are implemented in C, whereas the rest of the
system is implemented in Common Lisp using the Common Lisp Object System.
L graphical user interface
visualization
selected data goal
rendering visualization info
visualization II IV
program _'facts database
generator visualization,
ram_, data info, data
data •
intertace to
AVS interface to ]PV-WAVE
|!
IAVS Ipvw v l
activated
visualization
objects
inference
engine
knowledge
base
_RAVE
Figure 1: The architecture of the RAVE system
RAVE's knowledge base contains (1) a set of visualization objects, and (2) a set of rules
that relate visualization goals to visualization objects. Each method for visualizing a
data set is represented by a separate object. An object has slots for: (1) the name of the
visualization, (2) the goals the corresponding visualization can satisfy, (3) the
refinements the visualization can accept, (4) the domain(s) in which it can be used, and
(5) the program that implements it in the language of one of the visualization
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frameworks with which RAVE interacts. For example, the visualization object that
corresponds to the two-dimensional scatter plot can satisfy the goal "attribute x is related
to attribute y," it can accept zooming and color as refinements, and can be applied in any
domain where numeric-valued attributes are compared.
Occasionally, a data set may need to be transformed, e.g., to a different coordinate system,
before the visualization can be rendered in a framework. The visualization-generation
program included in an object includes the necessary transformations that must
performed, and executes them automatically as part of the program-creation process. If a
particular visualization can be rendered by more than one of the frameworks with
which RAVE is interfaced, then a visualization object can include a separate
visualization-generation program, along with the necessary transformations, for each of
the appropriate frameworks. The user can select the framework(s) where the data will be
displayed. We plan to expand the types of knowledge that can be represented in a
visualization object by making explicit visualization-selection criteria such as cost of
displaying a visualization, type of display device needed for displaying effectively a
selected visualization, etc. In this way, not only we will be able to further assist the
analyst's selections, but we will also be able to capture the rationale behind each
selection. Finally, this knowledge will also be accessible by the rules and will enhance
the RAVE's mapping capabilities.
A set of visualization objects that are appropriate for the data of a particular application
domain can be organized into a collection. For example, objects that correspond to
visualizations used with financial data are organized into a collection. Such collections
can be organized hierarchically with the top-level collection (node) containing the set of
general visualizations, e.g., scatter plots, line plots, etc.
The antecedents of each rule represent (1) the statement of a goal, and (2) the constraints
that need be satisfied before the goal can be achieved. The rule's consequents select the
visualizations, i.e., instantiate the visualization objects, that can satisfy the goal. The
rules make explicit: (1) what constitutes an appropriate visualization for a data set and a
goal, (2) how to develop knowledge that can be shared across several domains, and (3)
how to choose a particular visualization. A set of rules can be associated with a
collection of visualization objects, e.g., the objects that correspond to visualizations that
pertain to analysis of financial data. Two example rules are shown in Figure 2.
Variables in these rules are preceded by question marks. Each variable, e.g., ?x, is bound
to an object that contains information about each attribute in the data set to be
visualized. The information includes: the type of the attribute's values, e.g., integer,
real, nominal, etc., the number of distinct values included in the set to be visualized,
minimum and maximum values (for numeric-valued attributes), the type of data, e.g.,
time-series, a pointer to the actual values, etc.
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(if (and (goal (related-to ?x ?y))
(equal (value-type ?x) 'numeric)
(equal (value-type ?y) 'numeric))
then (activate 2-d-scatter-plot ?x ?y))
(if (and (goal (value-distribution-of ?x))
(<= (number-of-distinct-values ?x) 5))
then ((activate 2-d-bar-graph ?x) (activate 2-d-pie-chart ?x) (activate 3-d-pie-chart ?x)))
Figure 2: Examples of rules used by RAVE
The first rule states that the visualization object corresponding to the two-dimensional
scatter plot is enabled for selection by the user if the stated goal seeks to establish whether
attribute x is related to attribute y, and the values of both attributes x and y are numeric.
The second rule states that the visualization objects corresponding to the two-
dimensional bar graph, the two-dimensional pie chart, and the three-dimensional pie
chart are enabled for selection by the analyst if the stated goal seeks to identify the
distribution of the values of a particular attribute and the number of distinct values this
attribute takes in the selected data set is not greater than five.
The user interface initially allows the analyst to: (1) select a data set to be analyzed, (2)
specify any special characteristics of the selected data, e.g., time-series data, and (3) choose
a visualization goal from a menu of pre-specified goals. The selected data, i.e., attributes
and values, is preprocessed so that information such as minimum and maximum
values can be established. The data and the resulting metadata are organized into an
object that is asserted in RAVE's facts database. The selected goal is asserted as a separate
fact in the same database. The inference engine executes the rules whose antecedents
match facts in the database. As a result of executing the matching rules, one or more
visualizations may beactivated. The names of the activated visualizations are displayed
to the analyst through RAVE's interface. The analyst can select one or more of the
activated visualizations. A portion of RAVE's user interface is shown in Figure 3.
As was stated above, if a selected visualization can be displayed by more than one of the
frameworks that are connected to RAVE, the analyst must select the frameworks that
will be used. The program(s) included with the object that corresponds to each selected
visualization is subsequently sent to RAVE's visualization program generator which
instantiates it for the specified data set and attributes. The instantiated program is then
sent, through the appropriate interface, to the corresponding visualization framework
for rendering. Each selected visualization is rendered in a different window. The
analyst is given control, through the user interface, of simultaneously displaying all the
created visualizations. In this way, the analyst is able to compare the information-
extraction and presentation effectiveness of each selected visualization, and either
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choose the best one(s), refine one or more of the displayed visualizations, or discard
them and modify his initial selections so that new visualization objects may be enabled.
Figure 3: A portion of RAVE's user interface
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Should, after seeing the results of a selected visualization, the analyst decide to refine it,
he can select one or more of the refinements supported by the particular visualization.
The selected refinements are reflected on the instance of the visualization object that is
asserted on RAVE's facts database. The updated object is communicated to the program
generator which creates an instance of the updated program(s) corresponding to the
visualization. This new instance is similarly sent to the appropriate visualization
framework for rendering. Figure 4 shows a two-dimensional scatter plot that has been
refined by enabling the zooming and coloring capabilities.
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Figure 4: A two-dimensional scatter plot produced by RAVE
6. Related Work
We compare RAVE to two sets of systems. The first set consists of systems that use
artificial intelligence techniques to facilitate the creation of complex user interface. In
particular, we examine the Integrated Interfaces system [Arens et al. 91], and the APT
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system [Mackinlay 91]. The second set consists of two visualization frameworks that
have been developed for space sciences data: LinkWinds [Jacobson & Berkin 93], and
SAVS [Szuszczewicz et al. 92].
Integrated Interfaces is a knowledge-based system whose goal is to alleviate the work of
user interface designers and developers. For this reason the system uses knowledge that
allows it to automatically select, at run time, the most appropriate way for presenting
information. Integrated Interfaces supports output in natural language, text, maps and
other graphics, tables, and forms. Its knowledge base represents domain knowledge, and
knowledge about user interfaces. In contrast, RAVE concentrates on output that can be
presented through graphics. Its knowledge base represents deeper and more detailed
knowledge both about graphics and the particular domains where the system is applied.
Furthermore, through its ability to display several different visualizations that can
satisfy a particular goal, RAVE provides its user with the ability to perform guided
exploration of the visualization space by comparing the effectiveness of several
visualizations in extracting the most possible information from the contents of the data
set.
The goal of the APT system is to dynamically create effective visualizations of relational
information by searching a space of possible designs. In this respect, it is a tool for
performing open-ended exploration of the visualization space. It concentrates on bar
charts, scatter plots and connected graphs. APT has the ability to decompose a data set
into components that can be visualized individually, selecting a visualization
appropriate for each component and then composing from the individual pieces the
visualization for the overall data set. As was mentioned above, RAVE provides less
support for a guided rather than an open-ended exploration of the visualization space. It
assumes that the user will partition a data set, should the need arise. However, it
supports more complex domain-specific and domain-independent visualizations of
relational information than the APT system. Finally, RAVE is able to interface with
existing visualization frameworks making it an easily extensible system able to render
complex domain-specific visualizations, in addition to the generic simple ones.
The LinkWinds system provides an environment for rapidly prototyping and executing
visualization applications on planetary data. It allows its user to analyze data and
creation visualizations through a spreadsheet interface. RAVE, in contrast, provides
knowledge-based support for selecting appropriate visualizations and automates the
creation of each selected visualization template.
The SAVS tool provides data acquisition, manipulation, and visualization capabilities.
The system is being applied on solar-terrestrial and planetary data. It is implemented on
top of the AVS visualization environment. SAVS does not provide knowledge-based
support during the visualization-creation process. In addition, the visualizations it
supports are those that can be supported by AVS. In addition to the knowledge-based
support it provides, RAVE can be interfaced with a variety of visualization languages,
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including AVS. As such it can support a wider range of visualizations than SAVS.
7. Conclusions
We continue developing the RAVE system expanding its knowledge base with more
visualizations that are appropriate for space sciences data, and interfacing it to other
visualizations frameworks, such as SGI Explorer, that have desired features. In addition,
we are in the process of interfacing RAVE to the Recon data mining system [Simoudis et
al 93] that provides sophisticated data management and analysis capabilities.
The process of generating, testing, and refining visualizations is particularly well-suited
for the space sciences domain, as well as for other domains where graphics are used for
extracting information from data but where the identification of the appropriate
visualizations is not easy. RAVE provides knowledge-based selection of visualizations
that are appropriate for achieving analysis and data display goals. Once visualizations
are selected, RAVE can automatically create and execute programs that generate the
visualizations. In the process, it automatically transforms the target data set to satisfy
constraints imposed by the visualization framework in which the data will be displayed.
These capabilities allow the analyst to perform a guided exploration of domain-specific
and generic visualization spaces, while concentrating on information extraction.
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Abstract
This paper describes a behavioural competency
level concerned with emergent scheduling of
spacecraft payload operations. The level is part of
a multi-level subsumption architecture model for
autonomous spacecraft, and functions as an action
selection system for processing spacecraft
commands that can be considered as "plans-as-
communication". Several versions of the selection
mechanism are described and their robustness is
qualitatively compared.
Keywords: Spacecraft Control, Emergent
Scheduling, Behavioural AI.
Introduction
This paper describes an autonomous control
architecture for scheduling payload and user
service operations of a low Earth orbiting
microsatellite, AUSTRALIS-1. The control
architecture is based upon a behavioural paradigm
of artificial intelligence (see Maes, 1993).
Previous work has defined a layered competency
model for autonomous orbital spacecraft (Lindley,
1993a), and the detailed design of the level 1
competency for maintaining the spacecraft battery
condition (involving power system fault detection,
redundant unit switching, charge control, and
discharge control; Lindley, 1993b). Planning and
Scheduling of Data Acquisition and Transmission
is a much higher level competency (level 7),
representing very atypical functions for
behavioural systems (that have generally
addressed low-level robot motion control and
guidance functions). Emphasizing the interface
between the autonomous system and its human
users, the level 7 competency takes into account
specifically requested data objects, user requested
instrument parameters, and the need to downlink
particular data sets at particular times or locations.
These needs are catered for while considering the
battery charge requirements of Level 1. A plan in
this system consists primarily of the current set of
requests for user operations, generated by users
and uplinked to the spacecraft. Hence "a plan" is a
communicable list of representations of goals. The
term "planning" can be used to refer to the
generation of goal lists, or can be used more
loosely to refer to the generation of activity that
satisfies a set of current goals. A schedule is taken
to be an association of specific activities with
particular times, and hence is a more detailed
form of planning in the loose sense. By these
definitions, planning and scheduling can be
emergent phenomena in that they do not need to
involve the generation of action representations. A
goal selection algorithm is described that achieves
emergent planning and scheduling by choosing a
particular represented goal as the basis of action
generation with each control cycle of the system.
Several versions of the al.gorithm are described,
and their relative merits are qualitatively
discussed.
Precedents for Autonomous Planning in Space
Systems
Command languages for spacecraft can be viewed
as languages for expressing plans that are
uploaded to and then obeyed by a spacecraft.
Increasing abstraction levels in spacecraft
command languages (Pidgeon et al, i992), or
reducing command detail, requires greater
spacecraft "intelligence" in the form of the
autonomous planning ability needed to elaborate
the details of uplinked plans to the appropriate
level for the control of spacecraft hardware. For
example, in normal operations, the Hipparcos
spacecraft is controlled by processed commands
that are sent to the onboard computer for
distribution to other systems, and for possible time
tagging. The ERS-1 spacecraft, which is in a low
polar orbit with limited ground access, has a
similar command macro system, with four
command types providing different functions and
levels of authority. The EURECA system,
comprising fifteen separate payloads, uses an
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onboard Master Schedule that contains a list of
time tagged command macros for execution by
the onboard data handling system. Further
increasing the abstraction level of commands, or
further decreasing their level of detail, involves
the incorporation of more sophisticated techniques
for autonomous planning and scheduling, drawn
from research in artificial intelligence (AD.
Representational AI systems, or Knowledge-
Based systems (Maes, 1993), use symbolic
models of the robot, its operating environment,
and the range of tasks and actions that the robot
"knows how to perform". System behaviours are
typically produced by an inference engine that
reasons about the models to produce action plans.
Plans and action representations are frequently
hierarchically ordered, with high level
representations of goals and actions at the top. of
the hierarchy. Subsequent levels of abstraction
decompose goals into increasingly specific
subgoals, ending with primitive machine
commands that can be executed directly by
hardware. Robotic plans are monitored during
execution. A robot may attempt to deal with plan
failures by replanning from some suitable level of
abstraction, with various techniques being
employed to deal with constraints of real-time
operation. Brooks (1986) has described this
traditional, representational approach as the
sense/model/plan/act approach. Representational
approaches (reviewed in Georgeff, 1987) have
made substantial progress in addressing the
requirements of many applications, but frequently
founder in the inability of system designers to
provide sufficient knowledge for the autonomous
performance of useful tasks in real environments.
Most space applications of AI to date have
concentrated upon the areas of mission planning,
sequencing, and control. There have been
numerous projects that have addressed the
automation of ground-based planning and control
of space systems, with many systems successfully
prototyped, and a number now in routine
operational use (Drabbie,1991). These ground-
based systems have been developed within the
traditional, representational AI paradigm.
Autonomous orbital spacecraft, surface
exploration robots, and dextrous free-flying robots
have particular requirements for producing
appropriate behaviour quickly in the face of
dynamic and uncertain circumstances. These
issues have been addressed using techniques
representing a convergence towards some of the
techniques involved in behavioural artificial
intelligence. Fast response times have been
achieved by separating the control architecture
into parallel functions, with a combination of
deliberative planning and reactive planning being
used to achieve goals at strategic and tactical
levels, respectively (eg. Rokey and Grenander,
1990, and Erickson et al, 1989). Autonomous
orbital spacecraft control models have adopted
limited parallel and distributed processing models,
but have still tended to rely upon world modelling
as the basis of their intelligence (eg. Raslavicius et
al, 1989).
Hierarchical approaches to action representation
and control have dominated the field of spacecraft
automation, and have been incorporated as
fundamental structuring principles in proposed
reference models for space automation and
robotics developed both by NASA and ESA
(Elfving and Kirchoff, 1991). The "Theory of
Intelligent Machines" proposed by Valavanis and
Saridis (1992) associates hierarchy with proposed
fundamental analytical measures of intelligence,
and the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute Center
for Intelligent Robotic Systems for Space
Exploration has constructed a testbed that has the
development and implementation of this theory as
one of its primary purposes (Watson et al, 1992).
Behavioural theories of artificial intelligence
suggest a very different approach to autonomous
action generation and control, requiring new
reference models for robotic systems (Lindley,
1993a) and new analytical formulations that do
not intrinsically depend upon a hierarchy of
functional or control flow (Lindley, 1993c). Maes
(1993) has described the following characteristics
of behavioural systems:
- systems have multiple, integrated, and
typically low-level competences
- the system is "open" or "situated" in its
environment, having many interactive
interfaces with a complex, dynamic, and
unpredictable world
- the emphasis is upon autonomy
- systems are designed to produce behaviour,
rather than to have knowledge in a
=
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representational sense, thus avoiding the
circumspection problem of providing
sufficiently comprehensive world models for
the tasks at hand
- particular functions may emerge from the
activity of more primitive behaviours
- there is a strong emphasis upon adaptation
Lindley (1994) has argued that behavioural
approaches are justified by philosophical positions
that regard represented knowledge as a cultural,
discursive, and pragmatic artefact, rather than
being the substance of intelligence; in effect,
knowledge is reified practice, codified by
representation in order to coordinate behaviour.
From this viewpoint, action, rather than
representation, is at the core of intelligence.
Behavioural theories constitute a new and
vigorous paradigm that has shown superior
performance to representational methods in the
control of simple robotic functions (Brooks,
1991).
Planning and Behavioural Action Selection
Agre and Chapman (1990) attribute problems with
the representation-centred view of "plans-as-
programs" to a mistaken notion of what activity is
like, and the role plans can play in activity. The
plan-as-program view regards activity as a matter
of problem-solving and control. The world
presents an agent with a series of formally defined
problems that require solutions, and a planner
produces the solutions. The executive then
"implements these solutions by trying to make the
world conform to them". Agre and Chapman hold
that this view is incorrect, since "Acting in the
world is an ongoing process conducted in an
evolving web of opportunities to engage in
various activities and contingencies that arise in
the course of doing so". Hence an agent can be
viewed as participating in the flow of events,
rather than solving problems.
This view leads to the notion of plans-as-
communication as part of a general theory of
situated activity. Plans-as-communication have a
reduced role, with the need for improvisation on
the part of the user. A plan is used as a resource
among other resources in a process in which an
agent engaged in rational, goal-directed activity
continually reevaluates _vhat to do. Plan use is a
matter of figuring out how to make a plan relevant
to a situation at hand. The meaning of the plan is
heavily dependent upon the context, and must be
constantly reassessed. Plans-as-communication
have a fuzzy boundary with other forms of
communication, such as lists, schedules, images,
and mnemonics. The current context of an agent is
a resource that can be used to intepret the plan.
Agre and Chapman present the example of a
person following a plan which has the form of
another person's instructions for how to reach a
particular location. Lessons generalised from the
example are:
the list of shared understandings is
innumerably long
- all plans depend on shared understandings in
this way
action in the real world is sufficiently
difficult to suggest that plans must depend on
innumerable shared understandings in order
to be expressible
- these points apply regardless of whether the
plan's maker and user are the same agent or
different agents
Attempts to capture the meaning of plans by
representation must therefore encounter the
circumspection problem of needing to represent
an unspecifiable amount of contextual knowledge.
Agre and Chapman suggest that the plans-as-
communications view is more plausible than
plans-as-programs as an account of human plan
creation and use, and may provide a more
effective model for artificial autonomous agents,
although its tendency to appear like the general
problem of automated natural language
comprehension makes it impractical for the design
of autonomous agents in the short to medium
term. However, this is overly pessimistic, since
the ability to understand (ie. use) limited forms of
plans for particular purposes in a specific domain
can be a much simpler competency than the
general-purpose natural language skills of human
beings.
An agent capable of processing plans-as-
communication can be designed using a
behavioural goal selection system for action
generation without deliberative reasoning. Maes
(1990) suggests that the action selection
mechanism of an autonomous agent in a complex
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dynamicenvironmentshouldbe reactiveandfast,
favouringactionsrelevantto the current situation,
exploiting opportunities, and adapting to
unpredictable and changing situations. The
mechanism must favour actions that contribute to
any current ongoing goal or plan, and should look
ahead, especially to avoid hazardous situations
and to handle interacting and conflicting goals.
The action selection mechanism must also be
capable of operating with minimal, incomplete or
incorrect world knowledge, with limited
computational and time resources, and be robust
(degrading gracefully when components fail).
A goal selection mechanism proposed by Maes
(1990), that appears to have these desirable
characteristics, views an autonomous agent as a
set of modules each having its own specific
competence. These modules resemble the
operators of a classical deliberative planner. A
competence module has a list of preconditions to
be fulfilled before the module can become active,
lists of expected effects of the module's action in
terms of an add list and a delete list, and a level of
activation for the module. If all the preconditions
of a module are true at a particular time, then the
module is executable at that time. Competence
modules are linked to form a semantic network,
with activating and inhibiting links between
modules allowing the activation energy to
accumulate in the modules that represent the
"best" actions to take in the current situation and
given the current set of goals. The pattern of
spreading activation among modules, and the
input of new activation energy into the network,
are determined by the current situation and the
current global goals of the agent. Activation
iterates through cycles, thereby accumulating until
a threshold is exceeded and an action is
performed. A decay function ensures that the
overall activation level remains constant through
continuous iterations.
Initial results with this approach are reported to be
very encouraging, with networks exhibiting
planning behaviour. Plans are not explicitly
represented, but the "intention" of an agent to
carry out certain actions is expressed by high
activation levels of the corresponding modules.
Action selection is non-hierarchical and highly
distributed. Global parameters serve as controls
for mediating smoothly between different action
selection characteristics, and therefore between
adaptivity, speed, and reactivi_ on the one hand
and "thoughtfulness" and certainty on the other.
The approach is computationally much less
expensive that search-based planning. Different
paths are evaluated in parallel, and the system
does not start from scratch when a particular path
fails to produce a solution, nor "replan" at each
timestep. The action selection mechanism is
capable of processing complex goal
interrelationships, and complex, possibly
hierarchically organised goal substructures,
although particular applications may have very
simple, flat goal representations with few
interconnections.
AUSTRALIS-I Spacecraft Operations
The AUSTRALIS-1 spacecraft is currently being
designed by an informal consortium of Australian
universities. The baseline spacecraft is a 35 cm
cube, having an expected mass of less than fifty
kilograms. It is intended to operate within an
altitude range from five hundred to one thousand
kilometres. The spacecraft will carry a near infra-
red CCD-based camera system, and
telecommunications equipment to support a data
store-and-forward communications service.
AUSTRALIS-1 has particular requirements for
autonomy derived from the need to serve a large
number of users over a highly dispersed area,
using very cheap and simple ground equipment
with minimal centralised control or coordination.
The spacecraft subsystems most directly
associated with supporting the level 7 user
operational model are shown on Figure 1. The
controller initiates image acquisition operations
and controls downlinking of images and data units
via the CMS (Command Management System)
database. Hence, the level 7 control network
functions at what will here be called a transaction
level; that is, it is not concerned with detailed data
transfer and timing control between devices, but
with control of the transfer of complete data units.
The flow of user data between components does
not pass through the level 7 controller, although
operation selection and initiation is controlled by
this level. The level 7 controller receives inputs
from the relevant subsystem components, from
the guidance and navigation system, and from the
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level 1 competency concerned with battery
conditioning, charge control, discharge control,
and power control. The AUSTRALIS-1 power
control system is described in detail in Lindley
(1993b).
AUSTRAI.,IS-1 users will be able to uplink data
files (by Store Data command), request data
broadcast (by Broadcast Data command), request
image acquisition (by Acquire Image command),
and request data deletion (by Delete Data
command). The commands are stored on board
the spacecraft, and function as goals within the
payload planning and scheduling competency of
the autonomous control system. In the data store
and forward mode, ground stations can uplink a
request for the spacecraft to broadcast data
immediately, or broadcast to a distant ground
station specified in terms of a latitude and
longitude or a time. During image acquisition
operations, the spacecraft receives an image
acquisition request from a user, schedules and
acquires the image, and then treats the image data
in the same way that user data packets are treated.
uplink
/data user service
channel
Cfl/neaql ]
system ]]1
H °°Hmanagement
system
Figure 1. Level 7 subsystems.
Stored data is held in an onboard database within
the Command Management System (CMS) for
downlinking to specified destinations. Stored data
can be deleted upon explicit user request. In all of
these transactions the spacecraft will schedule and
execute operations without coordination or
mediation by a central ground station or command
and control network. That is, user stations will
interact directly with the spacecraft.
protocols and data exchange between devices,
allowing the level 7 control competency to be
defined at a supervisory control level. The CMS
database contains user data packets in addition to
user commands, and maintains a file listing all
data packets and their parameters or header
information. This directory file is treated as a data
packet with an identifier of 0. It can be
downlinked (with filtering based upon user
priority), but cannot be deleted. The directory is
updated automatically by the CMS dbms.
The Command Management System (CMS)
consists of a command execution controller, a
database management system (dbms), and a
database residing in bank switched memory. The
CMS command execution controller and other
levels of the control system handle detailed
A Store Data command has an associated data
packet. Upon receipt of a Store Data command,
the data packet is stored in a database within the
CMS, along with command parameters. A data
identifier and descriptor are entered into the
directory file within the CMS database. Store Data
commands are processed immediately if accepted
(ie. within one processing cycle of the control
system) to initiate data input to the CMS database
from the receiver (channel) for eligible
commands. Detailed timing of data storage
transactions is not modelled at this level. If the
level 7 control
cycle time is fast
enough, a Store
Data command
can be validated
prior to
TX uplinking any of
the associated
datadownankchanneZ_ do_ data to the
_hta spacecraft. If the
cycle time is too
slow for this,
uplinked data can be buffered prior to transfer to
the CMS database if the command is accepted, or
deleted if the command is rejected.
Upon receipt, a Broadcast Data command is
stored in the database within the CMS. As
specified by the command parameters,
broadcasting can be initiated immediately, at a
specified time, or in the proximity of a particular
target point specified by latitude and longitude.
The Broadcast Data command includes
parameters specifying the data to be broadcast.
A Delete Data command includes parameters
specifying the data to be deleted from the CMS
database. Deletion will occur only if the command
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carries appropriateauthorisation.When data is
deleted, the associated data identifier and
descriptor are removed from the directory file
within the CMS database.
Upon receipt, an Acquire Image command is
stored in the CMS database. The command
includes all appropriate image acquisition
parameters. Execution of an Acquire Image
command is triggered when time or positional
parameters are satisfied, and subject to resource
availability. Once an image has been acquired, it
is stored as a data unit in the CMS database, along
with its parameters and acquisition details. An
image identifier and a descriptor are entered into
the directory file within the CMS database.
Level 7 Subsystem Interface Definition
Subsystem Sensors
Each subsystem or component has a range of data
outputs, which may include sensor values and
computed function values. These outputs are
treated as sensors monitored by the level 7
controller. Sensors classified by associated
component are as follows:
Command Management System (CMS):
CA
CREC
BD
SD
CMA
CM
command arrival, I/0
command record
broadcasting data via tx, 1/0
storing data from rx, 1/0
active memory blocks
total memory blocks
Guidance and Navigation System (GNS):
SClat
SClong
SCalt
SCtime
spacecraft latitude
spacecraft longitude
spacecraft altitude
spacecraft system time
CREC records are derived (within the CMS) from
information provided by the user. Information
associated with all commands upon initial receipt
includes: command identifier (CID), user priority
(UPRI), command priority (CPRI), and command
type (CMD).
Further information within Acquire Image CREC
input includes the target latitude and longitude or
an image acquisition time, and the image data
size. Store Data CREC inputs include the data size
and the data itself. Broadcast Data CREC inputs
include a data identifier, data size, and the
downlink latitude and longitude or a downlink
time. A data identifier of 0 indicates the CMS
database directory file. Delete Data CREC inputs
include a data identifier, and a delete latitude and
longitude or a delete time. The level 7 CMS
database user data storage format for each data
file includes the data identifier, the identifier of
the user who supplied the data, the data priority,
the data size, and the stored data. A datablock
generally includes command parameters from the
initial Store Data or Acquire Image command
associated with the data record.
Actuators
Control signals (including combined control and
data output signals) are:
Command Management System (CMS):
Command id, CID integer
Control enable, CE 1/0
Command Arrival Acknowledge, CAAK 1/0
Active Memory Blocks, AMB 2 bytes
Operation, CMS_OP 2 bits:
delete data 00
acquire image 01
store data 10
broadcast data 11
Transmitter:
tx_baud 2 bits
(encoding 0, 1200, 4800, or 9600 bps)
Controller Design
The overall goal of the level 7 competency is to
maximise the provision of user services
throughout the lifetime of the spacecraft. Hence
the goal is to maximise the overall throughput of
data in response to user demand. Users and their
data requests are prioritised, and higher priority
throughput is more important than lower priority
throughput. Hence, the goal of this level can be
expressed as the maximisation of the value
function:
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kQ = _'=1 Si • Pui. Pi/P2max (1)
where k is the number of data packets downlinked
over the lifetime of the spacecraft, Si is the size of
the ith data packet downlinked during that time,
Pui is the priority of the user who requested data
packet i, Pi is the priority requested by the user for
data packet i, and Pmax is the maximum possible
user and data priority. Pmax is an a priori constant
established by convention. Si, Pui, and Pi appear to
the controller as stochastic variables within
respective predef'med range limits. The controller
has some control over the product Si . Pui. Pi for
the command i executed on any given occasion if
there are a number of candidate commands from
which to choose that have different values of Si.
Pui- Pi. Then, other things being equal, the
controller can maximise the value function by
choosing to process the command with the
maximum product Si . Pui. Pi. It is the goal
selection system of the level 7 competency that
has the role of maximising Equation (1). Inputs to
the goal selection system include command goals
representing demands for power and state
variables indicating the power available after
battery charging (from level 1 of the control
system, concerned with power control). The
amount of power available constrains the data
throughput rate, and also constrains command
execution by command type. 1
There are many ways of defining and
implementing a goal selection algorithm,
manifesting varying features and degrees of a
behavioural approach. Several alternative goal
selection systems are described here, compared,
and evaluated qualitatively in terms of that aspect
of their robustness that concerns the tendency of
the system to return to proper functioning
following disruption due to loss of hardware
and/or control logic.
1More generally, there is a Iradeoff between the throughput
and the overall lifespan of the spacecraft. This complicates
the optimisation problem, but the complication is avoided
here by designing the spacecraft to operate with an average
power consumption over a fixed design lifetime of four
years.
Dcsi_ma #1: A Procedural Algorithm
The algorithm for a single cycle of goal selection
can be written as a conventional procedural
algorithm:
1. select eligible commands from the general
command list, according to:
- satisfaction of latitude, longitude, and time
constraints
- Store Data commands are not eligible if a
command is currently being stored (ie. SD is
asserted)
- Broadcast Data commands are not eligible if a
command is currently being broadcast (ie.
BD is asserted)
2. set best goal = NIL
3. set power available = array energy remaining -
battery charge energy needed (from Level 1)
4. for each eligible command goal i
if the command is a Delete Data command
then
- execute the command
remove the command goal from the
controller goal list
else
calculate Qi = UPRI. CPRI. Sd
if the command is a Store Data command
then
if memory required < memory
available ( that is, Sd < (CM - CMA))
then
Costi = receiver power
+ memory power
else
Costi = greater than max
power
end if
else if the command is an Acquire Image
command then
if memory required _<memory
available then
Costi = camera power
+ memory power
else
Costi = greater than max
power
end if
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elseif the command is a Broadcast Data
command then
for each selectable transmission bit
rate j
Costij = transmission power for
rate j
end for
end if
ff Qi > Q_t goal then
if command i is a Broadcast Data
command then
set jrnax = max j for which
Costij < power available
ifjmax is not zero then
set tx_baud = bit rate jmax
set Costi = Costijmax
else
Costi = greater than max
power
end if
end if
if Costi < power available then
set best goal = goal i
end if
end if
end for
5. execute best goal
This system differs from the goal arbitration and
selection network described by Maes (1990) in
that, unlike Maes' system, command goals do not
have any represented dependencies, substructures
of subgoals, or interrelationships; they are treated
as independent requests for system resources.
Also, the goal list used here is a dynamic structure
that may vary in size from 0 to the maximum
number of goals that the system memory can hold.
The value, Qi, of each goal i is similar to the
activation level used by Meas.
The content of goals (within certain standard
formats) and the frequency of goal arrivals are
determined by the dynamics of. the system
environment. The goals have a critical role in
determining the value of the autonomous system,
since the ultimate purpose of the spacecraft is to
satisfy its users on the ground by satisfying their
requests communicated to the spacecraft in the
form of the goals. However, the goals are partial
in the sense that maximising the usefulness of the
system over its projected lifetime requires
balancing user-generated goals with other goals
concerning the health and status of spacecraft
subsystems and components. The overall goal
structure of the spacecraft control system is
partially defined by the levels of the multi-level
competency model (see Lindley, 1993a), partially
emergent (overall performance is maximised by
many competencies acting together but achieving
numerous local subgoals), and partially explicit in
the form of the command goal list.
Advantages of this procedural algorithm include
overall simplicity and computational complexity
that is linear in the number of eligible goals. The
primary disadvantage is that the procedure has no
intrinsic robustness against failure, because it is
written according to a model in which a single
active process interprets a variable-length list of
passive goals.
Desima #2: A Declarative Knowledge-Base
v
The goal selection system is a behavioural
approach to goal selection in that it achieves
planning and scheduling without world modelling.
However, the system can in principle be
implemented as a declarative knowledge base,
representing a less paradigmatic example of a
"behavioural system". The knowledge base can be
arbitrarily complex, since there is no limit to the
amount of knowledge about the spacecraft and its
world that can in principle be modelled. The
simplest usable solution is to code the procedural
knowledge expressed in the procedural algorithm
using a declarative representation language. This
will ensure that no knowledge is represented that
is not immediately relevant to the solution to the
arbitration problem, and avoids the circuspection
problem by implementing a behavioural goal
selection mechanism that does not depend upon
processing a world model. However, such a
"knowledge-based" solution is at least as complex
as the procedural solution, and will result in little
generality - it is very unlikely that any of the
knowledge will be reusable for any other purpose.
A declarative solution suffers from the robustness
problem of the procedural solution if it depends
upon a single inference process. Inference has the
further disadvantage of realising the procedural
algorithm in an inefficient and "unnatural" way as
a search pattern over the declarative model of the
algorithm. This inefficiency is avoided by
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preunifying or compiling the declarativemodel
into a "flat" rule basethatcanbeexecutedwithout
search, but at the expenseof memory. The
declarativesolution can thenbe usedto address
some aspectsof the robustnessneededof the
control system. In particular, in mapping the
controller design onto available physical
processors, the natural modularity of the
declarative controller definition can be used to
adaptively remap control functions across
physical processors according to possible
competing demandsfor processorsor variable
processoravailability due to failures or power
limitations (Lindley, 1994).
This methodcanresult in a gracefuldegradation
of temporalefficiencyin controllerexecutionwith
decreasingtotalprocessingpower,andallows the
executingcontroller to be completelyrebuilt, if
necessary,at anyexecutioncycle (with the lossof
some dynamic state information). In general,
critically diminishing processorpower can be
managedsystematicallyby eliminating control
functionsfrom the"topdown" in a layeredcontrol
systemsuchasthesubsumptionarchitecture,thus
eliminating competenciesin decreasingorder of
criticality.
Deficienciesof this approachincludetheneedto
maintain a robust and reliable copy of the
declarativedefinition of the control system,and
the needfor a robustandreliablemonitoringand
remapping process. The proposed solution is
thereforenot a generalone,sincetheproblemsof
robustnessand reliability areshifted onto those
featuresof the systemdesignedto addressthe
reliability and robustness of the executing
controller.
For the proposed strategy to avoid endless
regression,it is necessaryto reach a point of
control design that is intrinsically robust and
reliable. If intrinsic techniques for achieving
robustness and reliability can be defined,
parsimony suggests that those techniques should
be built into the initial model of the autonomous
control system, rather than any level of meta-
interpreter. It is the search for intrinsic reliability
and robustness that leads to behavioural
implentation strategies. As suggested by Lindley
(1994), a behavioural control model can be
specified declaratively, and formal properties of
the syntax can aid design integrity and support
verification. However, the use of declarative
specifications is neutral in regard to other general
characteristics of a design, and adds little to the
search for principles of intrinsic robustness.
Design #3: A Subsumption Layer
Taking the basic sequence of operations defined
in the procedural algorithm as a sequence of
behavioural components, and allowing the
messages passed between behavioural
components to include lists of complex data items,
the procedure can be represented as a behaviour
network in the graphical notation used to describe
layers of the subsumption architecture, as shown
in Figure 2.
In this Figure, list-valued messages are
represented by bold arrows. Each box represents a
transformation of the data content of the messages
passed by input arrows into the box to the data
content of messages passed by output arrows. The
function and result of the algorithm expressed in
this form are the same as in the procedural
algorithm. The only substantial change from the
procedural algorithm is that instead of iteratively
applying the sequence of operations to each
command in turn and testing for the best
command so far on each iteration, a single
sequence of operations is used with each
intermediate step in the sequence receiving a list
of commands as its input, performing an operation
on the list, and producing a new list (and/or single
command) as its output. The network is activated
once per control cycle, where the inputs
(represented by elliptical sensor signal sources)
are fixed (sampled) at the start of each cycle and
the cycle time is long enough for the outputs
(represented by elliptical actuator signal sinks) to
stabilise by the end of each cycle.
Advantages of this version of the emergent
planning and scheduling competency include
those of the procedural algorithm, that is,
simplicity and computational complexity that is
linear in the number of commands. Additional
advantages that might follow from
implementation as a single level of a subsumption
architecture using the mechanisms described by
Brooks (1986), but excluding the general
advantages of behavioural systems, include:
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The
- each block in Figure 2 can be implemented as
an. augmented finite state machine (AFSM),
mmlmlslng the complexity of its
implementation
blocks intercommunicate asynchronously,
thereby simplifying their interfaces
- each block can be implemented as a separate
physical process, thereby improving the
robustness of the network against processor
failure
primary disadvantage of this model is that
this deficiency, but only at the cost of the
regression of the robustness requirement
(beginning with the remapping process), as in the
case of knowledge-based inference processes. The
basic subsumption mechanisms as described do
not provide intrinsic robustness and fault-
tolerance.
Design #4: Distributed Data
A major characteristic contributing to the
robustness of a system is that incremental physical
element failures merely degrade overall
post new
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each block is critical to the correct operation of
the overall competency, so the failure of a block
(or its physical processor) will result in the failure
of the competency. Remapping functional
components (ie. blocks) to processors can redress
performance. A first step towards this
characteristic is to distribute data structures across
multiple hardware components. The list-
processing functions of the subsumption layer
shown on Figure 2 accept lists as input messages
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and/or generate lists as output messages. A more
robust approach would be to carry out the
sequence of operations using a separate data
structure to represent each command. The
transformations carded out by the operations can
be represented as a sequence of transformations of
the state of each command structure, until the
final selection of a command for execution. This
approach is modelled on Figure 3.
Posting new goals is assumed to be asynchronous,
although only goals that are present at the
beginning of a control cycle are processed within
global memory area that is dynamically mapped
onto multiple, modular-hardware memory
elements by the post new command goal
component. The wide affows on Figure 3 in-cficate
multiple independent data paths, and the double-
headed paths indicate bidirectional transfer.
Actual data transfer for each operation may be
parallel or sequential. In the case of parallel
transfer, each functional block acts as an SIMD
(Single Instruction Multiple Data) processor,
speeding up execution of the function. If data
transfer is sequential, each block functions
iteratively like the blocks of the subsumption
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Figure 3. Controller with distributed data.
that cycle. The procedural sequence is then
implemented beginning with the enable eligible
commands function, with each subsequent
function being initiated by the "done" message
from the function preceding it in the sequence.
The command goals themselves are held in a
layer described in Design #3, but iterating through
transformations of shared data structures, rather
than processing separate lists.
Each command data structure can be mapped onto
a single physical memory unit (or n command
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stractures can be flexibly mapped onto m physical
memory units), so that failures of physical
memory units result in a degradation of
processing or storage capacity, but do not result in
complete loss of functionality. The loss of
memory units must be detected by the
post_new_command_g..oal component, and that
component then assigns new goals to the
remaining memory elements. The only loss
incurred by the failure of a working memory
component is the current set of goals stored by
that component. This distributed data solution has
superior robustness to the preceding design
solutions, but still has no intrinsic robustness
against failures of transformational modules.
Design #5: Distributed Data and Distributed
evaluation functions to be embedded in an
iterative algorithm. A simpler solution is to
combine the functions into a monolithic goal
arbitration module, as shown on Figure 4. Goals
can be presented to the network in parallel. While
the number of any given goals at any particular
time is variable, that number is always in a range
from zero to a fixed upper bound (as limited by
storage space). The network can be designed for
the maximum possible number of goals, with
unused inputs assigned to null values and their
associated goals having zero probability of
selection.
This design will allow distributed data storage and
distributed functionality, supporting robustness
against hardware loss in both cases by the
association of particular data structures and
particular connectionist nodes (or sets thereof)
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Figure 4. Distributed data with a
One method of achieving distribution of
functionality is by implementing each functional
module of the emergent scheduling algorithm as a
connectionist network. That is, the transfer
function implemented by the module can be
implemented as a multi-layer network having an
input layer for the inputs to the module, at least
one hidden layer, and an output layer. Robustness
is achieved because such networks are, in
principle, highly tolerant of the loss of
intermediate layer nodes. Iterative applications of
the basic operations would require connectionist
monolithic arbitrator.
with different physical units. Hardware
component failure will degrade performance, but
will not immediately halt functionality unless a
critical number of components are incapacitated.
The detailed degradation characteristics for the
goal selection task are currently unknown.
This form of solution may be the most robust
considered here. The primary disadvantage of this
approach is the need to create the weighted
network of the arbitrator. A learning network
could use a database of examples to learn from, if
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available, or could learn in real time if a suitable
reinforcement signal can be defined. The
feasibility of this approach is a subject of ongoing
research. A more desirable solution would be to
derive a robust definition of the network from a
formal specification of the transfer function that it
is to implement.
Desi_an #6: Distributed Objects/Agents
The final design option considered here is that of
integrating data and functionality into discrete
computational "objects", each of which represents
a particular goal, and each of which can be
allocated to a dedicated physical computational
component. "Posting" a goal is then a matter of
instantiating a goal object, based upon a common
class or subclass (according to command type)
definition but with particular characteristics
def'med by data unique to that command instance.
Each goal has functionality for calculating its own
activation level, based upon sensor inputs, state
variables from other competency levels, and its
own data values. Sensor inputs and state variables
define a virtual environment within which goals
compete for execution. The final selection is
based upon the overall activation value of each
separate goal, and so is a very simple mechanism
that can be made robust by redundancy. If a
hardware component is lost, the goals that depend
upon that component will be lost; all other goals
within the system will persist, with their own state
and functionality intact.
A serious disadvantage of this approach is the
need to robustly maintain a prototypical object or
class definition, and a robust instantiation
mechanism. This results in a similar regression of
the robustness requirement to that seen in the case
of a declarative solution (Design #2 above). A
strategy for reducing this regressed requirement
might be to reduce object functions to a more
primitive set of operations, with overall goal
selection occurring as an emergent phenomenon
-of the primitive interactions of goal objects. This
is an area of ongoing investigation.
There are many ways in which a fully distributed
system might be defined, based upon an object
analogy, or upon analogies of processes or agents.
Each analogy emphasises different aspects of the
behaviour and interaction of goals within the
system. Clarifying the variety and respective
merits of distributed approaches are important
themes of ongoing research.
Conclusion
This paper has described an approach to the
autonomous on-board scheduling of spacecraft
payload operations, based upon behavioural action
selection and upon processing plans as
communications. Several variations of the action
selection mechanism have been described and
evaluated comparatively in terms of robustness
against hardware component loss. It has been seen
that increasing the distribution of data and
functionality can provide greater robustness,
validating behavioural approaches to artificial
intelligence that seek greater overall functionality
and robustness via low level distributed functions
that do not rely upon high level representation
models. Designs that minimise representation and
distribute both data and functionality have the
greatest potential robustness, and manifest the
most distinctive features of behavioural systems.
The spacecraft model and control designs
described in this paper are simplified in a number
of ways. Detailed protocols for modelling
possibly sequential input of formatted sensor
values are not considered. The applicability of on-
board image compression has not been considered
in detail, although compression could yield
substantial benefits in increasing virtual storage
capacity and data throughput. It is assumed that
FDIR functions are carried out within the level 5
competency (Acquire, Condition, and Downlink
Instrument Data); without a detailed model of that
level, the integration of operational planning and
scheduling with FDIR functions is not clearly
defined. This paper has not considered
downlinking the contents of the command
database to users, acknowledgement of command
execution, or elimination of commands that
cannot be executed. Finally, the quantisation of
input and output variables is not considered, either
in the definition of those variables or in the
definition of functions that accept or define them,
respectively. These simplifications are used to
clarify the central issues in developing a
behavioural control system for the autonomous
scheduling and planning of user services, and do
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not invalidatethe overall analysisor conclusions
obtained.
Current work is addressingthe validation of the
goal selection mechanisms in a spacecraft
simulator, and the development of a more rigorous
and quantitative characterisation of the merit of
the different goal selection systems, accounting
for their overall complexity in addition to their
robustness. Ongoing research is extending this
work to determine how greater levels of autonomy
and robustness can be achieved by incorporating
methods for learning, adaptation, and self-
organisation into behavioural systems.
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Abstract
A constraint-based scheduling system called SPIKE is used to create long-term schedules
for the Hubble Space Telescope. A meta-level scheduler called the Criterion
Autoscheduler for Long range planning (CASL) has been created to guide SPIKE's
schedule generation according to the agenda of the planning scientists. It is proposed that
sufficient flexibility exists in a schedule to allow high level planning heuristics to be applied
without adversely affected crucial constraints such as spacecraft efficiency. This
hypothesis is supported by test data which is described.
I. Introduction
The scheduling of the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) is complex and involves many
software systems. A long range planning system called SPIKE is integral to the process.
Recently, SPIKE has been augmented with a new subsystem for the following reasons:
. The planning scientists (who use SPIKE) were not able to make important changes to
the behavior of the scheduling system without requesting that software developers
effect code changes.
. A set of scheduling rules that was provided by the scientists could noteasily be encoded
in the scheduler. Expert system technology was proposed as a way to give users
control over the scheduling process.
The Criterion Autoschedulerfor Long range planning (CASL) has been implemented to
satisfy these requirements. An expert system methodology called functional knowledge
representation (Lucks, 1992) has been implemented as a generic shell called the multiple
criterion network (MCN). MCN uses criteria and knowledge functions which are defined
here:
Criterion: A problem solving heuristic that is associated with some aspect of the domain.
CASL employs scheduling criteria such as "Attempt to schedule observations as early
as possible."
Knowledge Function: A class of operator that transmutes application data into numeric
scores. The mappings are criterion-specific and explicitly stored in the knowledge
base.
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Theseconcepts are described in detail in later sections. CASL is the focus of this report
and experiments with CASL are described and results are presented.
2. Description of the HST
NASA's Hubble Space Telescope (HST) is an orbital observatory that was launched by the
Space Shuttle Discovery in 1990 and successfully repaired in December 1993 by the
Endeavor crew. The success of the "First Servicing Mission" should restore HST optics to
original specifications and improve its ability to do high quality science.
The Space Telescope Science Institute (STScI) is responsible for managing the ground-
based scientific operations of HST. Proposals (i.e., experimental programs) are submitted
to the Institute and are processed by a series of software programs. The results are sets of
spacecraft commands which (ideally) produce image data that is returned to the STScI for
further processing and archiving. For more details about HST, see Hall 1982.
3. Conceptual Description of the HST Scheduling Process
The scheduling problem has been divided into discrete layers of logic. The layers can be
briefly described below. Several of these layers will be discussed in detail in a later
section. The following list is in order of increasing abstraction from the spacecraft.
° An instrument on the spacecraft is commanded to expose a photosensitive element to
light.
• The commands are derived from a micro-scheduled calendar created by astronomers using
the Science Planning and Scheduling System (SPSS).
• The Long Range Planning (LRP) system operates on one year time intervals. The time
resolution of the LRP is currently one week. The set of observations assigned to one
particular week of a completely scheduled LRP are communicated to SPSS.
The long range planning process has the following logical layers:
• At the lowest level is a constraint analysis system, called Micro-SPIKE, that provides
information such as "When is the observation's target visible to HST?" and "Since
observation B must be after observation A, when is it legal to observe B?"
• The next higher layer is the Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) system which
provides a workbench for searching for a feasible set of assignments of observations to
time slots. The CSP employs Micro-SPIKE to answer what if questions such as the
aforementioned.
• At the most abstract layer, CASL employs the CSP system and its utilities to create an
LRP that satisfies both the physical constraints of the spacecraft and the practical
realities of the planning scientists.
4. The Scheduling Sequence
In this section, the major steps in the scheduling of HST proposals is described.
sections will discuss the CASL Long Range Planning strategy in detail.
Later
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4.1. Proposal Creation
An astronomer currently creates a proposal that takes, as its initial form, a text file
containing definitions of targets (objects to be observed), exposures (the images to be
taken), and special requirements (constraints on exposures). Syntax checking is done via
distributed software tools. The proposal is sent to the STScI where it is submitted to an
analysis and correction process called proposal preparation. This process creates
scheduling units (SUs) which are collections of exposures organized by a complex set of
rules. The role of SPIKE is to place SUs on a long range plan that spans many months.
The proposal preparation phase includes running portions of the SPIKE software that
check important proposal aspects such as violation of HST pointing restrictions (e.g.,
"Allow no pointing that is within 50 degrees of the sun.") and schedulability (e.g., "The
AFTER constraint causes the linked exposures to have no legal scheduling windows ).
The principle goal of preparation is to provide planning personnel with a proposal that will
schedule without constraint violations "in isolation."
4.2. Long Range Planning
When a large fraction of proposals have been prepared, the Long Range Plan (LRP) is
created. The LRP spans approximately a year and consists of week-long time segments.
The main difference between preparation and planning is that the proposals must, in the
context of the LRP, compete for resources such as available spacecraft time.
4.2.1. The Constraint Based Scheduling System
The SPIKE system has a subsystem called micro-spike that is used to analyze absolute
constraints ("Don't point at the moon") and relative constraints ("Schedule SU A after SU
B"). This section discusses how it operates.
SPIKE represents scheduling information primarily using the suitability function. The
suitability function is a means for representing scheduling constraints and preferences
(Johnston, 1990). The approach provides a way to represent the concept of "goodness
over time." Suitabilities (in this discussion) are in the real numbers and range from zero to
one where zero means unsuitable and one means nominally suitable. The encoding of a
suitability function is via a piecewise constant function (PCF) which is a list of time/value
pairs. For example, if one determines that the sun is blocking the view of a target from the
first segment of our plan up to, but not including, the fifth segment (when the target
becomes visible), a PCF representing this would appear as follows: (1 0 5 1).
For an SU, absolute constraints are computed and represented as suitabilities. The
following list enumerates some of these:
Solar Exclusion: Allow no point that is less then 50 degrees from the sun.
Orbital Viewing: Determine first whether there is available viewing time (i.e., that the target
is not occulted by the earth) and if so how much. The suitability for a specific time period
will be inversely proportional to the number of orbits required for the SU's component
observations.
Micro-SPIKE supports relative constraints via a constraint propagation algorithm.
Informally, let A and B be SUs. Let abs(A) represent the combined absolute constraint
suitabilities of A and after(A, B) represent the constraint that B must be scheduled after A.
Micro-SPIKE computes the effects of abs(B) and after(A, B) deriving a new suitability for
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B that upon combination with abs(B) produces a new suitability for B. Arbitrary relative
constraint networks are supported and so the algorithm iterates until no further changes in
suitability (for any SU) is detected. See Miller (1988) and Sponsler (1991) for a more
complete descriptio n .
In the SPIKE domain scheduling is treated as a constraint satisfaction problem. Such
problems are known to be NP:c6mplete (Garey, 1979) and so the exhaustive traversal of
the entire search space is not computationally tractable if the number of SUs is large.
4.2.2. CSP
Another SPIKE subsystem called the Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) system can be
considered an general purpose problem solving engine.
In the context of HST scheduling CSP provides a workbench for searching for feasible
LRPs (fully committed with no constraint violations). The SPIKE CSP system performs
the following:
• Communicates with the Micro-SPIKE software to obtain data about constraints (e.g., if
an SU is planned in a specific time segment, how does this affect related SUs?).
• Supports a framework that records static preference values for each SU/segment pair.
Preference is (currently) defined to be the integral of the suitability function for a discrete
time segment and so collapses a complex description to a single value.
• Supports a mapping from SU/segment pair to a count of constraint violations (called
conflicts). This count provides information that not only describes where constraints are
violated but also how many violations have occurred.
• Provides the capability to commit SUs to time segments. A fully committed CSP
represents a complete long range plan. The action of commitment causes Micro-SPIKE to
be consulted such that other SUs (related by relative constraints) may acquire new conflicts
in certain segments).
• Tracks resources for each time segment. When all resources for a segment are consumed,
a conflict is logged for all other SUs thereby communicating the undesirability of that
segment for further commitments.
Minton (1992) found that heuristic algorithms (including max preference rain conflicts)
could be used to solve CSP problems effectively. In the context of HST, by iteratively
searching for SU/segment pairs that maximize suitability and minimize constraint
violations, good schedules result.
4.2.3. Meta-Scheduling
The max preference algorithm has been effective in supporting HST scheduling. However,
the STScI personnel who employ SPIKE to create LRPs requested that the software
provide another (more abstract) layer that would support important constraints provided by
the planners themselves. For example, the constraint to schedule SUs as early as possible
does not have a physical basis. It is important, however, because the near-term portion of
an LRP should be as fully packed, with respect to available spacecraft resources, as
possible.
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Therequestfor suchsoftwareby theplannerscatalyzedthedesignandimplementationof
theCriterion AutoSchedulerfor Long range planning (CASL) which is the subject of this
report. CASL is described in detail in later sections.
The resource constraint levels for the LRP are set to greater than 100% in order to provide a
larger pool of SUs for micro-scheduling. This oversubscription is intended to compensate
for the fact that certain SPSS scheduling constraints are not encoded in SPIKE currently.
If, therefore, certain commitments are incorrect, the larger pool provides SPSS with
alternative SUs.
4.3. Micro-scheduling
The final step in proposal processing, at the STScI, is accomplished by SPSS. The SUs
committed to one week time segment in the LRP are communicated to SPSS operators who
micro-schedule them very precisely on a calendar (a data structure that represents a time
line). Upon completion, this calendar is converted into a sequence of spacecraft
commands.
5. The Multiple Criterion Network Expert System Engine
An expert system technology called the multiple criterion network system (MCN) has been
developed. MCN is based on functional knowledge representation which has been applied
previously in two other systems (Lucks, 1992 and Lucks, 1990).
Several terms are now defined informally. The MCN score is a numeric value in the set of
real numbers ranging from zero to one. Conventionally, a zero score is interpreted as poor
and a unit score as good.
CASL computes a score that describes how well an SU
schedules in a specific time segment. If the score is
zero, then the fit is poor.
The MCN criterion is domain-specific and deemed an important attribute of the problem
being solved by the expert and so is required information concerning the decision making
process.
For example, in CASL, scheduling an SU as early as possible
is a criterion.
This technology provides system builders with the following capabilities:
The ability to store expert knowledge in the form of knowledge functions which are
domain-specific and which calculate numeric scores (real numbers in the range from 0
to 1).
ii. The ability to explicitly declare mappings from raw scores to more refined scores. These
knowledge mappings clarify the decision making calculations for knowledge engineers
and users alike.
iii. The ability to define the way scores are accumulated into a single score via an
aggregation function.
These capabilities support trade-offs between competing criterion in an automated decision
support system. The components of MCN are described in the following sections.
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5.1. The Knowledge Functions
The knowledge function is a program which encodes expert knowledge about the domain.
Each function either produces a numeric score or maps one score to another. There are
four types of knowledge functions in the MCN model. They are described below.
5.1.1. Measurement Functions
The measurement function is the initial source of data in the MCN model. This function is
the point where the application information about a specific criterion is accessed directly
and converted to a measurement value. This value is not required to be a score and in fact
may be quantitative or qualitative.
CASL's earliest criterion measurement function maps (for
example) to a measurement value of 0.085 (i.e., the
temporal offset of a time segment with respect to the
entire schedule). Another criterion, preference (i.e.,
static goodness of fit) might produce a value of 50 (where
the maximum is i00).
5.1.2. intensity Functions
The intensity function is defined as a mapping between measurement value and the intensity
value which is required to be from zero to one. This mapping is a normalization of criteria
to a single scale and may be any arbitrary function. The intensity value conventionally is
not interpreted as good or poor.
The earliest criterion measurement of 0.085 maps to an
intensity of 0.915 (the mapping is simply the additive
inverse). The preference intensity for 50 is 0.50.
5.1.3. Compatibility Functions
The compatibility function maps from intensity value to compatibility value. This mapping
can be any function and must be specified by the knowledge engineer with expert guidance.
There are two important attributes to this mapping:
1. This compatibility value conventionally uses the classic 0.0 = poor and 1.0 = good
meaning.
. The mapping also provides a way to adjust the relative power or importance of the
criterion. An intensity value may be either tempered or amplified by this mapping to
diminish or increase its importance with respect to other criteria.
In CASL, a simple weighting scheme is used for this mapping. The weight is applied as
follows. Let w be the weight, m be the maximum intenstty value, and v be the intensity
value. Computation of compatibility is performed by this formula: m - (w * (m - v)).
The earliest criterion maps (by application of weight =
0.5) from intensity 0.915 to a compatibility value of
0.941. The preference value maps (with weight = 1.0) from
intensity 0.5 to a compatibility value of 0.5.
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5.1.4. Aggregation Function
The aggregation function maps from the compatibility value to the aggregation value which
is the final score of the network. In the functional knowledge representation technology,
an augmented decision tree (and/or graph) is used to compute the score from the individual
criteria. The augmentation includes other functions that may be defined by the engineer.
These are described in Lucks, 1992. MCN employs a single function (e.g., multiply) to
perform the aggregation.
Aggregating all criteria for a specific SU/segment pair
yields a value of 0.211. One can select the segment with
highest score as the winning match where the SU can be
scheduled.
5.2. Parallel Observations Matching System
The Space Telescope is capable of executing observations in parallel provided a set of
restrictions are satisfied (e.g., the same instrument cannot be used in parallel with itself).
Functional knowledge representation has been applied to the problem of matching pre-
defined parallel scheduling units with standard SUs (see Lucks, 1992). A large pool of
such parallel SUs must compete for scheduled SUs. This system, the Parallel
Observations Matching System (POMS), is in operational use at STScI.
6. CASL Architecture
The CASL system employs MCN technology to direct the LRP generation. Specifically,
the aggregation decision tree is replaced with a simple combining function (the multiply
function, for example). The function of CASL is to create Long Range Plans for HST that:
• do not violate constraints
• maximize the suitability of all commitments
• satisfy the planning goals of the LRP planners
The CASL system requires that prepared proposals be loaded into a CSP Scheduling
System which provides the workbench upon which the expert system operates. There are
two main phases to the application of CASL. They are described below.
6.1. Prioritization Phase
The prioritization phase of CASL is responsible for analyzing each scheduling unit using
MCN techniques to determine the order by which SUs are placed on the schedule. This
ordering does not specify the time ordering on the resulting schedule. A subset of the
criteria used are described below:
Absolute Time Windows (ABSOLUTE). Characterize an SU based on the amount of time
that is available to it based on its absolute constraints.
Relative Timing Links (RELATIVE). Characterize an SU based on the number of relative
constraints that are attached to it.
Proposal Completion (COMPLETION). Consider a proposal and its component SUs. The
fraction of SUs that have been scheduled by SPSS is used to compute the completion
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measurementfunction. Thepriority of anSU (with respect to this rule) is proportional
to the fractional completion.
The ordering is done based on the aggregate score for each SU. The SU with the highest
score (i.e., has the highest priority) will be placed on the plan first.
6.2. Autoscheduling Phase
The next phase of the CASL algorithm is the actual scheduling. An SU is selected from the
sorted list and is analyzed with respect to all week-long time segments in the scheduling
interval (which can span a year or more).
6.2.1. Time Segment Selection
Some of the criteria used to select a time segment for each SU are described below:
Min-Conflicts (CONFLICTS): This criterion will select for segments that have few or no
conflicts.
Max-Preference (PREFERENCE): This criterion will select for segments that have the
highest preference value.
Earliest-Segment (EARLIEST): This criterion will tend to place commitments earlier on the
schedule if possible.
Minimize-Proposal-Spread (SPREAD): This criterion will tend to keep SUs from the same
proposal together on the schedule.
Level-SU-Duration (DURATION): This criterion will tend to place SUs into segments that
have less SU Duration resource consumed.
Prior-Commit (PRIOR): This criterion attempts to preserve pre-existing commitments.
Periodically, the LRP must be regenerated due to feedback from the micro-schedule,
changes in spacecraft status, etc. This criterion attempts to preserve old LRP state by
biasing for selection of segments previously selected.
Group-Instruments (GROUP): This criterion attempts to commit SUs with the same
science instrument (SI) into the same segment. It determines an SI frequency
distribution of the instrument for the SU and this becomes the score. For example, if
the SU under study uses the Faint Object Camera (FOC) and the distribution of FOC in
the segment is 0.70 then that is the score (since it is fairly good score the segment will
be attractive for commitment).
Continuous Viewing Zone (CVZ): The measurement function for this criterion determines
whether the SU is a candidate for the CVZ which is a period of time (usually a few
days) when the target is not occulted by the earth. Scheduling SUs in the CVZ
improves the efficiency of spacecraft operation.
Random-Choice (RANDOM): This criterion should be used only when the autoscheduler
is to be executed several times in order to search for relatively better plans. It injects an
element of chance into time segment selection thereby allowing schedules to differ. The
associated criterion weight specifies the degree to which randomness is inserted.
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Table 1. This table provides example data for one SU/segment pair. Only a subset of the
criteria is displayed. The aggregate score for this set of criteria is: 0.211
Criterion
CONFLICTS
PREFERENCE
SU DUR
EARLIEST
SPREAD
Measurement Intensity Weight
0.000 1.000 1.000
50.000 0.500 1.000
0.422 0.578 0.600
0.085 0.915 0.500
8.500 0.200 0.500
Compatibility
1.000
0.500
0.747
0.941
0.600
In Table 1, the EARLIEST criterion has a measurement value of 0.085 (i.e., the week
under analysis has an offset that is 8.5% of the scheduling interval and therefore very
early). Normalization by the intensity function produces an intensity value of 0.915 (which
is good). The weight of 0.5 reduces the effect of the criterion producing a compatibility
value of 0.941.
6.2.2. Commitment
The result of the time segment selection process is the selection of the week that has the
highest aggregate score. The SU is then committed to this week. This action produces the
following side effects:
i. Constraint propagation is performed to determine the effect of the commitment on other
SUs that are linked (via timing constraints) to the committed SU.
ii. For such a linked SU, conflicts accumulate for any week that has become unsuitable
based on constraint propagation.
iii. The committed SU consumes some portion of available resource constraints.
iv. SUs that are yet to be analyzed will be affected by the change in conflict counts and
resources.
7. CASL Behavior
In the following sections, CASL experimental data are presented and described. An
informal Meta-Scheduling Hypothesis for these experiments is as follows. Let schedule
quality be defined as average preference for all commitments. Preference takes into account
the physical and proposer constraints on the SU.
Sufficient flexibility exists in the placement of scheduling units such that a meta-scheduling
agenda can be foUowed without sacrificing schedule average preference.
The scheduling units, criteria, and weights in these studies have been obtained from the
operational database currently in use by HST planners.
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7.1. The Cycle 4 Long Range Plan
The Cycle 4 Proposal period extends from January 1994 (following the First Servicing
Mission) to June 1995. For this report, 994 scheduling units from 281 proposals were
automatically scheduled into 78 week-long time segments using CASL. This dataset has
the following attributes:
• It is not randomly generated and therefore cannot be considered a general purpose
benchmark dataset. This dataset may not adequately exercise CASL.
• The dataset contains a 4944 SU to SU timing links which make scheduling difficult.
• The pool represents a subset of the complete set of Cycle 4 SUs because the proposals
have not been completely prepared.
• The resource ceilings are very high (approximately 200%) compared to the actual
available time. This is unrealistic but does not really effect the outcome of the
experiments.
The descriptions below include unit tests on several criteria and tests done on the integrated
criterion set.
7.2. Criterion Unit Tests
In each of the following tests, the max preference and min conflicts criteria were in effect
and set to a unity weight. The Meta-Scheduling Hypothesis proposes that meta-scheduling
criteria (such as earliest) can be applied without violating the preference requirement.
The data format of the following tables is as follows:
Spread: Let n be the number of proposals, last-su i be the latest commitment date of all SUs
in a proposal, and first-su i be the first commitment date of the same proposal. Spread is
n
_ last-sui-first-sui
i--1defined as:
n
Spread SD: This is the standard deviation (in weeks) for proposal spread. This gives an
indication of how each proposal varies from the sample mean spread.
Completion: This is the number of SUs committed divided by the total.
Offset: For each proposal a mean offset (segment of commitment/total segments) is
determined. This value is the mean of all mean offsets and provides a measure of when
the proposal was scheduled relative to the entire schedule. This attribute is directly
affected by the earliest criterion.
SU Dur Mean: This is the mean amount of available SU Duration resource consumed for
all weeks.
SU Dur SD: This is the standard deviation of the SU Dur Mean. A value of 0.0 would
indicate perfectly level consumption. This attribute is directly affected by the level su
duration criterion.
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Pref: Let n be thenumberof SUs and n(SUi) be the percent of maximum preference for
n
_ n(SUi)
i=lthe ith SU. Pref is defined as
n
Orbits-Min: This is the number of spacecraft orbits consumed by the schedule minus the
theoretical minimum number of orbits. An SU may consume a different number of
orbits at different times of the year due to variance in target viewing times. The optimal
value for this measure is zero. It should be noted that CASL does not explicitly operate
on this attribute and so no attempt is made to minimize changes to it. Preference
references this information implicitly along with many other aspects of target viewing.
Note that the schedule minimum orbits is equal to 2432 and that an Orbits-Min value of
100 represents 4% difference from the optimal.
The proposal spread criterion was tested with weights of 0.0, 0.1., 0.5, and 1.0. There
results are in Table 2.
Table 2.
which tends to keep the SUs from a given proposal tc
Attribute
Spread
Spread SD
Comp_tion
Offset
This table contains data obtained from unit tests of the proposal spread criterion
0.1Wt --0.0
14.4 11.2
18.8 16.0
0.710.71
0.86 0.87
SU Dur Mean 0.46 0.45
SU Dur SD 0.25 0.22
Pref 0.99 0.99
Orbits-Min 91 99
ether.
0.5 1.0
8.0 5.7
13.3 10.4
0.71 0.71
0.87 0.87
0.45 0.45
0.23 0.23
0.98 0.95
104 104
The average Spread was decreased from 14.4 to 5.7 weeks (a 60% change) and the Spread
SD decreased by 45% while the Pref value changed by only 4% and the Orbits-Min value
change by 14%. These data indicate that this criterion can cause an improvement to a
schedule without disrupting the crucial Pref value.
A second criterion, Level SU Duration, was analyzed in the same manner and the results
are recorded in Table 3.
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Table3. Thesedatawereobtainedfrom unit testsof theLevel SU Duration criterion.
Wt =0.0 0.1 0.5 1.0
mln
14.4 16.2 16.5 17.2
19.4
Attribute
Spread
Spread SD
Completion
Offset
18.8 18.8 19.0
0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71
0.86 0.89 0.88 0.88
i
SUDur Mean 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46
SU Dur SD 0.25 0.11 0.09 0.08
Pref 0.99 1.0 0.99 0.98
Orbits-Min 91 102 105 109
The SU Dur SD decreased from 0.25 to 0.08 (a 68% change) while the Pref value changed
by only 1% and the Orbits-Min value change by 20%. These data indicate that this
criterion can cause measurable changes to a schedule without disrupting the crucial Pref
value.
The Earliest Criterion
The Earliest criterion was tested in a context that contained only the preference and conflicts
criteria and the results are illustrated in Figure 1.
The behavior of the criterion is apparent in that 100% of the SU Duration resource is
consumed in the early segments (_.g., 94.031) and decreases to 0% in the final segments
(e.g., 95.065).
The Level SU Duration Criterion
The effect of the Level SU Duration criterion on the LRP can be seen in Figure 2 below.
In Figure 2, the peaks and valleys for SU Duration are tempered by the criterion's effect.
The minimum and maximum values for the control LRP are 9% and 100%. The minimum
and maximum for the criterion are 33% and 80%. It should be noted that if the preference
and conflict criteria were inactivated, the bold line in Figure 2 would be flat.
7.3. Integrated Tests
In the integrated tests, a subset (Preference, Conflicts, Earliest, Spread, and Level
SU Duration) of the criteria were activated and given the weights used operationally at
STScI. Figure 3 illustrates some of the calculations used for time segment selection for one
scheduling unit. Since no conflicted commitments are permitted, this criterion is omitted
from further discussion.
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Figure 1. The bold line represents the LRP when the Earliest Criterion is set to weight of
1.0 compared with the control LRP that is scheduled with only Max Preference and Min
Conflicts. An earliest week bias exists in the control LRP because the weeks are analyzed
chronologically,.
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Figure 2. The control LRP is compared with an LRP with the Level SU Duration criterion
applied with weight 1.0 (the bold line).
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Figure 3. Four criterion compatibility values and the aggregate score (the product) for om
schedulin_ unit are plotted as a funcuon of time segment.
Figure 3 shows how the dominant Preference criterion has its highest value (0.5) in several
different weeks. The score reaches its most favorable at 94.101 when the secondary
criteria (Earliest, Spread, Level SU Dur) each contributes positively. These criteria can be
considered tie-breakers and it is the presence of several weeks that have equally high
Preference that allows the meta-scheduling criteria to take effect.
8. Discussion
CASL has demonstrated usefulness in generated long range plans for HST and the tests
described in this report indicate a good capability in tailoring a plan according to specific
high-level goals. Several important issues are discussed here:
. Support for the Meta-Scheduling Hypothesis exists in the tests described. A
mechanism has been implemented that can improve important scheduling criteria
(earliest, su duration, etc.) while producing minimal changes to the average preference
of SU placement.
2. CASL currently has a Random Criterion which can introduce non-determinism into the
algorithm. Running the algorithm with this criterion activated will generate different
results possibly finding better overall solutions. Traub (1994) states that "with a
random selection of points, the computation complexity is at most on the order of the
reciprocal of the square of the error threshold (1/_2). '' Testing the usefulness Of this
criterion is planned.
7O
3. Complex aggregation function is missing. The aggregation of compatibility values by a
single function was adequate for CASL. However, a decision tree is a more powerful
means of exactly specifying how scores combine.
. The MCN system is a shell and therefore can be applied to other applications.
Currently, there are a number of potential candidates for such application including the
intelligent combination of constraint PCFs.
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Abstract
An observing program on the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) is described in terms of exposures
that are obtained by one or more of the instruments onboard the HST. Many requested exposures
might specify orientation requirements and accompanying ranges. Orientation refers to the
amount of roll (in degrees) about the line of sight. The ranges give the permissible tolerance
(also in degrees). These requirements may be (i) absolute (in relation to the celestial coordinate
system), (ii) relative to the nominal roll angle for HST during that exposure, or (iii) relative (in
relation to other exposures in the observing program).
The TRANSformation expert system converts proposals for astronomical observations with HST
into detailed observing plans. Part of the conversion process involves grouping exposures into
higher level structures based on exposure characteristics. Exposures constrained to be at
different orientations cannot be grouped together. Because relative orientation requirements
cause implicit constraints, orientation constraints have to be propagated. TRANS must also
identify any inconsistencies that may exist so they can be corrected. We have designed and
implemented an orientation constraint propagator as part of TRANS. The propagator is based on
an informal algebra that facilitates the setting up and propagation of the orientation constraints.
The constraint propagator generates constraints between directly related exposures, and
propagates derived constraints between exposures that are related indirectly. It provides facilities
for path-consistency checking, identification of unsatisfiable constraints, and querying of
orientation relationships. The system has been successfully operational as part of TRANS for
over seven months. The solution has particular significance to space applications in which
satellite/telescope pointing and attitude are constrained and relationships exist between multiple
configurations.
1 Introduction
This paper discusses the use of constraint satisfaction technology to solve the problem of
propagating constraints that determine the amount of roll of a spacecraft/telescope about the line
of sight. The solution is geared specifically to the needs of the Hubble Space Telescope (HST),
but is general enough to be useful for other satellite applications. Section 1 provides
introductions to constraint propagation, TRANSformation (the expert system within which this
problem is solved), and the problem domain. Section 2 describes the problem in detail and the
implications of this problem on the rest of TRANS. Section 3 discusses the solution that has
been incorporated within TRANS. Section 4 includes a small orientation constraint problem and
an enumeration of the important steps in arriving at a solution. Section 5 deals with
implementation and experience in running the system.
PtWI,C_G P-,_GE BLANK NOT FILMED
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1.1. Constraint Propagation
A large number of problems in AI and other areas of computer science can be viewed as special
cases of the Constraint-Satisfaction Problem (CSP). The basic CSP can be formulated as follows
(Kumar 92): We are given a set of variables, a finite and discrete domain for each variable, and a
set of constraints. Each constraint is defined over some subset of the original set of variables
and limits the combinations of values that the variables in this subset can take. The goal is to
find one or more assignments of values to all variables that satisfies all the constraints. We
restrict discussion to CSPs in which each constraint is either unary or binary. These are referred
to as binary CSPs. 1
A CSP can be solved using the generate-and-test paradigm. In this paradigm, all combinations of
variable instantiations are systematically generated and tested to see if any satisfy all the
constraints. Enhancements to this basic paradigm make it more efficient. For instance, in the
backtracking paradigm, variables are instantiated sequentially. If an instantiation violates any of
the constraints, backtracking is performed to the most recently instantiated variable that still has
alternatives available. Although backtracking is strictly better than the generate-and-test-method,
its run-time complexity for most non-trivial problems is still exponential. Thrashing, one of the
problems with simple back-tracking, can be attributed in many cases to the lack of arc
consistency (Mackworth 77). Arc-consistency algorithms have been studied in Mackworth 77,
Mackworth and Freuder 85, Mohr and Henderson 86, Han and Lee 88, Chen 91, Bessiere and
Cordier 93. In this scheme, constraints between different variables are propagated to derive a
simpler problem. In some cases (depending on the problem and the degree of constraint
propagation applied), the resulting CSP is so simple that its solution can be found without search.
Although any n-variable CSP can always be be solved by achieving n -consistency, this approach
is usually even more expensive than simple backtracking. A lower-degree consistency (that is,
K-consistency for K < n) does not eliminate the need for search except for certain kinds of
problems. In Jegou 93, the author uses the concepts of width of hypergraphs and hyper-K-
consistency to derive a theorem defining a sufficient condition for consistency of general CSPs.
Several CSP algorithms have been designed for space applications. In order to solve the HST
scheduling problem, which is a complex task where between ten thousand and thirty thousand
astronomical observations must be scheduled each year subject to a great variety of constraints,
Minton and Johnston 90 describe a heuristic repair method called Minimizing-Conflicts, that was
inspired by a neural network method described in Adorf and Johnston 90. Miller et al. 88,
describe temporal constraints in terms of suitability functions. The suitability function
framework has been used successfully as a basis for the SPIKE long-range scheduling system for
the HST, as discussed by Johnston and Miller 91. Gerb et al. 92, describe a method based on
suitability functions to represent temporal relationships, which is used within the
TRANSformation expert system for processing HST proposals.
1.2. TRANSformation - The Big Picture
The TRANSformation expert system (TRANS) converts Proposals for astronomical
observations with the HST into detailed observing plans. It encodes expert knowledge to solve
problems faced in planning and commanding HST observations to enable their processing by the
Science Operations Ground System (SOGS). Among these problems are determining an
acceptable order of executing observations, hierarchical grouping of observations to enhance
efficiency and schedulability, inserting extra observations when necessary, and providing
1A CSP with n-ary constraints can be converted to an equivalent binary CSP (Rossi et ,'d. 89).
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parametersfor commandingHST instruments(Gerb91). TRANS is currently an operational
systemandplaysacritical rolein theHSTgroundsystem.
1.3. The Domain - Controlling Spacecraft Roll
An observing program on the HST is described in terms of exposures that are to be obtained by
one or more of the instruments that the HST has on board. These exposures have characteristics
that are used by TRANS in its decision making. Many requested exposures might specify
orientation requirements. Orientation refers to the amount of roll (in degrees) of the spacecraft
about the line of sight. Orientation requirements are specified as ranges that incorporate
tolerances. These requirements may be (i) absolute (in relation to the celestial coordinate
system), (ii) relative to the nominal roll angle for HST during the exposure, or (iii) relative (in
relation to other exposures in the observing program). Constraints between exposures arise due
to (iii). These have to be propagated and the constraint network made arc-consistent before
TRANS makes its orientation-based decisions.
The Problem - Orientation Constraints
As already pointed out in the previous section, there are three kinds of observation requirements
that an observer may specify for an exposure 2.
Absolute orientation requirements [(i) above] are of the form:
REQUIREMENT: A ORIENT 10 +/3D
EXPLANATION: The HST orientation for exposure A is to be within an interval of +7 and +13
degrees in relation to the celestial coordinate system.
Orientation requirements relative to the nominal [(ii) above] ale of the form:
REQUIREMENT: X ORIENT 6 +/- I D FROM NOMINAL
EXPLANATION: The orientation for exposure X should be within an interval of +5 and +7
degrees from the nominal orientation of the HST.
Orientation requirements that are relative [(iii) above] can be further sub-divided into the
following categories3:
REQUIREMENT: X SAME AS Y
EXPLANATION: An exposure X has to be at the same orientation as Y.
REQUIREMENT.. A ORIENT 20 +/- 5D FROM B
EXPLANATION.. A's orientation has to be at least +15 and at most +25 degrees from B.
TRANS organizes exposures into higher level groups for efficiency and schedulability. There
are several rules that are used to determine if two exposures can be grouped (or merged)
together. One of these states that two exposures that have a non-free orientation constraint
between them cannot be merged (a fi'ee constraint is one with a slack of 360 degrees - it has no
constraining effect). Hence, during the TRANS merging phase, TRANS needs a way to find out
about the existence of a direct or indirect (derived) constraint between any two exposures that are
2The inequalities of orientation angles and ranges ,'uising from these requiremenls are slaled in Appendix 1.
3The actual syntax for these requirements, ,as used in the Proposals is slightly different. In reality, the SAME AS
requirement can arise out of several different requiremeqls.
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being consideredfor merging. A direct constraint betweentwo exposuresexists due to the
ORIENT FROM requirement. An indirect constraint between two exposures might come about
through constraint propagation. For example, consider the following requirements:
A ORIENT 20 +/- 5D FROM B ...(1)
B ORIENT -10 +/- 2D FROM C ...(2)
This implies that there is an indirect constraint between A and C since they are both directly
constrained to B. The indirect constraint between A and C can be derived from (1) and (2) by
summing up the median values and ranges of the constraints between A and B (1), and B and C
(2):
A ORIENT 10 +/- 7D FROM C ...(3)
There may be more than one constraint between two exposures. For example, in addition to the
indirect constraint between A and C (3), there may also exist a direct constraint of the form:
A ORIENT 15 +/- 5D FROM C ...(4)
Now, the real constraint between A and C will have to be derived from (3) and (4). In general,
the real constraints between two exposures can only be ascertained after all direct and indirect
constraints between them have been considered.
Also, an observer may specify requirements that are inconsistent with each other. Consider the
requirements:
A ORIENT 20 +/- 5D FROM B ...(1)
B ORIENT -10 +/- 2D FROM C ...(2)
A ORIENT -20 +/- 5D FROM C ...(5)
The direct constraint between A and C as a result of (5) is inconsistent with the indirect
constraint (3) derived from (1) and (2).
Another form of inconsistency is due to cyclic dependencies. Consider:
X ORIENT 10 +/- 2D FROM Y
Y ORIENT 12 +/- 4D FROM X
It is impossible to satisfy both requirements simultaneously. On the other hand, not all cyclic
dependencies are inconsistent. For example:
X ORIENT 10 +/- 2D FROM Y
Y ORIENT -12 +/- 4D FROM X
can be satisfied.
Inconsistencies resulting from faulty orientation requirements have to be flagged and reported.
This is so that the faulty requirements in the Proposal can be altered and the Proposal TRANSed
to produce correct output.
3 The Solution within TRAN$
The Orient Constraint Propagation module within TRANS sets up and propagates constraints
between related exposures. A basic algorithm to achieve this would be the following:
arcs-to-check <- all directly related exposure pairs
while arcs-to-check {
changes <- nil
for-each arc in arcs-to-check
changes <- old changes + forward and backward induced arcs from arc
arcs-to-check <- changes}
The actual propagation takes place inside the for-each loop as constraints between exposures that
are indirectly related through a common exposure are set up. For example, if there is an arc
between exposures i and j, and there is another arc between j and k, an arc is now set up between
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i andk. If anarcalreadyexistsbetweeni andk, thentheresultingconstraintis the intersection
of the old and propagatedconstraints. Note that the absoluteand nominal rangesfor each
exposure,aspropagatedthroughtheconstraint,arenotedassoonasthenewconstraintis setup.
This is ordinarily an O(n3) operation in the numberof related exposures. The numberof
exposuresprocessedby TRANS canbelarge(over 100)in somecases.Hence,modificationsto
thebasicalgorithmarenecessaryto ensurethatprocessingtime is reasonable.4
3.1. Representing Angle Intervals and their Intersections
Angle ranges occur in all three kinds of orientation requirements. They are expressed in
Proposals as a median value accompanied with a tolerance (see Appendix 2). A more convenient
representation is that of a pair, with the first part being the lower limit and the second part being
twice the tolerance (or upper limit - lower limit).5 So, the angle interval 20 +/- 5D can be
expressed as (15, 10). Interval intersections are easy to compute.
If R1 = (al, bl), and R2 = (a2, b2), then
R 3 = R 1 _R2 =
(a3, b3) such that
a3 = max(al, a2) and b3 = min (al+bl, a2+b2) - a3 and b3 >0,
null (an empty solution set) otherwise.
So, if R1 = (15, 10), and R2 = (12, 8), then RI_ R2 = (15, 5).
3.2. Representing a Direct Relationship as a Constraint
A direct ORIENT FROM relationship between two exposures is represented as a constraint
interval. For example,
A ORIENT 20 +/- 5D FROM B
gives rise to the constraint
CAB = (15, 25).
When A is constrained to be at a certain angle interval from B, B is also constrained to be at a
certain interval from A. This gives rise to an inverse constraint CBA. This will be defined in
Section 3.4.
3.3. Propagating Angle intervals Through Constraints
If exposure B has an angle interval RB = (XB, YB), and there exists a constraint between
exposures A and B, CAB = (I, r), then the angle interval for exposure A, R A, propagated from RB
through constraint CAB,
RA = P(CAB, RB) = (I + XB, I"+ YB),
where P(CAB, RB) denotes the propagation of the angle interval from B to A through the
connecting constraint CAB.
4Note that setting up mid propagating orientation constr_finls is only a small part of TRANS processing. For the
most part however, TRANS runs in O(n).
5A more obvious representation would be a pair, where the first member is the lower limit, and the second member
is the upper limit. However, in this represenlafion, it is impossible to disthlguish a range x+/-0 degrees from x+/-360degrees.
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NotethatRA may already have an angle interval of its own.
Then,
RAnew = RA old n P(CAB, RB).
3.4. Computing Inverse Relationships
If exposure B has an angle interval RB = (XB, YB), and there exists a constraint between
exposures A and B, CAB = (1, r), then the inverse of this constraint CBA, is defined to be such
that if CAB = (1, r), then CBA = CAB- = (-(l+r), r).
Let RB = (XB, YB), CAB = (1, r), then
RA - P(CAB, RB) = (XB + 1, YB + r).
Now, let's propagate a range from A to B.
CBA = CAB = ( -I -r, r).
RB (from range propagated from A) = RB new = P(CBA, RA) = (XB - r, YB + 2r).
Hence, RB new _: RB °Id.
But,
RB new n RB °ld = (XB, YB) n (XB - r, YB + 2r) = (XB, YB).
Hence, even though the range propagated over the inverse constraint has more slack, it doesn't
really affect the original range.
3.5. Deriving Constraints for Indirect Relationships
An indirect relationship exists between two exposures A and C when they are both related to a
third exposure B. Given two constraints
CAB = (11, rt), and CBC = (12, r2),
CAC'-- (13, r3) is defined to be such that
13 = 1! + 12, and r3 = rl + r2.
Consider:
A ORIENT 10 +/- 2D FROM B
B ORIENT 12 +/- 2D FROM C.
This gives rise to the constraints
CAB = (8, 4), and CBC = (10, 4). CAC = (18, 8).
Note that as constraints are propagated through a network, the slack (or tolerance - the second
part of the constraint pair) can only increase or stay the same. Since the slack is with respect to
planar angles, it should be noted that the slack on any constraint cannot exceed 360 degrees.
Also, once the slack has reached that limit, the constraint becomes a free constraint, i.e. it does
not have any constraining effect on the angle intervals of the concerned clan.
3.6. An Informal Algebra for Orientation Constraint Propagation
We make modifications to the algorithm mentioned above to make constraint propagation more
efficient. These modifications will be described in the following paragraphs.
The SAME AS requirement can be exploited to reduce the value of n not only in the time and
space complexity of the algorithm, but also in the hierarchical ordering of exposures. This is
because exposures that have the SAME AS requirement are required to be at the same orientation
and can be treated as a group called a chin. All exposures that belong to a clan are called its
members. A clan can have one or more members. By definition, there can be no non-free
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ORIENT FROM constraintbetweentwo membersof the sameclan. A constraint between two
clans is derived from an ORIENT FROM relationship between its members. There may initially
be more than one constraint between two clans. Consider the following case:
A SAME AS B
A ORIENT 10 +/- 2D FROM C
C SAME AS D
D ORIENT -12 +/- 3D FROM B
Exposures A and B belong to the same clan (say clan 1), as do C and D (say clan 2). The
following constraints exist between clans 1 and 2 due to the ORIENT FROM requirements:
C1A,2C = (8, 4)
C2D,1B = (-9, 6) => C1B,2D = (3, 6) (using the inverse relationship formula -Sec. 3.3)
The actual constraints between clans 1 and 2 can be deduced to be:
C12 = CIA_2C n C1B,2D = (8, 1), and
C21 = C12 = (-9, 1).
Clan 1 Clan 2 Clan 1 Clan 2 Clan 1 Clan 2
[ "'" l(8, 1) _[ t...
(-9, 6) (3, 6) _
Row 1: Steps in generating the constraint q2
(8,4) (-12,4)
(-9, 6) _ (-9, 6)
Row 2: Steps in generating the constraint C21
Figure 1: Setting Up and Simplifying Constraints Between Clans Due to Related Member
Exposures (either by traversing Row 1 or Row 2).
In Figure 1, we illustrate how constraints between clans are set up. The constraints can be set up
in either direction (by traversing either the ill'St or the second row). Once a constraint between
two clans is set up, its inverse yields the constraint in the other direction. Hence there is no need
to traverse both rows.
The fact that constraints can be generated between indirectly related clans (via member
exposures) helps reduce the propagation time, as the network becomes "stable" faster.
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Any interval of the form (x. 360) where x is any real number, is a free interval. All free intervals
are equivalent. Clans have a default interval of (0. 360) for both absolute and nominal ranges. 6
The absolute and nominal ranges of a clan can change under the following conditions:
• A member exposure has an absolute or nominal range. If Rc °ld is the old range for the clan and
Rmem is the range for the member, the new range for the clan Rc new is:
R¢ new = Rc °ld c_ Rmem.
• A range is propagated from a related clan. If R2 is the range for clan 2 and the constraint
between clans 1 and 2 is C12, then,
Rc new = Rc old n P(R2, C12), where P(R,C) is the result of propagating R over C.
If R = (x, y), and C = (1, r), then P (R, C) = (x + 1, y + r).
Consider:
A SAME AS B
A ORIENT 10 +/- 2D FROM C
B ORIENT 20 +/- 5D
C ORIENT 8 +/- 2D
From the above requirements, we have:
Clan 1 = {A, B}, Clan 2 = {C}, CIA,2C = (8, 4).
6Note that there is a need to keep track of two sets of intervals for each clan - its absolute interval which is obtained
directly or indirectly from requirement (i), and its nominal inlerv,'d which is obtained directly or indirectly from
requirement (ii).
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(]5, ]o)
The problem
represented
pictorially.
Absolute ranges
are underlined.
(6,4)(]5, ]0)
Before
Propagation
Clanl
(8,4)
(15, 7) (6, 4..._2.)
After
Propagation
Figure 2: Propagation of an angle interval Between Two Clans that are Related Through
Member Exposures.
Figure 2 illustrates the propagation of an angle interval from Clan 2 to Clan 1 through the
constraint C12.
R1 initial = RAn RB = (0, 360) n (15, 10) = (15, 10). R2 = (6, 4).
R1new = R1 °ld _ P(C12, R2) = (15, 10) _ (14, 8) = (15, 7).
A constraint network is stable when the absolute and nominal angle intervals of all clans are
consistent with the constraints connecting them. This happens only when the constraints
between clans cease to change.
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3.7. Interfacing with the Rest of TRANS
As has already been pointed out, the results of propagating orientation constraints are used
within TRANS as one of many inputs to decide on hierarchical exposure groupings. These
decisions are made through merging rules. The merging rule related to orientations of exposures
states that two exposures can be merged only when their absolute and nominal angle intervals are
identical and they can be at the same orientation. 7 These requirements will hold only when one
of the following conditions is met:
• Both exposures belong to the same clan.
• The exposures belong to different clans that have identical absolute and nominal angle
intervals, and either there is no constraint, or a fi'ee constraint, or a constraint that includes zero
in its interval, between them.
Defective orientation requirements in the Proposal result in null (infeasible) angle intervals for
one or more clans and/or null constraints between two or more clans. Warning messsages are
generated when these ate detected, other orientation constraints continue to be propagated, and
TRANS uses the results of these propagations to make its merging decisions. In this manner,
TRANS products that are not dependent on the faulty orientation requirements can still be used,
but the warnings alert the TRANS user to correct the faulty requirements and TRANS the
Proposal again, to obtain fully correct TRANS products.
4 h Sm_;ll Example
We will now illustrate some of the important aspects of orient constraint propagation with the
help of a small example. Consider the lbllowing orientation requirements:
A ORIENT 20 +/- 5D
B SAME AS A, C
B ORIENT 10 +/- 2D FROM D
C ORIENT 9 +/- 2D FROM F
E ORIENT -10 +/- 2D FROM A
E SAME AS F
The problem is represented pictorially in Figure 3a. Clan 1 = {A, B, C}, Clan 2 = {D}, Clan 3
{E, F}. R1 = (15, 10), R2 = (0, 360), R3 = (0, 36()). CIB,3D = (8, 4), CIC,2F = (3, 4), C2E,1A = (-
12, 4).
7Organizing exposures into groups enh,'mces viewing efficiency since the orientation of the spacecraft is the same
for all exposures in the group. Ilowever, merging exposures that could lX)ssibly be at different orientations, into the
same group might cause scheduling problems downsu'c_un duc to the inflexibility that is introduced. Also, the
existence of a non-free constrain! bclwccn two cxposurcx pt'ccludcs them fi'om being in the stone group.
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Clan 3
Clan 1 (8,4)_ Clan 2
(15,10)
Figure 3a: Pictorial Representation of the Sample Problem
Consider the pair Clan 1, Clan 2.
C21 = C2E,1A _ C1C,2F- = (-12, 4) n (-l 1, 4) = (-1 l, 3)
C12 = C21- = (8, 3)
R 2 = P(C21, R1) = (4, 13)
Consider the pair Clan 1, Clan 3
C13 = (8, 4)
C31 = (-12, 4)
R3 new = R3 °ld n P(C31, RI) = (-4, 17) n (3, 14) = (3, 10)
Now, we propagate constraints.
Deducing the constraint between the pair (Clan 3, Clan 2) from the constraints between the pairs
(Clan 3, Clan 1) and (Clan 1, Clan 2),
Clan 3 <=> Clan 1 <=> Clan 2
C32 = (C31 + C12) = (-4, 7) Change
C23 = (-3, 7)
R3 new = R3 °ld n _(C32, R2) = (3, 10) n (0, 20) = (3, 10)
Clan 2 <=> Clan 3 <=> Clan 1
C21new = C21old ¢_ (C23 + C31) = (-1 !, 3) n (-15, 11) = (-11, 3) - No Change
Clan 3 <=> Clan 1 <=> Clan2
C32 = (C31 + C12) = (-4, 7) No Change
So, the final solution is:
R1 = (15, 10), R2 = (4, 13), R 3 = (3, If))
5 Implementation and Experience
The Orient Constraint Propagator, like the rest of TRANS is implemented in LISP, using an
object-oriented paradigm (CLOS). Clans are objects, absolute and nominal ranges and
constraints are dotted pairs of real numbers. Pairs of related clans, and the constraints between
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them, are stored in a hash-table. In order to have a uniform representation for angle intervals, all
angles are positive and modulo 360.
The implementation has met all expectations related to run-time efficiency and correctness since
it was installed as a TRANS module over seven months ago. It was mentioned in Section 3.5
that the slack in the intervals of constraints can grow to 360 degrees, thus causing propagated
constraints to become free. Since in reality, the slack in the intervals of directly related
exposures is of the order of ten degrees, this can only happen when there is a long (-- 36) "chain"
of related exposures with no interactions with other constraints (note that when there is more
than one constraint between two clans, we take their intersection, which has a "constraining
effect" on the slack of the resulting constraint). Since the number of exposures in an ORIENT
FROM chain is seldom more than five, we have not encountered problems with free constraints.
6 Conclusions
HST observations, expressed as exposures may be related to each other via relationships
regulating the roll of the telescope. In this paper, we have formulated these relationships as a
CSP, and described a method to "solve" it using an informal algebra. Solving the problem entails
determining the ranges of roll for each exposure so that all roll relationships are satisfied. The
solution has been implemented using object-oriented technology as a sub-system of the
TRANSformation expert system. It has been operational for over seven months and has met all
expectations.
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h P_P_F.,I ID_IX
(1) ORIENTATION RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN EXPOSURES:
In order to determine the merging of exposures based on their orientation requirements, the
orientation relationship between pairs of exposures needs to be computed. In the following
discussion, we will call the orientation of exposure A Oa. Orientation relationships between
exposures come about in six ways:
a. Default - Normally two exposures may be 0d +/- 180d from each other (i.e.they can be at
any two orientations.
b. ORIENT FROM - If two exposures A and B ale related by A ORIENT <angle> +/- <range>
FROM B, the relationship between Oa and Ob should be limited as follows:
Ob + <angle> - <range> <= Oa <= Ob + <angle> + <range>
Oa - <angle> - <range> <= Ob <= Oa - <angle> + <range>
c. SAME ORIENT/SAME POS - If two exposures A and B have SAME POS/ORIENT for A
as B. The relationship between Oa and Oc should be limited as follows:
Oa = Ob
d. Specified orientation - If exposure A has ORIENT <anglel> +/- <rangel> and exposure B
has ORIENT <angle2> +/- <range2>, or exposure A has ORIENT <anglel> +/- <rangel>
FROM NOMINAL and exposure B has ORIENT <angle2> +/- <range2> FROM NOMINAL,
then the relationship between A and B should be limited as follows:
Ob - <range2> - <angle2> + <anglel> - <rangel> <= Oa <= Ob + <range2> + <anglel> +
<range 1> - <angle2>
Oa - <rangel> - <anglel> + <angle2> - <range2> <= Ob <= Oa + <rangel> + <angle2> +
<range2> - <angle 1>
e. Merging - If exposure A is merged into the same scheduling unit (a higher level structure) as
exposure B, then the relationship between A and B should be limited as follows:
Oa = Ob
f. Propagation of constraints - If exposure B is limited by the orientation of A by Ob = Oa +
<anglel> +/- <rangel> and exposure C is limited by the orientation of B by Oc = Ob + <angle2>
+/- <range2>, then the relationship between Oa and Oc should be limited as follows:
Oa + <anglel> + <angle2> - <rangel> - <range2> <= Oc <= Oa + <anglel> + <angle2> +
<rangel> + <range2>
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Oc- <anglel> - <angle2>- <rangel> - <range2><= Oa<= Oc - <angle1> - <angle2>+
<range 1> + <range2>
If more than one of the above apply to two exposures A and B, the relationship between Oa and
Ob should be the intersection of the multiple rules. If this process leads to pairs of exposures A
and B where there is no legal angle or range between Oa and Ob, TRANS should generate an
error.
(2) ORIENTATION RANGES
Exposures have two sets of limits where they can be scheduled, a nominal range and an
absolute range. These ranges are set as lbllows:
a. An exposure with an ORIENT <angle> +/- <range> has an absolute range extending from
<angle> - <range> to <angle> + <range>.
b. An exposure with an ORIENT <angle> +/- <range> FROM NOMINAL has a nominal
range extending from <angle> - <range> to <angle> + <range>.
c. An exposure without an ORIENT <angle> +/- <range> has an absolute range from zero to
360.
d. An exposure without an ORIENT <angle> +/- <range> FROM NOMINAL has a nominal
range from zero to 36(I.
e. If an exposure B is limited by the orientation of A by Ob = Oa + <anglel> +/- <rangel>,
where A has an an absolute range from <low-angle> to <high-angle> then B has an absolute
range from <low-angle> + <anglel> - <range 1> to <high-angle> + <anglel> + <rangel>.
If more than one of the above rules apply to an exposure A, the ranges of A should be the
intersection of ranges specified by the multiple rules. If the resulting interval is empty for any
given exposure, TRANS should generate an en'or.
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Abstract: We develop a formal theory, the
so-called Linguistic Geometry, in order to
discover the inner properties of human expert
heuristics, which were successful in a certain
class of complex control systems, and apply them
to different systems. This research relies on the
formalization of search heuristics of high-skilled
human experts, which allow to decompose
complex system into the hierarchy of subsystems,
and thus solve intractable problems reducing the
search. The hierarchy of subsystems is
represented as a hierarchy of formal attribute
languages, This paper includes a formal survey of
the Linguistic Geometry, and new example of a
solution of optimization problem for the space
robotic vehicles. This example includes actual
generation of the hierarchy of languages, some
details of trajectory generation and demonstrates
the drastic reduction of search in comparison with
conventional search algorithms.
There are many real-world problems where
human expert skills in reasoning about complex
systems are incomparably higher than the level of
modern computing systems. At the same time
there are even more areas where advances are
required but human problem-solving skills can
not be directly applied. For example, there are
problems of planning and automatic control of
autonomous agents such as space vehicles,
stations and robots with cooperative and opposing
interests functioning in a complex, hazardous
environment. Reasoning about such complex
systems should be done automatically, in a timely
manner, and often in a real time. Moreover, there
are no highly-skilled human experts in these fields
ready to substitute for robots (on a virtual model)
or transfer their knowledge to them. There is no
grand-master in robot control, although, of
course, the knowledge of existing experts in this
field should not be neglected - it is even more
valuable. It is very important to study human
expert reasoning about similar complex systems
in the areas where the results are successful, in
order to discover the keys to success, and then
apply and adopt these keys to the new, as yet,
unsolved problems. The question then is what
language tools do we have for the adequate
representation of human expert skills? An
application of such language to the area of
successful results achieved by the human expert
should yield a formal, domain independent
knowledge ready to be transferred to different
areas. Neither natural nor programming languages
satisfy our goal. The first are informal and
ambiguous, while the second are usually detailed,
lower-level tools. Actually, we have to learn how
we can formally represent, generate, and
investigate a mathematical model based on the
abstract images extracted from the expert vision of
the problem.
There have been many attempts to find the
optimal (suboptimal) operation for real-world
complex systems. One of the basic ideas is to
decrease the dimension of the real-world system
following the approach of a human expert in a
certain field, by breaking the system into smaller
subsystems. These ideas have been implemented
for many problems with varying degrees of
success [1, 2, 15]. Implementations based on the
formal theories of linear and nonlinear planning
meet hard efficiency problems [4, 12, 17, 22,
25]. An efficient planner requires an intensive use
of heuristic knowledge. On the other hand, a pure
heuristic implementation is unique. There is no
general constructive approach to such
implementations. Each new problem must be
carefully studied and previous experience usually
can not be applied. Basically, we can not answer
the question: what are the formal properties of
human heuristics which drove us to a successful
hierarchy of subsystems for a given problem and
how can we apply the same ideas in a different
problem domain?
In the 1960's a formal syntactic approach to the
investigation of properties of natural language
resulted in the fast development of a theory of
formal languages by Chomsky [5], Ginsburg
[10], and others. This development provided an
interesting opportunity for dissemination of this
approach to different areas. In particular, there
came an idea of analogous linguistic
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representation of images. This idea was
successfullydevelopedinto syntacticmethodsof
patternrecognitionby Fu [8], Narasirnhan[16],
and Pavlidis [18], and picture description
languagesby Shaw [23], Feder [6], Rosenfeld
[20].
Searching for the adequate mathematical tools
formalizing human heuristics of dynamic
hierarchy, we have transformed the idea of
linguistic representation of complex real-world
and artificial images into the idea of similar
representation of complex hierarchical systems
[27]. However, the appropriate languages should
possess more sophisticated attributes than
languages usually used for pattern description.
The origin of such languages can be traced back
to the research on programmed attribute grammars
by Knuth [11], Rozenkrantz [21], Volchenkov
[36].
A mathematical environment (a "glue") for the
formal implementation of this approach was
developed following the theories of formal
problem solving and planning by Nilsson [17],
Fikes [7], Sacerdoti [22], McCarthy, Hayes [13,
14], and others based on first order predicate
calculus.
To show the power of the linguistic approach it
is important that the chosen model of the heuristic
hierarchical system be sufficiently complex,
poorly formalized, and have successful
applications in different areas. Such a model was
developed by Botvinnik, Stilman, and others, and
successfully applied to scheduling, planning, and
computer chess [2].
In order to discover the inner properties of
human expert heuristics, which were successful
in a certain class of complex control systems, we
develop a formal theory, the so-called Linguistic
Geometry [28-35]. This research includes the
development of syntactic tools for knowledge
representation and reasoning about large-scale
hierarchical complex systems. It relies on the
formalization of search heuristics, which allow
one to decompose complex system into a
hierarchy of subsystems, and thus solve
intractable problems, reducing the search. These
hierarchical images were extracted from the expert
vision of the problem. The hierarchy of
subsystems is represented as a hierarchy of
formal attribute languages [28, 33].
1 Complex System
A Complex System is the following eight-
tuple:
< X, P, Rp, {ON}, v, Si, S t , TR>,
where X={x i } Is a finite set of points; P={Pi} is
a finite set of elements; P is a union of two non-
intersecting subsets P1 and P2; Rp(x, y) is a set
of binary relations of reachabiIity in X (x and y
are from X, p from P); ON(p)=x, where ON is a
partial function of placement from P into X; v is a
function on P with positive integer values; it
describes the values of elements. The Complex
System searches the state space, which should
have initial and target states; S i and S t are the
descriptions of the initial and target states in the
language of the first order predicate calculus,
which matches with each relation a certain Well-
Formed Formula (WFF). Thus, each state from
S i or St is described by a certain set of WFF of
the form {ON(pj)=Xk}; TR is a set of operators,
TRANSITION(p, x, y), of transition of the
System from one state to another one. These
operators describe the transition in terms of two
lists of WFF (to be removed and added to the
description of the state), and of WFF of
applicability of the transition. Here,
Remove list: ON(p)=x, ON(q)=y;
Add list: ON(p)=y;
Applicability list: (ON(p)=x)^Rp(x, Y),
where p belongs to P1 and q belongs to P2 or
vice versa. The transitions are carried out in turn
with participation of elements p from P1 and P2
respectively; omission of a turn is permitted.
According to definition of the set P, the
elements of the System are divided into two
subsets P1 and P2. They might be considered as
units moving along the reachable points. Element
p can move from point x to point y if these points
are reachable, i.e., Rp(x, y) holds. The current
location of each element is described by the
equation ON(p)=x. Thus, the description of each
state of the System {ON(pj)=Xk} is the set of
descriptions of the locations of the elements. The
operator TRANSITION(p, x, y) describes the
change of the state of the System caused by the
move of the element p from point x to point y.
The element q from point y must be withdrawn
(eliminated) if p and q belong to the different
subsets P1 and P2.
The problem of the optimal operation of the
System is considered as a search for the optimal
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sequenceof transitionsleading from one of the
initial states of Si to a target state S of S t.
It is easy to show formally that robotic system
can be considered as the Complex System (see
below). Many different technical and human
society systems (including military battlefield
systems, systems of economic competition,
positional games) which can be represented as
twin-sets of movable units (of two or more
opposite sides) and their locations, thus, can be
considered as Complex Systems.
With such a problem statement for the search of
the optimal sequence of transitions leading to the
target state, we could use formal methods like
those in the problem-solving system STRIPS [7],
nonlinear planner NOAH [22], or in subsequent
planning systems. However, the search would
have to be made in a space of a huge dimension
(for nontrivial examples). Thus, in practice no
solution would be obtained.
We devote ourselves to the search for an
approximate solution of a reformulated problem.
2 Measurement of distances
TO create and study a hierarchy of dynamic
subsystems we have to investigate geometrical
properties of the Complex System.
A map of the set X relative to the point x and
element p for the Complex System is the
mapping: MAPx,p: X --> Z+, (where x is
from X, p is from P), which is constructed as
follows. We consider a family of reachability
areas from the point x, i.e., a finite set of the
following nonempty subsets of X {Mkx,p}
(Fig.l):
X
Mlp
Fig. 1. Interpretation of the family of
reachability areas
k= 1: Mkx,p is a set of points m reachable in one
step from x: Rp(x,m)=T;
k> 1: Mkx,p is a set of points reachable in k steps
and not reachable in k-1 steps, i.e., points
m reachable from points of M k- 1x,p and not
included in any Mtx,p with numbers i less
than k. '_
Let MAPx,p(y)=k, for y from Mkx,p (number
of steps from x to y). In the remainder points let
MAPx,p(y)=2n, if y_x (n is the number of points
in X); MAPx,p(y)=0, if y=x.
It is easy to verify that the map of the set X for
the specified element p from P defines an
asymmetric distance function on X:
1. MAPx,p(y) > 0 for xgy; MAPx,p(X)=0;
2. MAPx,p(y)+MAPy,p(Z) > MAPx,p(Z).
If Rp is a symmetric relation,
3. MAPx,p(y)=MAPy,p(X).
In this case each of the elements p from P
specifies on X its own metric. Various
examples of measurement of distances for robotic
vehicles are considered later.
3 Language of Trajectories
This language is a formal description of the set of
lowest-level subsystems, the set of different paths
between points of the Complex System. An
element might follow a path to achieve the goal
"connected with the ending point" of this path.
A trajectory for an element p of P with the
beginning at x of X and the end at the y of X (x
y) with a length l is a following string of symbols
with parameters, points of X:
to=a(x)a(x 1)...a(xl),
where x l = y, each successive point xi+ 1 is
reachable from the previous point x i, i.e., Rp(x i,
Xi+l) holds for i = 0, 1..... l-l; element p stands
at the point x: ON(p)=x. We denote tp(X, y,/) the
set of trajectories in which p, x, y, and l coincide.
P(to)={x, x 1..... Xl} is the set of parameter
values of the trajectory t o .
A shortest trajectory t of t,o(x, y, l) is the
trajectory of minimum lengtfi for the given
beginning x, end y and element p.
Properties of the Complex System permit to
define (in general form) and study formal
grammars for generating the shortest trajectories.
A general grammar (Table I) and its application to
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generatingthe shortest trajectory for a robotic
vehiclewill bepresentedlater.
Reasoninginformally, ananalogy can be set up:
the shortest trajectory is analogous with a straight
line segment connecting two points in a plane. An
analogy to a k-element segmented line connecting
these points is called an admissible trajectory
of degree k, i.e., the trajectory which can be
divided into k shortest trajectories. The admissible
trajectories of degree 2 play a special role in many
problems. As a rule, elements of the System
should move along the shortest paths. In case of
an obstacle, the element should move around this
obstacle by tracing an intermediate point aside and
going to and from this point to the end along the
shortest trajectories. Thus, in this case, an
olethent should move along an admissible
trajectory of degree 2.
A Language of Trajectories LtH(s) for the
Complex System in a state S is the set of all the
shortest and admissible (degree 2) trajectories of
the length less than H. Different properties of this
language and generating grammars were
investigated in [32].
4 Languages of Trajectory Networks
After defining the Language of Trajectories, we
have new tools for the breakdown of our System
into subsystems. According to the ideas presented
in [2], these subsystems should be various types
of trajectory networks, i.e., the sets of
interconnected trajectories with one singled out
trajectory called the main trajectory. An example
of such network is shown in Fig. 2. The basic
idea behind these networks is as follows. Element
Po should move along the main trajectory
a(1)a(2)a(3)a(4)a(5) to reach the ending point 5
and remove the target q4 (an opposite element).
Naturally, the opposite elements should try to
disturb those motions by controlling the
intermediate points of the main trajectory. They
should come closer to these points (to the point 4
in Fig. 2) and remove element Po after its arrival
(at point 4). For this purpose, elements q3 or q2
should move along the trajectories a(6)a(7)a(4)
and a(8)a(9)a(4), respectively, and wait (if
necessary) on the next to last point (7 or 9) for the
arrival of element Po at point 4. Similarly,
element p 1 of the same side as Po might try to
disturb the motion of q2 by controlling point 9
along the trajectory a(l 3)a(9). It makes sense for
the opposite side to include the trajectory
a(11)a(12)a(9) of element ql to prevent this
control.
q3 q4
q2
6
3 13
ql
P0
Fig. 2. A network language interpretation.
Similar networks are used for the breakdown of
complex systems in different areas. Let us
consider a linguistic formalization of such
networks. The Language of Trajectories describes
"one-dimensional" objects by joining symbols
into a string employing reachability relation Rp(x,
y). To describe networks, i.e., "multi-
dimensional" objects made up of trajectories, we
use the relation of trajectory connection.
A trajectory connection of the trajectories t 1
and t 2 is the relation C(tl,t2). It holds, if the
ending link of the trajectory t 1 coincides with an
intermediate link of the trajectory t2; more
precisely t 1 is connected with t2, if among the
parameter values P(t2)={y,yl,...,y/} of
trajectory t 2 there is a value Yi = Xk, where
tl=a(xo)a(xl)...a(xk). If t 1 belongs to a set of
trajectories with the common end-point, then the
entire set is said to be connected with the
trajectory t2.
For example, in Fig. 2 the trajectories
a(6)a(7)a(4) and a(8)a(9)a(4) are connected with
the main trajectory a(l)a(2)a(3)a(4)a(5) through
point 4. Trajectories a(13)a(9) and
a(11)a(12)a(9) are connected with a(8)a(9)a(4).
To formalize the trajectory networks we define
and use routine operations on the set of
trajectories: CAk(tl,t2), a k-th degree of
connection, and CA+(tl,t2), a transitive
closure.
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Trajectorya(11)a(12)a(9) in Fig. 2 is connected
degree 2 with trajectory a(1)a(2)a(3)a(4)a(5),
i.e., C2(a(11)a (12)a(9), a(1)a(2)a(3)a(4)a(5))
holds. Trajectory a(10)a(12) in Fig. 2 is in
transitive closure to the trajectory
a(1)a(2)a(3)a (4)a (5) because C 3 (a(10)a(12),
a(1)a(2)a(3)a(4)a(5)) holds by means of the
chain of trajectories a(ll)a(12)a(9) and
a(8)a(9)a(4).
A trajectory network W relative to trajectory
to is a finite set of trajectories to,t 1..... tk from the
language LtH(s) that possesses the following
property: for every trajectory ti from W (i = 1,
2 ..... k) the relation Cw+(ti,to) holds, i.e., each
trajectory of the network W is connected with the
trajectory t o that was singled out by a subset of
interconnected trajectories of this network. If the
relation CWm(ti, to) holds, trajectory ti is called
the m negation trajectory.
Obviously, the trajectories in Fig. 2 form a
trajectory network relative to the main trajectory
a(1)a(2)a(3)a(4)a(5). We are now ready to define
network languages.
A family of trajectory network
languages Lc(S ) in a state S of the Complex
System is the family of languages that contains
strings of the form
t(t 1, param)t(t2, param).., t(t m, param),
where param in parentheses substitute for the
other parameters of a particular language. All the
symbols of the string t 1, t 2 ..... tm correspond to
trajectories that form a trajectory network W
relative to t 1.
Different members of this family correspond to
different types of trajectory network languages,
which describe particular subsystems for solving
search problems. One of such languages is the
language that describes specific networks called
Zones. They play the main role in the model
considered here [2, 26, 33, 34]. A formal
definition of this language is essentially
constructive and requires showing explicitly a
method for generating this language, i.e., a
certain formal grammar, which is presented in the
[33, 34]. In order to make our points transparent,
here, we define the Language of Zones
informally.
A Language of Zones is a trajectory network
language with strings of the form
Z=t(po,to,Xo) t(p 1,t 1 ,x 1)... t(pk,tk,Xk),
where to,t 1.... ,t k are the trajectories of elements
Po,P2 ..... Pk respectively; Xo,X 1 ..... x k are
positive integer numbers (or 0) which "denote the
time allotted for the motion along the trajectories"
in a correspondence to the mutual goal of this
Zone: to remove the target element - for one side,
and to protect it - for the opposite side. Trajectory
t(po,to,Xo) is called the main trajectory of the
Zone. The element q standing on the ending point
of the main trajectory is called the target. The
elements Po and q belong to the opposite sides.
To make it clearer let us show the Zone
corresponding to the trajectory network in Fig. 2.
Z=t(Po,a(1)a(2)a(3)a(4)a(5), 4)
t(q3,a(6)a(7)a(4), 3)
t(q2, a(8)a(9)a(4), 3)t(pl, a(13)a(9), 1)
t(ql, a(11)a(12)a(9), 2) t(p2, a(10)a(12), 1)
Assume that the goal of the white side is to
remove target q4, while the goal of the black side
is to protect it. According to these goals element
Po starts the motion to the target, while blacks
start in its turn to move their elements q2 or q3 to
intercept element Po. Actually, only those black
trajectories are to be included into the Zone where
the motion of the element makes sense, i. e., the
length of the trajectory is less than the amount of
time (third parameter x) allocated to it. For
example, the motion along the trajectories
a(6)a(7)a(4) and a(8)a(9)a(4) makes sense,
because they are of length 2 and time allocated
equals 3: each of the elements has 3 time intervals
to reach point 4 to intercept element Po assuming
one would go along the main trajectory without
move omission. According to definition of Zone
the trajectories of white elements (except Po)
could only be of the length 1, e.g., a(13)a(9) or
a(10)a(12). As far as element Pl can intercept
motion of the element q2 at the point 9, blacks
include into the Zone the trajectory
a(ll)a(12)a(9) of the element ql, which has
enough time for motion to prevent this
interception. The total amount of time allocated to
the whole bunch of black trajectories connected
(directly or indirectly) with the given point of
main trajectory is determined by the number of
that point. For example, for the point 4 it equals 3
time intervals.
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A languageLz(S) generatedby the certain
grammarGZ [33, 34] in a stateS of a Complex
Systemis called theLanguage of Zones.
Network languages allow us to describe the
"statics", i.e., the states of the System. We
proceed with the description of the "dynamics" of
the System, i.e., the transitions from one state to
another. The transitions describe the change of the
descriptions of states as the change of sets of
WFF. After each transition a new hierarchy of
languages should be generated. Of course, it is an
inefficient procedure. To improve an efficiency of
applications in a process of the search it is im-
portant to describe the change of the hierarchy of
languages. A study of this change should help us
in modifying the hierarchy instead of regenerating
it in each state. The change may be described as a
hierarchy of mappings - translations of
languages. Each language should be transformed
by the specific mapping called a translation.
Translations of Languages of Trajectories and
Zones are considered in [34].
5 Complex System of Space Robotic
Vehicles
The robotic model can be represented as a
Complex System naturally (Fig. 3). A set of X
represents the operational district which could be
the area of combat operation broken into smaller
cubic areas, "points", e.g., in the form of the big
cube of 8 x 8 x 8, n = 512. It could be a space
operation, where X represents the set of different
orbits, or an air force battlefield, etc. P is the set
of robots or autonomous vehicles. It is broken
into two subsets P1 and P2 with opposing
interests; Rp(x,y) represent moving capabilities
of different robots for different problem domains:
robot p can move from point x to point y if Rp(x,
y) holds. Some of the robots can crawl, the other
can jump or ride, sail and fly, or even move from
one orbit to another. Some of them move fast and
can reach point y (from x) in "one step", i.e.,
Rp(x, y) holds, others can do that in k steps only,
and many of them can not reach this point at all.
ON(p)=x, if robot p is at the point x; v(p) is the
value of robot p. This value might be determined
by the technical parameters of the robot. It might
include the immediate value of this robot for the
given combat operation; Si is an arbitrary initial
state of operation for analysis, or the starting
state; S t is the set of target states. These might be
the states where robots of each side reached
specified points. On the other hand St can specify
states where opposing robots of the highest value
are destroyed. The set of WFF {ON(p ) = Xk}
corresponds to the list of robots w :h their
coordinates in each state. TRANSITION(p, x,
y) represents the move of the robot p from the
location x to location y; if a robot of the opposing
side stands on y, a removal occurs, i.e., robot on
y is destroyed and removed.
• I
I
• I
• I
• I
• I
• I
2•"
• _,
Fig. 3. A problem for autonomous
vehicles.
X
It'
space robotic
Space robotic vehicles with different moving
capabilities are shown in Fig. 3. The operational
district X is the cubic table of 8 x 8 x 8. Robot W-
INTERCEPTOR (White Interceptor) located at
118 (x=l, y=l, z=8), can move to any next
location, i.e., 117, 217, 218, 228, 227, 128,
127. The other robotic vehicle B-STATION
(double-ring shape in Fig. 3) from 4 i 6 can move
only straight ahead towards the goal area 816
(shaded in Fig. 3), one square at a time, e.g.,
from 416 to 516, from 516 to 616, etc. Robot B-
INTERCEPTOR (Black Interceptor) located at
186, can move to any next square similarly to
robot W-INTERCEPTOR. Robotic vehicle W-
STATION located at 266 is analogous with the
robotic B-STATION; it can move only straight
ahead to the goal area 268 (shaded in Fig. 3).
Thus, robot W-INTERCEPTOR on 118 can reach
any of the points y e { 117, 217, 218, 228, 227,
128, 127} in one step, i.e., RW -
INTERCEPTOR(ll8, Y) holds, while W-
STATION can reach only 267 in one step.
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Assumethatrobots W-INTERCEPTOR and W-
STATION belong to one side, while B-
INTERCEPTOR and B-STATION belong to the
opposite side: W-INTERCEPTOR e P1, W-
STATION _ P1, B-INTERCEPTOR e P2, B-
STATION e P2. Also assume that both goal
areas, 816 and 268, are the safe areas for B-
STATION and W-STATION, respectively, if
station reached the area and stayed there for more
than one time interval. Each of the STATIONs
has powerful weapons capable to destroy
opposing INTERCEPTORs at the next diagonal
locations ahead of the course. For example W-
STATION from 266 can destroy opposing
INTERCEPTORs at 157, 257, 357, 367, 377,
277, 177, 167. Each of the INTERCEPTORs is
capable to destroy an opposing STATION
approaching its location from any direction, but it
also capable to protect its friendly STATION
approaching its prospective location. In the latter
case the joint protective power of the combined
weapons of the friendly STATION and
INTERCEPTOR (from any next to the STATION
area) can protect the STATION from interception.
For example, W-INTERCEPTOR located at 156
can protect W-STATION on 266 and 267.
The battlefield considered can be broken into
two local operations. The first operation is as
follows: robot B-STATION should reach the
strategic point 816 safely and stay there for at list
one time interval, while W-INTERCEPTOR will
try to intercept this motion. The second operation
is similar: robot W-STATION should reach point
268, while B-INTERCEPTOR will try to
intercept this motion. After reaching the
designated strategic area the (attacking) side is
considered as a winner of the local operation and
the global battle. The only chance for the
opposing side to revenge itself is to reach its own
strategic area within the next time interval and this
way end the battle in a draw. The conditions
considered above give us St, the description of
target states of the Complex System. The
description of the initial state Si is obvious and
follows from Fig. 3.
Assume also that due to the shortage of
resources (which is typical in real combat
operation) or some other reasons, each side can
not participate in both operations simultaneously.
It means that during the current time interval, in
case of White turn, either W-STATION or W-
INTERCEPTOR can move. Analogous condition
holds for Black. Of course, it does not mean that
if one side began participating in one of the
operations it must complete it. Any time on its
turn each side can switch from one operation to
another, e.g., transferring resources (fuel,
weapons, human resources, etc.), and later
switch back.
It seems that local operations are independent,
because they are located far from each other.
Moreover, the operation of B-STATION from
418 looks like unconditionally winning operation,
and, consequently, the global battle can be easily
won by the Black side. Is there a strategy for the
White side to make a draw?
Of course, this question can be answered by the
direct search employing, for example, minimax
algorithm with alpha-beta cut-offs. Experiments
with the computer chess programs showed that
for the similar 2-D problem (in chess terms - the
R.Reti endgame) the search tree includes about a
million moves (transitions). Of course, in the 3-D
case the search would require billions of moves.
It is very interesting to observe the drastic
reduction of search employing the Linguistic
Geometry tools. In order to demonstrate
generation of the Hierarchy of Languages for this
problem, below we consider generation of the
Language of Trajectories for the robotic system
on example of generation of the shortest trajectory
from point 336 to point 816 for the robot W-
INTERCEPTOR (Fig. 4, see also Fig. 16).
(Point 336 is the location of W-INTERCEPTOR
in one of the states of the System in the process of
the search.)
8
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1_ -o--o- -o- _- x
Fig. 4. Interpretation of Zone for the Robotic
System (projection to xy-plane).
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Table I. A grammarof shortesttrajectoriesGt(1)
L, Q Kernel,_/l;k. FT FF-
1 Q1 S(x,y,l) ->A(x, y, I) two ¢
2i Q2 A(x,y,/)->
a(x)A(nexti(x,I),yf(l)) two 3
3 Q3 A(x,y, l)->a(y) O ¢
V T ={a} is the alphabet of terminal symbols,
V N ={S, A } is the alphabet of nonterminal
symbols,
VpR =TruthUPredU ConUVarUFuncU {symbols
of logical operations } is the alphabet of the
first order predicate calculus PR,
Truth= {T, F}
Pred = {Q1,Q2,Q3 } are predicate symbols:
Ql(x, y, l) = (MAPx,p(y)=/) (0<l <n)
Q2(/) = (l > 1)
Q3 = T
Var = {x, y, l} are variables;
Con = {Xo,Yo,lo,P} are constants;
Func = Fcon are functional symbols;
Fcon= {f ,next 1,...,nextn } (n=lXl,
number of points in X),
f(/)=/-1, D(f)=Z+\{ 0}
(next i is defined lower)
E =Z+U X U P is the subject domain;
Parm: S->Var, A->Var, a->{x}, is such
a mapping that matches each symbol of the
alphabet V T UV N a set of formal parameters;
L= {1,3} U two, two={21,22, .... 2n} is a finite
set called the set of labels; labels of different
productions are different;
Qi are the WFF of the predicate calculus PR, the
conditions of applicability of productions;
F T is a subset of L of labels of the productions
permitted on the next step derivation if Q=-T; it
is called a permissible set;
F F is analogous to F T but these productions are
permitted in case of Q=F.
At the beginning of derivation: x=x o, Y=Yo,
l=lo, x o_ X, Yo _ X,I oe Z+,p_ P.
e_ is defined as follows:
D(nexti)= X x Z+ x X 2 x Z+ x P
(This is the domain of function next.)
SUM= {v Iv _ X,
MAPxo,p(v)+MAPyo,p(v)=lo}
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STk(x)={v I v from X, MAP x p(v)=k},
MOVEI(x ) is an intersection of'hhe following
sets: STI(x), STlo_l+l(Xo) and SUM.
If MOVEI(x)={ml, m2 ..... mr}# f3
then
nexti(x , I)=m i for i<r ;
nexti(x , l)=m r for r<i<n,
otherwise
nexti(x,l)=x.
Consider the Grammar of shortest trajectories
Gt(1)(Table I). This is a controlled grammar
[32]. Such grammars operate as follows. The
initial permissible set of productions consists of
the production with label 1. It should be applied
first. Let us describe the application of a
production in such grammar. Suppose that we
attempt to apply production with label I to rewrite
a symbol A. We choose the leftmost entry of
symbol A in the current string and compute the
value of predicate Q, the condition of applicability
of the production. If the current string does not
contain A or Q =F, then the application of the
production is ended, and the next production is
chosen from the failure section FF;FF
becomes the current permissible set. If the current
string does contain the symbol A and Q=T, A is
replaced by the string in the right side of the
production; we carry out the computation of the
values of all formulas either standing separately
(section Xn) or corresponding to the parameters
"of the symbols (rtk), and the parameters assume
new values thus computed. Then, application of
the production is ended, and the next production
is chosen from the success section F T, which is
now the current permissible set. If the applicable
section is empty, the derivation halts.
The controlled grammar shown in Table I can
be used for generation of shortest trajectories for
robots with arbitrary moving capabilities. Values
of MAP336,W-INTERCEPTOR are shown in
Fig.5. Thus, the distance from 336 to 816 for W-
INTERCEPTOR is equal to 5. To be transparent
we will show generation of trajectories located
completely within the plane xy6 only. Thus, for
this generation we will use 2-D coordinates.
Applying the grammar Gt (1) we have (symbol
l=> means application of the production with the
label/):
S(33, 81, 5)1=>A(33, 81, 5)
21=>a(33)A(nextl(33, 5), 81, 5)
222
2
L2 2 }
322
32 2 2_22
33 3 3_
_4 4
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5 4i
5
Fig. 5. MAP336, INTERCEPTOR
Thus we have to compute MOVE (see definition
of the function nexti from the grammar Gt(1)).
First we have to determine the set of SUM, that
is, we need to know values of
MAP33,W_INTERCEPTO R and
MAP81,W-INTERCEPTOR
(shown in Fig. 6) on X.
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33 33 34]5
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1 l 12 345
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_.o.MAP 33,W_INTERCEPTOR
7777
6666
5555
4444
3333
3222
3211
3210
(lefi) _d
MAP81,W-INTERCEPTOR (right)
Adding these tables as matrices we compute
SUM={vlve X,
MAP33, W-INTERCEPTOR(v) + MAP81 ,W-
INTERCEPTOR(V) = 5} (Fig. 7).
For the general 3-D case we should add 3-D
matrices like those shown in Fig. 5.
The next step is the computation of ST1(33)=
{v Iv from X,MAP33,W_INTERCEPTOR(V)= 1 }
which is shown in Fig. 8. In order to complete
computation of the set MOVE5(33) we have to
determine the following intersection:
ST1(33), ST5_5+1(33)=STl(33 ) and SUM.
55
5555
5555
1555
Fig. 7. SUM.
[]
r1(33).
Consequently, MOVE5(33)={44, 43, 42}; and
nextl(33, 5)=44, next2(33, 5)=43, next3(33,
5)=42. Since the number of different values of
next is equal to 3 (here r=-3, see definition of the
function next, Table I) we could branch at this
step, apply productions 21 , 22 and 23
simultaneously, and continue both derivations
independently. This could be accomplished in a
parallel computing environment. Let us proceed
with the first derivation.
a(33)A(44, 81,4) 21=>a(33)a(44)
A(nextl(44, 4), 81, 3)
We have to compute nextl(44, 4) and, as on the
preceding step, have to determine MOVE4(44).
To do this we have to compute
STl(44)={v I v _ X,
MAP44,W_INTERCEPTOR(V)= 1 },(Fig. 9)
ST5_4+1(33 ) = ST2(33 ) = {v Iv e X,
MAP33,W_INTERCEPTOR(V)=2 }, (Fig. 10).
The set of SUM is the same on all steps of the
derivation. Hence, MOVE4(44) is the intersection
of the sets shown in Fig. 7, 9, 10; MOVE4(44)=
{54, 53, 52}; and nextl(44, 4) = 54; next2(44, 4)
= 53, next3(44, 4) = 52. Thus, the number of
different values of the function next is equal to 3
(r=3), so the number of continuations of
derivation should be multiplied by 3.
] g. 9. ST1(44)
I
I
Fig. 10. ST2(33).
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Let us proceed with the first one:
a(33)a(44)A(54, 81, 3) 21=> ... Eventually, we
will generate one of the shortest trajectories for
the robot W-INTERCEPTOR from 33 to 81:
a(33)a(44)a(54)a(63)a(72)a(81).
Similar generating techniques are used to
generate higher level subsystems, the networks of
paths, i.e., the Language of Zones. For example,,
incomplete Zones shown in Fig. 4 is as follows
(in 2-D coordinates):
t(B-STATION,tB,5)t(W-INTERCEPTOR,tF,5),
where tB=a(41)a(51)a(61)a(71)a(81),
tF= a(33)a(44)a(54)a(63)a(72)a(81).
The details of generation of different Zones are
considered in [33, 34].
6 Search Generation for Space Robotic
System
Consider how the hierarchy of languages works
for the optimal control of the space robotic system
introduced above (Fig. 3). We generate the search
of the Language of Translations representing it as
a conventional search tree (Fig. 12) and comment
on its generation. In fact, this tree is close to the
search tree of the relative 2-D problem [35].
Moreover, it is close to the search tree of the
R.Reti endgame generated by program PIONEER
in 1977 and presented at the World Computer
Chess Championship (joint event with IFIP
Congress 77, Toronto, Canada). Later it was
published in different journals and books, in
particular in [2].
First, the Language of Zones in the start state is
generated. The targets for attack are determined
within the limited number of steps which is called
a horizon. In general, the value of the horizon is
unknown. As a rule, this value can be determined
from the experience of solving specific classes of
problems employing Ling.uistic Geometry tools.
In absence of such experience, first we have to
consider the value of 1 as a horizon, and solve the
problem within this value. If we still have
resources available, i.e., computer time, memory,
etc., we can increase the horizon by one. After
each increase we have to regenerate the entire
model. This increase means a new level of
"vigilance" of the model, and, consequently, new
greater need for resources.
In our case it is easy to show that within the
horizons of 1, 2, 3, 4 all the models are "blind"
and corresponding searches do not give a
"reasonable" solution. But, again, after
application of each of the consecutive values of
the horizon we will have a solution which can be
considered as an approximate solution within the
available resources. Thus, let the horizon H of the
language Lz(S) is equal to 5, i.e., the length of
main trajectories of all Zones must not exceed 5
steps. All the Zones generated in the start state are
shown in Fig. 11.
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Fig. 11. Interpretation of Zones in the initial
state of the space robotic system (3 projections).
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266-267186-277
267-268_277:268D -1
'118-227277:267D -1
118-228_277:267D -1
186-2770266:277 _ 1
118-227
266-267_ 276:267 0 _1
276:266
DO
266-267
227-336
276:267[3_ 1
416-516t336-346_276:266r'_ -1
336-445-276:2660 0
516-616D 0
276-277D 0
276-2770266:277== 1
416-516
267-268_277:2680 -1
266-267_ _186-277 t227-336_277:267D -1
|227-337_277:2670 -1
186-277 C266:277_1
227-336 186-276
516-616
266-267_276:267 El - 1
I336-346¢276:266 O
1336-445 ._276:266 .,_!-_
DO 1 516-6160 445-35_ 0
/276-277 C266:277 1
186-2750 266-26_416-516 0267-268,__ 1
Fig. 12. Search tree for the optimization problem for space robotic vehicles.
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/Zones for INTERCEPTORSs as attacking
elements are shown in the top diagram, while
Zones for STATIONs - in the bottom one. For
example, one of the Zones for W-STATION,
ZWS is as follows:
ZWS--t(W-STATION, a(266)a(267)a(268), 3)
t(B-INTERCEPTOR, a(186)a(277)a(268), 3)
t(B-INTERCEPTOR,a(186)a(276)a(267), 2)
t(W-STATION, a(266)a(277), 1)
The other trajectories of B-INTERCEPTOR,
e.g., the second trajectory, a(186)a(177)a(268),
leading to the point 268 is included into different
Zone; for each Zone only one trajectory from
each bundle of trajectories with the same
beginning and end is taken.
Generation begins with the move 1. 266-267 in
the "'white" Zone with the target of the highest
value and the shortest main trajectory. The order
of consideration of Zones and particular
trajectories is determined by the grammar of
translations. The computation of move-ordering
constraints is the most sophisticated procedure in
this grammar. It takes into account different
parameters of Zones, trajectories, and the so-
called chains of trajectories.
,a
i
Fig. 13. The state where control Zone from118
to 268 was detected.
value is given by the special procedure of
"generalized square rules" built into the grammar.
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Fig. 14. Interpretation of Zones in the state
where control Zone from 118 to 268 was included
first (3 projections).
Then, the grammar initiates the backtracking
climb. Each backtracking move is followed by the
inspection procedure, the analysis of the subtree
generated in the process of the earlier search.
After climb up to the move 1.... 186-277, the
Next move, 1.... 186-277, is in the same Zone
along the first negation trajectory. The
interception continues: 2. 267-268 277:268 (Fig.
13). Symbol ":" means the removal of element.
Here the grammar terminates this branch with the
value of -1 (as a win of the Black side). This
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treeto beanalyzedconsistsof onebranch(of two
plies): 2. 267-268 277-268. The inspection
procedure determined that the current minimax
value (-1) can be "improved" by the improvement
of the exchange in the area 268 (in favor of the
White side). This can be achieved by participation
of W-INTERCEPTOR from 118, i.e., by
generation and inclusion of the new so-called
"control" Zone with the main trajectory from 118
to 268. The set of different Zones from 118 to
268 (the bundle of Zones) is shown in Fig. 14.
The move-ordering procedure picks the subset of
Zones with main trajectories passing 227. These
trajectories partly coincide with the main trajectory
of another Zone attacking the opposing B-
STATION on 516. The motion along such
trajectories allows to "gain the time", i.e., to
approach two goals simultaneously.
The generation continues: 2. 118-227 277-267.
Again, the procedure of "square rules" cuts the
branch, evaluates it as a win of the black side, and
the grammar initiates the climb. Move 2. 118-227
is changed for 2. 118-228. Analogously to the
previous case, the inspection procedure
determined that the current minimax value (-1) can
be improved by the improvement of the exchange
on 267. Again, this can be achieved by the
inclusion of Zone from 118 to 267. Of course, the
best "time-gaining" move in this Zone is 2. 118-
227, but it was already included (as move in the
Zone from 118 to 268). The other untested move
in the Zone from 118 to 267 is 2. 118-228.
Obviously the grammar does not have knowledge
that trajectories to 267 and 268 are "almost" the
same.
After the next cut and climb, the inspection
procedure does not find new Zones to improve
the current minimax value, and the climb
continues up to the start state. The analysis of the
subtree shows that inclusion of Zone from 118 to
268 in the start state can be useful: the minimax
value can be improved. Similarly, the most
promising "time-gaining" move is 1. 118-227.
The Black side responded 1.... 186-277 along
the first negation trajectories a(186)a(277)a(267)
and a(186)a(277)a(268) shown in Fig. 12 (better
see yz-projection). Obviously, 2. 266:277, and
the branch is terminated. The grammar initiates
the climb and move 1 .... 186-277 is changed for
1 .... 186-276 along the trajectory
a(186)a(276)a(266). Note, that grammar
"knows" that in this state trajectory
a(186)a(276)a(266) is active, i.e., B-
INTERCEPTOR has enough time for
interception. The following moves are in the same
Zone of W-STATION: 2. 266-267 276:267. This
state is shown in Fig. 15. The "square rule
procedure" cuts this branch and evaluates it as a
win of the Black side.
Y
,q g•
51 43
11 2
8
Fig. 15. The state where control Zone from 227
to 267 was detected.
New climb up to the move 2 .... 186-276 and
execution of the inspection procedure result in the
inclusion of the new control Zone from 227 to
267 in order to improve the exchange in the area
267. The set of Zones with different main
trajectories from 227 to 267 is shown in Fig. 16.
Besides that, the trajectories from 227 to 516,
616, 716, and 816 are shown in the same Fig.
16. These are "potential" first negation
trajectories. It means that beginning with the
second symbol a(336), a(337), a(338), or
a(326), a(327), a(328), or a(316), a(317),
a(318), these trajectories become first negation
trajectories in the Zone of B-STATION h5.
Speaking informally, from the areas listed above
W-INTERCEPTOR can intercept B-STATION
(in case of white move). The main trajectories of
control Zones passing one of three points, 336,
337, or 338, partly coincide with the potential
first negation trajectories. The motion along such
trajectories allows to "gain the time", i.e., to
approach two goals simultaneously. The move-
ordering procedure picks the subset of Zones with
the main trajectories passing 336. Thus, 2. 227-
336.
This way proceeding with the search we will
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generate the tree that consists of 56 moves.
Obviously, this is a drastic reduction in
comparisonwith a billion-move treesgenerated
by conventionalsearchprocedures.
Y
Z_ b
_t_ _,_ 6
7
6
5
4
3
2
1 X
Fig. 16. Interpretation of Zones in the state
where control Zone from 227 to 267 was
included first (3 projections).
7 Discussion
The approach to understanding of dynamic
hierarchical systems considered here will
encompass the discovery of geometrical
properties of subsystems and details of
interactions between the elements within
subsystems and between different subsystems.
We will understand the details of influence of this
complex hierarchical structure on the reduction of
the search for suboptimal operation. Most
importantly, it should allow a better
understanding of the evaluation and control of the
solution quality.
This contribution to the formalization and
generalization of human search heuristics should
allow for the expansion of advanced human
heuristic methods discovered in different complex
systems to other real-world systems where
existing methods are not sufficient. The research
will lead to the development of efficient
applications to autonomous navigation in
hazardous environment, robot control, combat
operations planning as well as applications in
different nonmilitary areas. The development of
applications will be accomplished by the design of
separate programs, and, later on, by the program
implementation of the general hierarchy of formal
grammars and applying it to a given problem.
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ABSTRACT
This paperdescribes a novel approachto the development of a
learning control system for autonomousspace robot (ASR) which
presents the ASR as a "baby" -- that is, a system with no a priori
knowledge of the world in which it operates, but with behavior
acquisition techniques that allows it to build this knowledge from
th_ experiences of actions within a particularenvironment (we
will call it an Astro-baby). The learning techniques are rooted in
the recursive algorithm for inductive generation of nested
schemata molded from processes of early cognitive development
in humans. The algorithmextractsdata from the environmentand
by means of correlation and abduction, it creates schemata that are
used for control. This system is robust enough to deal with a
constantly changing environment because such changes provoke
the creation of new schemata by generalizing from experiences,
while still maintaining minimal computational complexity, thanks
to the system's multiresolutional nature.
Experimenting with ASR is especially interesting because the
rules of input control do not coincide with human intuitions.
Actually, we want to see that the simulated device can learn the
unexpected schemata from its own experience. Although the
traditional approach to autonomous navigation involves off-line
path planning with a known world map (such as the potential
fields algorithm ), in most of the real tasks theenvironmentis not
well known because of ever-changing conditions of the
assignmentabsence of gravity, and sophisticated, hard to predict
obstacles like components of the space stations, etc. Astro-baby
gathers data from its sensors and then by using a
schema-discovery system it extractsconcepts, forms schemata and
creates a quantitative/conceptual semantic network.
When the Astro-baby is first dropped into the space it does not
have any experiences and its sensors and actuators are sets that do
not have any distinction among its elements. Then, by trial and
error, the ASR learns the function of its actuatorsand sensors;
and how to activate them to achieve a the goal given by its creator,
or the sub-goals that it finds. In our simulation the initial goal is to
minimize the distance to a beacon.
The learning techniques are rooted in a nested "h'ierarchical
algorithm molded from processes of early cognitive development
in humans. The algorithm extractsdata from the environmentand
by means of correlation, it creates schemata (rules) that are used
for control. This system is robust enough to deal with a constantly
changing environment because such changes provoke the creation
of new schemata using generalization, while still maintaining
minimal computational complexity, thanks to the system's
multiresolutional nature.
The results of simulation are positive. Astro-baby displays the
ability to learn a number of maneuvers.
I.INTRODUCTION
Although the traditional approach to autonomous
navigation involves off-line path planning with a known
world map (such as the potential fields algorithm shown in
[1]), in most of the tasks assigned to autonomous robots, the
environment is not well known because of ever-changing
conditions of the space, complicated conditions of visibility,
and diversified obstacles like trusses, otherautomated
machines, unpredictable objects from other planets. Thus, a
system robust enough to cope with changes by means of
learning rules about the situation is needed. Motion
planning and control for autonomous ground vehicles can
be approached based upon substantial human experience of
dealing with a diversity of ground vehicles. We believe that
3-D dynamic motion in space requires control rules which
are not easily available and are not a part of the intuition of
a human designer. Therefore, our intention is to allow the
ASR to collect its own rules based upon a system of
unsupervised (teacber-independent) conceptual learning.
We have developed a system for early cognition that is
capable of extracting concepts from the environment and
using them for planning and controlling the ASR.
Astro-baby gathers data from its sensors and then by using
a rttle-discovery system and a concept formatting system it
extracts and stores the concepts and schemata to create a
quantitative/conceptual semantic network as a system of
knowledge representation. The natural growth of the
rule-base can be compared with the "subsumption"
architecture. However, the subsumption concept does not
emphasize the early learning, and is usually designed from
prior experience of operation.
Our approach focuses on self-developing
knowledge base which starts with a minimal amount of
knowledge, which we call "bootsl_ap-knowledge". The
bootslrap knowledge does not include any implicit or
explicit information about the world or the robot. It has a
minimal set of learning rules which the Astro-baby uses to
create a world model, decision-making rules, rules of
motion, and rules of perception.
The main idea of our approach is knowledge-base
generation by applying generalization recursively to obtain
the schemata, or rules of behavior at different levels of
resolution from the stored information of experiences
properly labeled and organized. During the life of the
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unmanned vehicle, these rules are constantly reviewed and
updated based on new sensor information and deductions
which the Astro-baby makes on the basis of algorithms
which are hard-coded in the system ("bootstrap
knowledge ")
In the beginning, Astro-baby does not have any rule of
operation and its sensors and actuators are sets that do not
have any distinction among its elements. Then, by trial and
error, the space robot learns the function of its actuators and
sensors; and how to activate them to achieve a certain goal
given by its creator or learned sub-goals. In our simulation
the initial goal is to minimize the distance to a beacon (with
sensors measuring angle and distance to the beacon with
some error) which could be a sunken ship, a lost diver, etc.,
but because of its learning capabilities, the system's
applications could be very broad. Given the goal (expressed
as a cost functional) the Astro-baby learns concepts like
direction, passageway, or obstacle. If these actuation rules
were not to apply in a different environment, it would
extract a new set of rules.
The world in our simulation consists of a fully dynamic
3-1) environment. We have attempted to incorporate as
many variables from the real world as possible, so as to
fully test the robustness of the learning algorithm. The
environment is constantly changed and no map is given.
Astro-baby is a very adaptable system that can both create
rules of planning and control and deal with situations that
were not envisioned by its creators.
K I.EARNING
Standard Approach
The Artificial Intelligence community has made
attempts to write "intelligent" programs, or programs which
learn from mistakes, for many decades. Some of the early
work is Newell, Shaw, and Simon's General Problem Solver
(1956), and Samuel's checkers playing program (1959).
Most of these learning systems were built to solve very
specific problems of learning. In our Astro-baby, although
we take into consideration as many variables from the
environment as possible in our simulation, we do not give
all possible situations that the asr will encounter. This
precludes the assumption of an open environment and that
the system will be able to store All the rules for that open
environment and that the designer of the system has all
these rules to begin with. This makes applying existing
approaches to subsumption for astro-robots impossible. We
do not include any heuristic schemata in our system.
Instead, we include rules (called "bootstrap knowledge")
which help the system to acquire, by itself, through
learning, the rules that are given a priori in a subsumpdon
architecture.
B. MuM-Agentversus Centralized Decision-Making
In a multiagent system, the decision-making is
decentralized. Thus, it has a set of entities which have their
own goals and an arbiter who is in charge of switching or
deciding the weight or power of each agent depending on
the urgency of the situation. For example, [4] uses a
subsumption-based, multiagent approach, generating
potential fields of attraction and repulsion in various areas
of the map. Some examples of preprogrammed agents are
"Follow Object", "Forward A_action", "Open Space
Attraction", "Wail Following". In this approach the
environment must be entirely known because of the
necessity to determine placement of the potential fields.
Moreover, the behavior that the robot should take in front
of these potential fields must also be known in order to
preprogram these agents.
A centralized control system, in the opinion of its
critics, creates a bottleneck by forcing each separate unit of
the control system, regardless of the type or resolution of its
task, to query one decision maker for instructions. Indeed,
this happens if the centralized system is not based upon
proper (multiresolutional) task decomposition. The latter
not only eliminates the bottleneck but actually reduces the
complexity dramatically. In [5] it is proven that a
hierarchical system largely reduces the complexity of the
computations involved in search.
C. Flat Schemata and MultiresolutionalSchemata
this knowledge to the learning system. In our research we An example of learning using centralized
decided to develop a system which arrives at this knowledge decision-making and _! _mam is sh0_ _i[6]_. _en
on its own. This cannot be done unless the system is given we have a centralized decision-making control system
some initial knowledge [2, 3]. One of the attempts we have working in a complex environment, the amount of rules
made is to f'md what this minimum initial knowledge
should be.
Differences in our approach with other existing
approaches are classified below.
A. Drawbacks of Subsumption Architecture
The subsumption architecture is also a multiresolutional
one. as is ours. However, in a subsnmption architecture, the
set of rules of control is predetermined by the designer of
the system. This means that the designer must be aware of
that must be dealt with is so large that working in a
flat-level is impossible. When we work with centralized
learning systems, we must use a multiresolutional
configuration to avoid complexity.
The approach of our paper is based Upon M. Arbib's
theory of motor schema [7] applied to a multiresolutional
structure. We believe that high-resolution schemata
generalize in such a way as to create a low-resolution level
of schemata. This procedure of generalization is recursive
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in nature, and is inherent in the learning loop. The reality
of computation requires it for complexity reduction.
The Multiresolutional Schemata Approach
A. Theory of Multiresolutional Schemata
There exists a multiplicity of definitions for the idea of
"schema" which takes into consideration different aspects of
this powerful concept. The concept has existed for
centuries, and has recently been applied in the area of
neurobiology by [6-8] and others. Schema is a construct
which represents an entity related to the areas of perception,
knowledge organization, and control.
As far as problems of motion control are concerned, we
believe that "schema, should be defmed as follows:
Schema is an implication
"simation--)action" [9] formnlated as an entity for a
particular i'_level of resolution of the world representation.
More formally, this statement can be represented as a
notation (from [10])
= {[st(O--oa_(O],pi}, (1)
where _ is the "schema",
s, is the "situation" determined only by a set of the
"entity discovered in the set of sensor information at a
resolution pl" so that s_= [_.lq._},
na is the percept: "a set of information delivered from the
sensors",
iq is the context: "a set of information delivered from the
w,
sensors at time t-pi,
- is the final goal at a level: ,Wanentity defined by the
assignment at a lower resolution level PH"
a, - is the action: "an entity defined upon a set of
dynamic changes in a position and orientation at a
resolution p_"; action is a string of subgoals y,,(k--1,2,...xa;
y,, ffiy_ to be reached before the final goal is achieved, in
other words a_--->(Y,t_,Y,_.....Y,,),
p, - is a vector which contains the minimum
distinguishable discrete of a spatial dimension or time in
the i'_level.
The storage of schema is done based upon a concept
called semantic network, exemplified in Figure 1.
B. Learning in Multiresolutional Schemata
(1) Bootstrap knowledge
Bootstrap is a minimal set of algorithms which allow us
to manipulate a multiresolutional representation of our
schemata, which include generalization and task
decomposition. The minimal set also includes the rule: "IF
<no rule for this situation> THEN <give random signal to
actuators>". Other than this, only a "goal" percept and a
corresponding cost function are given. This capability and
associated learning-related functions are examined in detail
below.
f
Lowresolution
/Inclusion__
Figure 1. Multitesolutional Schema Representation
(2) Multiresolutional representation
A perfect example of a multiresolutional organization is
any linguistic unit. Words form sentences. The sentences
form paragraphs, paragraphs form sections, sections form
chapters, chapters form articles, and all these articles make
books, which also form libraries. Without its
multiresolutional hierarchical organization, any book would
be a gigantic word. This word would carry all the meaning
of all the articles written here. This would create problems
not only from an implementation standpoint but also from
the point of view of searching through, storing, and
communicating. The sentences and paragraphs do not need
to be referenced frequently so we do not label them. On the
other hand, subsections, sections, and articles carry a label
and each of them has different broadness, granularity, or
resolution. The title of the book summarizes the content of
the book, and is of lower resolution than each of the tides of
the articles; the titles of the articles refer to topics that are
more specific than the book title. So. we can say that this
structure is also nested in the sense that the title of the book
includes information about its contents, and so on.
A distinctive property of a multiresolutional
organization is the property of "nesting": sets of a particular
resolution level are "nested" in a single unit of the lower
resolution level. As a result, any multiresolutional
representation is a multiple representation of a system at
different scales: each level of resolution can represent the
same entity with different degree of detail.
Now lets analyze why this multiresolutional nested
organization is ever-present:
(a) Search time
Every time we store data -- and in our system we need to
do it very often -- this data needs to be retrieved. The Baby
Robot stores different percepts and different contexts for
further use. These percepts need to be compared to the
current percept. Thus, we have to search through the stored
percepts. In general, we are interested in performing an.
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NP-complete procedures without paying for this by any
increase in complexity.
It was demonstrated [5] that it is possible to do by
repeating the same search several times at different
resolution levels: staffing with the lowest level (coarse
granularity) and performing the search in a large envelope,
and ending with a very high resolution space (free
granularity) however, in a very narrow envelope of search.
Unlike the search processes (which propagate top<lown)
the processes of concept generation propagate bottom-up:
free granularity events and entities merge into lower
resolution events and entities until the hierarchical tree of
percepts and concepts can be assembled. If we store these
percepts in a nested multiresolutional manner, our search
time will be greatly reduced; it was proven by [5] that
searching a nested multiresolutional structure reduces
search time.
(b ) Creation of schemata
Experiences are stored in a form opposite to the form in
which the schema is presented (1). Experiences E_
formulated at the i-th level of resolution for the k-th
moment of time are interpreted as our memories about
actions at(h,,t) we performed in response to a particular
situation g_(tk._)and what was the result s_(h,) of these
actions
Eu,= ([s_(t__,).a_O...,).p_s,(4)]g_,p,}. (2)
where -is the value of the increment of "goodness"
achieved during the interval of time At--h,-q.r
Experiences are grouped by their goodness in a class of
"good experiences". Within this class, a set of subclasses
can be created "good experiences at particular situations
{s,, n=1,2 ..... N}. A generalized statement of experience is
declared typical for a particular situation G[Ej where q is
an operator of generalization. In this paper we will use only
the least sophisticated operator of generalization: weighted
averaging assuming all weights equal to 1.
Generalized inverted experiences can be considered the
basis for transforming them into hypotheses of the future
schemata. After a while a set of schemata emerges as a
result of inverting classes of similar experiences based
upon the value of goodness delivered by a particnlar action
include higher resolution ones as the components which are
required to accomplish the lower resolution task.
(c) Task decomposition
If we create and store schemata in a nested multi-
resolutional manner, then actions of a lower resolution level
can be decomposed into sub-tasks that are goals for higher
levels of resolution. This is done by the virtue of string
generation for the higher resolution level in the following
manner:
a_(t..)=> a,÷,(t,+t:),a,÷_(t,+,_.....a,+,(t,.,.D (3)
For example, in the previous given rule. "IF <obstacle
visible> THEN <avoid it>", the action "<avoid it>" can be
decomposed into "turn right", "orient up", and "slowly
accelerate" (Aslxo-baby creates decomposition which vary
with the type of situation). Each one of these actions can
again be subdivided until we have a direct command to our
actuators.
(3) Reasoning and Decision Making
We use only the most fundamental tools of reasoning
which are critical for development continuous
("never-ending") processes of learning. Thus, all reasoning
is based upon three major operations: a) determining
whether a particular entity and/or event are related to a
particnlar class, or not ("issuing the acknowledgment of
inclusion"); b) finding an appropriate member of a
particular class Cinstantiating the class"); and c) forming a
new class by determining a group of entities and/or events
similar in some respect ("generalization").
The operator of generalization q is the key
operator in a mnltiscale system. It is evoked and utilized
to drastically reduce the required amount of
computations by allowing to use the "typical" class
representative instead of using different particular elements
of _e class.
For example, generalization is the kernel of the
operation that takes schemata in one level of resolution,
groups them in order of goodness (given by the cost
function), and by means of correlating them it finds features
that are in common in the good schemata. These features
create schemata of lower resolution that create a new lower
level of resolution.
in a particular situation. When creating schemata it is Generalization is recursive in the sense that the highest
possible, even necessary, to create them to- apply a level of resolution creates a level that is of lower resolution
__mmend_action to_.entire class of situations, not just
to its members. For example, the Astro-baby might create_a
rule such as "IF <obstacle visible> THEN <avoid it>". This
will include every obstacle that it could sense, and it would
not require to create specific rules for every kind of
obstacle, every velocity and every dhection. This is only
possible in a system where lower resolution concepts
and this lower level creates other level given that sufficient
instantiations of this schemata Were collectedto create
clusters form the correlation. In the simulation part of this
paper examples of how this generalization works in
Astro-baby are given.
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Ill. ASTRO-BABY
One of the possible realizations for Astro-baby is shown
in Figure 2. It is possible to demonstrate that this simple
configuration is able to provide for all necessary motions. In
this paper, we won't concentrate on the subtleties of control
for the configuration in Figure 2; we use abstracted
translational and rotational vectors of control which should
be obtained for any configuration.
f
Figure 2. A configuration of Astro-baby
Early learning processes are studied here as applied to
the systems which can be represented in a form of
six-box-diagram (see Figure 3).
Compuational Structure _ _
..... • .... Hardware Structure--- -t-
Sensors World
Figure 2. Six-Box-Diagram
The diagram is divided into the Computational
Structure and the Hardware Structure which are mapped
into another. The Hardware Structure is composed into
three blocks: sensors, world, and actuators which are
simulated by our program in order to be able to test BR.
The other three boxes constitute the structure of intelligence
and include: Perception, Knowledge Base and
Planning/Control, are the basic components of BR or any
control system for that matter. Perception receives the
signals coming from the sensors, quantifies them. encodes
them into a language suitable for storage and manipulation,
and organizes them.
The Knowledge Bas module receives the encoded
sensor information (percepts), puts it into correspondence
with the rest of previously stored knowledge and finds
relationships (rules) between the actions performed and the
concepts perceived. Finally, the Planning/Control
("decision making") module uses all available information
and the decision making mechanism to fred the command
sequence for the actuators.
It was demonstrated that the systems which can be
represented by six-box-diagrams has to be equipped by at
least two modalities of sensing and have at least two
degrees of freedom in their actuation.
In a multiresohtional system, the six-box-diagram is
becoming mulfiresolutional too. Thus it forms a structure of
loops which can be called a multiresolutional nested
structure (see [11 ]). In this structure, each lower resolution
loop includes generalized activities of the adjacent higher
resolution loop. In this paper we will consider a single loop
but the results of reasoning can always be expanded to other
loops.
The setting for sensing part is easily understood
from Figure 3.
Sensors
The following sensors are given to Astro-baby:
A. Distance, Angle to Goal
In our simulation, we simulate real-world sensors by
dntroducing errors. The angles to goal are expressed as
Euler angles between the local axes of the ASR and the
imaginary vector pointing towards the goal. Some error is
introduced in distance to goal.
f
Reference
OiTi°n /..
Figure 3. Sensing the position and orientation
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B. Dynamic Avoidance Regions (DAR)
In [11] a DAR system for ground autonomous vehicles
was introduced as a technique of substantially reducing the
amount of information to be dealt with by fuzzifying the
sensor. DARs are regions that grow bigger and fuzzier the
further away they are from the astro-baby. This is a
multiresolutional sensor where each one of these zones is a
boolean sensor for Astro-baby. [4] describes a
non-multiresolutional DAR. In contrast, our sensor will
allow Astro-baby to create obstacle avoidance schemata of
different resolution. In [12] an implementation example is
Figure 4. "[he DAR Sensors
given using sonar with only one DAR. By overlapping these
fixed beam sonars we could create multiple DARs as shown
in Figure 4.
C. Proximity sensors
A set of proximity sensors is included surrounding the
body of the Astro-baby covering higher resolution
proximity zones that are beyond the sensitivity of DARs.
Errors and maximum reach are introduced in the
simulation to make these sensors closer to real world
sellSOrs.
Actuators
As_o-baby has a source of translational and a source of
rotational motion which it controls with three forces: Fx.
Fy, F, in local coordinates.
The Structure of Learning
Figure 5 describes one level of resolution in Astro-baby
(the only one at the beginning of the learning). However,
one can proceed with several levels of resolution by using
the same picture; at the next resolution level one should use
the same loop. The system is divided into two parts:
(a) Simulation of the hardware is composed of S
(sensors), W (world), A (actuators). Actuators produce
changes in the world, and the sensors sense the world. Our
simulation includes dynamics. The existence of dynamics
makes learning motion difficult, especially in 3-D.
Co)Astro-baby is composed of the Percept Knowledge
Base (KB), Context KB, Schema KB and the learning loop.
Astro-baby is unaware of the information stored in the
hardware simulation, the only communication between the
two boxes is done via sensors and actuators. An explanation
of how this Sln_CaLreworks is done as follows.
SIMULATION
Goal
KB Schema KB
$ A
Figure 6. The S.mcture of lean'ring
When the Astro-baby is started, there is a fast set of
sensor values that come from the sensors, since our Percept
KB is empty save for the goal percept. These sensor values
are tagged and then stored in the Percept KB. So, since
there is no previous percept, there is no context and
therefore there is no schema for this percept. Thus, the
Astro-baby must execute its first random movement. The
random commands generator is a part of bootstrap
knowledge (see Figure 6).
f
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Hgure 6. Random commands
These random commands generate random motion
which is shown in Figure 7. As a result we have a change
in the environment and a change in the goodness (change
in the distance to goal divided by the step size). So, when
the next percept is coming, it has the previous percept,
change in goodness, and a context, but it still does not have
a rule. But we have the following expression: previous
f
II
Figure 7. Random movements
percept, action, percept(now) and change in goodness for
this action. Thus. we can create, via abduction, hypotheses
(schemata that do not have enough statistical data collected
either to become full Schemata or to be rejected, we call
"Baby Schemata"). The following is a "Baby Schema": IF
((percept(n-I)) && (percept(n)) && (delta(goodness) is
desired)) THEN action. The desirable goodness is given by
the user as a threshold.
This Baby Schema will probably apply only in very
selected situations and as a matter of fact they might give a
different goodness in the same situation (because of
dynamics) and its goodness could be very low (i.e. going
away from the goal). But after we go through this process
several times, we have a set of "Baby" schemata that cover
some situations. If we have two or more Baby Schemata for
the same situation, then the schema with better goodness is
applied.
We can see in Figure 8 that this baby schemata
causes Astro-baby to "spiral" towards the goal, The use of
the baby schemata by Astro-baby improves its operation and
at the same time it helps to collect more data of "good" baby
schema. Then the generalization process starts working.
Baby Schemata are ordered by goodness, and a correlation
"engine" tries to f'md similarities among the baby
schemata. First it tries to see if some of the values have
been kept constant (within a fuzzy region), then it checks if
the bad baby schemata also have this quality, If not it
decides that this is a good characteristic in this class. In the
case of the Astro-baby the Euler angle between the nose of
the sub and the goal are
Figure 8. Testing Baby Schemata
very small in all the good schemata, so it creates a new low
resolution schema that could be understood as:
if <empty> and goal_ are required then (4)
make sensorn = 0
Where sensor_ is the Euler angle between the nose of
the sub and the goal, and goal is minimize delta distance to
goal/delta step. The reason that it puts an <empty> in the
Percept and Context parts of the situation is that it could
not fmd any relationships between them in the good
situations. When it will encounter obstacles, this part of
the schema will not be empty.
Other relationships that we check if they where within a
fuzzy boundary are the following: addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division of two sensors and deltas of
individual sensors (giving Astro-baby the ability to derive).
These other relationships could also create schemata if they
were good characteristics.
At this point Astro-baby has two levels of resolution,
thus our goal (minimize delta distance to goal/delta step)
is passed to the lower resolution level. And this lower
resolution level passes to the higher resolution level "make
sensor_ = 0". The higher resolution level does not know
how to do this, so it starts again to give random commands
collecting them in baby schemata. But these Baby
Schemata are judged with the new cost function. After a
few trials Astro-baby creates some schemata that perform a
Bang-Bang control on the Astro-baby (see Figure 9) trying
to point at all times the nose of the sub towards the goal. In
the traces of the tail of Astro-baby can be seen clear marks
of this kind of control. The oscillations are big because it
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does not have enough data to apply the exact amount of
control needed, thus is overshooting.
Once some schemata are formed, new schemata are
created that are very similar to the ones already created.
These new schemata are used to quantitatively improve the
previous ones. For example when schema (2) is formed,
sensorS is not exactly zero but a small number; this number
is refined every time the same schema is encountered. Thus
the overshoot that we see in Figure 6 will become smaller
and smaller.
Figure 10a and 10b show the case where no initial
random moves where assigned before allowing
generalization of schemata. It is possible to see that the
learning curve is not very stable, although the performance
of the submarine is improves, in some trials it has to
perform several new random movements to be able to
generalize rules that it does not have. It is also possible to
see that the number of schemata levels up, the reason for
this is that since the simulation is a closed environment,
The set of rules that it found it is sufficient for its operation.
2
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Figure 9. Bang-bang Control _ i
The process of learning does not stop here; new levels of
lower resolution appear when obstacles (of any kind:
currents, low visibility, etc) re i cluded in its world. The
more the variety of circumstance which Astro-baby
encounters, the more complex its own control system
becomes and the richer its world representation becomes.
LEARNINGCURVES ....
The following experiment was performed:
a) all knowledge was_leted from the datab_(except
bootstrap) .... Fi_ _i0b: Number'of Sc_mata
b) the vehicle was set in a random position in the screen.
c) the goal was set in a random position.
d) when vehicle achieves the goal then go to b)
The learning curves where built by calculating the
Euclidean distance between the vehicle and the goal in the
initial position and dividing it by the number of steps (time)
used to achieve it. The second graph shows the number of
schemata versus time.
Case I
Case 2
Figure ! la and 1lb show the case where !000 random
moves where assigned before allowing any generalization
of schemata. It is possible to see thatthe ie_ing curve is
a lot more consistent. It is also shown by this curve that the
number of schemata found increases faster than in the
previous case.
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Case 3
Figure 12a and 12b show also a case where 1000
random moves where assigned before allowing any
generalization of schemata and once a Bayes estimator is
used to rank the performance of the found schemata. If the
Bayes estimator is low then the rule is eliminated. It is
possible to see that the learning curve sinks lower than in
the previous 2 cases. This is interpreted as the vehicle
improving its performance, thus, achieving more distance
per number of steps. Figure 12b shows two curves: the one
on the top represents the total number of schemata that
where created and the one on the bottom shows the total
number of schemata that where eliminated using a Bayes
estimator. It is possible to see that the number of schemata
remains constant.
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MAIN RESULT
The early learning process _explored in this paper has
demonstrated the following sequence of stages:
1. After the random sequence is completed, the learning
structure determines that the way to achieve the goal is to
minimize (null) the Euler angles. Now this result is
considered to be the new goal of operation.
2. As the new goal is pursued, the system learns that it
can be achieved by bang-bang control (or variable structure
control). The system assign bang-bang control objectives
and they become a new goal.
3. The results presented in positions 1 and 2 can be
considered a formation of the low and high resolution
levels. If the control objectives of the bang-bang control are
considered to be a new goal. the next (the kighes0
resolution level is formed where the system learns how to
provide the oscillation free motion.
4. These stages of the learning process constitute a
muldscale system of dealing with experiences and creating
a rule based controller. Our conjecture is that the process of
lll
the ("never-ending") learning will continue in the
multiresolutional fashion demonstrated above.
5. The bootstrap-knowledge set confirmed to be
conducive of the ("never-ending") learning process.
CONCLUSIONS
1. A structure of learning mechanisms for an ASR has
been described, based upon a theory of multi- resolutional
schemata.
2. A system of simulation has been constructed which
allows for testing the process of early learning.
3. The following observations have been made:
Astro-baby is a very adaptable learning system. Adaptable
in two senses:
a) when it is installed in a robot it can deal with
different kinds of situations and incorporate the knowledge
extracted from the environment in its knowledge bases as
percepts, contexts and schemata; and
b) in the sense that could be applied different platforms
almost without modification and given the "proper" sensors
and actuators for the goal assigned it will learn schemata
about its own operation and its interaction with the
environment.
Astro-baby discovers Bang-Bang Control and applies it
efficiently to perform the assigned task.
GLOSSARY
An attempt is made to formally and concisely define
terminology used frequently throughout this paper, so as to
minimize interdisciplinary misunderstandings.
Resolution - The granularity at which a particular situation is
viewed based upon the size of a minimum distinguishable unit of
space
Multiresolutional System - A system which views the world at
multiple levels of granularity
Multiresolutional Hierarchy - A graph-like structure used to
demonstrate the organization of data in a multiresolutional system
Learning - The process of acquiring knowledge about the
world and developing behavior patterns to deal with
accomplishing a spocified task within the framework of the
acquired knowledge
BootstrapKnowledge - An initialset of informationor
knowledge, including, more specifically, techniques required for
learning
Goal -A desiredoutcomeofevents
Intelligence- The abilitytoefficientlyprocessand organize
knowledgeacquiredthroughlearning
IntelligentSystem - A systemexhibitingthe propertiesof
intelligenceand usingthemforcontrol
Task Decomposition- A processwhereby a givenGoal is
subdividedintosub-Goalswhich are achievableata particular
levelof Resolutionina giventemporaldiscrete.Oftenused by
IntelligentSystemstoreducecomputationalcomplexity
Percept- A setofsensorvaluesacquiredata particularlevel
ofresolutionataparticularmoment oftime
Context - Various information about the world at a particular
time. Context may include Percept information, as well as data
fromother sources
Action-A setofactivationfactuatorsina body,toperforma
task,usuallysotbyaGoal
Situation-A groupingofinformationabouttheworm and the
taskathand,consistingofaPercept,aContext,anda Goal
Schema (pl.schemata)-A logicaloperationrelatinga Percept
Context,and Goal withan Action.Can be expressedasfollows:
IF(Percept& Context& Goal)THEN Action
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Abstract:
There are many multi-stage optimization
problems that are not easily solved through
any known direct method when the stages are
coupled. For instance, we have investigated
the problem of planning a vehicle's control
sequence to negotiate obstacles and reach a
goal in minimum time. The vehicle has a
known mass, and the controlling forces have
finite limits. We have developed a technique
that finds admissible control trajectories which
tend to minimize the vehicle's transit time
through the obstacle field. The immediate
application is that of a space robot which must
rapidly traverse around 2-or-3 dimensional
structures via application of a rotating thruster
or non-rotating on-off thrusters. An air
bearing floor test-bed for such vehicles is
located at the Marshal Space Flight Center in
Huntsville Alabama.
However, it appears that the developed
method is applicable to a general set of
optimization problems in which the cost
function and the multi-dimensional multi-state
system can be any non-linear functions, which
are continuous in the operating regions.
Other applications include the planning of
optimal navigation pathways through a
traversability graph; The planning of control
input for under-water maneuvering vehicles
which have complex control state-space
relationships; The planning of control
sequences for milling and manufacturing
robots; The planning of control and
trajectories for automated delivery vehicles;
And the optimization of control for automotive
racing vehicles and athletic training in slalom
sports.
Introduction:
Many optimization techniques have been
developed such as: Bolza, Mayer, Lagrange,
Green, Gradient Methods, Dynamic
Programming, and Optimum Spacing of
Corrective Thrusts[2]. Other methods that are
based upon searching tend to be less efficient,
exhausting much time searching the entire
space at a given resolution level.
Techniques that are based on direct
methods tend to be limited to specific types of
cost functions and systems. In such methods,
the system must be expressible as a single
function. For example, a discrete maximum
principle method (from Pontryagin), is based
upon Calculus of Variations. The problem is
formulated as finding the control function,
u[k], which minimizes J=Sum of F[x,u,k] with
constraint x(k-_l) = f[x,u,k]. Where x are the
system states, f is the system transition
function, and F is the cost function. The
solution is found by first, defining the costate
vector, p(k), and the Hamihonian,
H[x,u,p(k+l),k], as:
H = F[x,u,k] - <p(k+l, f[x,u,k]>
Let p and x take variations, lambda. Then
form 2*n first order difference equations /
canonical state equations. Solve:
partial dH
............ _" 0,
partial dU
for optimum (minimum) relative to the
boundary conditions. Then apply the
condition of transversality to find u.
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Background:
The purposeof our algorithm is to
determineandplan an ideal path. Since it is a
plan, unpredictable perturbationforces,and
sensor,actuatorerrorscannotbe considered.It
isassumed thata finaldesign must incorporate
additional methods such as closed-loop
feedback, periodic re-evaluation,or variable
structurecontrolmethods in conjunctionwith
this path-planning method. Planning is
necessary since,none of thefeedback methods
could be used withouta basicpathplan such as
that developed by this technique. In the
absence of general rules for directly deriving
an optimal control sequence, given arbitrary
constraintssuch as vehicle dynamics, control
limitations, and an arbitrary obstacle
environment, a basic strategy is to search the
control space for a control sequence which
avoids obstacleswhile minimizing the time to
reach the goal. We callsuch a control space
searchan "input-space"search.
An alternatemethod would be to search
the "output-"space for an optimal trajectory,
and then to find a corresponding aclmissiblc
controlsequence thatproduces it. However,
there are many trajectorieswhich cannot be
achieved through any admissiblc control
sequence duc to limitations in vehicle
dynamics. Namely, these limitationsarc:
vehicle mass and the appliableacceleration,
force, or power. The set of all trajectories
includes those which are produced from
admissible control, plus those which cannot
be.
Likewise, the input-space corresponds to
all trajectories that can be traversed, plus those
which cannot be due to obstacles or other
constraints. Consequently, it is not obvious
which of the two candidate search spaces is
more efficient to search. The decision then
rests upon ease of implementation or
computation.
Searching the input space requires posing
various permutations of admissible control
sequences and testing their outcomes for
conformance to the output constraints, which
in our case would be obstacle collisions. The
output trajectory due to a control input
sequence is easily computable as long as we
have a system equation. Since the output
trajectory is a function of the control input
(and not vice-versa), this is a one-to-one
mapping. In other words, there is exactly one
output trajectory corresponding to a given
control input sequence.
Searching the output-space requires
posing various valid output trajectories, and
working backwards for each one to derive an
admissible control input sequence that would
produce it, ff any exist. The inverse to the
system equation is required to compute the
input sequence from the output trajectory.
Therefore, since it appears more direct and
tends to be more well-formed (since inversion
is avoided), we have chosen to search in the
control input space.
In general,the controlspace for this type
of problem consistsof a vectorfunction,C(t),
which is continuous in time. At any time
instance,t,C(t) represents the control force
vectoron the vehicle. That is,itrepresentsa
forcemagnitude and direction(F,thcta).Both
quantitiesmay change abruptly at any time.
The magnitude is usually limited to some
admissible range, Fmax, so it is continuous
from 0 to Fmax, while the directionmay vary
continuouslyfrom 0 to360-degrees.
The continuousquantities(F,thcta)can be
quantized intodiscretequanta. As the quanta
grow infinitesimallysmall, the quantization
approaches thecontinuous function.Similarly,
the functionscan be discretizedin time, so as
to be approximated by discrete time series.
Again, as the sample period grows
infinitesimally small, the discrete
approximation approaches the continuous
function in time. Therefore, through
quantization and discretization, the time/value
continuous system can be approximated with
arbitrary precision.
Discretization in time, and quantization of
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valuesof thecontrol-input,allowsa systematic
search to be conducted over the possible
sequences of control-input values. The control
string, C(t), is analogous to a gene. We search
for improved solutions by inserting random
mutations into the control gene, and then
evaluating the outcome as a whole. Mutations
with favorable outcomes are retained, and
further mutations are applied and evaluated
re.cursively. This technique therefore belongs
to the class of genetic algorithms.
As we attempt to approximate the
continuous system with smaller force and time
quanta (higher resolution), the number of
terms, -and the values they may take-, grows
infinite. Therefore, the search must be
conducted at reduced resolution.
The best solution from a reduced
resolution search will generally not be
equivalent to the best solution of a search
conducted at a higher, or infinite, resolution.
Since, the higher resolution search space
includes the lower resolution search space, if
their best solutions differ, then the higher
resolution solution must be better. Therefore,
to approach a more optimal solution, we wish
to conduct a search at the highest practical
resolution.
It is desired to obtain the best solution that
can be found in a given practical amount of
computation time. A high resolution search
consumes much computation time searching
the entire space at high resolution. The
maximum resolution is thus limited by the
available compute time.
The required compute time is related to
the number of permutations that must be
examined in the search space. The number of
potential permutations is:
(M'D) N
Where M is the number of F-force magnitude
quanta, D is the number of theta-direction
quanta, and N is number of time samples or
potential switching-points from the origin to
the goal. From this, we can see that the
computation time is exponentially related to
the resolution. For instance, a doubling in
force (magnitude or direction) resolution
implies a 2 l" increase. A doubling in time
resolution implies a squared increase in
compute time. Therefore, minimizing
resolution is eomputationaUy expedient.
Note that we use the term "potential"
permutations above. The actual number tends
to be less-than the potential number since
many potential permutations are obviated by
spatial boundaries and obstacles in a depth-
first search. Therefore, this is an upper-bound.
There is a time-space duality between the
resolution of the switching times, and the
resolution of the force magnitude/direction
quantities. For instance, if the force resolution
is halved while the time resolution is doubled,
equivalent control trajectories can still be
maintained by time averaging the now more
rapid, but less precise force-switching
quantizes.
In 2-D space, the minimum force
resolution, without loosing any degrees of
freedom in movement directions, is one
magnitude quantity and four direction
quantities, or two magnitude quantities and
two direction quantities. In either case, the
M*D product equals four (4). In the former
case the magnitude would correspond to the
maximum admissible force, and the directions
could be 0, 90, 180, and 360-degrees. In the
later case the magnitudes would correspond to
(+) and (-) the maximum admissible force, and
the directions could be 0 and 90-degrees.
(Clearly this is just two ways of saying the
same thing.)
We now describe an iterative refinement
based method to achieve a solution in less time
than would otherwise be required by
performing a single search at the equivalent
resolution level to produce a solution of
similar quality. The strategy is to perform
a course resolution search over all the control
input space to determine the most promising
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region. Next a higher resolution search is
performed only within this region to find a
more optimal sub-region. Then continually
higher resolution searches are recursively
performed within the sub-region. The search
complexity is roughly equal at each level.
For computational simplicity, the
minimum force resolution of four (4) force
magnitude/directions is used throughout the
process, with increasing switch-point time
resolutions. Trine-resolution may later be
traded for increased force-resolution, as a final
integration step, once sufficient resolution has
been obtained.
Construct Initial Coarse.Resolution Path:
The initial number of switch-points for
the initialcoarse resolution search depends
upon the complexity of the featurespace,the
availablecomputation time,and the searchrate
of the computer. Since a directmethod for
determining the initialnumber of switch-
pointsisunknown, a varietyof techniquescan
be used such as,experience,trialand error,and
heuristicswhich take intoaccount featuresof
the obstaclespace.For instance,fewer switch-
points may be placed in areas which are far
from obstacles and therefore require fewer
course corrections.
The number of initial switch-points can
impact the quality of the final solution, since
the coarse resolution search determines the
region of focused attention. Therefore, care
should be taken to investigate the larger space
before delving into a fine resolution search of a
selected sub-region.
In general, the initial search should use the
largest number of points possible to complete
the search computation in the allotted time.
This is estimated by measuring the rate at
which switch-point nodes are processed by the
computer. The maximum number of nodes to
be processed is given by the (M'D) N = 4N
formula. It is recommended that at least half
of the remaining computation time be devoted
to the remaining resolution levels. For
instance, a Sun Spare-10 processes about
80,000-nodes/second. If the totalallowable
computation time is60-seconds,then allowing
30-seconds forthe initialsearchwould imply:
N = Log4(T*R) =Log4(30*80,000) = 10-nodes
Actually, due to obstacles reducing the
number of availablepaths,the search can be
completed in much less time, which allows
more time for refinement.Consequently, this
estimate for N forms a conservative upper
bound.
In general,thereisno way of knowing
what the distributionof the N switch pointsin
time should be, nor of whether a solutioncan
be found using N switch points. Therefore,it
isusefulto have an estimatedupper bound on
the solutioncost. Then, the points can be
distributedalong thiscost. This distribution
and cost bound can be obtained through
experience, trialand error, or a heuristic
method.
For our navigation application,we
determined the initial switch point set-size and
distribution by the applying the following 2-
step process:
1.Perform a Dijkstrasearchon the
obstaclevertices,where COSt is
taken tobe the Euclidean distance
between vertices.This findsthe
minimum distancepath from theorigin
tothe goal,and itignoresthe vehicle
dynamics.
2.For each segment inthe path from (I),
compute the optim_switching "times to
move the vehicle along each segment
ensuring the vehicle velocity is zero
at each segment's end-points.
This decouples the stages of the
problem into a series of simple linear
re-positioning sub-problems.
The result of this process is an initial control
string, C(t), and a fixed upper bound cost.
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Theresultinginitial pathwaymay not coincide
with the optimal dynamic path, but it is usually
a good one that is close. If it is close enough,
then the refinement process can find the
optimal path.
In the general case, ff an intuitive heuristic
approach is unknown for a given state-space,
but a reasonable upper-bound cost can be
estimated, then an initial control string can
often be found by concatenating and
evaluating N variable switching points that are
distributed uniformly along the cost axis. If no
solution can be found within the estimated
upper bound cost with N-points, than either a
higher resolution search (>N) or a higher
upper-bound cost is required. If it is the
former, an increase in N would exceed the
allowable computation time, thus the problem
would be partitioned into sub-problems which
would be solved similarly but separately. The
separate solutions would be combined to form
the initial control string which would then be
refined as described below.
Genetic Iterative Refinement
or Increasing the time-resolution:
Once an initial trajectory is found,
attempts are made to refine the switching
points by inserting new variable switching
points between the existing switching points.
The switching point string, C(T), is considered
to be a control-string or list of force-directions
with time-deltas between them. A new switch-
point B can be inserted between two elements
A and C by relating their delta times as
follows:
Tc - Ta = fie - Tb) + frb- Ta).
The time relationships of the remaining
elements in the string remain unchanged.
The force-directions and time-deltas of the
existing switch-points are held constant, while
a search is performed over a newly inserted
variable point, by simulating the trajectory
determined by the new string. The trial is
made four times, once with the new point set
in each of the four switch directions. If a new
trajectory reaches the goal in less time than the
previous best trajectory, then the new
trajectory becomes the best trajectory. At least
one of the force-directions will equal the
previous best trajectory, since one force-
direction matches that of the previous
switching-point in the string, and therefore
represents no force-change.
Inserting the new switch nodes at random
distances between the existing nodes seems to
yield the best results. This is apparently due to
the greater variation available through random
insertion points.
To control the size of the trajectory change
introduced by a varying-point, it is useful to
insert a second switching-point, between the
new varying point and the next switching-
point, that resumes the force application to its
value prior to the new varying point. In this
way, the size of the trajectory change is
controlled by the length of time the new force
is applied. Inserting the second switch-point at
a random distance between the new varying
point and the next switch-point seems to be
advantageous, especially if the distribution is
weighed heavier close to the varying point.
Note that as the density of points increases
in time, the time resolution is effectively
increased, and the length of new force
applications becomes shorter, which creates
smaller trajectory variations. Therefore the
search space automatically becomes more
restricted as the time resolution increases.
Consequently, the search complexity is
maintained at a constant level by reducing the
search space as the resolution increases.
It is usually beneficial to insert many new
varying points into the control string at once,
and then to test all their permutations together,
since often multiple simultaneous trajectory
changes are very beneficial to minimize the
path yet avoid obstacles. Once again, the
maximum number that can be inserted at any
one time is N due to computational limitations.
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Abstract
A new model is presented to describe data-
flow algorithms implemented in a
multiprocessing system. Called the
resource/data flow graph (RDFG), the model
explicitly represents cyclo-static processor
schedules as circuits of processor arcs which
reflect the order that processors execute
graph nodes. The model also allows the
guarantee of meeting hard real-time
deadlines. When unfolded, the model
identifies statically the processor schedule.
The model therefore is useful for
determining the throughput and latency of
systems with heterogeneous processors. The
applicability of the model is demonstrated
using a space surveillance algorithm.
Introduction
Improvement in throughput and latency in
hard real-time algorithms increasingly is
realized through the use of parallel
constructs. However, it is known that the
characterization of performance in parallel
systems is particularly difficult, and is
compounded when a heterogeneous
processing environment is introduced. The
processing time of a particular piece of code
is dependent on the processor type scheduled
to execute it. This may complicate the
analysis of throughput and latency. Current
strategies focus on the use of data-flow
graphs to describe algorithm play, and then
an external processor scheduling scheme is
imposed for graph execution. A method for
the development of processor scheduling
within the data-flow model is presented. It
provides a deterministic method of
predicting the effects of various schedules,
both in homogeneous and heterogeneous
processor environments.
Scheduling tasks on parallel computers can
be divided into two categories, static
scheduling and dynamic scheduling. Static
scheduling methods [1,2,3,4,5,6] allocate
tasks to processors during compile time.
The time required to schedule is incurred
only once, independent of the number of
times the application is executed. Dynamic
scheduling methods [7,8] allocate tasks to
processors at run time, taking advantage of
current knowledge of the state of the system.
Dynamic scheduling methods generally
provide better resource utilization, but at the
penalty of real-time overhead to complete
the scheduling. Dynamic scheduling also
may incur a degradation in expected
performance resulting from slight variations
in task time, even when the task time
decreases. Heterogeneous systems generally
employ dynamic schedulers [7,8].
The applications under consideration in this
paper have hard real-time deadlines. Once
an input arrives, the corresponding output
must be generated by some maximum time
deadline. Inputs must be accepted at some
maximum rate while still meeting
performance deadlines. Consequently,
completing tasks as early as possible is not
as important as avoiding a late finish.
The paper starts by reviewing the data-flow
graph model implemented on a homogeneous
processor system [9]. Methods of analyzing
performance are described, and are followed
by a discussion of how the graph plays in
steady state in order to establish the
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requirements for schedules.
The paper then introduces a new model,
based on the data-flow paradigm, which
allows a schedule to be represented in the
model. The schedules used are cyclo-static
[1]. These schedules are characterized by
processors being scheduled to nodes in a
cycle so that each processor periodically
revisits the nodes in its cycle. Once the
schedule is included in the model, the
resulting graph can be implemented on
dynamic scheduling systems with full
guarantee of achieving hard deadlines, even
in the presence of time varying tasks.
The model is then extended to heterogeneous
processor systems. This extension allows
the same deterministic analysis of system
performance. In this manner different
Schedules can be compared for their ability
to meet deadlines. Finally the system is
applied to an example of a space
Surveillance algorithm [9] to demonstrate the
analytical ability of the model.
2
2
2
source sink
Figure 1. Data-flow graph (DFG)
Data-flow Model
The ensuing discussion is based on a
data-flow model which employs a data-flow
graph (DFG) [10]. Nodes in the graph
represent tasks or modules of code. Each
module has a maximum execution time, but
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times may vary to smaller values. Arcs in
the graph represent data dependencies
between the code modules which must be
satisfied prior to a module executing.
Tokens on an arc represent the
communication of data from one module to
another. The graph plays under the rule of
earliest tire- as soon as a node is enabled
by tokens on all incoming arcs, it fires.
Figure 1 shows an example DFG with node
times indicated next to each node.
A
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Figure 2. Graph play.
Execution of the graph is initiated by source
nodes injecting data into the graph. The
graph operates with repeated inputs which
are periodic in nature. Data is consumed by
sink nodes to signify completion of a
computation. The rate of information flow
through the graph is managed by injection
control at the source. The injection rate is
set to guarantee graph performance. The
expected graph play if each node requires its
maximum time is given in Figure 2 for the
DFG in Figure 1.
The goal of the graph is to guarantee hard
real-time deadlines. These guarantees are
made based on steady state graph play.
Steady state is defined by operation with
maximum node times under repeated inputs.
Any deviation in node times should result in
no worse than steady state completion times
for nodes.
This section defines the system performance
and the associated steady state graph play.
Then the requirements a cyclo-static
schedulemust meet to satisfy steady state
play are defined. This establishes the
data-flow model on which current work is
based.
Performance
Performance is based on the assumption that
there are sufficient processor resources to
execute the graph in steady state.
Performance is determined by steady state
graph play and is characterized by the
throughput and latency [1,9]. There is no
guarantee that the resource requirement is a
minimum bound, but it is sufficient to play
the graph.
Throughput is bounded by the length of the
critical circuit where the length of a circuit
is the time per token in the circuit. The
critical circuit length (CLc,) is defined by
for i=l...C (1)
for a graph with C circuits, where NT i is the
total node time in circuit i and IT_ is the
number of tokens in circuit i. Throughput is
then bound by
I
/7' < _ (2)
The maximum rate that data can be injected
into the graph is defined in terms of the time
between inputs (TB1) which is equivalent to
CL,.
Latency is bounded by the length of the
critical path, or the longest path from source
to sink. Latency (L) is then defined as.
L > max(PLi) for i= 1..P (3)
for P paths from source to sink, where PL i is
the length of path i.
With sufficient resources, throughput can be
maximized, and latency minimized, for a
given graph. The number of resources (R) is
bounded to meet performance requirements
and can be found as the number required to
meet steady state requirements as defined
later.
Steady State Graph Play
The purpose of the proposed model is to
predict performance of DFGs operating in
steady state with repeated inputs and where
the assigned node times are Worst case
values. Steady state graph play is
completely characterized by the node firings
which occur in one time period of length
TBI [9]. This is demonstrated by a Gantt
chart termed the Total Graph Play (TGP)
diagram.
B(2) :D(2)
J
E(il)
A( 2) ::
A ' _
- - a _
• ,p,-,
' 1
t+TBI
Figure 3. Total Graph Play.
The TGP diagram is constructed by drawing
a Gantt chart of length TBI, with time
ranging from t to t+TBL The nodes are
inserted into the TGP diagram using their
worst case values. The nodes in the critical
path are placed in the TGP diagram first.
Node firing times are wrapped around from
time t+TBI to time t as needed to indicate a
change in data packet number. Then the
remaining graph nodes are placed in the
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TGP based on their precedence relationship
with existing nodes. Each node in the TGP
diagram is associated with an iteration
number which identifies the input data
packet that produced a firing of the node.
The iteration number is decremented by one
during a wrap around the TGP diagram.
This is a result of the times t and t+TBI
being equivalent in steady state, but for
different input data packets. Thus all node
fL,'ings in a TGP diagram are not necessarily
associated with the same input. The TGP
diagram for the graph in Figure 1 is shown
in Figure 3.
Steady State Scheduling Requirements
The goal of steady state scheduling is to
provide a schedule which will guarantee
graph play with performance no worse than
steady state play. This requires that
processors be available to graph nodes no
later than worst case steady state graph play
dictates. It is not the purpose of this paper
to determine a schedule, but rather to model
and analyze schedules. However, some
important criteria which schedules must meet
are presented.
The first criterion for a schedule concerns
the use of processor idle time. Different
schedules cause different distributions of
processor idle time. However, all schedules
must meet the constraints established by the
TGP diagram and data-flow graph
precedence relations. Cyclo-static schedules
can be represented by circuits of nodes over
which processors traverse during the play of
the graph. There may be one or more
circuits for a given graph and schedule, and
each processor may reside on only one
circuit. As a processor traverses from one
node to another on this circuit, it
accumulates a non-negative idle time while
waiting for the next node f'Lring. Each
transition appears in the TGP diagram once
since each node fires exactly once in the
interval TBI. Thus, the total time processors
spend in graph play during the interval of
TGP diagram is the sum of the total
computing effort (TCE), which is the sum of
all node times, and the idle time (T/a,). This
must equal the total computing time
available in the TGP diagram which is given
by the number of available processors (R)
times TBI resulting in the requirement
R.TBI ---TCE+Tka ,. (4)
This equation represents a necessary
requirement for a schedule, where the
schedule determines the value for T_.,,,.
An example schedule for the TGP diagram
in Figure 3 consists of two processor
circuits, one containing nodes A, D, E, C
and the other containing only node B. The
idle times that processors spend between the
node pairs are: node A to node D, 0; node D
to node E, 0; node E to node C, 1; node C
to node A, 2; and node B to node B, 1.
Thus there are 4 processors, TBI is 4, TCE
is 12, and Tia_, is 4. This results in Equation
4 taking the form 4*4 = 12+4, which meets
the requirements.
Graph Markings
The graph markings (token-arc pairings) are
necessary for the following work. First a set
of steady state markings are found. Then
the initial graph markings are determined.
For steady state markings, the approach is to
find a set of markings which satisfy the TGP
diagram. The original graph is also needed,
including the tokens necessary to meet its
initial conditions. A timing point is then
established in the TGP diagram (time t). For
convenience, t is taken as that point in the
TGP diagram when the source fires. Then
the set of nodes with activity at time t÷ are
examined. Two conditions arise: a node
fires at time t, or a node was already
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executingat time t and continues at time t +.
A final condition is handled at time (t+TBI)
where if a node completes before time t+TBI
but the ensuing node on a outgoing arc does
not fire before time t+TBI, then a token
must be placed on the outgoing arc. The
conditions are handled by the following
procedure:
A) All nodes firing at time t must have all
tokens available to fire. Therefore,
tokens are placed on all incoming edges
for these nodes. If a token already
existed on an edge from the original
graph, an additional token should not be
added.
B) All nodes currently executing are
considered as going short and
completed at time t. When a node
finishes, it deposits tokens on all of its
outgoing edges. Therefore appropriate
tokens are placed to indicate the
completion of each node in this
category.
C) For all nodes in the graph, check all
nodes associated with outgoing arcs. If
these nodes do not fire before t+TBI in
the TGP diagram, then place a token on
the arc between the two nodes.
When performed on the DFG in Figure 1,
two new tokens are added: between nodes D
and E, and between nodes C and E.
Given the markings for the graph in steady
state, a set of initial markings are determined
to allow the graph to initiate play and
achieve steady state. The purpose for
finding the initial markings is to remove
some tokens from the graph to simplify
analysis. These markings are found by
advancing the steady state markings as far as
they will go without injecting new inputs.
This is a marking coinciding with the graph
being played in steady state and then having
inputs stopped and allowing the graph to
come to rest. This all happens at some time
less than zero. Then at time 0, new inputs
are injected initiating graph play. The
transient from allowing the graph to execute
from steady state with no inputs and the
transient from initiating graph play
compliment each other allowing the graph to
return to steady state. The resulting initial
markings for the graph in Figure 1 match the
initial markings provided.
Processor Schedule Model
A model is presented which explicitly
incorporates processor scheduling in the
data-flow context. The model is intended
for use with hard real-time systems where
meeting deadlines is the primary concern.
The model is developed by utilizing the
features of cyclo-static scheduling [1] in the
data-flow graph such that the graph will play
by the rules of the schedule in the presence
of time varying nodes and dynamic
schedulers.
The model is first presented for a
homogeneous processor system and then
later extended to heterogeneous systems.
The homogeneous system demonstrates the
new model which includes resource
scheduling in the data-flow graph. It will
also provide the mechanism for development
of the necessary tools for heterogeneous
systems.
Resource/Data-Flow Graph (RDFG)
A new data-flow graph model, called the
resource/data flow graph (RDFG), is
introduced which explicitly shows the
relationship between resources and nodes,.
In this paper, the resources are considered to
be processors, although the model is
extendable to other resources such as
communication channels. The RDFG
introduces new arcs in the DFG to describe
how processors migrate through the graph
nodes in a cyclo-static schedule. Processors
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are represented as tokens in the graph, and
thus are treated similarly to data in the
evaluation of the graph.
Figure4. Resource/Data Flow Graph
(RDFG).
The RDFG is developed from the DFG and
a given cyclo-static schedule. A cyclo-static
schedule may be represented as a set of
circuits, called processor circuits, describing
the order in which processors execute nodes.
Processor circuits are formed by adding arcs,
called processor arcs, to the original DFG so
that a token representing a processor, when
placed in this circuit, visits in order all nodes
assigned to the processor. Each circuit may
have multiple processors, but each processor
can reside on only one circuit. The resulting
circuits are disjoint and encompass all nodes.
An example RDFG for the cyclo-static
schedule developed earlier and for the graph
in Figure 1 is illustrated in Figure 4.
Given a RDFG, finding a set of steady state
markings is the next step in the analysis.
This is done by the same process as for the
DFG. These markings introduce the
necessary processor tokens representing
processors onto each processor circuit. A
fully static schedule is represented as an
RDFG where all processor circuits have only
one token. Figure 5 is a possible set of
steady state markings imposed on Figure 4.
The initial graph markings are shown in
Figure 6.
Figure 5. Steady state graph markings.
Figure 6. Initial graph markings.
Graph Reduction
The addition of processor arcs to the DFG
may create redundant arcs in the RDFG in
terms of necessary precedence relationships.
It is helpful to delete redundant arcs to
reduce the number of paths and circuits
which must be considered during analysis
and to better allow observance of graph
activities.
The determination of which arcs are
redundant is based on node precedence. An
arc from node a to node b is redundant (and
thus can be removed) if an alternative path
exists from a to b. The alternate path may
contain several arcs (and thus have stronger
precedence relationships) or may be a single
arc. If a single arc, the two arcs are
equivalent, and thus either arc may be
removed. The following rule may be used
to eliminate one of the arcs. If the two arcs
are of the same type (data or
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control/processor),thenrandomly select one
for elimination. If they are different, then
eliminate the control arc since the data arc
has more meaning in data-flow, maintaining
the original graph in the RDFG, while the
processor arc is a means only to scheduling.
Figure 7 was reduced in preparation for
analysis.
Figure 7. Reduced RDFG.
Unfolded Graph
A third graph is introduced to allow
improved observation of individual node
and processor behavior which is particularly
useful in the heterogeneous system
discussion. This graph is an unfolded graph
such that all processor-node combinations
are presented. The object is to create an
equivalent graph having only one processor
token per processor circuit. This means that
each node in the unfolded graph is executed
by only one processor which allows the
examination of the relationship of a node to
a specific processor. The foundation of the
unfolded graph is found in [2] where the
purpose was to transform a data-flow graph
to allow fully static scheduling. The
difference between their work and the
current work is the RDFG already has a
schedule imposed which may reduce the
necessary unfoldings.
The basic method of developing the unfolded
graph is to replicate the graph k times, where
k is the greatest common multiple of the
/
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Figure 8. Unfolded RDFG (k = 3).
number of processor tokens on each
processor circuit. Arcs with initial tokens
are moved to reflect the data dependencies
between iterations. The source of the arc
remains intact, but the destination is moved
from the node in iteration i to the
corresponding node in iteration (i+n) rood k
for n initial tokens on the arc. The modulus
function results in iteration k-1 cycling back
to iteration 0 for repeated inputs. Figure 8
is a k-unfolded RDFG (k=3) for the graph
shown in Figure 7.
Hard Deadline Guarantee
It is a well known phenomenon that small
reductions in the execution time of a node
may adversely affect performance, thus
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preventing the system from meeting
deadlines. The reason performance may
degrade is that the graph may enter resource
saturation where there are more enabled
nodes than processors and some work must
be delayed beyond the worst case start time.
Much work has been done to address this
problem [ 11,12].
Static scheduling inherently avoids resource
saturation and thus guarantees worst case
performance. The new model extends this
property to dynamically scheduled systems.
The RDFG is a graph that plays on a
dynamic system just as the equivalent DFG
would play on a static system. However, the
RDFG has more restrictive precedent
constraints as a result of the processor arcs.
The processor arcs guarantee that a
processor is available for a node to f'tre
without dictating which processor is used.
The static schedule simply makes a direct
association between processors and tokens
on processor edges which is not necessary in
dynamic scheduling.
Heterogeneous Processor Systems
The purpose of this section is to demonstrate
the utility of the unfolded RDFG in
analyzing heterogeneous systems. The
construction of the unfolded RDFG depends
on the specification of a processor schedule.
The scheduling approach used for this paper
is to assume a worst case processor
schedule. It is known that this precludes the
representation of certain valid heterogeneous
schedules, but developing heterogeneous
schedules directly for the RDFG is left for
future work.
The method used addresses the standard
practice often used for heterogeneous
systems where a node is scheduled
exclusively on one class of processors. In
the RDFG, such a schedule appears as
multiple processor circuits, where each such
circuit is assigned a single class of
processor. For the schedule used in the
previous section in Figure 7, node B would
execute on one class of processor and the
other nodes would execute on a second class
of processor. This is a special case of the
systems under consideration.
This section first demonstrates the benefits
of using the unfolded RDFG. Then, the
analysis of the graph to determine available
throughput and latency improvement for a
given schedule is presented. The effect of
different processor assignments to the RDFG
is shown followed by a discussion of
heuristic approaches for improving
performance for a given schedule operating
in a heterogeneous environment.
Unfolded RDFG
The unfolded RDFG is particularly useful for
evaluating heterogeneous systems. The
reason for this is the fully static nature of
the RDFG which allows each node to be
mapped to a single processor. Thus, the
effect of a processor on the node processing
time can be characterized and included in
the analysis.
For example, suppose that two of the four
processors in the unfolded RDFG in Figure
8 are capable of executing nodes one time
unit faster than the time indicated in each
node. Then the node times in the processor
circuits can be adjusted to reflect the
capabilities of the specific processor
assigned to the circuit. Figure 9 illustrates
an unfolded RDFG for a given processor
assignment.
Performance Characteristics
Once the unfolded RDFG is found for a
given schedule and processor assignment, the
system performance can b_computed. The
methods of finding throughput and latency in
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Figure 9. Unfolded RDFG with initial
tokens and processor assignment.
the unfolded graph are similar to those used
in the original DFG. Performance is still
limited by the critical path and critical
circuit for the given graph.
Throughput: The throughput for the
heterogeneous system is found by
determining the critical circuit in the
unfolded RDFG. However, this critical
circuit defines the throughput for k inputs
given a k-unfolded RDFG. Thus the lower
bound on throughput (TPL8) is
Tpt..s_ k
CL_,(unfolded RDFG) (5)
though the graph as defined may not be able
to play with periodic inputs at this
throughput.
Figure 10. Injection control of an unfolded
RDFG.
To reestablish periodic inputs, injection
control is imposed on the k sources. The
sources are placed in a circuit of length C
with k nodes of time C/k between each
source firing, as shown in Figure 10. In this
manner, each source fires periodically every
C time units. Provided C/k > TPu, C/k will
dictate the actual throughput. This is
possible since the addition of the circuit at
the set of sources creates no other circuits.
Injection control allows a throughput to be
defined with periodic inputs by imposing a
critical circuit about the sources.
The critical circuit for the graph in Figure 9
has a length of 10. Therefore, each source
can fire every l0 time units, and the 3
sources can be made periodic by fh'ing them
in sequence separated by _> 10/3 time units.
Latency: Prior to controlling the sources,
latencies can be computed from each source
to its corresponding sink (L, for iteration t).
The lower bound latency for the given
schedule and assignment is
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LLs = max(L_ for i = 1.../; (6)
Imposing periodic inputs may have adverse
effects on latency, possibly even increasing
latency above Lwc. This occurs because
some sources may fire before the graph is
ready to accept them. Thus, tokens will wait
at some point in the critical path,, increasing
the total time spent on the critical path.
To compute the periodic latency (Lp), the
aperiodic and periodic firing sequences for
sources must be compared. The issue is
whether a periodic source fires earlier or
later than its corresponding aperiodic source.
Firing later is not an issue since the source
then lags behind the graph, and thus will not
add any time to the latency. Firing early
means the graph will have to catch up
adding the amount the source fired early to
the latency (EF where EF = 0 if the source
fires late). The resulting latency is
Lp = max(L,+EF_ for i=l...k (7)
for the graph. Note that the latency can be
improved up to L_ by increasing the
throughput which reduces EFt. Therefore, a
trade off between throughput and latency is
available for improving performance.
For the graph in Figure 9, the three iterations
have latencies of 4, 6, and 6 respectively
prior to injection control at the inputs. If the
inputs are fired periodically every 10/3 time
units, then iteration 0 f'mes on time, iteration
1 fires 1 1/3 time units after the earliest it
could, and iteration 2 fires 1/3 time units
early. Therefore, the latencies remain the
same under periodic inputs.
/i
erocessor Assignment
An alternative to decreasing throughput to
preserve latency is to consider other
processor assignments. A one to one
assignment of processors to processor arcs is
made for a given schedule. Different
assignments produce different performance
characteristics. Therefore, the performance
obtained by various assignments should be
considered.
The different assignments change
performance in several ways. Assignments
potentially affect latency on different
iterations, the critical circuit of the unfolded
RDFG, and the idle time spent on the critical
path on different iterations. The
combination of these three factors may result
in many different performance points.
The various assignments should be compared
to determine the appropriate choice. Not all
markings need to be considered since many
potential markings can be proven equivalent.
The appropriate assignment will then be
based on the desired goal of the
implementation, either to improve throughput
or latency.
Schedule Potential
An attempt is made to provide insight to the
ability for a given schedule to have
improved performance over other potential
schedules for a given graph. A schedule
ideally should allow nodes to have lower
execution times without providing further
graph constraints beyond those present in the
original DFG. Different schedules change
node times in heterogeneous systems, and
evaluating how different schedules improve
performance requires knowledge of the
peformance goals for a particular
heterogeneous system. But the ability of a
schedule to avoid imposing further graph
constraints can be characterized.
Ideally, processor arcs in the unfolded
RDFG should have little influence on
throughput improvement. If the destination
node of a processor arc is allowed to fire
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early by its incoming data arcs, the processor
arc may delay the node until a processor is
available. In this manner the processor arc
imposes further constraints upon the graph.
This restricts how much faster the graph
runs over and above the data-flow
requirements. Thus schedules which result
in more idle time on processor arcs are
desirable.
ASIG 317 107 SID
..........._ 1057
TRACK-ERRORS
Figure 11. DFG for a space surveillance
algorilhm.
A Space Application
An example algorithm is presented as a test
case for the model. The algorithm is a space
surveillance algorithm [9]. Figure l l
illustrates the DFG for the algorithm. At
each iteration, the algorithm accepts as
inputs the current position coordinates of
multiple targets located in the instrument's
field of view. The algorithm identifies each
target and plots the target's trajectory in
three dimensional space. Node labels
describe the algorithm operations, and the
relative time required for each operation is
shown beside the node. Note that a control
edge has been added to the graph. The extra
control edge reduces the number of required
processors from 4 to 3 on a homogeneous
processor system.
The performance measures for the DFG are
TBI = 1247 and latency = 2371 with 3
processors. Suppose that one of the
processors used was capable of executing
nodes at 75% of the specified time. The
result of scheduling this processor is
presented.
317 107
67__1247
Figure 12. RDFG for a space surveillance
algorithm.
A possible cyclo-static schedule for the
space surveillance algorithm is for one
processor to execute node D and the other
processors to cycle through the other nodes
in a circuit consisting of nodes A-C-B-E-F
in the specified order. The resulting RDFG
is shown in Figure 12 and the unfolded
RDFG in Figure 13. When the faster
processor is applied to the D node, each D
node will execute in 936 time units. This
results in a new TBI of 1057 and a new
latency of 2060. The faster processor cannot
lower TBI further since the slow processors
handling node F now dictate the throughput.
Conclusion
The RDFG is a graph model which allows
schedule development with data-flow
constructs on parallel computing systems.
The RDFG also guarantees that hard real-
time deadlines are met. The graph will meet
deadlines even when executed on a system
with a dynamic scheduling scheme such as
a queue.
An extended RDFG, termed the unfoled
RDFG, allows addressing heterogeneous
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67 -- _47
Figure 13. Unfolded RDFG for a space
surveillance algorithm.
processor systems. It is a fully static form
of the RDFG where each node executes on
one processor. Then each node time can be
adjusted to describe the execution on a
specific processor for a given processor
assignment. The graph is then analyzed to
find the available performance in terms of
throughput and latency.
The unfolded RDFG was demonstrated on an
example problem for heterogeneous
processors. The space surveillance algorithm
is an example of a control system with
repeated inputs for which the model is well
suited. The unfolded RDFG provided the
ability to analyze the performance in terms
of throughput and latency.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a generic, C++
version of the Planning and Resource
Reasoning (PARR) shell which has been
developed to supersede the C-based versions of
PARR that are currently used to support AI
planning and scheduling applications in flight
operations centers at Goddard Space Flight
Center. This new object-oriented version of
PARR can be more easily customized to build a
variety of planning and scheduling
applications, and C++ PARR applications can
be more easily ported to different
environments. Generic classes of PARR
objects for resources, activities, constraints,
strategies, and paradigms are described along
with two types of PARR interfaces.
Keywords: AI, Planning, Scheduling, Shell
INTRODUCTION
The Artificial Intelligence (AI) software
group at AlliedSignal Technical Services
Corporation has been developing expert system
software for Goddard Space Flight Center
since 1985. These systems use expert system
technology to automatically create conflict-free
schedules. Many expert systems use
commercial programs known as expert system
shells written in either Lisp or Prolog. These
systems often suffer a performance penalty
when the.y are used on personal computers or
engineering workstations. Because we
developed our programs using conventional
programming languages on readily available
computer hardware, they are able to rapidly
schedule hundreds of events.
We have adapted an evolutionary
prototyping approach to software development.
The prototyping aspect of this approach dictates
that we gather initial requirements, create or
evolve a prototype, evaluate the prototype to
update the requirements, and repeat the process
until the prototype satisfies the software users.
The evolutionary aspect dictates that our
prototypes are not developed to be thrown
away, but instead are based on generic,
reusable software tools. The prototypes are
updated, not rebuilt, with each prototyping
cycle. As we build a system, we develop new
software tools. When the tools appear to be
useful outside the project where they were first
implemented, we add them to our tool library.
In many cases, we are able to base a new
system entirely on tools that exist in our
library.
BACKGROUND
We delivered the Earth Radiation Budget
Satellite (ERBS)-Tracking and Data Relay
Satellite System (TDRSS) contact planning
system to the ERBS flight operations team in
1987. It was the first AI expert system
application at Goddard that supported flight
operations. It is used to build schedules of
requests to TDRSS for communications
contacts to send commands to ERBS and to
download data.
The ERBS-TDRSS system created its
schedules using the first version of the
Planning And Resource Reasoning (PARR)
tool (McLean et al., [1]). PARR is an expert
system shell designed expressly for scheduling
applications. Its knowledge base is organized
into activity classes. Each activity class
represents something that can be scheduled; in
the ERBS-TDRSS system, the activity classes
represent the scheduling of communication
contacts between ERBS and a Tracking and
Data Relay Satellite (TDRS) via a specific
antenna. Each activity class contains both
strategies which suggest ways that the activity
can be scheduled and constraints which specify
limitations on when the activity can be
scheduled.
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PARR works as an intelligent tactical
planning tool to put specific activities on a
timeline by following the strategies and
checkingtheconstraintsfoundin its knowledge
base. Unlike traditional schedulingsystems
that try to anticipate all possiblescheduling
conflicts beforeschedulinganactivity, PARR
usesconflict resolutionstrategiesto reschedule
activities that do not meet their constraints
(McLean, et. al., [2]). PARR's knowledge
base forms a strategic plan, a list of broad
strategies used to schedule activities. PARR
uses this strategic plan to create a tactical plan,
a list of specific activities with specific times
and durations.
PARR is unusual in its use of a
combination of conflict avoidance and conflict
resolution. While many scheduling systems
backtrack and change their partial schedules
extensively, PARR mimics the way people
create schedules. We have found that people
obtain insight into a scheduling problem and
quickly develop rules like "that requires most
of the resources, so schedule it first" or "if we
have trouble fitting this into the schedule, we
can reduce its duration by a few minutes and
make it fit." PARR captures this kind of
strategy in its knowledge base along with the
more traditional conflict avoidance rules like
"this'can only be scheduled when that resource
is available." By dynamically applying both
types of rules, PARR limits the amount of
search that is required to build a timeline and is
able to produce a conflict-free schedule much
faster than other systems.
After developing the ERBS-TDRSS
system, we realized we had the appropriate
tools in our library to quickly build more
complex scheduling systems (McLean, et. al.,
[3]). In 1991, we delivered the Explorer
Platform Planning System (EPPS) to the flight
operations team for the Extreme Ultraviolet
Explorer (EUVE) spacecraft (McLean, et. al.,
[4]). EPPS shares much of its implementation
with the ERBS-TDRSS system, including a
revised version of PARR. Like the ERBS
system, EPPS generates schedules of TDRSS
requests. In the development of EPPS, we
found that our simple way of expressing
constraints was insufficient. The ERBS
system simply checked whether a conflicting
resource or activity was scheduled during the
period under consideration. EPPS needed to
schedule activities that affected power and tape
consumption, and the system needed
constraints that could track these resources.
We realized that new scheduling problems
would need new resource models to support
new kinds of constraints. Rather than creating
new code to support each new type of
resource, we created more general resource
models that could be used to model many
different kinds of resources. EPPS was the
first system to use resource models
The next significant PARR development
occurred as we developed the Hubble Space
Telescope (HST) Servicing Mission Planning
and Replanning Tool (SM/PART) which we
delivered in 1992 to help the HST flight
operations personnel build integrated timelines
and command plans to control the activities of
the HST, the space shuttle and the space shuttle
crew for the HST servicing mission in
December 1993 (Bogovich, et. al., [5]).
SM/PART uses PARR in a slightly different
way. In our previous systems, each activity
class in the knowledge base is scheduled
repeatedly over time. In SM/PART, each
activity class is scheduled only once during the
schedule, but the activity class definitions and
resource availability may change, causing the
need for replanning. This changed our
vnderstanding of the relationship between
tactical and strategic planning. Users may not
always be able to completely define all of their
activities before scheduling and may need to
tweak the knowledge base during the tactical
planning process.
In addition to these three systems, we also
developed several prototype scheduling
systems that gave us insight into other useful
capabilities. We prototyped systems that
merged schedules that were created by.other
scheduling systems and built a new version of
PARR that takes multiple schedules as inputs
and merges them into a single conflict-free
schedule. Another prototype scheduled
observations of stars and represented each
potential target star as a different activity class.
To create an efficient schedule, we created a
system that found the shortest path between the
targets stars using a Hopfield net (Yen, et. al.,
[6]). These prototype systems pointed up the
need for a more general system to select the
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activity classesto be scheduled,the order in
which they areconsideredfor scheduling,and
which of their strategiesareused.
A NEW PARR
After using PARR to develop three major
systems and several prototypes, we began to
find limitations with our implementation of
PARR. Each new project required new
strategies, new constraints, and new resource
models to support the new constraints. It was
more and more difficult to make changes
needed to add the new strategies, constraints,
and resource models without affecting other
parts of the program. PARR also needed ways
to add broader kinds of strategies to encompass
more than one activity class.
We also gained insight into PARR's
interfaces. PARR has two primary interfaces:
an interactive interface and an interface using
files. Each new system or prototype required a
different interactive interface. Some of the
differences were dictated by the fact we
implemented each system on different hardware
platforms and operating systems; others were
driven by the user's needs. We saw we would
continue to need to adapt the interactive
interface to meet the users' needs. The file-
based interface also continued to change. New
strategies, resource models, and constraints
required changes in the formats of the
knowledge base files. The prototypes that
explored the relationships between the activity
classes also needed changes in the file formats.
We saw that if the file structures were
extensible, old versions of the files would still
be usable after new features were added.
We decided that the best approach to these
problems was to reimplement PARR in C++.
C++ is an object-oriented language based on C,
the language used to implement all previous
versions of PARR. The objects defined in
C++ contain both data and methods, or
functions that operate on the data. Each object
has a well-defined interface, so interactions
between objects are easy to understand and an
object can be changed with little impact on
other objects. Objects can inherit data,
methods, and interfaces from other objects, so
new objects can reuse existing objects. Objects
also have the ability to provide their own
implementations of methods they inherit,
giving them the ability to use the same interface
to accomplish different tasks.
We found the functionality provided by
C++ to be a good match for our needs.
Strategies can be represented by an abstract
class that describes a set of general methods
that are appropriate for any strategy. Each of
the specific strategies can be represented by a
class derived from the abstract strategy class.
Each derived class can implement the general
methods in a way that is appropriate for that
specific strategy. New strategies can be added
by deriving additional classes without
modifying the abstract strategy class. These
new derived classes can be integrated into the
system without modifying the rest of the
program. Constraints and resource models can
be represented the same way. The more
general strategies that handle interactions
between activity classes can also benefit from
the same representation. C++ and object-
oriented techniques also offer solutions to our
interface concerns. Different interactive
interfaces for different users can share much of
their implementation code by using a class
library made up of classes which implement the
scheduling algorithms.
IMPLEMENTING PARR IN C++
The Solar and Heliospheric Observatory
(SOHO) Experimenters' Operations Facility
(EOF) Core System (ECS) requires a
scheduling system to find and resolve conflicts
between the schedules for each of the satellite's
eleven instruments. The scheduling system in
the EOF needed the type of schedule merging
capability provided by one of the prototype
systems. This presented the opportunity to
redesign and reimplement PARR using object-
oriented methods.
When designing or implementing a
program using object-oriented methods, the
primary organizing construct is the class. Each
class describes a type of object. By definition,
an object is anything that can be thought about,
a concept. In most object-oriented systems, the
classes are abstractions of concrete, real-life
objects, like spacecraft, stars, or people.
Because PARR is a generic scheduling system
that can schedule many kinds of things,
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PARR's classes represent abstractions of
schedulingobjects,suchasactivities,strategies
andconstraints.
Resource Classes
PARR refers to any data it does not directly
schedule as a resource. Resources include both
data that PARR cannot change and data that
changes as a result of the schedule PARR is
creating. In the satellite scheduling domain,
spacecraft daylight is an example of a resource
PARR cannot change, and available power is
an example of data that is changed by the
activities PARR schedules.
PARR has different resource models it uses
to track different types of resources. Each
resource model is represented by a different
resource class. PARR implements an abstract
class, ResourceClass, from which each of the
classes representing a type of resource is
derived. ResourceClass has an interface that is
appropriate for any type of resource model. Its
interface has a method that accesses the
resource's value at any given time. It also has
a method that confirms that a constraint can be
satisfied and one that updates the data to reflect
the application of the constraint.
Subscribable is the resource class used to
represent data that PARR cannot change. A
class called SubscribableResourceClass is
derived from ResourceClass to represent these
resources. It implements the access method so
that it returns the number "one" when the
resource is available and the number "zero"
when it is not. The method that confirms a
constraint checks the value against the
constraint. The update method simply modifies
bookkeeping data because the data itself cannot
be changed.
Limited capacity is one of the resource
classes that can be used to model data that is
modified as PARR creates a schedule. It is
used to model resources that have a maximum
amount that can be used at one time, like water
supplied through a pipe from a public utility. It
is implemented with a class called
LimitedCapacityResourceClass. Each instance
of this class contains data stating its maximum
level of consumption. It updates the access
method from its parent class, ResourceClass,
to provide the amount of capacity that remains
at any specific time. The constraint checking
method verifies the constraint against this value
and the update method modifies it to reflect the
application of the constraint.
Consumable is the third resource class that
PARR provides. It is used to model resources
that can be consumed and replenished. The
gasoline in a car is a good example of a
consumable resource. The class that is derived
from ResourceClass to implement this model is
called ConsumableResourceClass. Instances
of this class contain both a maximum capacity
for the resource and a base level that is used
when no other data is available to initialize the
resource availability. The class implements the
access method that gives the amount of
resource available at any time. The constraints
that are used with this resource class are
different in that they can also specify the
replenishment of the resource. The constraint
validation method checks that the constraints
that specify consumption do not consume more
of the resource than is available. The update
method modifies the data to reflect the amount
of consumption or replenishment the constraint
indicates.
Activity Class
PARR also needs to represent the types of
activities that it is to schedule. They are
defined in activity classes. Each activity class
represents one type of activity that can be
scheduled. Activity classes are represented by
a class called ActivityClass. ActivityClass acts
primarily as a container for data describing its
class and for keeping track of when activities of
its class have been scheduled. It has methods
for input and output, methods that can tell
when activities of its class have been
scheduled, and methods to update this
information when PARR adds or removes
specific activities from the schedule. Instances
of ActivityClass contain some simple data
including the activity class name, priority, and
how activities of this class can be shifted. An
activity class can be derived from another
activity class in the same way a C++ class can
be derived from another C++ class.
ActivityClass has a reference to the activity
class it is derived from, if any, and it has data
access methods that automatically obtain any
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data that the ActivityClass inherits from its
parent. Most importantly, ActivityClass
contains a list of constraints and a set of
strategies.
Constraints
Constraints represent PARR's conflict
avoidance rules. A constraint can state how an
activity must be scheduled in relationship to
other activities or resources. For instance, a
constraint might say that an activity can only be
scheduled during spacecraft daylight, or only
when no other activity is scheduled. If the
resource represents data that the schedule
indirectly modifies, the constraint will say how
that data is modified. For example, if the
resource is water from a pipe, the constraint
will state how much water the activity
consumes. PARR implements an abstract
class, Constraint, to establish an interface for
all of its constraints. Constraint establishes
methods to validate the constraint for a given
activity, and to update the resource data for an
activity when the activity is actually scheduled.
There is a different subclass of constraint for
each resource class, and one that represents the
constraints between different activity classes.
SubscribableConstraint is the class that
represents constraints between activity classes
and resources represented by a subscribable
resource class. Each instance of
SubscribableConstraint contains a reference to
the SubscribableResourceClass the activity is
constrained by and the desired state of the
constraint. For example, if the constraint stated
that an activity could only be scheduled during
spacecraft daylight, the SubscribableConstraint
would contain a reference to the
SubscribableResourceClass representing
spacecraft daylight and the value "one",
indicating that the resource should be present.
Its methods simply call the corresponding
methods in the resource class to which it refers.
LimitedCapacityConstraint is the class that
represents constraints between activity classes
and resources represented by a limited capacity
resource class. The instances of
LimitedCapacityConstraint each contain a
reference to the specific instance of
LimitedCapacityResourceClass that represents
the desired resource and the amount of the
resource that the activity consumes. For
example, if the constraint says that an activity
consumes 25 gallons of water, the resource
class reference would be set to the instance of
LimitedCapacityResourceClass that represents
water and the amount would be set to 25. As
with the SubscribableConstraint,
LimitedCapacityConstraint implements its
methods by calling the methods in the resource
class to which it refers.
Constraints between activity classes and
resources represented by a consumable
resource class are handled by the class
ConsumableConstraint. Its instances contain a
reference to the instance of
ConsumableResourceClass that models the
resource under consideration and the amount of
the resource under consideration. Because
activities can either supply or consume
resources of this class, the instances also
contain an indicator telling whether this is a
constraint where the resource is being
consumed, or whether the constraint is
indicating that the activity supplies more of the
resource being modeled. For example, if the
constraint was being used for an activity that
records data to the data tape recorder on a
satellite and it requires 25 feet of tape, the
resource class reference would be set to the
instance representing tape, the amount would
be set to 25, and the indicator would be set to
"consume." If the constraint was being used
for an activity that downlinks data from that
same tape recorder and the activity reads back
200 feet of tape, the resource class reference
would remain the same, the amount would be
set to 200, and the indicator would be set to
"supply." As in the other constraints, the
methods in ConsumableConstraint are
implemented by calling corresponding methods
in the ConsumableResourceClass to which it
refers.
All of the constraints which represent
relationships between resources and activity
classes follow a similar pattern. Because the
class ActivityClass keeps track of information
on when an activity has been scheduled in a
way that parallels the way resource classes
keep track of resource consumption,
ActivityClassConstraint can be implemented the
same way that the other classes derived from
Constraint are implemented.
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ActivityClass constraints represent
constraints between two different activity
classes.Thefirst of thetwo activity classesis
implied by thelocationof theconstraintwithin
an activity class. Each instance of
ActivityClassConstraintcontainsareferenceto
the secondActivityClassandan indicator that
representswhether the constraining activity
class must be present or absent. In other
words, if the constraintstatedthat an activity
could only be scheduledwhen a certainother
activity was not scheduled, the constraint
would containareferenceto theActivityClass
representingthe constrainingactivity and its
indicator would be set to "avoid," indicating
thattheconstrainingactivity mustnotbeon the
gcheduleduring the sameperiod. Its methods
call the methodsprovided by ActivityClass
indicatingwhenanactivityhasbeenscheduled.
Strategies
Strategies represent PARR's conflict
resolution rules. Strategies are used to place
activities on the schedule, and to move
activities when the constraint checking process
discovers conflicts. For instance, a strategy
might suggest scheduling an activity when a
certain resource becomes available, or putting
an activity after an activity it conflicts with.
Although many strategies may be appropriate
for rescheduling, only certain strategies make
sense when initially adding an activity to a
schedule. PARR implements an abstract class,
Strategy, to provide an interface for classes that
implement strategies. Strategy defines methods
that take an activity and a list of conflicts and
trys to reschedule the activity to avoid the
conflicts.
Because only a limited number of strategies
can be used to schedule an activity initially, and
they require a different interface when used in
this way, PARR provides a second abstract
class, InitialStrategy, that is derived from
Strategy. InitialStrategy provides methods in
addition to those defined by Strategy that can
be used when initially scheduling an activity. It
defines a method that schedules an activity
given no other input than the current schedule.
This method returns a list of conflicts if the
activity cannot be scheduled, and an indicator
that tells if the activity should be scheduled
again. InitiatStrategy also implements the
rescheduling method. It reschedules by calling
the scheduling method, ignoring the list of
conflicts passed into the method. The three
different initial strategies that are provided are
the start strategy, the stop strategy and the at
strategy.
The start strategy tries to schedule an
activity when a resource becomes available.
For Instance, if having a star in view of a
satellite is a resource, a start strategy may
indicate that an activity is to be scheduled when
the resource becomes available, indicating the
activity should be scheduled when the star is in
view of the satellite. PARR implements a
class, StartStrategy, that is used to represent a
start strategy in an activity class. Each instance
of StartStrategy contains a reference to the
ResourceClass that corresponds to the
appropriate class. It also has an offset duration
that can be set to indicate that the activity
should be scheduled the specified amount of
time before or after the start of resource
availability.
The start strategy is considered a repeatable
strategy; the activity will be scheduled every
time the resource becomes available. The
instances contain a data item that gives the user
the ability to indicate a count that makes the
strategy skip a number of instances of resource
availability before scheduling again. For
_nstance, if the count was set to 3 in the
previous example, the system would try to
schedule the activity every third time the star
came into view. StartStrategy implements the
method for scheduling by searching the current
schedule for activities of this type. When it
finds the last activity of this type, it searches
for when the key resource becomes available.
If the count is set, it skips the appropriate
number of times the resource becomes
available. It then attempts to schedule the
activity and checks its constraints. If there are
conflicts, it returns a list of them. It also
returns an indicator that the strategy should be
retried so that the scheduling of this resource
continues.
The end strategy is quite similar to the start
strategy, except that is attempts to schedule at
the end of a resource's availability. It is
implemented via the class StopStrategy.
StopStrategy's implementation parallels
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StartStrategy's.Eachinstanceof StopStrategy
contains a reference to the ResourceClass
correspondingto the key resource,an offset,
and a skip count. Its implementationof the
schedule strategy is the same as in
StartStrategy,exceptthatit looksfor theendof
aresource'savailability.
Theat strategyis thesimplestof theinitial
schedulingstrategies. It simply schedulesan
activityat agiventime. TheclassAtStrategyis
used to representthis strategy in an activity
class. The instancesof AtStrategy storethe
starttimethattheuserspecifies.It implements
theschedulingmethodto put theactivity atthe
giventimeandcheckfor conflicts. Themethod
returnsa list of any conflicts it finds and an
indicator thatthe strategy is not to beapplied
again.
The initial strategiescan also be usedas
alternativestrategiesto rescheduleactivitiesthat
could not be initially addedto the schedule
becauseof conflicts. In addition,PARRalso
provides several strategiesthat can only be
usedasalternativestrategies.Thesealternative
strategiesinclude:thebeforestrategy,theafter
strategy,the next strategy,the prior strategy,
the duration strategy,the bump strategy,the
activity strategy,the delete strategyand the
shift strategy.
Thebeforeandafterstrategiestry to resolve
aconflict by schedulinganactivityeitherbefore
or after the conflicts. The before strategyis
representedby theclassBeforeStrategyandthe
after strategy by the class AfterStrategy.
BeforeStrategyimplements the rescheduling
methodto searchthroughtheconstraintsto find
thetime beforeall of theconflictsandattempts
to schedule the activity at that time.
AfterStrategyimplementsthe methodusinga
similar algorithm to find a time after all the
conflicts.
The next and prior strategieslook for the
next or previous time that a given resource
becomesavailableandtries to reschedulethe
activity at that time. The next strategy is
representedby theclassNextStrategyandthe
prior strategy is represented by the class
PriorStrategy. Instancesof each of these
classes contain a reference to the
ResourceClassrepresentingthe key resource.
NextStrategy implements the rescheduling
methodto startat the time the activity was to be
scheduled, search for the next time the key
resource becomes available, and attempt to
schedule the activity at that time. PriorStrategy
implements the method using the same
algorithm but searching for the last time the key
resource was available.
The duration strategy tries to make an
activity fit into the schedule by reducing its
duration. The duration strategy is represented
by the class DurationStrategy. Each instance of
DurationStrategy contains a duration by which
the activity can be reduced. It implements the
reschedule method by reducing the duration of
the activity and adding the activity to the
schedule.
The bump strategy is closely related to the
duration strategy. Rather than reducing the
duration of the activity, it moves its starting
time. The bump strategy is implemented by the
class BumpStrategy. The instances of
BumpStrategy each contain an amount of time
by which the start time of the activity can be
moved. It implements the reschedule method
by changing the start time of the activity by
adding the offset and putting the activity into
the schedule.
The activity strategy resolves a conflict by
scheduling an activity of a different class. The
activity strategy is represented by the class
ActivityStrategy. Each instance of
ActivityClass contains a reference to the
ActivityClass that represents the alternative type
of activity that should be scheduled.
ActivityStrategy implements the reschedule
method by calling the schedule method in the
InitialStrategy in the alternative ActivityClass.
If it encounters conflicts, it calls the reschedule
method of each of the alternative strategies in
turn until the conflict is resolved.
The delete strategy deletes the activities that
are causing the conflict. Before deleting an
activity, PARR checks that the activity causing
the conflict is of a lower priority than the
activity containing the delete strategy. The
delete strategy is represented by the class
DeleteStrategy. It implements the reschedule
method by finding the activities that cause all of
the conflicts. After checking that all of them
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are of a lower priority than the activity being
scheduled, it deletes them. Then it tries again
to add the original activity to the schedule.
The shift strategy moves the activities that
are causing the conflict. Before moving an
activity, PARR checks that the activity causing
the conflict is a shiftable activity and is of a
lower priority than the activity containing the
shift strategy. The shift strategy is represented
by the class ShiftStrategy. It implements the
reschedule method using an algorithm similar
to the one used by DeleteStrategy. It starts by
finding the activities that cause all of the
conflicts. After checking that all of them are
shiftable and of a lower priority than the
activity being scheduled, it moves them either
before or after where the original activity was
to be scheduled. Then it tries again to add the
original activity to the schedule.
Paradigms
The strategies described above each
describe ways to schedule individual classes of
activities. Although the strategies can delete or
move activities that cause conflicts with an
activity being scheduled or schedule an activity
of another class if the desired activity creates
conflicts, they cannot indicate which activity
classes are to be scheduled or in what order the
activity classes are to be scheduled. They also
cannot get activities from alternative sources,
such as schedules created outside of PARR.
PARR handles these types of problems by
using paradigms. Paradigms work at a higher
level than regular strategies. PARR provides
an abstract class called Paradigm that provides
an interface for paradigms. The interface is
similar to the Strategy interface; it defines a
method that takes the action that the paradigm
describes. It calls this method "schedule".
Paradigms are a recent addition to PARR,
so only a few of them have been implemented.
PARR currently provides the activity paradigm,
the merge paradigm, and the delete paradigm.
The activity paradigm is used to select an
activity class to be added to the schedule. In
pervious versions of PARR, this was the only
type of paradigm. This paradigm has been
extended to accommodate the kind of tactical
planning used in SM/PART. The activity
paradigm lets the user override any of the data
in the activity class, including the initial
strategy, and add new constraints and
alternative strategies to the activity class. This
gives the user the ability to create slight
variations on an activity without creating an
entirely new class that may only be used once.
The activity paradigm is represented by the
class ActivityParadigm. Instances of this class
contain a reference to an instance of
ActivityClass that represents the type of activity
to be scheduled. The instance also contains
most of the data contained in an instance of
ActivityClass: the priority, the information on
how the activity can be shifted, the constraints,
and the strategies. This data is used only if it
has been provided. It implements the schedule
method by calling the schedule method in the
InitialStrategy provided either locally or in the
ActivityClass. If it encounters conflicts, it calls
the reschedule method of each of the alternative
strategies from the ActivityClass in turn until
the conflict is resolved. If none of them
resolve the conflict, it calls the reschedule
method of each of the alternative strategies
provided locally in turn until one of them
resolves the conflict.
The merge paradigm is used to merge
schedules created outside of PARR into a
single conflict-free schedule. It expects that
this externally created schedule is in a file in a
simple, pre-defined format. The merge
paradigm is represented by the class
MergeParadigm. Each instance of this class
stores the name of the file that contains the
schedule to be merged. It implements the
schedule strategy by first reading an activity
from the schedule file. It then finds the
ActivityClass that represents the activity and
uses the start time and duration from the
external schedule file to add the activity to the
schedule. It uses the constraints from the
ActivityClass to validate that the activity causes
no conflicts. If it does cause conflicts, it calls
the reschedule method of each of the alternative
strategies from the ActivityClass in turn until
the conflicts are resolved. It then repeats the
process for each activity in the external
schedule file.
The delete paradigm is used when the
schedule is modified interactively. When the
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userdirectsPARRto deletea specificactivity
from the schedule, an instance of the delete
paradigm is used to represent this action. It
may seem that the paradigm that was used to
schedule the activity could be removed, but
most of the paradigms can add many activities
to the schedule. The delete paradigm is
represented in the system by the class
DeleteParadigm. Each instance of this class
contains a reference to the ActivityClass that
corresponds to the activity to be deleted and the
start time and duration of the activity. This
information is enough to uniquely identify a
specific activity. DeleteParadigm implements
the schedule method (although the name
schedule is somewhat of a misnomer in this
case) by checking that the removal of the
activity will not cause any conflicts, and then
deleting it from the schedule.
Files
The set of classes used to implement PARR
is completed with classes used to organize the
other classes into logical sets that can be saved
to or read from files. These classes are derived
from an abstract class called File. Having a
single abstract class representing the main files
simplifies writing the part of the user interface
that handles saving and loading information
from disk. The File class provides an interface
defining methods to transfer the information its
derived classes contain between memory and
disk. The three classes derived from File are
ResourceBase, KnowledgeBase and Plan.
A resource base serves as a repository for
resource classes. PARR represents this
concept with the class ResourceBase. Each
instance or ResourceBase holds a list of
instances of the class ResourceClass. It
provides methods for retrieving the resource
classes by name, adding new resource classes,
and deleting existing ones.
A knowledge base is a set of information
that can be used to reason about a given topic.
In PARR, the knowledge bases are used to
store the activity classes. PARR provides a
class, KnowledgeBase, that contains instances
of ActivityClass to represent the knowledge
needed to schedule each type of activity.
Instances of KnowledgeBase also contain
references to one or more instances of
ResourceBase. These resource bases provide
the resource classes to which the constraints
refer. KnowledgeBase implements methods
for retrieving the activity classes by name,
adding new activity classes and deleting
existing ones. It also provides methods to add
or remove resource bases and to access the
resource classes contained in its resource
bases.
The class that is used to combine all of the
information in PARR in order to create the final
schedule is called Plan. Plan represents a
planning problem in its entirety. Each instance
of plan contains the starting date and time for
the schedule and its duration. It has references
to one or more instances of KnowledgeBase
that it uses to provide the knowledge needed to
schedule activities. Most importantly, it has
references to instances of the class Paradigm.
These instances represent the tactical plan and
the information needed to select the proper
activity classes in the correct ways to create the
schedule. It has methods to access and update
the data it contains, including methods to
access the resource classes and activity classes
it can access indirectly. Most importantly, it
has a schedule method that calls the schedule
method of each of its paradigms in turn to
create the final schedule.
PARR'S INTERFACES
As stated earlier, PARR has two primary
types of interfaces: a file-based interface and an
interactive interface. The current version of
PARR uses different approaches to make each
of these interfaces easier to modify.
The format for PARR's input files has been
changed in the current version. The files that
represent resource bases, knowledge bases,
and plans now allow the free use of spaces,
line breaks and comments between any words
in the file. The file formats use keywords to
help clarify the meaning of each data item.
This helps both the user, who is given more
information on what the data in the files
represents, and the program, which can
determine if any pieces of data are missing.
Any new types of data that are added to the file
formats will be optional, so older files will not
need to be changed to accommodate the new
format.
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Figure 1. Motif-Style User Interface Display for the PARR Timeline Editor
Each class defined in PARR is responsible
for handling its own file data. Every class has
methods that can retrieve data from a file, create
an instance based on that data, and store an
instance to a file. The abstract classes are
designed to retrieve data for any class that is
derived from them. When derived classes are
written, the abstract classes can handle the new
data that may appear in a file without modifying
their methods.
represents the schedule and interactively change
it by adding or deleting activities. It also
provides a window for editing the activity
classes that make up the knowledge base. This
window is shown in Figure 2. It displays an
activity class textually, but lets the user modify
it using the mouse for most of the necessary
ifiput.
CONCLUSIONS
Because different scheduling systems
require different types of interactive interfaces,
the classes that implement PARR's scheduling
algorithms do not have any interactive interface
built into them. They can call outside functions
when instances are created, modified or
destroyed. They use a mechanism similar to
the one used in the X Windows toolkit for
accepting functions that are called when their
instances change state.
We have developed an interactive user
interface to C++ PARR for the SOHO EOF
project. It uses the OSF/Motif libraries and a
set of X Windows toolkit widgets that we
developed in-house. Its primary window is the
timeline editor shown in Figure 1. This display
lets the user view a graphical timeline that
The object oriented nature of the new C++
version of PARR allows it to be relatively
easily customized to build new planning and
scheduling applications. For each new PARR
application, the classes of generic objects for
resource classes, constraints, and strategies can
be supplemented with application-specific
types.
In addition, C++ PARR applications can be
more easily ported to different environments
because the object oriented user interface code
has been more completely separated from the
algorithmic code.
Finally, the new C++ version of PARR
provides paradigm constructs. One of the
current paradigms PARR provides lets the user
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Figure 2. Motif-Style User Interface Display for the PARR Knowledge Base Editor
create variations on the activity classes when
creating a tactical plan. Another paradigm
provides for the input of schedules created by
other systems. The paradigm constructs
provide capabilities for extending PARR to
handle additional kinds of scheduling problems
more easily.
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Abstract
In autonomous navigation, it is essential
to obtain a three-dimensional (3D) descrip-
tion of the static environment in which the
vehicle is traveling. For rotorcrafts con-
ducting low-altitude flight, this description
is particularly useful for obstacle detection
and avoidance. In this paper, we address
the problem of 3D position estimation for
static objects from a monocular sequence of
images captured from a low-altitude flying
helicopter. Since the environment is static,
it is well known that the optical flow in the
image will produce a radiating pattern from
the focus of expansion. We propose a mo-
tion analysis system which utilizes the
epipolar constraint to accurately estimate
3D positions of scene objects in a real world
image sequence taken from a low-altitude
flying helicopter. Results show that this ap-
proach gives good estimates of object posi-
tions near the rotorcraft's intended flight-
path.
1 Introduction
To relieve the heavy workload imposed
upon the pilots, there is a need for automatic
obstacle detection systems onboard rotor-
crafts. The success of the system depends
upon the ability to accurately estimate object
positions near the rotorcraft's flightpath.
Several approaches for obstacle detection
and range estimation have been investigated
at NASA Ames Research Center [Bhanu89,
Cheng91, Roberts91, Smith92, Sridhar89].
In this paper, we propose an approach for
object position estimation using known cam-
era location and motion parameters.
For a rotorcraft with inertial-guidance
systems, the information about camera state
is continuously available as the rotorcraft
moves. This information can thus be used to
facilitate the processes of motion estimation
and scene reconstruction. For example, the
location of the focus of expansion (FOE) in
the image plane can be readily determined.
In addition, we assume the image acquisition
rate is high enough that an image feature will
not move by more than a few pixels in the
next image frame. Such closely sampled im-
ages will minimize the correspondence
problem between successive images. The
forward moving camera situation is the
worst case in depth estimation because the
optical flow in the image is small compared
to other motion cases. We overcome this
1This research is supported by a grant from NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia (NAG-l-1371).
2Address all correspondence to Professor Kasturi.
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problem by integrating information over a
long sequenceof images. As imageframes
are accumulated,the baseline betweenthe
current frame and the first frame increases,
which givesbettermotion estimates. Baker
and Bolles [Baker89, Bolles87] used the
Epipolar Plane Image (EPI) Analysis for
motion analysis. In their approach, camera
moving path is known and linear. Therefore,
each image frame can be decomposed into a
set of epipolar lines. An epipolar plane im-
age can thus be created by collecting corre-
sponding epipolar lines in each image frame.
Furthermore, when the viewing direction is
orthogonal to the direction of motion, the
apparent motion track of a feature on the
EPI is a straight line and the motion analysis
becomes merely a line fitting process. For
forward linear camera motion, however, the
feature tracks will be hyperbolas and curve
fitting becomes necessary. Sawhney et. al.
[Sawhney93] have reported that curve fitting
is much more difficult and noisy, making this
approach less robust. Matthies et. al.
[Matthies89] built a framework which gives
depth estimates for every pixel in the image.
Kalman filtering is used to incrementally re-
fine the estimates. In their experiments also,
the side-viewing camera is assumed and the
camera motion is only translational in the
vertical direction. Under such conditions,
feature tracks will follow the vertical image
scan lines and feature matching becomes
simpler. In our situation, the problem of
general camera motion is dealt with. We
handle this by breaking the camera motion
path into piece-wise linear segments.
Through this process, the camera path de-
termined by two consecutive camera posi-
tions is approximated as a straight line.
Epipolar planes can thus be set up for each
pair of images and motion analysis is recur-
sively performed on each pair of image
frames.
Our algorithms were tested on the heli-
copter images provided by NASA Ames Re-
search Center [Smith90]. There are two se-
quences of images, namely the line and the
arc sequences. Each sequence consists of 90
image frames with size 512x512 pixels and
each frame contains a header information
which records the helicopter body and cam-
era positions and orientations, body and
camera motion parameters, camera parame-
ters, etc. Time stamps are projected directly
on the image frames. Fig. l(a) and l(b)
show the first and the last frames of the line
and the arc sequences, respectively. For the
line sequence, the helicopter's flightpath is
approximately a straight line and there are
five trucks in the scene during the whole se-
quence. For the arc sequence, the helicopter
is making turning flight and truck 1 is not
visible in all frames. The trucks are labeled
in terms of their range (X) value; truck 1 is
the nearest and truck 5 is the farthest.
Ground truths for the positions of the trucks
are also given.
(a)
(b)
Fig. 1 The first (left) and the last (right)
flames of the line sequence (a), and the arc
sequence (b).
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Theremainingof this paper is organized
as follows. In Section 2, we describe how to
construct the epipolar lines. Section 3 dis-
cusses the feature extraction and tracking
processes. In Section 4, we present the
three-dimensional position estimation by
tracking outputs. Experimental results and
discussions are also given. Section 5 gives
the conclusion.
2 Constructing the Epipolar Lines
The epipolar constraint gives a strong
tool in confining the apparent motion direc-
tions of image features. In fact, the con-
strained directions are determined by epipo-
lar planes as shown in Fig. 2(a), where all the
image flames share a common set of epipolar
planes. Since we are dealing with general
3D camera motion, the moving path of the
camera is not a straight line and its orienta-
tion is not constant during motion. Fig. 2(b)
illustrates such a case, where the camera's
path is an arc. Even if the camera is fixed on
the helicopter, its orientation is still changing
because the orientation of the helicopter
body is changing during nonlinear motion.
The location of the FOE also changes sig-
nificantly. In this case, there is no common
set of epipolar planes for all the image
frames. We solve this problem by using the
piece-wise linear approximation for the cam-
era path. Between two consecutive image
frames, the camera path is approximated as
linear and hence a pencil of epipolar planes
can be created in the 3D space which all in-
tersect at this segment of camera path. For
each pair of image frames, we first compute
the camera path parameters from the input
camera state data (positions and orienta-
tions). We then define a pencil of Q epipolar
planes, Pi, i=O .... Q-l, which all intersect at
the camera path. Q determines the resolu-
tion of the 3D space and hence the number
of features to be detected in the image. In
our experiments, Q is set to 100. The angle
between two adjacent epipolar planes Pi and
Pi+l is equal tO n/Q. The result of this proc-
ess is the construction of a pencil of epipolar
planes equally spaced in terms of angular
orientations and they all intersect at the cam-
era path. After creating the epipolar planes,
epipolar lines on each image plane can thus
be determined by intersecting the image
plane and the epipolar planes. The process
of creating the epipolar lines is recursively
performed on each pair of image frames in
the sequence. Fig. 3 shows the epipolar lines
superimposed on the edge detected images.
The intersection of all the epipolar lines
shows the FOE. Even for the line sequence
in which the FOE is expected to remain at
the same pixel location in the image, it
changes by about 25 pixels both horizontally
and vertically. For the arc sequence, the
FOE location varies by about 70 pixels hori-
zontally and 30 pixels vertically.
3 Feature Detection and Tracking
The purpose of constructing epipolar
lines are two folds: to detect features and to
facilitate feature tracking. Features in an im-
age are defined to be the intersecting points
between the epipolar lines and the edge pix-
els detected by the Canny's edge detector
[Canny86]. The features are extracted from
the f'u:st image by tracing the pencil of
epipolar lines, 1i, i=O .... Q-1. The result will
be a number of Q sets of feature points and
feature detection and tracking on the follow-
ing frames are completely independent
among these sets. To obtain good localiza-
tion of detected features, the edges in the
image should be nearly perpendicular to the
epipolar lines.
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Since we are dealing with general camera
motion, the camera orientations for two
frames are likely to be different. Traditional
feature matchers try to search within the
neighborhood, i.e. the search window, of the
feature to be matched (the source feature).
With the information of camera state, we ar-
gue that this blindly positioning of the search
window is inappropriate because the term
neighborhood is incorrectly defined. The
following statement is one of the implicit as-
sumptions in defining the neighborhood to
be a window centered around the source
feature: "Since the image acquisition rate ks
high enough such that the camera will not
move for a long distance between two con-
secutive frames, the source feature will not
move more than a few pixels in the next im-
age plane." We find this statement sustains
only if the camera orientation keeps approxi-
mately constant during the camera motion.
As is well known, even a small amount of
camera rotation can actually create large im-
age feature motion in the image plane.
Hence, the camera rotation has much more
influence on image feature motion compared
to camera translation, especially when the
distance from the camera to a world feature
is very large compared to the distance the
camera travels between two consecutive
frames. This can be illustrated with the 2D
world shown in Fig. 4, where the camera
moves from c_ to ce with orientation
changes. The projections of a far away
world feature onto the two frames are pt and
P2, respectively, and p_ specifies the same
image location as p_ in the second frame.
Due to camera rotation, P2 is not, however,
at the neighborhood of p_. Under such
condition, the search window should be po-
sitioned around P2 instead of p_. This is ex-
actly our situation where the velocity of the
camera is about 1 foot/frame and the major
features of interest in the image are hundreds
of feet away. Also, for the arc sequence, the
instantaneous orientation of the camera ks
continuously changing since the flightpath ks
not linear, as described in Section 2. Ex-
periments showed that if we perform track-
ing on the arc sequence by searching the
neighborhood of the source feature, the cor-
rect corresponding feature may be com-
pletely out of the search window.
To the world feature point
c I
ca frame 2
Fig. 4 Camera motion in a 2D world.
From the argument above, we redefine
neighborhood as follows. We observe that
the only thing guaranteed by high image ac-
quisition rate is that the vector of the line-of-
sight to a far away world feature will not
change drastically between two consecutive
frames, i.e. the vectors v I and v2 in Fig. 4
should be approximately the same. Hence,
the neighborhood of feature Pl is redefined
as "the region surrounding the intersection
between the image plane of frame 2 and the
vector through c 2 and parallel to Vr" And
the feature tracker will search within this
neighborhood for a match for feature p_.
This is the main reason of the success of our
feature tracker. We implement the feature
tracker as follows. For each pair of image
frames, the locations of the FOE on each im-
age plane are first computed. Let subscripts
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1 and 2 denote the time instance of the first
and the second frame, respectively. For each
image feature at location Pl in the first frame
I_, we first compute v_ which is the 3D vec-
tor from the camera center c_ to Pl. And
then, the hypothetical location P2 is obtained
by intersecting 12 with the vector v 1 passing
through camera center c2. Incorporating the
epipolar constraint, instead of searching
within a region centered around P2, the fea-
ture tracker follows the direction of the
epipolar line; which is determined by the
FOE and P2- In our experiment, we use
seven pixels as the 1D window size. Feature
detection and tracking are then performed
within this window on the second image.
Note that, in order to reduce the amount of
computation we perform the feature detec-
tion and tracking based on the edge pixels
only. For more robust feature tracking, the
intensity distribution around a feature should
be considered.
Within a small 1D neighborhood, we
have a number of features (source features)
in the first image and a number of features
(target features) in the second image to be
matched. Depending on the matching re-
suits, a feature will be labeled as matched,
new, no match, and multiple matches:
1. Matched: There is only one target fea-
ture in the neighborhood. If there are
several source features which are compet-
ing for the target (i.e. the occlusion case),
the target 4! be matched to the source
feature which has a stable position esti-
mate. The position estimate of a feature
is considered stable if its estimated posi-
tion remains approximately the same
through several frames (see Section 4). If
more than one source feature have a sta-
ble position estimate, local slope of their
tracks is compared. Fig. 5(a) shows such
a situation. Source features A and B can
both match to target C. The track with
steeper slope (B) should correspond to
the feature which is more distant from the
camera than A. Since only the near fea-
ture can occlude the farther one, target C
will be matched to feature A. For the
matched source feature, its image (2D)
position will be updated and its 3D posi-
tion estimated (described in Section 4).
Feature B will be labeled no match and
handled as described later.
2. New: When a new feature appears in the
current image, it has no source feature to
match. A feature node will be created and
inserted in the database.
3. No match: This may be due to the failure
of feature detector, occlusion, or feature
moving out of the image. For the last
case, which can be easily detected, the
source feature is simply removed. For the
other two cases, if the source feature al-
ready has a stable 3D position estimate,
the feature tracker will make a hypothesis
about its image position based on its 3D
position estimate. No estimation will be
performed on these features except for
updating their 2D position using the hy-
pothesis. For other features, since we
have no reliable information about their
position, they remain in their current state
awaiting possible matches in the future. A
maximum number of consecutive no
matches is defined to remove those fea-
tures being occluded or missed by the de-
tector for a long time.
4. Multiple matches: In this case, more
than one target feature appears within the
neighborhood. This may result from fea-
ture disocclusion or due to the noise from
the feature detector. The goal here is to
choose the best match. Cox [Cox93] re-
viewed some of the approaches including
nearest-neighbor [Crowiey88], Maha-
lanobis distance [Therrien89], track-
splitting filter [Smith75], joint-likelihood
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[Morefield77],etc. In our problem,since
theepipolarconstraintalreadygivesanef-
fective meansto improve the tracking
process,simpletechniquesareusedto re-
solvethis confusionand at the sametime
reduce the algorithm complexity. This
idea is also supportedby threeobserva-
tions. First, if the feature already has a
stable 3D position estimate, the best
match can be easily found by projecting its
position estimate onto the current image.
Second, according to the epipolar con-
straint, actually only one direction (away
from FOE) is possible for the feature mo-
tion under noise-free circumstances.
Hence, the feature motion conforming this
constraint should be favored. And finally,
the size of the search window is small,
giving only a small number of multiple
matches. Hence, the matching problem is
simplified. With these observations, we
use the following three priority criteria for
choosing a feature to be the best match:
(1) the one which satisfies the position es-
timate; (2) the one which is in the direc-
tion away from the FOE and is nearest;
and (3) the one which is in the direction
towards the FOE and is nearest. The
main reason to include (3) as a legal
match is to compensate the feature detec-
tion noise. These three criteria will also
determine the weights in the position es-
timation (see Section 4). Fig. 5(b) gives a
demonstration of how complicated the
multiple match can be. Source feature A
in frame 2 is searching for a best match
among the target features in frame 3.
Correct track is AEFG, but feature E (the
blank circle) is missed by the detector.
There exist also disocclusions (squares
and triangles) and noise (star). Several
scenarios and consequences are possible
in our tracking process: (1) The tracker
chooses feature B (the triangle) as the best
match, feature A is already stable, and
feature F is detected and within B's search
window in frame 4. Since B does not
satisfy the estimated location of A, it will
be lightly weighted in the position estima-
tion and has little contribution to the esti-
mate. However, according to the esti-
mated position, the tracker will pick the
correct match, feature F, as the best
match in frame 4. (2) The tracker
chooses feature B as the best match, fea-
ture A is stable, and feature F is not in B's
search window or is missed again. The
tracker will follow the track ABC, which
is wrong for feature A. The tracker, how-
ever, may still make correction on its
tracking if it is possible to match feature
G to feature C in frame 5. Otherwise it
will follow the path of the triangles and
the position estimates will gradually be-
come unstable. Such features can be rec-
ognized by noting that their position esti-
mates are still unstable after lengthy
tracking. We then reset their estimates
and start a new estimate similar to that for
newly appeared features. (3) The tracker
chooses B as the best match and feature A
has no stable estimates. The tracking will
either follow the circles or the triangles
depending on which one is nearer. This
does not matter too much since no reliable
information has been accumulated and
these errors will be lightly weighted in the
position estimation. (4) The tracker
chooses the noise (star) as the best match.
This will be similar to what has been dis-
cussed, i.e. the tracker may correct its
tracking if it is possible to pick feature F
in frame 4. Otherwise, the estimate will
be reset if track BCD is followed.
Feature matching is difficult and may
contribute to most of the error in image
analysis. From the analysis above, we can
see that the epipolar constraint helps to
simplify and to improve the matching quality.
The matcher may be further improved by in-
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corporatingmorecluessuchasthe intensity
distribution,edgestrength,edgeorientation,
etc.
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Fig. 5 Two matching cases: (a) Occlusion:
(b) Disocclusion, missed features, and noise.
4 Position Estimation and
Experimental Results
We use incremental weighted least
squares for estimating the 3D position of the
features being tracked. The main reason for
that is its simplicity. Kalman f'dtering is an-
other choice as described in [Matthies89].
However, we would like to demonstrate that
using our feature tracker, a simple estimation
method can still achieve accurate estimates.
As we know, the line-of-sight determined by
the camera center and the image feature
position will also pass through the 3D posi-
tion of the world feature. As time elapses,
we can obtain for a certain feature a set of
lines-of-sight which, theoretically, will inter-
sect at its true 3D position. However, due to
finite pixel size and inaccuracies in the
known values of camera parameters and
feature's image plane estimate, these do not
exactly intersect at a point. This becomes a
point fitting process. Let (a t, b k, c_ be the
normalized direction vector of the line-of-
sight at time instance k and (Xck, Yck, Zc_) be
the position of the camera center. The dis-
tance d k between the 3D feature position (X,
Y, Z) and the line-of-sight can be computed
as:
2 1/2
={[c,r,- 2 -c,x,l2 } .
where
(xj,,r k,zj,) = (x- xa,,r- ra,,z- za,).
The objective function J can be defined as
the sum of the weighted squares of the dis-
tances, i.e.,
l
J =E
k=l
where w k is the weight and t is the current
time. J is to be minimized to obtain a least
squares estimate. The weight will be deter-
mined by the result of matching. It is defined
as:
wp, if sastifying the position estimation, else
wk = _we, if satisfying the epipolar constraint, else
[Wn, if nearest,
where 1 > we > we > wn >- O. The position
estimate is considered stable at time t if
t-l. ^
r .
j=t-r
where (Xj,Yj,Zj) is the position estimate at
time j, T is a threshold and r is the number of
frames considered.
For the line sequence, the tracking for
the five trucks are all successful. Fig. 6
shows the position estimates and the relative
estimate errors of truck 1 (right most) as a
function of number of frames processed.
The relative error is defined as the difference
between the estimated value and the ground
truth divided bythe Euclidean distance be-
tween the camera center and the ground
truth. We can see from the figures that the
estimation converges after 10 frames and the
relative errors of the estimates for the range,
cross range, and height after convergence are
within 5%, 1%, and 1%, respectively. As
the frame acquisition rate is 30 frames/sec,
the estimate converges in less than one sec-
ond. The reason for this fast convergence is
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that truck 1 is the nearest and the average
number of pixels moved between two con-
secutive frames is about 0.7. The fast mov-
ing image features provide better optical
flow information for motion estimation. The
more accurate are the cross range (Y) and
the height (Z) estimates since there is little
lateral or vertical motion. While the least
accurate is the range (X) estimate since the
helicopter is moving forward. Due to this
fact, in all our experiments the cross range
and the height estimates are always more ac-
curate than the range estimates and their
relative errors are about 1%. Table I sum-
marizes only the range estimates for all the
five trucks in the line sequence. It is also
shown that the number of frames needed for
range estimate to converge within 10% error
increases as the distance to the truck in-
creases. Truck 5 needs more than 90 frames
to obtain a more accurate estimate because it
is farthest and the average number of pixels
of image feature movement is only 0.1 pixel.
a,
50O
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440
420
0
Range (X) Estimates
J F t t , ! I t _ ' 4
20 40 60 80 100
Frame Number
Experiments are also performed on the arc
sequence and Table II summarizes the esti-
mates. The tracking of truck 4 is not quite
successful. The reasons being that during
the initial several frames the detected edge is
approximately parallel to one of the epipolar
lines, making the tracking more difficult.
However, its position estimate converges to
within 25% errors after tracking through 90
frames. The estimate would converge to the
correct value provided that more image
frames are accumulated. Comparing Tables
I and II, we find that the range estimates
obtained from processing the arc sequence
tend to be better than those from the line se-
quence. This verifies our previous statement
that the forward moving camera case pre-
sents more difficult problem in range estima-
tion. Since the helicopter is making a turning
flight in the arc sequence, features move
faster in the image than those in the line se-
quence, and hence provide larger optical
flow for motion estimation.
-465
-470
-475
-480
-485
-490 .
0
Cross Range (Y) Estimates
20 40 60 80 100
Frame Number
C,
Height (Z) Estimates
lo __
6
2
-2
-6
-10. . : ....
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Frame Number
d,
Relative Errors __ Range
0.1 _. _ Cross
" Range0.05 :: ,i HeightI_ ti_.': ri
0 1_ ........
-0. I '_J ...... , ,
0 20 40 60 80 I00
Frame Number
Fig. 6 Position estimates (a), (b), (c) of truck 1 and relative errors (d) as a function of
the number of frames processed. The ground truth is (X, Y, Z)=(461.5, -472.3, -3.0)
with accuracy +_2 feet.
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TableI Position
Truck 1 (right most)
Truck 2 (left most)
Truck 3 (between center
and right most)
Truck 4 (between center
and left most)
Truck 5 (center)
Initial and final
range (unit: feet)
(272.7, 176.1)
(365.5,268.9)
(503.0,406.4)
estimates of various trucks after
Absolute errors
(unit: feet)
(5.1,0.1, 3.8)
(5.1, 0.6, 2.0)
(12.2, 0.5, 1.2)
(615.9, 519.3) (37.3, 6.0, 0.3)
(771.8, 675.2) (83.7, 0.4, 0.5)
)rocessing 90 line frames.
Relative errors
(unit: %)
(2.7, 0.03, 2.0)
(1.8, 0.2, 0.7)
(2.8,o.1, 0.3)
# frames for 10%
range estimate error
5
20
30
(7.0, 1.1, 0. I) 70
Q2.4r 0.1, 0.17 > 90 ,
Table II Position estimates of various trucks after processing 90 arc frames.
(Truck 1 is not visible in all frames).
Truck 2 (left most)
Truck 3 (right most)
Truck 4 (second from left)
Truck 5 (second from right)
Initial and final
range (unit: feet)
(224.9, 107.5)
(384.6, 267.2)
(475.3,357.9)
(631.2, 513.8)
Absolute errors
(unit: feet)
(2.6, 1.3, 0.6)
(4.1, 1.9, 1.7)
(90.0, 19.2, 0.6)
(79.6, 3.7, 1.3)
Relative errors
(unit: %)
(1.7, 0.8, 0.4)
(1.5, 0.7, 0.6)
(24.5, 5.2, 0.2)
(14.9, 0.7, 0.2)
# frames for 10%
range estimate er-
ror
20
20
> 90
> 90
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a motion es-
timation system which is capable of accu-
rately estimating the 3D object positions in
the scene. We used the piece-wise linear ap-
proximation for the flightpath to facilitate the
construction of the epipolar planes and lines.
This is very suitable for rotorcrafts having
on-board inertial navigation systems, where
the camera states are always available. The
piece-wise linear approximation turns out to
be a good method to solve the difficult mo-
tion problem resulting from general 3D cam-
era motion. We also built an efficient feature
tracker which makes use of the epipolar
constraint to achieve good feature matching
results. Weighted incremental least squares
estimator then performs the position estima-
tion. The final relative error of the range es-
timate for the object approximately 176 feet
away (truck 1 in the line sequence) is less
than 3%, which corresponds to only 5 feet
absolute error. In addition, the range esti-
mation for truck 1 takes less than 10 frames
to converge within 10% error. Since the
speed of the helicopter is 35 feet/sec in the
line sequence, this gives the pilot about 8
seconds to avoid the obstacle. For the esti-
mation on other trucks, the pilot actually has
ample time to make decision about the
flightpath. Currently, our algorithms run at
the rate of two frames per second on a
DECstation 5000/240 for tracking several
hundreds of features on 512×512 image se-
quences (excluding edge detection). How-
ever, optimization for throughput was not a
consideration in this work.
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1. Introduction
Igor is a knowledge-based system designed for exploratory statistical analysis of complex
systems and environments. Igor has two related goals: to help automate the search for
interesting patterns in data sets, and to help develop models that capture significant
relationships in the data. Igor supports and complements the efforts of a human analyst in
examining large or complex data sets [l 1].
Igor explores a data set with the statistical operations of exploratory data analysis (EDA).
Examples of EDA operations are univariate power transforms, bivariate relationship
partitioning to distinguish separate effects, and analysis of patterns in residuals. Through
these operations Igor incrementally constructs partial descriptions or models of data. When
interesting patterns are observed in a model or its residuals in the data, Igor
opportunistically selects appropriate operations to explore the new phenomena. As the
analysis proceeds, a more complete picture of the data set gradually emerges.
We must consider many different tradeoffs in designing a system for statistical reasoning:
operator generality versus power, language expressiveness versus efficiency, opportunism
versus control. Of these the key tradeoff is between opportunism and control. EDA
operations are powerful: they can be applied in many situations in different combinations,
producing results whose proper interpretation depends on context. Effective analysis
depends on taking advantage of new results to guide search in appropriate directions [7].
In terms of representation, we must decide how primitive statistical operators should be
combined into higher level ones, and how these operators should interact with each other.
If EDA operations are implemented as procedures that call other statistical procedures, as in
a programming language, we have strict control over the results we produce, but little
flexibility in responding to unexpected findings and applying appropriate context-specific
techniques. If EDA operations are implemented as rules that fire whenever "interesting"
intermediate results appear, on the other hand, we have the necessary opportunism, but
find it difficult to capture strategic aspects of analysis.
We can approach this problem with the techniques of opportunistic planning. We have
developed in Igor a planning language that balances control and opportunism. By explicit
representation of the goals of exploratory analysis, we can take advantage of strategic
knowledge about data analysis to structure and reduce search. Monitoring structures
opportunistically detect intermediate and end results with interesting characteristics. The
This research is supported by the Advanced Research Projects Agency and Rome Laboratory under
contracts F30602-9 I-C-0076 and F30602-93-C-0100.
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plan and goal representation lets Igor select appropriate context-dependent sequences of
operations during the analysis.
Igor is intended for robust assistance in domains with an enormous search space of
hypotheses. Conventional packages offer statistical tests and an environment in which the
user may either program scripts or run through an analysis by hand. Igor allows more
flexible interaction. An analyst may apply a variety of heterogeneous strategies to produce
and confirm results. Some processes may be scripted to proceed without interaction, while
others may be defined to incorporate human guidance.
Our work has dealt mainly with analyzing the behavior of artificial intelligence programs.
Because an AI system may react in complex ways to the influences of its environment, the
reasons for its behavior may not be obvious from execution traces. This is a challenging
domain for Igor. We have also looked into automating the analysis of Landsat wildlife
habitat data, but we have gone no farther than designing a few basic procedures for data
preparation [8].
In the next section we discuss elementary strategies for exploring data. In Section 3 we
outline the planning representation, the relevance of planning to statistical analysis and how
the representation supports the process.. Section 4 describes an example of Igor in practice.
Section 5 concludes with a discussion of the benefits of the general approach and plans for
future work.
2. Strategies for Exploring Data
Exploratory studies are the informal prelude to experiments, in which questions and
procedures are refined. Exploration is like working in a test kitchen: before one writes
down the final version of a recipe, one first tries out possible alternative procedures and
evaluates the results. Exploratory results influence confirmatory studies in a cycle of
successively more refined exploration and confirmation [2, 5, 6, 12].
We apply two general strategies in exploring data: one generates simplifying descriptions of
data, the other extends and refines surface descriptions of data. We simplify data by
constructing partial descriptions and models that capture particular characteristics of the
data. The descriptions range from simple summary statistics, such as means and medians,
to complex domain models. We make descriptions more effective by looking beyond
surface descriptions at what is left unexplained. For example, a regression line may be a
good description of the general trend in a relationship, but an analysis of residuals can give
an entirely different picture at a lower level of detail. Exploratory strategies generate
increasingly detailed, complementary descriptions of data.
EDA strategies often takes advantage of intermediate results that suggest further areas of
exploration. We can best illustrate the process with a brief example, adapted from Tukey
[12]. Consider Figure 1, which plots the population of the U.S. between 1800 and 1950.
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We first notice that population in earlier decades increases at a slower rate than in later
years. We can fit a small-degree polynomial such as a quadratic to the data, or,
equivalently, transform each point by taking its square root. This kind of transformation
serves to straighten the data points so that further structure may be observed. What we
find, however, is that the points are not collinear after the transformation. A pattern in the
residuals tells us that there is further structure to be elucidated. We thus return to the
original data scale to try a different approach.
While the earlier data points seem to curve upward, the later points, from about 1900, seem
to have constant slope. We thus partition the relationship at this point, and analyze each
partition separately. It turns out that higher order curves fit the later partition little better
than a straight line. From the residuals of this fit we may be able to extract further
information--for example, that population took a dip in the decade of 1940. The linear fit
and residuals, which we interpret as descriptions of trend and local detail, together form a
satisfactory model of the later partition. For the earlier partition we first apply a log
transform to straighten the data points, as in Figure 2, and then proceed as with the later
partition.
Taken together, we now have a reasonably detailed model of population during these years.
It shows that population increased exponentially between 1800 and 1900, but then slowed
to a linear rate. Local effects can be seen in the residuals of the trend descriptions. Our
construction of this composite model was guided by observation of an inflection point in
the data, and the realization that the first, simpler model was not sufficient to capture
significant characteristics of the data.
Given a basic set of statistical tools, humans can easily follow similar reasoning. The task
is considerably more difficult for a computer. Our description has neglected much of the
complexity of the decisions involved. Many intermediate results arise, but only a few of
them turn out to be interesting. In general there are always choices to be made about which
techniques best suit the situation and which results are most interesting to pursue.
When we explore data effectively we exploit a tension between opportunism and control.
Opportunism lets us explore new in!eresting results that arise unpredictably. Control
determines which results are promising, how they might best be evaluated, and when
particular paths of reasoning might be abandoned. Without a proper balance between
opportunism and control, an automated system may be unable to make the simplest
discoveries, or may face an explosive search space.
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The result of the discrete-vs-mean-transformation is a transformed relationship. A
monitor at the explore-relationships level detects the creation of the RTK-pS relationship
and adds it to the context structure for the explore-relationships goal. It can then be
explored in turn.
One of the exploration goals generated for RTK-pS is the sequence-fit goal, which is
matched by the linear-fit script. The linear-fit script fits a line to the relationship,
generating both a simple regression equation and a sequence of residuals. The residuals
sequence is detected by a monitor and examined for patterns. The simplest pattern-
detecting script finds that the residuals of RTK-pS are bitonic, increasing then decreasing.
A monitor makes this available in the context of the exploration goal of RTK-pS.
Now the activation of scripts to match the sequence-fit goal is controlled by a focusing
heuristic. If the linear-fit script produces a good enough fit (i.e., with enough variance
accounted for,) and there is no structure in the residuals, then the goal is satisfied. Here,
however, because of the residuals, the focusing heuristic must continue the search. There
are two further possibilities available to the focusing heuristic. The first is to produce a
transform for RTK-pS and retry the linear-fit script. The second is to partition the
relationship at or near the inflection point in the residuals, and generate a fit for each
partition separately during exploration.
Both of these approaches are plausible. Because we know that the mean of Success can
never rise above 1.0, we could fit a sublinear function to the relationship, with asymptote at
1.0, as shown in Figure 6. This gives a better fit than a straight line, but still not a perfect
one. Alternatively we recall that the initial setting of RTK is 1.0, the setting at which the
system was designed and tested. We observe that the discontinuity in RTK-pS occurs near
this value. Thus we may be seeing not a continuous relationship between the variables but
two separate modes of operation, one at low thinking speed and the other at high thinking
speed. Within each mode the RTK-pS relationship is linear. This interpretation is given in
Figure 7.
Neither of these competing interpretations clearly rules out the other. If we believe that the
design of Phoenix provides smooth degradation in performance as thinking speed
decreases, we might prefer the first interpretation. The second interpretation is also
plausible, except that degradation is not smooth after some threshold value of RTK is
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Figure 6: Straightened RTK-pS Figure 7: Partitioned model of RTK-pS
The focusing heuristic can clearly take advantage of such domain-dependent knowledge.
In this case, however, we have taken a simpler approach. Applying a transformation to
RTK-pS is relatively inexpensive, in terms of increase in the size of the search space.
Partitioning the relationship, on the other hand, is a great deal more expensive. In general
when partitioning Igor must consider the partitions separately, and in some cases
recombine the individual results. Thus the focusing heuristic runs the sequence-tit scripts
in sequence, rather than in parallel, and will not proceed to the later ones if the initial
inexpensive ones succeed.
Finally we present an overview of Igor's processing. Figure 8 traces significant points in
plan and goal instantiation during the exploration process.
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Figure 8: Exploration trace
1. Exploration goals are established for variables and relationships.
2. Relationship RTK-S is explored, triggering the discrete-vs-mean-translormation.
3. RelationshipRTK-pS is generated.
4. A monitor detects RTK-pS and establishes an exploration goal for the relationship.
5. A sequence-lit goal is established for RTK-pS.
6. A focusing heuristic determines that a linear fit is appropriate.
7. Residual patterns cause a nonlinear fit to be tried.
8. Inadequate nonlinear fit causes a partitioning of the relationship.
9. Further exploration on the partitions occurs.
5. Conclusions
We have examined some of the issues involved in automating exploratory data analysis, in
particular the tradeoff between control and opportunism. We have proposed an
opportunistic planning solution for this tradeoff, and have implemented a prototype, Igor,
to test the approach. Our experience in developing Igor has been surprisingly smooth. In
contrast to earlier versions that relied on rule representation, it has been straightforward to
increment Igor's knowledge base without causing the search space to explode. The
planning representation appears to be both general and powerful, with high level strategic
knowledge provided by goals and plans, and hooks for domain-specific knowledge
provided by monitors and focusing heuristics.
Our future plans include incorporating detailed domain-specific knowledge into Igor, which
will let us explore the interaction between general strategic knowledge and domain-specific
control knowledge [8, 9, 10]. A domain we find especially interesting is experimental
results describing the behavior of AI systems such as planners and schedulers.
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We also wish to examine the relationship between exploratory data analysis and automated
causal modeling. Some of the results produced by EDA appear to be useful cues to
humans in developing causal models. We may be able to exploit such results in an
automated system as well. Further, a causal model may be able to give search guidance to
Igor, for example in distinguishing between proximal and distal causes of an observed
effect [3, 4].
Our final concern is with evaluation. How sensitive is Igor to its parameter settings? How
much information does Igor require to draw conclusions about a particular effect? Are the
chains of statistical reasoning Igor produces coherent to humans? We will explore these
and other questions in future work.
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Abstract
Data compression will play an increasingly important role in the storage and trans-
mission of image data within the NASA science programs as the Earth Observing
System comes into operation. It is important that the science data be preserved at
the fidelity the instrument and satellite communication systems were designed to pro-
duce. Lossless compression must therefore be applied, at least, to archive the processed
instrument data. In this paper we present an analysis of the performance of lossless
compression techniques and develop an adaptive approach which applied image remap-
ping, feature-based image segmentation to determine regions of similar entropy, and
high-order arithmetic coding to obtain significant improvements over the use of conven-
tional compression techniques alone. Image remapping is used to transform the original
image into a lower entropy state. Several techniques were tested on satellite images
including differential pulse code modulation, bi-linear interpolation, and block-based
linear predictive coding. The results of these experiments are discussed and trade-otis
between computation requirements and entropy reductions are used to identify the
optimum approach for a variety of satellite images. Further entropy reduction can be
achieved by segmenting the image based on local entropy properties then applying a
coding technique which maximizes compression for the region. Experimental results
are presented showing the effect of different coding techniques for regions of different
entropy. A rule-base is developed through which the technique giving the best com-
pression is selected. The paper concludes that maximum compression can be achieved
cost effectively and at acceptable performance rates with a combination of techniques
which are selected based on image contextual information.
1The author is with Caelum Research Corp., Silver Spring, Md 20901, Phone: (301) 593-1748.
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1 Introduction
With a steadily growing use of imaging technology in a/most all computerized scientific
fields the need for better image compression for purposes of minimizing transmission time
and storage space/cost is ever present. Lossless image compression which permits faithful
reconstruction of the original image is important in maintaining accurate image archives of
digitized documents, in remote sensing image storage and retrieval, and in medical imag-
ing where loss of fidelity due Iossy compression can compromise radiological diagnosis. The
techniques for lossless compression basica/ly attempt to re-code image data such that redun-
dant elements are coded with the least number of bits possible by using the frequency of
occurrence of elements to determine the number of bits to use to code the image [1] [2]. The
amount of compression obt_ned is related to the degree of redundancy present in the image.
To obtain higher compression over the basic approach, preprocessing techniques which at-
tempt to decorrelate image pixel values [3] and source modeling techniques which attempt to
use the context of local pixel values [4] have been tried. One- and two-dimensional discrete
pulse code modulation (DPCM), [5] bi-linear interpolation [6], and hierarchical interpolation
[7] techniques are typical of she decorretation approaches that have been applied to improve
image compression. Prior to coding an image, a statistical model of the image is needed
which can be developed in a separate pass over the image or adaptively as the image pixels
are. being coded [8]. Zero-order models consider each pixet to be independent of its neigh-
bors. Higher-order models collect statistics on sequences of adjacent pixels [9]. Higher-order
statistical models provide better compression where images are smooth and regular and zero
order models are more effective where the images have a large high frequency content [10].
Investigators have shown that combinations of these techniques when applied to particular
classes of images provide improved compression, but no one combination is suitable for all
images, particularly satellite images where the image texture can change dramatically over
small spacia/distances, from smooth desert regions to rough snow-capped mountains. Based
on work done on lossless image compression for medical images by the authors ill] and others
[121, it is believed that satellite imagery would best be compressed with multiple compression
techniques which are adaptively selected based on properties of local image regions. Image
regions which contain a large de_ee of prominent fine texture will not compress well because
little data redundancy and inter-pixel correlation will e.',dst. For such regions, the simplest
least computationaIly ex'pensive compression technique should be applied. For regions with
smooth textures or regular patterns, image decorrelation and high-order modeling will pro-
duce the highest compression. For regions with characteristics between these two extremes,
the most compression will be achieved with some combination of decorrelation and statisti-
cal modeling with the order of the statistics selected based on some measure of inter-pixel
pattern repetition. The problem then becomes the identification of image features which
can be used to select.the decorrelation, modeling, and encoding techniques to give maximum
compression at minimum "cost": Cost being a measure of the computational requirements
for a given approach against the degree of improvement in compression achieved by using
it. If such a feature set can be found, then the image to be compressed could be divided
into arbitrarily small re_ons, the features calculated for each region, the regions classified
according to the best compression techniques to apply, and then similarly classified regions
compressed appropriately (Figure 1). A pipelined process of image analysis, feature ex-
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traction, classification, decorrelation followed by modeling and coding is shown in Figure
1. Parallelization is possible due to the region processing approach used. Feature extrac-
tion and region classification are performed in parallel on each image region. The classifier
determines the correct compression approaches to used based on a decision tree approach
using the calculated features. Image regions that will use a decorrelation preprocessor will
be passed through that path, other regions will be processed by the modeler and coder
appropriate to the type of region. The modeler and coder are serialized processes in this
architecture because adaptive modeling will be used, that is, the statistical model is built
as the image pixels are being compressed. All image regions that are similarly classified
will be processed through the same modeler/coder path so that a unique statistical model is
generated for each type of region. The modeler and coder will process all pixels in a region
then proceed to the next region, and so on. This procedure preserves any two-dimensional
correlation of pixel values and should maximize compression. To be able to decompress the
image file, it is necessary that the compressed file output by this architecture contains a
header which records a classifier identifier for each region. The image can be reconstructed
by reading the region classifier identifier and decompressing the region through the reverse
of the compression process.
The application of a decorrelation step prior to modeling and coding was also considered
after proving the suitability of this approach without it. Decorrelating the image reduces
pixel value variance [10] and therefore improves compression. Two decorrelation methods
were used, DPCM and bi-linear interpolation. Both are relatively simple to implement with
DPCM using one or more previous pixel values to predict the current pixel value, and the
lattice points in a 2-dimensional kernel of pixels being used to predict the other kernel pixel
values. In the case of bi-linear interpolation, the output is two data streams, a set of predic-
tion errors, and the value of the lattice points for each non-overlapping 2-dimensional kernel
in the image. The computational cost of the hi-linear interpolation process is considerably
more than the DPCM approach, but the improvement in compression can be considerable
for certain types of images.
2 Image Analysis and Feature Extraction
The key to the success of this adaptive scheme for compression lies in the selection of features
which can usefully classify image regions into the optimum compression approach and thereby
minimize the compressed file size. Their exist no theoretical foundation for determining the
feature set that would provide optimum compression selection. An empirical approach was
take to determine the best feature set: Satellite images were selected for compression which
contained a large variety of textures. The images were divided into symmetrical regions and
each region was compressed using several decorrelation and lossless compression techniques.
Several features were calculated for each region. Using cluster analysis techniques to identify
unique reions in feature space, a binary decision tree classifier was developed using features
from a large variety regions. The features selected for the initial training of the classifier were
determined by evaluation of the compression process and from previous work on medical
image compression [11], [13]. There are several well known techniques for estimating the
amount and degree of texture in an image, including co-occurrence matrices [14], sum and
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Figure 1: Architecture of the imagecompressionapproach.
differencematrices [15], and local grey-scaledependancematrices [16]. Due to the memory
requirementsof theseapproaches(at least the sameamount asthe original image),weelected
to use an feature set less resourcedemanding. The compressibility of an imageis related
to the range and distribution of intensities in the image, the individual pixel entropy, and
the degreeof variability in local pixel intensity values. Basedon this knowledge,the initial
feature included:
Averagepixel intensity - The mean Overthe regionof the pixet values,selectedso that
regionssimilar brightnesswould be group together:
_.= Ei,j p(i,j)
N
where, i, j are the rows and columns, respectively, in the n x n subimage, N = n + n, and
p(i,j) the intensity of pixel i,j.
Pixel Intensity Variance - The variability in brightness over the region:
P,, = E,,j(p(i,j ) _ y:)2
N
First-Order Entropy - The amount of pixel value redundancy present in the region:
H = __,(-Pi,jlog2Pi,j)
i,j
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Average Run-length - The average value of the run-length sections generated by thresh-
olding the subimage with the mean gray-leveh
Ro = Et,j Rt,j
M
where, l,j are the rows and columns in an m x n subimage runlength matrix, M = m + n,
and R is the distance of the run length.
Run-length Variance - The variance in run lengths obtained by thresholdlng the subimage
with the mean gray-leveh
= Et,j (R ,j
M
The images analyzed in this process were all of sea-ice taken from spectral band 3 from
AVHRR satellite data. As shown in Figure 2, sea-ice images (128x128x16-bit) in this spectral
band provide a wide variety of textures from smooth to very rough. The compressibility of
regions within this large image varies considerably: with the left, middle and right images in
the Figure compressing to 35%, 39%, and 28%, respectively, when arithmetic coding is used
with first-order modeling. As would be expected, the less textured images compress better.
3 Decision Tree Classifier
An unsupervised classifier method was used to form clusters in feature space, and cluster
analysis [17] used to allocate class regions based on minimizing intra-class second-order mo-
ments. In the training process, subimages feature vectors containing the above features
were calculated for a training set. As each subimage was processed, its feature vector was
calculated, it's nearest neighbor in feature space located, the new centroid of the region
calculated, and the moments of the vector in that class calculated. Class region boundaries
were recalculated when the second moments for the region started to diverge. A binary deci=
sion tree was selected for classification using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [18] to determine
the threshold value for each feature at each node in the decision tree. This results in the
selection of a feature at each node which has maximum separation from the nearest neighbor
in feature space. Figure 4 shows a representation of a binary decision tree based on the
features identified in the previous section.
The classifier output is a class identifier for the subimage processed. This is then used
to create a map of the subimages within the image. The map is used as header information,
prepended to the compressed image file, and used by a decompression process to recover the
original image.
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Figure 2: A 512x512x16-bit sea-ice image showing typical texture variety
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Figure 3: Sea-ice images showing light and dark evenly textured regions, and a region with
high edge content
4 Compression Results
We selected several compression methods based on their ability to compress medical images.
These were : Lempel-Ziv dictionary coding with a 15-bit code [19] (LZ), Huffman coding
with adaptive modeling (HC) arithmetic coding with static modeling (Ar) arithmetic coding
with zero-order modeling (Ar-0) arithmetic coding with adaptive first-order modeling (At-l)
arithmetic coding with adaptive second-order modeling (At-2)
We ran sixteen 512x512x16-bit sea ice images through each of these processes to obtain
a baseline of performance for each compression method. Table 1 shows the results of this
baseline for three types of texture: Smooth regions with very little or gradual changes in
textures; moderately textured regions similar to the middle image in Figure 3; and, regions
including a high density of gray-scale variations. Next images were divided into 64x64x16-
bit subimages and the compression methods run on each subimage. The compression results
were examined to determine the best compression method for each of the subimages. The
best compression technique was always one from LZ, Ar- 0, Ar-1, or Ar-2 with a bilinear
interpolation decorrelation preprocessing step. The number of classes (k) to be considered
was then taken as four. The feature set mentioned above yeas extracted for each image
and cluster analysis performed for the subimages from the entire image set. An automatic
classifier was built using the previously mentioned procedure and a binary decision tree was
generated. The 16 512x512 images were then run through the adaptive process shown in
Figure 1 and the compression values shown in Table 2 obtained.
5 Conclusions
The adaptive application of a variety of compression techniques on satellite images as op-
posed to applying one technique appears to give an improvement in lossless compression
in order of 15we have presented to select the lossless compression technique is to calculate
features of subimages with the image and use then feature values in a binary decision tree
to select the best compression technique for that subimage. While these results by no means
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/No
No Ym
Figure 4: Binary decision tree to select the optimal compression method based on selected
feature values
Compression
Method
Huffman
Smooth
Image
46
Moderate
Image
34
35
Granular
Image
26
AR 46 27
LZ 54 46 35
Ar-0 51 "47 44
AR-1 68 55
68 51AR-2
49
43
Table 1: The averaged values for the compression methods tested with compression expressed
as a percentage of source/compressed file size
Smooth Moderate Granular
Image Image Image
71 62 I 56
Table 2: Adaptive compression applied to the same images showing better compression than
the best of Table 1
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imply that this approach will universally provide better compression for all satellite images,
they do indicate that further work in expanding the test database is merited. Expansion
of the compression approaches to include a decorrelation preprocessing step, as described
previously should be undertaken. The feature set used to select the compression method
was adequate, but attention needs to be paid to using the most cost/effective features from
a processing point-of-view. It is believed that this compression approach using low-cost
multiprocessing architectures and large secondary caches on each processor, will provide
compression performance suitable of use in satellite imagery systems such as TRMM and
EOS.
6
8
9
10
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Abstract
In the near future,NASA's Earth ObservingSystem (EOS) platformswillproduce
enormous amounts of remote sensingimage data that willbe storedin the EOS Data
InformationSystem.For thepastseveralyears,theIntelligentData Management groupat
Goddard'sInformationScienceand technologyOffice/930.1hasbeenresearchingtechniques
forautomaticallycataloguingand characterizingimage data (ADCC) from EOS intoa
distributeddatabase[Cromp eta/.,92].At thecoreoftheapproach,scientistswillhe able
toretrievedatabasedupon thecontentsoftheimagery.The abilitytoautomaticallyclassify
imageryiskey tothesuccessofcontents-basedsearch.
We reportresultsfromexperimentsapplyinga novelmachinelearningframework,based
on Set-Enumeration(SE)trees[Rymon, 93],tothe ADCC domain. Followingthe design
of[Chettrietal.,92],we experimentwithtwo images:one takenfrom theBlackhillsregion
inSouth Dakota,theotherfrom theWashingtonDC area.In a classicalmachinelearning
experimentationapproach,an image'spixelsare randomly partitionedintotraining(i.e.
includingroundtruthorsurveydata)and testingsets.The predictionmodel isbuiltusing
thepixelsinthetrainingset,and itsperformanceestimatedusingthetestingset.With the
firstBlackhillsimage,we performvariousexperimentsachievingan accuracylevelof83.2%,
compared to 72.7% reportedby Chettrietal.usinga Back PropagationNeuralNetwork
(BPNN), and 65.3% usinga GaussianMaximum LikelihoodClassifier(GMLC). However,
withtheWashingtonDC image,we wereonlyabletoachieve71.4%,compared with67.7%
reportedfortheBPNN model,and 62.3% forthe GMLC.
1 The Problem
In the near future,NASA's Earth Observing System (EOS) platformswillproduce enormous
amounts of remote sensingimage data. An EOS platform willtypicallycarry a number of
instruments,each capable of continuouslytakingmeasurements on several"channels" of the
EM spectrum. Each platform isexpected to produce an order of 100 gigabytesof such raw
*This work was supported in part by a graduate fellowship ARO Grant DAAL03-SO-C0031PRI while the
author was in the University of Pennsylvania. Address for correspondence: Ron Rymon, 5600 Munhall Road
#207, Pittsburgh, PA 15217.
tAddress for correspondence: Nicholas Short, Code 930.1, NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt,
MD 20771
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data a day; the EOSDataand Informationsystemalonewill maintainaround11petabytes
of mostly science image data. A number of previously untaclded research problems arise along
the various phases of such unprecedented venture: planning observations, transmitting the
information to the ground stations, standard product generation and archiving, and finally
accessing and analysis by scientists of various disciplines.
Each of these activities can benefit from automated techniques that interpret, analyze, and
summarize image data. The Intelligent Data Management (IDM) project of NASA/GSFC/930.1
has developed a paradigm for managing very large databases, called the Intelligent Informa-
tion Fusion System (IIFS) [Cromp et aL, 92]. In addition to providing techniques for retrieval
and science data management, the IIFS manages the processing/reprocessing process by first
preprocessing image data based on real-time extraction of scientific features for browsing. By
providing a glimpse of the contents of the data, scientists can minimize processing/reprocessing
rates by prioritizing product generation scheduling. A major part of IIFS, called Automatic
Data Characterization and Cataloguing (ADCC), focuses on classification techniques of im-
agery according to known features (e.g, forestation, urban area, etc) for the generation of
browse products and post-retrieval analysis and verification.
While each of these classification tasks is important by itself, and while they share much of
their functionality, they represent different tradeoffs between the accuracy of classification and
the resources (primarily time) required to attain it. For the purpose of retrieval, real time per-
formance is most important whereas for analysis tasks accuracy is often the top consideration.
Algorithms that can be tailored to execute in both the real-time and post-retrieval/analysis
phase, despite their very distinct accuracy-runtime tradeoffs, can provide a unified framework
for simplifying the process.
2 SE-tree-based Classification
About a decade ago,researchersinmachine learning(e.g.ID3 [Quinian,86])and statistics(e.g.
CART [Breiman et al.,841)proposed usinga decisiontreeas an underlyingstructurein classi-
ficationalgorithms.A largebody of work sincethen has resultedin significantimprovements
to algorithmsand understanding;thousands ofsystems and applicationsfollowedsuit.In the
remote sensingdomain, forexample, [Civco,891has shown that decisiontreescan be builtto
provideforimpressiveinterpretationaccuracy.A new learningframework which generalizesthe
decisiontree-basedapproach by usinga more expressiveSet Enumeration (SE) treehas recently
been presentedin [Rymon, 93].In a recentstudy,yet tobe published,SE-treeswere empirically
shown to enjoya particularadvantageoverdecisiontreesinlargedomains (forwhich relatively
few examples are available),and innoisydomains. In the remainder of thissectionwe provide
a briefand informaloverviewof thisapproach;the interestedreaderisreferredto [Rymon, 93]
for a more in-depthpresentation.
2.1 Set Enumeration Trees
SE-trees were first proposed by [Rymon, 92] simply as a way to systematically search a space of
sets. As a representation for a decision making procedure, an SE-tree differs from a decision tree
in that multiple attributes are typically used in each of its branching points. The construction
process, and the way in which the SE-tree is used in classification of new instances, are both
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very similar to the process in which decision trees are commonly constructed and used. In
fact, the construction process generalizes the construction of a decision tree, except that here
the corresponding partitions are often not mutually exclusive. In fact, one way to view an
SE-tree is as an edge-sharing collection of numerous decision trees. However, taking advantage
of their overlap, an SE-tree is not nearly as large as that collection. Similarly, the SE-tree-based
dassitlcation algorithm generalizes the one which uses decision trees, except that here a number
of paths can match a new instance.
Given a set of attributes, or features, a complete SE-tree is simply a tree representation of
all sets of attribute-value pairs. It uses an indexing of the underlying set of attributes to do so
systematically, i.e. to uniquely represent all such sets. Figure 1 depicts a complete SE-tree for
the space of partial instantiations of three binary attributes (A, B, and C). Assuming alphabetic
indexing, notice that a node is only expanded with attributes alphabetically greater than its
own (these attributes are referred to as that node's View). Of course, the complete SE-tree
is typically too large to be used in practice, and so an algorithm will usually search the most
relevant parts of that tree.
{._t.n-Lc-1}
'{A_I,Cul}
{s.o.c_0}
{8=o,c=q
(e_Lc=o)
{e=1,c.1}
_{c=o)
}
Figure 1: Complete SE-tree for 3 Binary Variables
2.2 SE-Learn and SE-Classify
SE-Learn and SE-Classify are, respectively, families of SE-tree-based algorithms for acquiring
knowledge from examples (learning), and for using such knowledge to classify new instances.
The SE-tree underlies SE-Learn's search for classification rules, and is used as an efficient
representation for these rules, both for the purpose of storing them and for the purpose of
subsequently using them in SE-Classify.
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Like its decision tree counterparts, SE-Learn works by recursively partitioning the training
set. Unlike decision tree-based frameworks, however, this process stops not only with the
discovery of a rule-node, but can also be truncated with the dismissal of a node as not having
the potential of leading to rules. Typically, 5E-Learn starts with all training instances at the
SE-tree's root, and first branches on all attribute-value pairs appearing in the training set.
According to the SE-tree's structure, it then recurs on a node's remaining training instances,
but only with respect to attributes in that node's View. 5F__Learn stops partitioning either
when all remaining training instances are equally classified, or by a similar stopping criterion
which designates the node's label as a rule (e.g. if there is a great majority for a given class).
Rule nodes become leaves; they are retained and labeled with the appropriate class. While
searching for rules, SE-Lea_ prunes away nodes which are subsumed by previously discovered
rules. Purthermore, its systematic exploration allows it to prune nodes that cannot lead to
rules, e.g. when the remaining instances only differ in their assignment to attributes not in the
node's View.
Consider, for instance, the following set of instances, and the SE-tree constructed for it by
SE-Learn:
T=0_I] D=_ [D=0 T
F F F T
Given an SE-tree acquired by SE-Learn and a new instance to be classified, the decision
procedure SE-Classi.fy works by recursively branching from the root of the SF_,-tree constructed
by SE-Learn on paths that agree with that instance. Consider the previous example, and a new
instance _A=I,B=O,C=O,D=I). Note that unlike in a decision tree, given its multiple-attribute
branching, an SE-tree may include a number of such paths. For the new instance, these are
the ones labeled with (A=I, B=0), and {C=0) respectively. SE-CIassify follows such paths
until reaching a class-labeled leaf. Given the potential multiplicity, however, different paths
may be labeled with different classes. In our example, for instance, the first rule is labeled
with a F whereas the second is labeled with a T. Different variations of SE-classify take one
of two approaches, or a combination thereof. The first approach involves prioritizing paths
(or parts thereof, e.g. some features may be more reliable than others), and consequently the
classes labeling their leaves; the algorithm predicts the class labeling the highest priority path.
The second approach involves traversing all such paths and using a so-called resolution criteria
to determine a prediction from the combination of classes. In the remote sensing domain,
for example, all rules can be weighted by the reliability or relative relevance of their specific
components. Hybrid approaches involve such resolution among the class-labels of a subset of
paths with the highest priorities.
2.3 Discussion
The SE-tree's power as a classification tool draws from the fact that it allows considering a
large number of decision procedures in different ways in each classification decision. Consider
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for examplethe following(rather small) data set and illustration of the two-binary-attribute
domain:
]AI B I Cl s ] B
iololo f :1 1 1 1 1
Four different hypotheses are consistent with this training data, corresponding to any as-
signment of 0 or 1 to (A=0,B=I} and (A=I,B=0). In contrast, there are only two ID3-style 1
decision trees, depicted in Figure 2(a). The corresponding SE-tree (Figure 2(b)) contains, as
subset of its arcs, both trees. As we will soon demonstrate, it can be used to represent all four
hypothesis
(a) Decision Trees (b) SE-Tree
Figure 2: SE-tree versus Decision Trees
Both SE-Learn and SE-Classify allow prioritization via user-specified ezploration policies.
Technically, an exploration policy is simply a ranking of sets of attribute-value pairs. In SE-
Learn, it is used to guide a best-first exploration. In SE-Classify, it allows implementing pref-
erences by prioritizing the paths on which the decision procedure branches.
The role of an exploration policy in learning is dual. First, if all minimal rules for the given
problem are explored, then the particular order in which nodes are expanded can affect the
number of nodes that have to be explored vis-a-vis pruning. In the remote sensing domain, for
example, an infra-red channel is known to be a good separator for water-based classification.
Thus, relevant problems, branching on such Channels first is likely to reduce the tree size.
More importantly, if an SE-tree exploration is truncated before all rules are discovered then
the exploration policy determines which are discovered. The similarity between SE-trees and
decision trees allows us to borrow many of the tediniques developed for the latter. First, we
know that the number of nodes that have to be explored depend on the indexing function used
in the SE-tree. A number of techniques developed for attribute selection in decision tree-based
frameworks (see, for example, studies by [Mingers, 89a, Buntine & Niblett, 92]) can be used
here to select a good indexing function. Second, to reduce exploration, but also to reduce
overfitting, we can take advantage of statistically-motivated pruning techniques developed for
decision trees (e.g. [Mingers, 89b])
The exploration policy plays an even more important role in classification, where it is used to
implement preference (bias). Since training data is often incomplete, a large number of classifiers
may be consistent with it, yet differ significantly on new data. The notion of bias, the set of
preferences guiding the choice among such classifiers has thus received significant attention in
the Machine Learning literature (e.g. [Mitchell, 80, Utgoff, 86]). In the remote sensing domain,
classification bias can be defined by the particular channel's reliability and/or separability,
by the relevance of the feature, and even by the particular data chosen by the scientist for
training (since such choice may itself represent some preference). SE-Classify allows separating
1There are more decision trees, but only these can be generated by an ID3-11keprocedure.
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genuine domain-based preferences from those that merely reflect the particular algorithm used
for learning. In many cases, the latter (termed search bias [Buntine, 90]) can be eliminated
altogether. In variations of SE.Learn where exploration is truncated, the exploration policy
reflects a learning-phase bias.
Consider again the previous example where we argued that the SE-tree can represent all
four hypotheses. Indeed, the particular hypothesis selected in a particular classification session
depends on the exploration policy (bias) used. Assuming a classification algorithm which follows
arcs by their ranking and predicts the first leaf to be encountered, an OR function 2, for example,
can be achieved using an exploration policy which ranks the SE-tree arcs in the following order:
B=I first, A=0 second, A=I third, and B=0 fourth. The algorithm's response to each possible
instance is depicted by the following table:
Instance Arc followedIClass [
{A=0,B=0}
{A=0,B=I}
{A=I,B=0}
{A=I,B=I}
A:°l LB=IA=I
B=I
Exploration policies and truncated learning can also be used to trade off accuracy and time,
both in learning and in classification. In addition to simple truncation, of particular interest
may be a variation of 5E-Learn, described in [Rymon, 93], that learns consistent SE-trees, i.e.
ones in which all paths matching a new instance are equally labeled.
Finally, in [Rymon, 93], we show that the SE-tree's indexing function can be dynamically
tweaked so that the first nodes to be explored by SE-Learn will correspond to those explored
by any given decision tree-based algorithm. This decision tree will then appear at the leftmost
side of the SE-tree. As a result, a variation of SE-Learn was implemented which starts off with
a given decision tree, and hill-climbs in the performance space. Viewed differently, this result
shows once more that a decision tree is a special case of an SE-tree - one in which every node
expands with only one new feature and in which every possible instance matches at most one
path.
To summarize, the SE-tree can be both viewed and constructed as a generalized decision
tree. The similarity between SE-Learn/SE-Classify and decision tree-based algorithms allows
borrowing from the many techniques that were developed for the latter, e.g. discretization
algorithms, selection criteria, pruning techniques, etc.
3 Experiments
A prototypical system which implements a variation of SE-Learn has been built in the University
of Pennsylvania and tested on a number of domains. For the purpose of this paper, we have
mainly experimented with Landsat-derived imagery data of South Dakota's Blackhills region.
Each pixel in the image corresponds to 79m × 79m on the ground. For every pixel, we have
readings from four sensors set to different channel radiances. The readings are each digitized to
an integer between 0 and 255. The task is to classify each pixel according to its correct "ground
truth", i.e. urban, agricultural, range, forest, or barren. Figure 3 describes the distribution of
pixels.
_Not modeled by either decision tree.
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"[ # pixels % of total][-_-_ Name
0 Urban
1 Agricultural
2 Rangeland
3 Forested land
6 Barren
T'otal
6676
42432
16727
194868
1441
262144
2.55%
16.19%
6.38%
74.34%
0.55%
Figure 3: Distribution of Pixels for Blackhills Image
In our experiments, we tried to stay close to the design of [Chettri et al., 92], who had
experimented with two classification techniques: Back Propagation Neural Networks (BPNN),
and Gaussian Maximum Likelihood Classifier (GMLC). Chettri et al. have used the Blackhills
and the Washington DC data sets in their experiments. Accuracy results from their experi-
ments, estimated on a holdout from each data set, are presented in the first part of Figure 4.
[Campbell et al. 89] have also experimented with the Washington DC image, albeit using a
more refined geographical classification system.
Experiment description ' Accuracy
Back Propagation Neural Network 72.7%
Gaussian Maximum Likelihood Classifier 65.3%
SE-Learn/ SE-Classify
exp. 1 (invq)
exp. 1 (vote)
exp. 1 (quad)
(w/cluster-based discretization)
47.0%
75.5%
80.0%
exp. 2 83.2%
exp. 3 (w/four neighbors) 89.8%
exp. 4 (w/bit-based discretization) 81.6%
exp. 5 (w/bit disc. & star-significance pruning)
ID3 decision tree only 75.9%
SE-tree 78.5%
Figure 4: Comparative Accuracy on Blackhills
In our first experiment with SE-Learn/SE-Classify, we have used the Blackhills data set as
is, i.e. we associated one attribute with each sensor reading. A fifth attribute was associated
with the class, taking 5 values. Learning was pursued to completion, i.e. until all relevant
parts of the SE-tree are exposed. A conjunction was defined as a rule if and only if all training
instances conforming to it were labeled with the same class. We have experimented with three
different domain independent weight-based resolution criteria:
1. majority (simple) voting among all matching rules (vote);
2. quadratic weighting (quad) in which every rule is weighted by r 2 (r denotes cardinality);
and
3. inverse quadratic weighting (invq) where every rule is weighted by 1/r 2.
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As displayed by Figure 4, there was a great deal of variation in the performance and reso-
lution criteria favoring more specific rules did significantly better.
One problem with the design of the first experiment is that, at least currently, the SE-tree
framework handles poorly ordered features. In particular, it is unable to consider ranges in such
features, and thus has to come up with many more rules than are really necessary. This problem
is common to many discrete classification methods. It is common to precede such programs with
a process in which all attributes are discretlzed. Thus, in our second experiment, we added a
clustering-based discretization scheme which partitioned the 0-255 range of each sensor reading
into a number of intervals. These intervals were then given a name and were input to the SE-
Learn/SE-Classify program as nominal values. As shown by Figure 4, this has resulted in an
improved accuracy. As aside, the difference between the different resolution criteria has almost
disappeared, i.e. similar results were obtained using any of the three resolution criteria.
Although the results obtained thus far were already impressive, we tried to milk even more
out of the data by allowing the program to look also at a pixel's four neighbors. Given the
substantial increase in the size of the training data, we had to add bias in the learning phase.
In particular, we decided to prefer a pixel's own readings to those of its neighbors. Figure 5
presents accuracy results for ten different tree sizes. We believe that the ultimate improvement
in accuracy resulted from the fact that regions tend to be homogeneous, i.e, that a pixel is likely
to belong to the same class as its neighbors. The effectiveness of this bias is demonstrated by the
temporary drop in accuracy, occurring immediately as soon as the algorithm starts considering
neighboring pixels. The range of accuracies and their overall correspondence to the tree size (and
thus runtime) represents a potential for a dynamic choice of tradeoff. The overall monotonicity
suggests that accuracy can be further improved.
Accuracy
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Figure5: PotentialTradeoffbetween SE-treeSizeand Accuracy
In a fourth experiment, we have discretized the input data by associating a vector of 8
boolean features with each sensor reading, for a total of 32 features per pixel. Again, for lack of
time, learning was not pursued to completion. Instead, the program first explored an ID3-based
decision tree as the leftmost part of the SE-tree, and then augmented this tree with more parts
of the SE-tree in a hUl-climbing fashion. However, given the sheer size of the complete SE-tree,
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we could not run this process to completion. The result corresponds to the last partial SE-tree
we could expose, with a simple voting resolution criterion used in classification.
Finally, in a fifth experiment, using the same discretization as above, we added a pruning
procedure in which a conjunction is defined as a rule (and is thus not further refined) as soon
as one of the classes becomes statistically significant in it (considering the priors of course).
In this case, the ID3-based decision tree (pruned as above) was first explored, and new rules
were then added by their relative desirability according to Quinlan's information-gain measure.
The first result reported corresponds to the decision tree; the second to an SE-tree consisting
of this decision tree plus few thousand rules. The pruned decision tree consists of only 7 rules,
compared with several thousand rules in the unpruned decision tree.
Having completed the experiments on the Blackhills image, we turned to the Washington
DC image. Here, we only ran an experiment similar to the the latter Blackhills experiment, i.e.
attributes were bit-discretized, and statistically insignificant rules were pruned away. Figure 6
presents results from this experiment
Experiment description Accuracy
67.7%Back Propagation Neural Network
Gaussian Maximum Likelihood Classifier
SE-Lea E. Classify
ID3 decision tree only
SE-tree
62.3%
Figure 6: Comparative Accuracy on Washington DC
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Abstract
An Intelligent Workbench (VEG) has
been developed for the systematic study of
remotely sensed optical data from vegetation.
A goal of the remote sensing community is to
infer physical and biological properties of
vegetation cover (e.g. cover type,
hemispherical reflectance, ground cover, leaf
area index, biomass and photosynthetic
capacity) using directional spectral data.
Numerous techniques that infer some of these
vegetation properties have been published in
the literature. A fundamental problem is
deciding which technique to apply to the data
and then estimating the error bounds on the
results. Studies have found that using
conventional techniques produced errors as
high as 45%.
VEG collects together in a common
format techniques previously available from
many different sources in a variety of
formats. The decision as to when a particular
technique should be applied is non-
algorithmic and requires expert knowledge.
VEG has codified this expert knowledge into
a rule-based decision component for
determining which technique to use. VEG
provides a comprehensive interface that
makes applying the techniques simple and
aids a researcher in developing and testing
new techniques. VEG also allows the
scientist to incorporate historical databases
into problem solving. The scientist can
match the target data being studied with
historical data so the historical data can be
used to provide the coefficients needed for
applying analysis techniques. The historical
data also provides the basis for much more
accurate error estimates than were previously
available. VEG also enables the scientist to
try "what-if" experiments on data using a
variety of different techniques and historical
data sets to do comparative studies or test
experimental hypotheses.
VEG also provides a classification
algorithm that can learn new classes of
surface features. The learning system uses
the database of historical cover types to learn
class descriptions of one or more classes of
cover types, These classes can include broad
classes such as soil or vegetation or more
specific classes such as forest, grass and
wheat. The classes can also include
subclasses based on continuous parameters,
e.g. 0-30% ground cover. The learning
system uses sets of positive and negative
examples from the historical database to find
the most important features that uniquely
distinguish each class. The system then uses
the learned classes to classify an unknown
sample by finding the class that best matches
the unknown cover type data. The learning
system also includes an option that allows the
user to test the system's classification
performance.
VEG was developed using object
oriented programming, and the current
version consists of over 1500 objects.
Introduction
The intent of this paper is to describe
the advanced and novel concepts and features
of the VEG system, and to show how VEG
contributes to and extends the capabilities of
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the scientist. VEG is an intelligent
workbench for doing scientific studies of the
earth's vegetation using optical reflectance
data from sensor platforms. The system is
being developed as a NASAJGSFC effort in
the Biospherical Sciences branch. The
workbench represents the development of a
concept originally proposed on a much
smaller scale by Abelson and Sussman
(1987). Their workbench was intended to
provide a tool that integrated a diverse set of
concepts into an expressive environment for
conducting scientific investigations. The
VEG system provides a new and
sophisticated intelligent system for the
support of analysing spectral reflectance data
of vegetation.
Background
The remote sensing community
studies spectral data from the Earth's surface
to infer physical and biological properties of
vegetation. Large quantities of sensor data
are collected and integrated to produce
knowledge about surface characteristics such
as cover type, ground cover, leaf area index,
biomass and photosynthetic capacity. Future
work using the Earth Observing System
(EOS Reference Handbook, 1993) will
produce significantly more complex as well
as larger volumes of data. Studies of spectral
reflectance data contribute critically important
ecological information to a variety of
scientific work including the effect of forest
and natural vegetation clearing on local and
regional climates, the relation of vegetation
properties to energy and water balance, the
relation between environmental parameters
governing the energy balance and drought
and desertification, and the relation between
the absorbed, photosynthetically active
radiation and the potential productivity of
vegetation systems. The importance of these
studies is discussed in detail in Kimes,
Sellers and Newcomb (1987).
A central process in analysis is the
application of a variety of extraction
techniques to the raw spectral data to extract
additional information for inferring surface
characteristics. The fundamental problem is
deciding which techniques to apply to the
data, and estimating the error bounds on the
results. Studies have found that using
traditional, ad hoc approaches, the errors of
estimation were as high as 45% (proportion
of true value) (Kimes, Harrison & Ratcliffe,
1991; Kimes and Sellers, 1985). Heuristic
approaches, promise to overcome the
simplicity and lack of flexibility of traditional
algorithmic approaches and reduce estimation
error by taking advantage of partial
knowledge to make decisions about technique
choice.
The basic datum being analyzed is
directional optical reflectance data.
Directional reflectance observations are made
and then extraction techniques are used to
relate these measurements to vegetation
characteristics. Reflectance data can be
collected on the ground, from aircraft or from
satellites. The nature of this data is such that
many decisions as to how to handle a
particular data set need to be made at the
expert level. The process of analysis is also
complex and time consuming., requiring
numerous steps and the comparison of new
data with a potentially very large database of
historical data with known attributes. The
VEG workbench was designed to manage
these problems.
Overview of VEG
VEG collects in a common format
various techniques previously available in a
hodgepodge of formats from a variety of
different sources. VEG makes these
techniques readily available to the scientist in
one program. It also provides a rule-based
decision tool for determining which technique
to choose. It captures expertise in rules about
when to use each technique. It captures the
priority that should be given to different
techniques by a simple we!ghting scheme.
VEG provides a comprehensive interface that
makes applying the techniques simple. VEG
also incorporates historical databases into the
problem solving process, enabling the
matching of a target being studied to similar
historical data so the historical data can be
used to provide the coefficients needed for
applying the techniques. The historical data
also provides a much more accurate error
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estimatethan was previously available. VEG
provides an interface for entering data from
external files and outputting results to files in
a variety of different formats. VEG also
includes a toolbox which allows the user to
browse the system, dynamically plot data, get
help and print screen dumps.
The current version of VEG
implements three different capabilities:
estimation of vegetation parameters,
estimation of atmospheric effects and a
classification learning system. These
capabilities represent the three subgoal
categories in the system. The subgoal
category "vegetation parameter techniques"
enables the scientist to apply various
techniques to calculate the surface properties,
spectral hemispherical reflectance, total
hemispherical reflectance, view angle
extenston and proportion ground cover.
Subgoals in the category "atmospheric
techniques" make atmospheric corrections to
data. "Atmospheric techniques" allow
satellites and aircraft data to be corrected for
atmospheric effect to determine what the
equivalent ground level measurements would
have been. Additional atmospheric
techniques allow data collected at ground
level to be projected to different atmospheric
heights. These atmospheric capabilities are
currently being implemented. The
"classification learning system" subgoals
category enables VEG to learn class
descriptions of different vegetation classes
and then use the learned classes to classify an
unknown sample. The "neural networks"
subgoal category provides for analysis using
neural or connectionist networks. It is not
yet available. Figure 1 shows a
decomposition of basic VEG system goals.
VEG was implemented using object
oriented programming. The objects in the
VEG knowledge base were arranged in a
loosely defined hierarchy organized by the
major components: databases, control
methods, techniques, tools and rules. Within
the components, objects are organized in
abstraction hierarchies. Separate subclasses
hold the objects required by the "estimate
vegetation parameter" and "estimate
VEG
I
HEMISPHERICAL
REFLECTANCE
I
VEGETATION
PARAMETER
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I
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Figure 1: Goal Decomposition of VEG
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atmosphericeffect" goal categories. The
learning system is housed in a separate
knowledge base that is loaded only when
needed.The full objectsystemwith dataand
rulesloadedtypically consistsof about1500
objects.
The databasecomponentsof VEG
include various databasesused by the
system. The most important database
subclasscontains various sets of typical
cover type datawhich are usedto testand
demonstratetheVEG system. If VEG is run
using new cover type data,additionalunits
areconstructedin this subclassto hold the
new cover type data. During processing,
additional objects are createdto store the
intermediate and final results of applying
various techniquesto a cover type sample.
Thesecan be inspectedor browsedat any
time.
All the options in VEG makeuseof
the historical cover type database. This
databasecontainsresultsfrom experiments
by scientistson a wide variety of different
cover types. The historical cover type
databaseismaintainedexternally. It is loaded
when needed in a specific application.
Currentlythis is in theformof casesstoredin
flat files. In thefuture,it is envisionedthata
relationaldatabaseenvironmentwill replace
thefiat files.
Some of the methods required by
VEG arestoredin objects. Other methods
are stored in files external to the
knowledgebase. When the VEG
knowledgebaseis loaded,thesemethodsfiles
arealso loaded. The files containcompiled
CommonLisp code for executingstepsin
processingdataandapplyingthetechniques.
Rules are used to determinewhich
techniquesto apply to asampleof covertype
data. There is a different set of forward
chaining rules for each VEG subgoal. In
addition, the subgoal proportion ground
cover has two sets of rules, one for single
wavelength techniques, and one for multiple
wavelength techniques. The rules are quite
complex. They combine execution of
Common Lisp functions with traditional
pattern matching. Figure 2 shows an
example of a rule. This rule selects the
technique 2FULL.1HALF.STRINGS if the
data contains two full and one half strings.
VEG also contains a rulebase for
ranking the techniques. Currendy, the rules
in this rulebase implement a simple weighting
system. It is anticipated that a more complex
rulebase for ranking techniques,
incorporating more remote sensing expertise,
will be added to VEG in the future.
The rules in VEG are all domain rules
rather than control rules. System control is
embedded in the window system through the
ordering of windows and the constraints on
the data input to any window.
VEG is embedded in an extensive,
window-driven interface system that provides
a variety of screens to enhance dialogue
between the scientist and the system. The
interface is a key feature of this system. It
was designed to focus the scientist on the
appropriate level of organization to carry out
scientific work without attention to
"housekeeping" functions. The interface
allows the scientist to interact with VEG and
select options at all stages of a run by clicking
the mouse over the appropriate menu option.
It prevents the user from selecting any step
before the prerequisite steps have been
carried out. The interface allows a scientist
with no knowledge of Common Lisp or the
detailed structure of VEG to use the system
with ease.
Most operations are controlled using
the mouse. The only time that the scientist
needs to use the keyboard during a run is if
he or she chooses to enter new data
manually. When a new value is entered
manually, a function is run. If the user has
typed in an invalid value, a message is
displayed and the value is not retained in the
slot. Thus the interface provides validation
of the input data. The interface also prevents
incomplete data sets from being stored.
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IF
FHEN
(THE CURRENT.SAMPLE.WAVELENGTHS OF
ESTIMATE.HEMISPHERICAL.REFLECTANCE IS ?X)
(THE STRING.OBJECTS OF ?X IS ?NUM)
(LISP (= (LENGTH ?NUM) 3))
(LISP (= 1 (COUNT-IF #'(LAMBDA (X)
(EQ 'HALF (GET.VALUE X 'FULL)))
?NUM)))
(LISP (= 2 (COUNT-IF #'(LAMBDA (X)
(EQ 'FULL (GET.VALUE X 'FULL)))
?NUM)))
(LISP (ADD.VALUE ?X "I'ECHNIQUES '2FULL.1HALF.STRINGS))))
In Plain Text:
If
There is a unit containing data being studied at one wavelength.
The unit contains data which can be characterized as containing 3 strings.
Of these strings, one is a half string and two are full strings.
Then
Add the value 2FULL. 1HALF.STRINGS to the TECHNIQUES slot of the unit.
Figure 2: The Rule that Selects the Technique 2FULL1HALF.STRINGS
An interface to an input file of
unknown cover type data is available in
VEG. The interface enables the user to name
the input file and specify the format for the
file. Using this format, the input file is read
and the cover type data is stored for
processing in the system. VEG also provides
the user with the option of having the results
of processing written to a file and selecting
the format that should be used.
The toolbox is an important part of
VEG. The user can activate the toolbox at
any time during a run. The toolbox allows
the user to read a description of the VEG
system, browse the units and slots within the
VEG system, obtain help about any screen,
plot the zeniths, azimuths and reflectance
values of reflectance data in two different
plots, explore the historical data base and
print out a screen dump of the current screen.
The toolbox provides a means of managing
the levels of abstraction the scientist sees and
allows the scientist to deepen his
understanding of system functionality.
A help system has also been
integrated into VEG. The help system is
currently a prototype version of a system that
would provide on-line help for a scientist
using VEG. It would allow the scientist to
get more information about each screen in the
VEG interface. It was designed to help the
new user of VEG to learn how to operate the
system. Since the help system may not be
needed by an experienced user, it was
configured so that it is loaded only when
needed. The first time the user asks for help,
the help system is automatically loaded. An
interface that allows the scientist to add and
modify help messages has also been
integrated into VEG. This enables the
scientist to evolve the help system over time.
The Subgoal "Spectral Hemispherical
Reflectance"
The steps in the subgoal "spectral
hemispherical reflectance" are described in
this section to illustrate how VEG can be
used. When the option "spectral
hemispherical reflectance" is selected, the
menu shown in Figure 3 is displayed. This
menu enables the user to invoke the steps
involved in processing target data to estimate
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the spectral hemispherical reflectance and
estimate the error in the calculation. Before
each step is carried out, a check is made to
make sure that the prerequisite steps have
been carried out. For example, the results
cannot be output before the techniques have
been executed. If any prerequisite steps have
not been carded out, a message is displayed
and the user is prompted to complete the
prerequisite steps.
ENTER.DATA
CHARACTERIZE.INPUT
CHARACTERIZE.TARGET
CREATE.RESTRICTED.DATA
INTERP/EXTRAP.RESTRICTED.DATA
CHARACTERIZE.RESTRICTED.DATA
GENERATE.TECHNIQUES
RANK.TECHNIQUES
EXECUTE.TECHNIQUES
OUTPUT.RESULTS
SELECT.ALL.OPTIONS
INITIALIZE.SYSTEM
QUIT
Figure 3: Steps in the Subgoai
"Spectral Hemispherical Reflectance"
The first step is to enter the target
data. The user can either enter a new,
original set of data for an unknown target or
select one of a number of samples of target
data already stored in VEG. Each set of
target data, whether entered by the user or
selected from the samples already in VEG,
can contain reflectance data at one or more
wavelengths. Next, the target data at each
wavelength is characterized. Sets of view
angles in the same azimuthal plane are
identified as "string.s" Strings are
characterized as full-strings if they contain
both forwardscatter and backscatter data and
half-strings if they contain either backscatter
or forwardscatter data. Next the target is
characterized. If the target data does not
contain a value for ground cover or leaf area
index, a crude estimation of these values is
made in this step.
The next step is creating the restricted
data set. This step involves selecting a subset
of the historical database to be used for
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generating the coefficients required by the
techniques and estimating the error term
when various techniques are applied to the
target data. The selection of the restricted
data set can either be made automatically by
the system or manually by the user.
If the user elects to have the restricted
data set selected automatically by the system,
the database of historical cover types is
searched to find the cover types that best
match the target. The subset of historical
cover types that matches the wavelength of
the target is first identified. From this subset,
the cover types whose ground cover and
solar zenith angle are within ten percent of the
values for the target are then identified and
pushed onto a list. If the list contains
insufficient values, the search is then
widened to include cover types whose sun
angles and proportion ground cover are
within 20 percent of the values for target
data. The search criteria are progressively
widened until either sufficient cover types
have been identified or all cover types whose
sun angle and proportion ground cover are
within 100 percent of the values in the target
have been collected.
The user can also manually select the
restricted data set. In this case, a screen is
opened. This screen allows the user to enter
the maximum and minimum values to be
considered for parameters such as height and
solar zenith angle. The database of historical
cover types is searched to find the cover
types that match the criteria entered by the
user. The user can then select the matched
cover types, enter new maximum and
minimum values and match the data again or
select a subset of the matched data.
Next, the raw reflectance data for
each cover type in the restricted data set is
interpolated and extrapolated so that the view
angles exactly match at each wavelength the
view angles in the target data. The data in the
restricted historical data units are
characterized using the same methods that
were used to characterize the target.
Generating the techniques to be
applied to the data is the next step. The
techniques can be generated automatically or
selectedby theuser. If theuserelectstohave
thesystemgeneratethetechniques,rulesare
run and the techniquesthat aresuitablefor
estimating the spectral hemispherical
reflectanceof thetargetareidentified. If the
user elects to choose the techniques
manually, a screencontainingthe namesof
all the available spectral hemispherical
reflectancetechniquesis opened.When the
userleft-clicks on thenameof atechnique,a
brief description of the technique is
displayed. A function is called to check
whether the technique is suitable for the
sample. If the techniqueis not suitablefor
thesample,anerrormessageis displayedand
the technique is deselected. Rules in the
"rank techniques"rulebaseare run nextand
the techniquesare ranked according to a
simpleweightingschemeandthendisplayed
in order. The usercanselect the bestone,
two or threetechniquesfor eachwavelength
or pickall theselectedtechniques.
Thetechniquesareappliedto thedata
at each wavelength in the target. If a
technique requirescoefficients, the user is
askedwhetherall or half the restricteddata
set should be used for generating the
coefficients and estimating the error. The
appropriatecoefficientmethodsareappliedas
necessary.Thetechniquesareappliedto the
restrictedhistorical dataand the difference
betweenthecalculatedspectralhemispherical
reflectance and the correct value for the
spectralhemisphericalreflectancestored in
the databaseis calculated. Using the error
measurementsfrom severalhistorical cover
types, the root mean square error is
calculated. This providesanestimateof the
error involved in applying the techniqueto
thetargetdata.
In the final step, the results are
displayedon thescreen.For eachtechnique,
the estimate of the spectral hemispherical
reflectance, the error estimates and the
coefficientsaredisplayed.Thescreenallows
theuserto flip betweentheresultsatdifferent
wavelengths.Theuseris thenaskedwhether
the results shouldbe written to a file. The
results for all the VEG subgoals,including
the subgoal spectral hemispherical
reflectance,canbewrittento a file.
The Learning System
The learning system provides a tool
for classifying new data and for learning new
classifications. The learning system uses
historical data that represents positive and
negative examples to learn classifications.
The learned classifications can then be used
to classify unknown samples. This is a form
of supervised learning first discussed by
Mitchell (1982). The theory upon which the
learning system was based is discussed in
detail in Kimes, Harrison and Harrison
(1992).
The leaming system provides the user
with three different options. In Option 1, the
system uses the database of historical cover
type data to learn class descriptions of one or
more classes of cover types. These classes
can include broad classes such as soil or
vegetation or more specific classes such as
forest, grass or wheat. The classes can also
include subclasses based on continuous
parameters such as 0-30% ground cover, 31-
70% ground cover and 71-100% ground
cover. In Option 2, the system learns class
descriptions for one or more classes and then
uses the learned classes to classify an
unknown sample by finding the class that
best matches the unknown cover type data.
Option 3 allows the user to test the system's
classification performance. In this option,
the system learns class descriptions for one
or more classes and then classifies the
appropriate samples in the data base. The
percentage of correctly classified samples is
then used to summarize the degree of
classification accuracy achieved by the
learning system.
The first step in Option 1 is to define
the training problem. An interface allows the
user to enter the solar zenith angle,
wavelengths and directional view angles. In
order to define the class whose description is
to be learned, the user first selects a
parameter. In the case of a continuous
parameter such as ground cover, the range of
possible values is displayed and the user is
prompted to enter the maximum and
minimum values for the class. In the case of
a discrete parameter such as description, the
screen displays the possible values of the
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parameterandpromptstheuserto enterthe
value for the parameterin the class. For
example,if the parameteris description,the
classmight be forest. VEG thenchecksthe
validity of the entereddataandpromptsthe
user to enter the dataagain if it is invalid.
Additional class parameterscan then be
definedas necessary.For example,a class
might be defined as forest with 70-100%
groundcover. The usercanthenenterdata
for additionalclassessuchas31-70%ground
cover.
The second step is for the system to
learn the class descriptions for the classes that
were defined in the previous step. The first
step in learning the class descriptions is to
generate the training sets. The system
searches the historical cover type database
and finds the cover types that best match the
training problem. A cover type matches the
training problem if it has data at all the
wavelengths specified in the training
problem, its solar zenith is close to the
training problem solar zenith, and it has a
value for every parameter specified in the
class definition. Once a matching cover type
has been identified, the values in the slots for
each parameter in the class definition are
examined. If the cover type data fits the class
definition, the name of the cover type is
added to the positive gaining set. Otherwise,
it is added to the negative training set. In the
first search through the data base, each
matching cover type whose solar zenith is
within 10% of the training problem's solar
zenith is identified and added to the
appropriate training set. If insufficient cover
types have been found for the training sets,
the search is then repeated. In the second
search, matching cover types whose solar
zenith is within 20% of the training problem
solar zenith are identified. The process of
increasing the bounds on the solar zenith and
searching through the database is continued
until either the positive or negative training
set exceeds the maximum permissible size,
both training sets exceed the minimum
permissible size or the bounds have increased
to ± 100%. The learning system is usually
run with a minimum training set size of 8
units. If when the search ends either training
set is found to be empty, a message is
displayed on the screen and the process of
learning class descriptions is stopped.
Next, the raw reflectance data from
the cover type data in the training sets at the
appropriate wavelength is interpolated and
extrapolated to match the view angles in the
training problem at each wavelength.
Once the training sets have been set
up, rules are run in order to determine the set
of possible hypotheses that can be
constructed for the data in each training set.
The left-hand side of each rule tests the view
angle data. If the rule fires, the appropriate
Common Lisp function is called. Each
function generates possible hypotheses to be
used in the training problem.
For example, the rule LR. 1 titres if the
view angle data at a particular wavelength
contains at least two view angles. The right-
hand side of this rule calls the lisp function
TRY-DIRECTION-RELATIONSHIPS
which generates direction relationships for
every possible pair of view angles in the data
and adds these to the list of hypotheses to be
tested on the training problem. An example
of a direction relationship that might be
generated by this function is,
(GREATER-THAN
0.64 (60 180) (30 180)).
This relationship represents the hypothesis
that at wavelength 0.64 larn, the reflectance at
the view angle (60 !80) is greater than the
reflectance at view angle (30 180).
When the forward chaining of the
rules has been completed, the set of all
possible separate hypotheses for each training
problem has been generated.
The next step in learning the class
descriptions is to determine the discrimination
score for each separate hypothesis. Each
hypothesis such as (GREATER-THAN 0.64
(60 180)(30 180)) is tested on each sample in
the positive and negative training sets. The
sample score is 1 if the hypothesis is true and
0 otherwise. The discrimination score is
calculated as:
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(1)
where each sample score is S, Si is the ith
positive sample score, Sj is the jth negative
sample score, p is the number of samples in
the positive training set and n is the number
of samples in the negative training set. Thus
a discrimination score of 1 for a hypothesis
represents the case where the hypothesis is
true for all samples in the positive training set
and false for all samples in the negative
training set. This represents perfect
discrimination. A score of 0 is the break
even point where there is no effective
discrimination between the positive and
negative training sets. A score of less than
zero for a hypothesis represents the case
where the hypothesis is true for more
samples in the negative training set than in the
positive training set. In this case, the
converse of the hypothesis would yield a
positive discrimination score. For each
hypothesis such as (GREATER-THAN 0.64
(60 180)(30 180)) two separate scores are
calculated. The order of the elements is re-
ordered and two scores such as:
(((((GREATER-THAN
(60 180)(30 180)) T) 0.64)) 0.4) (2)
and
(((((GREATER-THAN
(60 180)(30 180)) NIL) 0.64)) -0.4) (3)
are reported. In this example, the score
(((((GREATER-THAN (60 180)(30 180)) T)
0.64)) 0.4) means that the hypothesis that the
reflectance at angle (60 180) is greater than
the reflectance at angle (30 180) for the
wavelength 0.64 _tm produced a
discrimination score of 0.4. The
discrimination score in (2) is calculated
directly by testing the hypothesis
(GREATER-THAN 0.64 (60 180)(30 180))
on all the data in the positive and negative
training sets. The discrimination score in (3),
-0.4, is calculated as minus one multiplied by
the discrimination score in (2). Scores such
as (2) and (3) are calculated for each
hypothesis.
The next step in the learning of class
descriptions is to construct compound
hypotheses. A compound hypothesis is
composed of the combination of two or more
individual hypotheses. The idea is that the
interactions between various individual
hypotheses may account for more variance
(be more predictive) than any individual
hypothesis. All the individual hypotheses are
considered as potential parts of compound
hypotheses, and not just the best single
hypothesis.
Before compound hypotheses are
constructed, heuristics are used to reduce the
set of hypotheses for each training problem
by removing any hypothesis that could not be
combined with another hypothesis to form a
compound hypothesis with a discrimination
score better than the current best score. For
this reason, every hypothesis whose positive
training set score is less than or equal to the
current best score for the problem is removed
from the list of hypotheses. Hypotheses that
do not discriminate or that score zero for the
negative training set are also removed from
the list of hypotheses. At the end of this
step, the list of single hypotheses of each
training problem contains only those
hypotheses that could potentially be
combined with other hypotheses to form a
compound hypothesis with a discrimination
score greater than the current best score for
the problem.
The list of single hypotheses may
contain in excess of fifty hypotheses, even
after it has been reduced. The number of
possible compound hypotheses for some
training problems is immense. The problem
of dealing with such a large number of
potential compound hypotheses was the
subject of much effort. Several alternative
strategies were experimented with before a
successful solution to the problem was
found. The first attempt was to implement a
breadth-first search. Compound hypotheses
that had been investigated were stored on an
explored list. Each time a compound
hypothesis was investigated, all possible
combinations of the hypothesis and other
hypotheses were constructed and stored on
an unexplored list. Checks were made to
prevent duplication of compound hypotheses
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on theunexploredlist andto preventhesame
hypothesisfrombeinginvestigatedmorethan
once. This involved sortingall the separate
hypotheseswithin a compoundhypothesis
into a standardorder so that comparisons
could be made. This strategywas rejected
because it was slow and the system
frequently crashed becauseit ran out of
memory. The second attempt was to
implement a heuristic searchwith a depth
bound. This strategywasalsovery limiting
since,in manycases,the systemranout of
memoryevenbeforethesearchof compound
hypothesesconsistingof only two separate
hypotheseswascompleted.
It was decided to try a completely
differentapproach.Thenewapproachwasa
"GenerateandTest"approach.This strategy
involved testing,somecompoundhypotheses
that the previous version would have
recognizedas not being possiblesolutions.
However, the new approachhad a much
reducedmemoryrequirementcomparedwith
the previousversion becauseexplored and
unexplored lists were not kept. All possible
compound hypotheses were generated
systematically in a way that made duplication
impossible. This also greatly reduced the
processing time because no checks for
duplication needed to be made. This
approach was successful. Tests showed that
learning class descriptions can take as long as
twenty three hours, but no test has failed
because of memory problems. The user has
the option of interrupting the learning at any
time and using the intermediate results.
Unless the best score for the problem
is 1.0, the learning system constructs and
calculates the discrimination scores for all the
hypotheses at level 2 (i.e. compound
hypotheses each containing two separate
hypotheses). Each compound hypothesis is
generated and its discrimination score is
immediately calculated. If the score is better
than the previous best discrimination score
for the problem, the hypothesis and score are
recorded, replacing the previous values. If
the score equals the best discrimination score
for the problem and is better than the best
discrimination score for single hypotheses for
the problem, the compound hypothesis and
score are recorded in addition to the previous
best score. If the best discrimination score
for a single hypothesis is equaled by a
compound hypothesis, the compound
hypothesis and score are not stored. Once
the level 2 search has been completed, a
check is made to determine whether a 10%
improvement in the best discrimination score
for the problem was achieved by searching at
level 2 compared with considering only the
single hypotheses. If this level of
improvement has occurred, the level 3
hypotheses for the problem are constructed
and processed. If a 10% improvement has
not occurred, no further compound
hypotheses are constructed or tested for that
training problem. Constructing and testing
hypotheses a level at a time continues until
insufficient improvement is achieved or the
user interrupts the processing. The user can
also control the level of compound
hypothesis testing by setting a depth bound.
Depth in this context refers to the number of
hypotheses in the combination. This step
completes the learning of class descriptions.
The final step in learning system
Option 1 is to output the results. The solar
zenith angle, wavelength(s) with associated
view angles and the class definition for the
first class to be reported are displayed. The
names of the cover types in the positive and
negative training sets are displayed along
with the best discrimination hypothesis
scores for the class. If more than one
training problem has been investigated, the
user can flip between the classes.
In Option 2, the user either enters a
new sample or selects a sample from the set
of examples already stored in VEG. The user
then enters one or more training classes.
This class data is used together with the solar
zenith, wavelength(s) and view angles from
the sample to define the training problem(s).
The system learns the class descriptions for
the training problem(s) as in option 1. The
sample is then classified to determine the
degree to which it matches each of the
defined classes and to identify the class that it
best fits.
Target data is entered or selected from
the samples stored in VEG as in the subgoal
"Spectral Hemispherical Reflectance". The
2O2
valuesof the directional view angles,solar
zenith and wavelengthfrom the target are
usedsothatthetrainingproblemmatchesthe
target. In orderto completethedefinition of
the training problems, the user must then
enter the class parametersand values and
store the data as in option 1. Class
descriptionsarethenlearnedasin Option1.
The class descriptions are used to
classify the unknown sampleby testing to
determinewhichclasshasthemostevidence
that the samplebelongsto that class. The
relativescorethat is computedto determine
whetherasamplebelongsto aparticularclass
is:
or
Score = 1- EOpp (4)
ESup
Score = -1 + ESup
Eopp (5)
where ESup is the sum of the discriminating
scores of instances in the class solution that
are true for the sample data, and EOpp is the
sum of discriminating scores that are false for
the sample data. Equation (4) is used if the
supporting evidence is greater than the
opposing evidence. Otherwise, equation (5)
is used. These scoring concepts are from
Wharton (1987). For each class, the score
given by equation (4) or (5) is calculated.
The target is identified as belonging to the
class that had the highest score according to
equation (4) or (5). The final step in Option
2 is to output the results.
The purpose of Option 3 is to allow
the user to test or validate the new classes
defined using option 1 or 2. New classes can
also be defined and tested using this option.
Class data is entered for one or more classes.
The system then learns the class descriptions
as in options 1 and 2. The cover types in the
positive training set for each class are then
classified according to the learned classes. If
the best class for the cover type is the class
for which the cover type is a member of the
positive training set, the cover type is
considered to have been correctly classified.
This process is repeated for all the cover
types in the positive training sets of all the
training problems. The classification
accuracy achieved by the learning system is
calculated as the number of correctly
classified cover types divided by the total
number of cover types in the positive training
sets of all the training problems.
As in Options 1 and 2, the final step
in Option 3 is to output the results. In
addition to the data displayed in these
options, the cover types that were both
correctly and incorrectly classified as
belonging to the class are listed together with
the performance score for all the classes.
Summary
The VEG system provides a
workbench supporting remote sensing
scientists doing analysis of spectral
reflectance data. VEG was designed using
object oriented programming techniques for
ease of development, data management and to
facilitate continuing system evolution. VEG
collects together in one program a variety of
analysis techniques that were previously only
available in different formats from separate
resources. The current version of VEG has
over 1500 objects including multiple
rulebases, historical databases, graphics
tools, browsers, analysis tools, interface
objects and functions. It was designed so
that it can be distributed across several
machines. The database object could be, for
example, managed remotely from the rest of
the system.
VEG encourages creative
investigation by accommodating a variety of
repeated tests under different conditions. The
interface acts as a research assistant in that it
tells the user which combination of data is
essential to a particular query, it prevents the
system from accepting invalid data, and it
ensures that intermediate steps in processing
data are carried out in the correct order. Each
time new capabilities are added to VEG, the
interface is expanded as well. The interface
both prompts the user and validates the input.
It helps the scientist navigate through the
system, reminding him or her when a step
has been neglected or a value is out of range
or of the wrong type.
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The flexibility of the systemallows
the scientist a platform to conduct any
numberof explorations of a large body of
reflectancedatain averyshortperiodof time.
What took days in the past can now be
accomplishedin minutes. This meansthat
the scientist canbe much moreproductive
andexpansivein his/herthinking thanwould
have been allowable without the time
contractionandcomplexitymanagementthat
this systemprovides.
The learningsystemprovidesa tool
for classifyingnewdataandfor learningnew
classifications. The learning system uses
historical data that representspositive and
negativeexamplesto learn classifications.
The learnedclassificationscan thenbeused
to classifyunknownsamples.This is aform
of supervisedlearning.
VEG was developed as a
NASA/GSFC effort in the Biospherical
Sciencesbranch. It is now being usedby
remotesensingscientists.It hasprovedto be
a highly useful tool supporting scientific
investigation as described by Kimes,
Harrison and Ratcliffe (1991), Kimes and
Holben (1992), Kimes, Harrison and
Harrison (1992), Kimes, Irons and Levine
(1992),Kimes and Deering (1992), Kimes,
Kerber and Sellers (1993), and Kimes,
HarrisonandHarrison(1994).
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A STATISTICAL INFERENCE APPROACH FOR THE
RETRIEVAL OF THE ATMOSPHERIC OZONE PROFILE
FROM SIMULATED SATELLITE MEASUREMENTS OF
SOLAR BACKSCATTERED ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION
N.L. BONAVITO 1, C.L. GORDON 2, R. INGUVA 3, G. N. SERAFINO 4 and R. A. BARNES 5
ABSTRACT
NASA's Mission to Planet Earth (MTPE) will address important interdisciplinary
and environmental issues such as global warming, ozone depletion, deforestation, acid rain
and the like with its long term satellite observations of the Earth and with its comprehensive
Data and Information System. Extensive sets of satellite observations supporting MTPE
will be provided by the Earth Observing System (EOS), while more specific process
related observations will be provided by smaller Earth Probes. MTPE will use data from
ground and airborne scientific investigations to supplement and validate the global
observations obtained from satellite imagery, while the EOS satellites will support
interdisciplinary research and model development. This is important for understanding the
processes that control the global environment and for improving the prediction of events.
In this paper we illustrate the potential for powerful artificial intelligence (AI) techniques
when used in the analysis of the formidable problems that exist in the NASA Earth Science
programs and of those to be encountered in the future MTPE and EOS programs. These
techniques, based on the logical and probabilistic reasoning aspects of plausible inference,
strongly emphasize the synergetic relation between data and information. As such they are
ideally suited for the analysis of the massive data streams to be provided by both MTPE
and EOS.
To demonstrate this, we address both the satellite imagery and model enhancement
issues for the problem of ozone profile retrieval through a method based on plausible
scientific inferencing. Since in the retrieval problem, the atmospheric ozone profile that is
consistent with a given set of measured radiances may not be unique, an optimum statistical
method is used to estimate a "best" profile solution from the radiances and from additional
apriori information. This method includes a ftrst guess profile and an estimate of its
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variance, the estimated errors in the measurements, and correlations between profile
variance and errors of measurement at different levels. The apriori information provides a
constraint on which of the solutions consistent with the measured radiances is to be
accepted.
A Bayesian analysis of this problem shows that while the data may fully specify the
likelihood of a profile, the apriori information is often dismissed as not as fully cogent as
the data. In Bayesian estimation, a balance is found between these two in order to ensure
that a unique solution can be selected from within the maximum likelihood of feasible
solutions. In addition, since the number of levels over which the ozone is distributed is
greater than the number of measured radiances, then the problem of inferring the profile
from these measured radiances is an ill-posed one. However, the problem is not only ill-
posed, it is also nonlinear and since the transfer function is itself dependent on the profile,
the information which is passed from the profile plane to the data plane is expressed as a
Fredholm integral equation of the first kind. Ozone retrieval thus appears well suited to a
statistical inference analysis that encompasses both logical and probability based reasoning.
In this application, a maximum entropy based Bayesian method is introduced which
fully utilizes the evidence of prior information and makes logical assignments of numerical
values to probabilities from the measured data. A nonlinear transfer function which
includes a single scatter model, and a given climatological prof'fle are convolved in order to
model twelve solar backscattered ultraviolet (SBUV) radiances. These range from 255.7 to
339.9 nm. The model radiances and the radiative transfer function are then used as input to
both the optimum statistical and maximum entropy methods so as to compare the retrieved
profiles with the given one. In the maximum entropy approach, both the data values and
apriori information are used as constraints on the entropy. This yields a nonlinear equation
for the retrieved profile, and the results obtained are seen to compare favorably with the
corresponding analysis provided by the standard optimal statistical estimation procedure.
In this environment, we demonstrate the power of inductive inferencing to identify
the source of data and then to accurately infer b_,yond the given data. These considerations
are important in the technology.of artificial intelligence. In the mammalian brain for
example, the inferencing process m which new information or patterns are discovered and
from which predictions are made is implicit in the ability called learning. Most raw data
reaching the brain is noisy, incomplete and the product of the convolution of several
nonlinear sources. How the brain deconvolves these signals and learns from them remains
a mystery. We present results of how two powerful methods of inductive inference are
used to accomplish this.
INTRODUCTION
Developing a comprehensive understanding of how the Earth functions requires
global observations on a sustained, consistent basis for a decade or longer. These
observations must provide both a characterization of the state of the whole planet and
detailed measurement of its regional variations. They must also enable quantification of the
processes that govern the Earth system. Remote sensing of the Earth's environment from
space provides the only truly global perspective available. Making the full set of
observations goes well beyond the capabilities of any single satellite however, and many of
the detailed measurements can only be made in situ. Such a massive network of global
observations is planned for the MTPE program. Extensive sets of satellite observations will
be provided by both EOS and the Earth Probes in order to support the MTPE.
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Among theseveralmissionobjectivesof theEarthObservingSystemis included
that of understandingthe structure,statevariables,composition,and dynamicsof the
atmospherefrom thegroundto themesopause.Sinceremotesensingof theatmospheric
compositionandprofiling by satellitesfirst began,it hasbecomeamajortechniquefor the
analysisof planetaryatmospheres.As a consequence,manysophisticatedmethodsfor
derivingatmosphericparametersfrom satellitemeasuredradiationhavebeendeveloped.To
datemostmethodsattempttodeduceabestestimateof thestateof theatmospherefrom the
givenmeasurements,wheretheintensityandspectraldistributionof thelatterareassumed
to dependon theatmosphericstatein aknownway. In theproblemof theretrievalof the
atmosphericozoneprofile for example,previousmodelsof theprofile andtheknowledge
of thebehaviorof radiativetransferarecombinedwith measuredataincludingtotalozone,
to reachconclusionsabouttheozoneprofile.This isa form of deductiveanalysisin which
weclassifythesolutionsasprofilesandthenrequirethealgorithmto infer themostlikely
onebasedongiveninformation.By deductiveismeantthespecialimplicationof drawinga
particularinferencefromageneralization.
To estimatetheprof'defrom thedata,we includethatphaseof plausiblereasoning
in artificial intelligence(AI) knownasinductiveinference.By inductiveinferencewemean
thearrival at aconclusionby usingavailableevidenceto reasonfrom apart to a wholeor
from theindividual totheuniversal.A commonproblemthatarisesin all dataprocessingis
thatof how to handleincompleteinformation.Thesituationis furthercomplicatedif there
areseveralsuchdatasetsoriginatingfrom different sources.What is requiredto address
this is a methodthatwill notonly performmultiple sourceprocessingof incompletedata,
but will also induce inferencesfrom the data.When an inferenceis madebeyond the
observationaldata,a logical relationshipbetweenthe dataand the inferencemust be
expressed.This relationis in a generalizedlogic, which is not necessarilydeductive,and
from which inferenceis neitherdeductivelyprovednordisprovedfrom thedata.It assesses
thesupportfor the inferencegiventhedata,but theessentialfeatureis thatthissupportcan
beof manydifferentdegrees.For example,manyinstancesof aneventhappening,with no
exception,in givencircumstances,arebetterevidencethanoneinstancethattheeventwill
happenthe next time thecircumstancesoccur.This relationbetweena setof dataand a
conclusioniscalledaprobability,andthesubjectisessentiallywhatis calledamanyvalued
logic. Generallyspeaking,probability theoryis thesystemof reasoningapplicablein the
absenceof certainty. This is also known as inductive logic. As such, a probability
expressesadegreeof reasonablebelief.In ordinarylogic, a fixed setof postulatesisgiven
at the start,andall propositionsassertedlaterareconsequencesof this set.In probability
theory both the dataand the propositionconsideredaresubjectto alteration,and it is
thereforenecessarytokeepthedataexplicit.Thisrelationis usuallywrittenin theform
P(ql P) = a
(readtheprobabilityof q, givenp, is a),whereais thenumberthatexpressesthedegreeof
confh'rnation.A fundamentaldevelopmentof thetheoryof probability hasbeenprovided
by Keynes(1929), in which hecontendsthat the aboverelation expressesan extended
logic or a logic of probableinference.It isdefinedasarelationbetweenahypothesisanda
conclusion,correspondingto the degreeof rational belief and limited by the extreme
relationsof certaintyandimpossibility.In this sensethen,classicaldeductivelogic would
reduceto a specialcaseof themoregeneraldevelopmentsinceit would fall within the
domainof the limiting relations.As aconsequence,certaintywould bea specialcaseof
probabilitysincethelattercannotbebasedentirelyonclassicallogic.Usingthis asabasis,
Cox (1946)employsthealgebraof symboliclogic to derivetherulesof probability from
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primitive notionswhichareindependentof thefrequencyconcept.In effecthedetermines
therulesorrelationsof reasonablexpectationconsistentwith symboliclogic.
In termsof bothutility anddecisionmodeling,theprocessingof radiancedatafor
profile estimationrepresentsa vast andrealisticclassof problemsideally suitedfor the
introduction of inductive inferencing. Generally speaking,data processing can be
consideredasanoperationin which N numberscanbedeterminedfrom K observations.
For N < K, anydataregardedasexactvalues,often leadto a mutualinconsistencyin the
processof determiningthe bestvaluesof N from K. If N = K, then a unique solution
exists. However, deconvolution under these conditions will lead to unstable solutions if
several of the data values contain almost the same information about the conclusions. This
in effect leads to an N > K condition and the problem is then ill-posed since there are many
conclusions consistent with the same data. This is the case for the profile retrieval. There
are two frequently used methods for addressing this. One is model fitting and the other is
the addition of data from other sources so as to get N - K. In the first case N < K and the
problem is changed to one of parameter fitting. Here an answer is obtained whether the
assumption is true or false. If the model is not known to be correct, then we have
essentially constructed one of the infinity of conclusions that fits the data. When N = K,
one can assume that the solution is unique and then use one of several standard
mathematical approaches to determine it. If however, several of the data points contain the
same information, then the problem may again be ill-posed. An example of this can be
found in power spectral estimation, which involves a Fourier transformation of data
between two canonically conjugate spaces, such as position and momentum. Since there is
no data included beyond the range of measurements, these are in effect considered to be
zero. The unmeasured Fourier momentum components however are not zero. This
assumption which causes a discontinuity in the maximum measured momentum value leads
to large oscillations in position space. To overcome this, Fast Fourier transform (FFT)
techniques, employ a smoothing of the data by a time domain window. However, the
design of these windows are not based on the true spectrum, so that immediate
consequences of this are sidelobe leakage in the transfer function of the smoothing window
and a limit on the resolution. For a time series of data covering an interval At, the energy of
the process defining this data will be constrained within this time interval according to the
Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle. In addition, the Fourier transform of this time series
function confines the energy to a bandwidth Af > (At) -1. Consequently, the best resolution
attainable is Af = (At) -1. This is because the function is assumed to be zero outside of the
interval in which it is given. If the function can be extended or continued in some
physically realistic manner, then the spectral frequency resolution will be considerably
higher than (At)-1. For a segment of data of a stationary time series which is short
compared to the time series itself, the spectral estimation method of Burg. (1967) extends
this short data sequence to that of a complete series through inductive inferencing
employing the maximum entropy principle.
In this paper, we f'trst review the problem of the ozone profile retrieval and then
briefly describe Bayesian and maximum entropy concepts. We present results based on a
maximum entropy/Bayes algorithm using radiance data generated from a given
climatological ozone profile. These results are compared with those of a classical method
known as the optimal statistical solution, using this same generated radiance data.
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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
In 1934, Gotz et al. (1934) were able to use measurements of diffusely transmitted
solar ultraviolet radiation to infer the main features of the atmospheric ozone profile. Since
this classic work, there has been extensive analysis on the problems of inferring
atmospheric profiles from measurements of solar irradiance backscattered by the
atmosphere (Twomey, 1963, 1965, 1966; Twomey and Howell, 1963, 1967; Mateer,
1964, 1965). The possibility of deducing the ozone profile was first suggested by Singer
and Wentworth (1957), and the first mathematical examination of the problem was made by
Twomey, (1961). He showed that by using a single scatter atmospheric model, and by
expressing the mass of ozone above a given pressure level as an explicit function of the
atmospheric pressure, the spectral energy distribution of the backscattered radiance was a
Laplace transform of the ozone profile. This method was used in some of the earliest work
on evaluating measurements of backscattered radiation. The retrieval of the ozone profile
from satellite measurements of the solar ultraviolet radiation backscattered by the earth and
its atmosphere, is usually divided into two parts: that of the high level prof'de above 25-30
km, and below this, the inference of the low level profile. In the high level case, a single
scatter model is usually adequate to determine backscattered intensity accurately. The
corresponding wavelengths here are at 2975 ,_ and shorter. For wavelengths that penetrate
the ozone layer and are backscattered appreciably within the troposphere, multiple
scattering calculations are essential and the effects of aerosol scattering as well as cloud and
ground reflections become important. A considerable amount of apriori statistical
information about the low level ozone profile is available, whereas relatively few reliable
data are available for the high level profile.
The inference of atmospheric profiles from radiance measurements usually involves
the inversion of an integral equation of the form
fK(x,y)f(x)dx = g(y). (1)
The g(y) are the radiance measurements specified at various values of y, K(x,y) is the
appropriate kernel, and f(x) is a function of the unknown atmospheric profile. In matrix
form, Equation (1) can be written in the form
Af = g (2)
where A is the matrix that transforms from the f(x) profile plane into the g(y) observation
plane and which also allows for the amplitude transmission of differential spatial scales
from the f(x) plane to the g(y) plane. Equations such as (1) in which the kernel is also a
function of the desired variable, are called Fredholm integral equations of the first kind
(Courant and Hilbert, 1953; Fox and Goodwin, 1953; Fox, 1953, 1962, 1964; Phillips,
1964; Tricomi, 1957). In practice, the following approach is used: For a plane parallel
atmosphere, the backscattered radiance I, in the satellite nadir direction, with a solar zenith
angle 0 and a wavelength _., can be written
1
I(_,0) = Fo(_.)(313_./16n)(1 +cos20) _exp[-(l+sec0)(ot_Xp+13_.p)]dp
0
(3)
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where
and
Fo(_.) = extraterrestrialsolarirradiance
1]x = atmosphericscatteringcoefficient(atm)-1
ct_. = ozoneabsorptioncoefficient(atm-cm)-I
Xp = amountof ozoneabovepressurep (atm)in atm-cm.
Equation(3) is consideredthe startingpoint for theretrievalof thevertical atmospheric
ozoneprofile. In additionto beingill-posed,it is alsoill-conditionedin thesensethatthere
aremanysolutionswhich exactlysatisfyan integralequationslightly perturbedfrom the
originalstartingconditions.
In theprocessof invertingEquation(3), additionalaprioriconstraintinformationis
employedto helpreducetheproblemtooneof estimation.A thoroughdiscussionof this is
given by Rodgers (1976). The apriori constraints, are sometimes called 'virtual
measurements'incetheycontaininformationusedin theconstructionof theprofile. These
canbederived from thephysics,from mathematicalrestrictionson the solution,or from
other independentinformation. The apriori information usedin the optimum statistical
method also includes a "first guess"profile obtained from the best available ozone
climatology.Thelatterandits variancesandcovariancesaretakenasafunctionof latitude,
timeof year,andthetotalozone.Theradiancesthatsuchaprofile yieldswhenconvolved
with aradiativetransferfunction, is thencalculatedandthedifferencesbetweentheseand
themeasuredor direct radiancesarethenusedto provideanew setof profile values.It is
expected that the successively iterated results are more consistent with both the
measurementsandthefirst guessprofile. Theapplicationof this methodalsorequiresan
assessmentof theuncertaintyor variancein themeasurementsandstatisticalapriori profile
information. The former is characterized by errors of measurementand requires
covariancesin theerrorsof measurementsto determinehow dependenthe errorsat one
wavelengthareon the errorsat another.For the apriori information, the corresponding
variancesandcovariancesareobtainedin thedevelopmentof theclimatology.A complete
descriptionof aninversionalgorithmwhichutilizestheoptimumstatisticalmethodis given
by Fleiget al (1990).This approachproceedsasfollows:Thebackscatteredradiationgiven
by Equation(3) is first writtenin termsof theratioof backscatteredto incidentradiation.A
singlescatterepresentationfor theradiativetransferfunctionis introduced,andtheratio is
linearized by expandingin a first order Taylor seriesabout a first guessprofile. The
problemtakesthe form of Equation(2) whereA is now independentof f. The partial
derivativescalled the weighting functions,areobtainedfrom the ozoneprofile of the
previous iteration and a solution by inversion is obtainedin an iterative fashionusing
apriori and error information. A "bestsolution" is arrived at when the rms differences
betweenthemeasured and estimated radiances is minimized.
THE INTRODUCTION OF PLAUSIBLE INFERENCE
An important concern in data processing is that of identifying the data with its
source. This may not always be an easy task. The inclusion of inductive inference methods
then become not only an attractive option but also a necessary one (Pearl, 1988). A sound
method of plausible inference should ideally consist of a strong interaction between logical
and probabilistic reasoning. In the profile retrieval problem for example, one attempts to
induce the profile from the data with a minimum of bias. To accomplish this requires two
items: a prior probability for each of the possible classifications, and the values of the
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conditionalprobabilitiesof theattributesthatdefinetheclasses.This is theprobabilityof
seeingthe datagiven theclassandis called the likelihood of the data.Cox (1979)and
Horvitz (1986)provideathoroughandin depthdiscussionon this.Theymaintainthatwith
thesatisfactionof acertainsetof specificconditions,thestandard"axioms"of probability
theoryincludingBayes'Theorem(Bayes,1763;Jeffries,1983)will thenfollow logically
andcanbeuniquelydefined.
Fundamentally, Bayes' Theorem means calculating the posterior conditional
probability
P(HilDI) = P(HilI) P(DIHiI) / P(DII) (4)
where Hi represents an hypothesis in a sequence of hypotheses (H 1....... H i...... ,Hn),
which form a complete set and whose truth one wishes to judge. D is a set of data, and I is
whatever prior information one has in addition to the data.The inference can
then be summarized such that if H i is the desired profile, then the best estimate of Hi, in
light of the data and any apriori information, is given by that profile which maximizes this
posterior probability. Bayes' Theorem thus relates this probability that we require to the
two others, one of which can be computed directly. Here P(HilI) is the prior probability
and represents the state of knowledge (or ignorance) about the profile before there is any
data. This prior state of knowledge is modified by the data through the likelihood function
or conditional probability P(DIHil). This quantity indicates how likely it is that a particular
data set would have been obtained from a given (trial) hypothesis. In a typical classification
problem, the prior and likelihood terms will compete as to the number of classes present
with the likelihood preferring the largest number possible and the prior preferring the least.
The conditions which provide a number acceptable to both, will also yield the highest value
of the posterior probability. If an experiment is performed and new data D occurs, then a
reevaluation is required of the hypothesis Hi in order to calculate the new conditional
probability (the left hand side of Equation (4)). With the continued occurrence of data D in
repeated experiments, we tend to believe more in the hypothesis Hi at the expense of
believing less in the others. The prior probability can be "well-behaved" as is the case
whenever this function possesses a single maximum. It can also be "badly behaved" in the
sense of having many local maxima. This is usually the case when the data and the desired
variable are nonlinearly related. In such circumstances, techniques involving simulated
annealing methods are sometimes used to avoid producing local subsidiary solutions
(Kirkpatrick, Gelat & Vecchi, 1983). These are usually of little help whenever many almost
equally probable solutions are present.
Since the functional form for the likelihood of the data depends essentially on the
nature of the source producing the data, then the posterior probability will inherit much of
this complex topology. An example of this is found in the restoration of the blurred and
noisy image of the binary stellar system R Aquarii, provided by the Hubble Space
Telescope Faint Object Camera, (Bonavito et al., 1993). Here the image suffered from both
spherical aberration and detector saturation and was characterized by sharp peaks of
intensity within data cells immersed in a dim background. Datasets such as these are
subject to noise governed by Poisson statistics which are then modeled in the likelihood
function.
For complex systems requiring extensive calculations, Bayesian networks show
some promising developments (Pearl, 1988; Charniak & McDermott, 1985). To determine
the posterior distribution of a Bayesian network, one must specify the prior probabilities of
what are termed root nodes (or nodes with no predecessors) on an AI graph. It is also
necessary to specify the conditional probabilities or likelihood of all of the nonroot nodes
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(evidenceor data), given all possible combinations of their direct predecessors. Bayesian
networks allow one to calculate the conditional probabilities of the nodes in the network
given that the values of some of the nodes have been observed. They are calculated from a
small set of probabilities relating only. to neighboring nodes. The nodes can be considered
as random variables representing various states of affairs. In realistic cases, the networks
may consist of thousands of nodes which are evaluated many times as new evidence comes
in. What changes then is the conditional probability of the nodes given the new data. The
ability of the networks to greatly reduce the complete specification of a probability
distribution in complex systems using built-in independence assumptions, now makes
extensive Bayesian analyses realizable.
THE MAXIMUM ENTROPY METHOD
Maximum entropy has its roots in the work of Boltzmann (1877) and Gibbs
(1875) near the latter part of the last century and in the work of Shannon (1948). It has to
do with drawing inferences from incomplete information. Fundamentally, it states that any
inferences made concerning the outcome of any natural process should be based upon the
probability distribution which has the maximum entropy permitted by the data taken during
observation of the process. Here the data is defined as ensemble averages,
n
dk = _ PjAkj, 1 _< k _< m, (5)
j=l
where Akj defines the nature or physics underlying the measured quantities, and the Pj, the
distribution upon which the ensemble averages are imposed as constraints. Then as shown
by Gibbs (1875) and Jaynes (1957), using the the method of Lagrange multipliers, with the
partition function,
n
Z mZ(_,l,...,_-m) : ,exp(- Z_.kAkj) (6)
k=l
j=l
the maximum entropy distribution is,
1 ITI
exp(- _ _.kAkj), I -<j "_n. (7)
PJ = Z(_._.....;_a) k: 1
The Lagrange multipliers _k are obtained from
OlnZ (8)
_+dk=0, 1 <__k <_ m,
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a set of m simultaneous equations for m unknowns. Any other distributions allowed by the
constraints (5), will necessarily have entropy values less than those determined by Equation
(7). The fact that Pj is a positive quantity has important implications in all areas of signal
processing. There are as many Lagrange multipliers as there are equations of constraint,
and these constitute the disposable parameters of the minimally prejudiced probability
distribution. They are to be so adjusted as to satisfy the given data. From this, one may
conclude that maximum entropy is the appropriate method to 'reason' from the microscopic
to the macroscopic. Thus, if one wishes to consider the expectation values for the measured
data values given by Equation (5), as entities for which the sum of the probabilities is equal
to one, then the corresponding measured values can be said to introduce an element of
logical reasoning into the problem of plausible inference. In this sense, they help to
determine the consequences of the model for the given constraints. On the other hand, one
can also consider that probabilistic reasoning, which enters through Equation (7), is
required to interpret the plausibility of the model.
ESTIMATION OF THE ATMOSPHERIC OZONE PROFILE
The problem that we address in this paper is defined as follows: We convolve a
known ozone profile at a specified latitude, time of day and solar zenith angle, with a given
radiative transfer function using twelve ozone absorption and twelve atmospheric scattering
coefficients. This produces twelve model SBUV radiance data values. Using these
simulated data values together with the SBUV estimated total ozone and the radiative
transfer function, the task is to retrieve the above known (Given) ozone profile used in the
convolution.
Let us summarize some of the key issues pertaining to the retrieval problem. We
first note that there are more levels over which to distribute the total ozone than there are
measured data values (the ill-posed problem). The transfer function is also non-linear and is
itself a function of the desired profile. This gives rise to an expression for the backscattered
radiation that is in the form of a Fredholm integral equation of the first kind. These integral
equations are very difficult to solve and often times unwarranted assumptions are imposed
in order to handle them. The problem is also ill-conditioned in that there are many possible
solutions which exactly satisfy this integral equation whenever the original starting
conditions are slightly perturbed.
The problem is then formulated in terms of the atmospheric pressure. This is
possible since the altitude above the surface (except for minor local barometric fluctuations)
and the ozone amount distribution, are each be expressed parametrically as a function of
atmospheric pressure. It is also useful to choose atmospheric pressure as the independent
variable, since atmospheric pressure, not altitude, has a direct influence upon the scattering
of the ultraviolet solar radiation.
Measurements of backscattered ultraviolet solar radiation are made at a small
number, m of wavelengths, so that in order to facilitate calculation, the atmosphere is
divided into n layers, where n is greater than m. A large number of layers is sometimes
used to obtain a smooth curve representing the amount of ozone in each layer. In what
follows, xj represents the amount in the jth layer and T is the total amount of ozone in all
of the layers.
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To adapt the maximum entropy method to the problem of profile retrieval requires
the identification of the probability distribution (Equation (7)), with an appropriate profile
parameter such as the fraction of total ozone received at a particular level,
fj = xj / T. (9)
From this, the distribution can be written as
f__fi__
PJ=n
2fJ
(10)
j=l
As a consequence, Pj can then be replaced by fj where fj > 0 at each level. This positivity
constraint is guaranteed by the exponential in the maximum entropy solution.
It is convenient to describe the observed radiances of Equation (3) in terms of a quantity Qx
defined as the ratio of incident to backscattered radiation
PN
^Qx= exp(-[(et_.Xp+ xp)ldp) (11)
0
A
where txX = txx (1 + sec 0) and _x = 13_.(1 + sec 0). Equation (11) is of the form of a
Fredholm integral equation of the first kind and an approximate maximum entropy solution
for this type of equation as well as those of the second kind and the Wiener-Hopf type have
been developed by Mead (1986) and Papanicolaou (1984). In their approach, generalized
moments are introduced into the integral equation and the problem is converted into an
equivalent one in which the informational entropy is maximized using these moments as
constraints. Rather than utilizing this approach however, we proceed as follows: The
integral in Equation (11) is discretized by dividing the atmosphere into n layers
Here
where
n
Q;_ = _ Axjgjx (12a)
j=l
Axj =[exp(-_x pj)]Wj (12b)
Wj = 0.5 ( Api + Apj+I ), for j = 1,2,....,n-1
= 0.5 Apn, for j = n (12c)
and gj_. = exp(- o_x xk).
k=l
xk is the ozone amount in the kth layer. From this, one can then define
(12d)
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Apj = pj - Pj-1, (12e)
where pj is the pressure at the bottom of the jth layer.
Equation(12a)is anonlinearequationfor theozonelayerdistribution {xl, x2,x3.......xn}.
Maximizingtheinformationalentropysubjecto thenormalization
n
Y fj --1 (13)
j=l
and the m constraints Q_., where L = 1,2, .... ,m, yields
fj = 1/Z exp(Fj). (14)
MHere Z = _exp(Fj), Fj = _C_.T_,A_.kgk_. and C_, = _. T.
j _.=I
k=1
The T_.are the Lagrange multipliers which couple the constraints Q_.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
All of the data used in this problem including that which comprise the curves shown
as Given and Guess in Figure 1, and that which was used to evaluate the maximum entropy
and optimum statistical technique profiles, were provided by the Atmospheric Chemistry
Branch of the Laboratory for Atmospheres at the Goddard Space Flight Center. The
Rayleigh scattering and ozone absorption coefficients which define the spectroscopic
character of this particular radiative transfer function are shown in Table 1. The left hand
column are the twelve wavelength values for which twelve corresponding data values of Q_.
given by Equation (12a) were produced during the convolution process. The value for the
solar zenith angle was taken to be 69 degrees.
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Table 1
Absorption and Scattering Coefficients
Wavdength OzoneAb_fonC_fficient RayleighScat_dngCoefficient
_m) _tm_m)-! Otm)-I
255.7 309.7 2.4573
273.6 169.9 1.8131
283.1 79.88 1.5660
287.7 48.33 1.4597
292.3 27.82 1.3627
297.6 13.66 1.2605
302.0 7.462 1.1831
305.9 4.281 1.1194
312.9 1.632 1.0198
317.6 0.8684 0.9527
331.3 0.1397 0.7956
339.9 0.0248 0.6864
The ozone distribution for the curve labeled Given was obtained from twelve larger layers
of ozone known as Urnkehr layers. These Umkehr layers are in turn derived from an
algorithm which is based on climatology information. The twelve values are then cubic
spline interpolated to 92 layers to yield what is shown as the Given curves of Figures 1(a)
and (b). These 92 values were then used to obtain the convolution of a single scattering
radiative transfer function given by Equation (3). The total ozone was obtained by the
summation of the ozone amount at each of the 92 levels. To convert to Dobson units, these
are multiplied by 1000. The curves shown as the Guess on Figures l(a) and (b), are
obtained by changing the day number, latitude and total ozone in the above.
Figure l(a) shows the maximum entropy retrieved profile. It is clear from these
results that this inversion is very close to the Given profile, that is, the one used as the
known profile in this example. This agreement is almost exact at all pressure values from
below 1 mb up to 1 atmosphere. Figure l(b) depicts the profile retrieved by the optimum
statistical technique for this same Given profile.
This example has allowed us to demonstrate the power of inductive inference
methods not only to identify correctly the most likely source of a dataset but also to
accurately "predict" new information. In Bayesian analysis the sample probabilities are
used to induce an hypothesis which most likely will identify with the data source. In this
way, Bayesian statistics involves learning something about the assumptions by looking at
the results. This provides a quantitative way to evaluate the probabilities of different
assumptions, given the data. This is important in science for example, where there are often
competing hypotheses for the explanation of some natural phenomenon. Going back into
the unknown, using the observations, is what characterizes Bayesian statistics. In this
sense it uses data to test hypotheses. Maximum entropy on the other hand, uses the model
identified with the data source to make inferences about the data samples. This cannot be
done in classical statistics.
The process of updating knowledge by introducing new data is a basic one in the
animal ability called learning. This is complicated by the fact that raw data reaching the
mammalian brain is more likely than not the result of the convolution of several nonlinear
sources which may have generated datasets that are noisy and incomplete as well.
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The ability to deconvolve these signals and learn from them has fascinated experimental
psychologists for more than a century. A recent trend by members of this community has
been to pursue the idea that individuals solve particular kinds of problems by making
specific inferences (deductive) using rough guidelines that keep track of conclusions
compatible with the information at hand and along with relevant prior knowledge. The best
fit between the premises of a problem and the acceptable conclusion is judged to be
plausible. Psychologists have also focused on ideas which may be involved in forming
decisions out of incomplete or ambiguous pieces of information. It is under these
conditions however that the human brain often falls prey to what is called "cognitive
illusions." More recently, the ability "to understand" has occupied the attention of scientists
and engineers engaged in the field of machine learning. The studies surrounding learning in
the brain has split along the two lines of thought called behaviorism and cognitivism. These
center about the question of whether learning is a matter of behavioral patterning by
reinforcement or the storage and use of knowledge. The early behaviorists considered
learning as automatic and machinelike. They observed that if a particular response to a
particular stimulus pays off for an organism, then the response is likely to be repeated and
the probability that the response will be further repeated will be increased by further
rewards. It holds that behavior begins as essentially random activity, but connections are
strengthened between stimuli and response when the latter are followed by a satisfying
result. Known as reinforcement, this is said to strengthen a response, thereby making it
more probable. Complementing this concept is that of cognitivism which holds that from
the process of reinforcement, information is retained and is confirmed or not by experience,
resulting in learning. With the addition of information to random neural systems and with
the development of expectations about how certain goals can be achieved, both perspectives
can be viewed as the psychological analogues to self-organization. In a very similar
fashion, this can also be viewed as a Bayesian description of learning.
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Abstract
The simulation of runoff from a
Himalayan Glacier basin using
an Artificial Neural Network
(ANN) is presented. The
performance of the ANN model is
found to be superior to the
Energy Balance Model and the
Multiple Regression model. The
RMS Error is used as the figure
of merit for judging the
performance of the three
models, and the RMS Error for
the ANN model is the least of
the three models. The ANN is
faster in learning and exhibits
excellent system generalization
characteristics.
Introduction
Central Asia, the main regime
of mountain glaciation in the
Himalayas, is notable for its
diversity of hydrological and
meteorological conditions. As
the largest ice-sheet outside
the polar regions, it nourishes
some of the largest river
systems, like the Indus, the
Ganges, etc. These mountain
rivers have as their source
the liquid run-off from melting
snow and ice as well as liquid
precipitation into their
drainage basins. However, for
most of the river systems in
the Central Asia, the water
from melting is the main source
of nourishment.
The study of the glaciated
mountainous areas presents many
difficulties, due to both lack
of information on the water
balance elements and the
great variety and complexity of
natural conditions of these
areas. The structure of natural
zones of ablation ( and
consequently the water balance)
is determined by geographical
position and the peculiarities
of orography, the absolute and
relative height of mountains,
the circulation processes and
radiation regime, the
exposition of slopes, the
geological structure, etc. [7]
There exist many empirical
methods of simulating and
predicting glacier melt runoff,
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including time series modeling
and actual physical parametric
modeling. One of the most
widely studied and viable
method is the Energy-Balance
Model. This method has been
advocated by various
researchers for operational
runoff forecasting from
glacierized basins. [3], [4],
[zo]
The Study Area
The Chhota shigri glacier is a
medium size valley glacier
situated in the Lahaul and
Spitti District of Himachal
Pradesh (India). The glacier
lies between latitudes 77-29N
and 77-33N and longitudes 32-
lIE to 32-18E, covering an
area of about 19.39 sq. km.
Geologically this area is
confined to the Rohtang
gneissic complex of the Central
Crystalline of the higher
Himalaya. Fig. 1 (a) shows
various features of the glacier
and Figure 1 (b) shows relevant
hydrogeomorphological
parameters. [i]
The Energy Balance Model
Marks and Dozier (1992) have
carefully analyzed the various
types of heat fluxes and their
relative influence over the
snow melt run-off process in a
small alpine basin. They have
clearly demonstrated the
dominance of solar radiation
heat flux and two other
important fluxes, viz. the
sensible heat flux, and the
latent heat flux in the runoff
calculations. This logic can be
applied to other glaciated
areas as well. Since the solar
radiation is easily measured
and the heat flux is easily
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Figure 1 (a). Glacier Location Map
Total Area of the Glacier
Accumulation Area
Average Height of Acc. Area
Ablation Area
Average Height of Abl. Area
Accumulation Area Ratio
Maximum Glacier Height
Snout Height
Orientation
Average Gradient
Length of Glacier
19.39 sq. km.
18.15 sq, km.
5010 Mts.
1.24 sq. km.
4133 Mrs.
0.91
5595 Mts.
8840 Mts.
NNE
176 Mts./km.
10.00 km.
(adopted from Dhanju and Buch, 1989)
Figure 1 (b). Hydrogeomorphological Parameters
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Hydrograph of Chhota Shigri Stream
modeled for a given topography,
it should be possible to
reliably model the runoff from
glaciated areas.
The energy budget for a melting
glacier can be expressed as
Qm = Qn + Qh + Qe + Qr --- (1)
Where
Qm = Energy flux actually
available for melting the ice.
Qn = Net radiation flux
Watts / Sq. Meter )
( in
Qh = Sensible heat flux (
Watts / Sq. Meter )
in
Qe = Latent heat flux
Watts / Sq. Meter )
( in
Qr = Sensible heat flux from
rain. ( This term is negligible
in our case as no rain was
observed during the period of
this study.)
The net radiation flux is
calculated as
Qn = Qsw + Qlw (2)
Where
Qsw = Shortwave radiation
balance measured at the
observatory, by net radiometer.
Qlw = Long wave
budget at the surface,
using the algorithm
by [13].
radiation
modeled
suggested
The turbulent fluxes, viz. The
Qh and Qe were determined using
the standard aerodynamic
formulae and the roughness
length was assumed to be
constant at 5mm for this
experiment.
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FkJure 3. HeUT81Network Architecture
used for Glacier Run-otf Simulation
The hydrometeorological data
and the net radiation flux
data, along with corresponding
runoff, were collected in situ
during the Chhota shigri
Glacier Expedition in July -
August, 1988. The approach to
this glacier is possible only
during the ablation season, as
the high mountain passes remain
snow-covered for the rest of
the period. This is the major
bottle-neck in collecting
long-term melt-discharge
records for these areas. The
Hydrograph of the Chhota
shigri melt-stream is shown in
Figure 2.
The data are sparse and call
for a technique that can
generalize the latent system
configuration to improve their
applicability to runoff
calculations. One such recent
technique that possesses
excellent generalization
characteristics in addition to
very good learning capability
is the Artificial Neural
Network technique.
Modeling Physical Systems and
Processes using Artificial
Neural Networks
Many of our research efforts in
the field of Remote Sensing
remain directed towards
understanding and developing
mathematical models that can
simulate dynamic physical
processes in oceans,
atomosphere and the environment
in general. The spacecrft-based
sensors provide much-needed
details about various
parameters
processes.
limited
physical
environment,
that govern these
However, due to
knowledge of the
processes in the
and the inherent
noise in many geophysical data,
environmental systems often
cannot be accurately
represented through numeric
values describing their
physical properties and
interactions, but rather are
subjected to categorisation
into broad classes. [9]
The modelers have been
investigating many different
techniques to exactly simulate
the processes from the previous
knowledge, available in terms
of historic data (very good
survey of recent tachniques is
provided by Tsonis and Elsner,
1989). Many efforts to model
dynamic systems have been
undermined by the system's
inherent chaoticity in the
data. One solution is to model
the temporal variability of a
parameter rather than the
parameter per se. [2]
Neural Network Architecture
used for Runoff simulation
Recently, there has been a
great surge in the application
of multi-layer-feed-forward
Artificial Neural Networks to
diverse system identification
problems [2], [ii], [5]. In
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Figure 4. Comparative Model Performance
this study, the
Fast-Back-Error-Propagation
algorithm has been used. [6]
The network for run-off
prediction comprises 3 layers,
viz. the input layer, the
hidden layer and the output
layer. The input layer consists
three input neurons
corresponding to three heat
fluxes viz. the Solar Radiation
Heat Flux, the Sensible Heat
Flux and the Latent Heat Flux.
The hidden layer has 30
nodes, and the output layer
consists of one neuron
corresponding to the modeled
run-off value. The schematic
diagram .is shown in Figure 3.
Generalisation Performance of
ANN Model
Generalisation is a measure of
how well the network performs
on the actual problem once the
training is complete.
The standard method for
measuring the generalisation
characteristics of a given
model is called the method of
'Cross Validation'. The method
splits the data set into two
subsets, viz. the training data
set and the testing data set.
The learning is performed using
the training data set and the
network performance is
evaluated using the test data
set. Unless the training set
is large enough, the
performance of the network on
training data is not likely to
be an accurate measure of its
performance on future or
unknown data.
To achieve a statistically
significant result, several
independent splits are required
and the average of the results
is accepted as the overall
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Model RMS Error
Energy Balance Model 1.461.54
Multiple Regression Model
ANN Model ( t391 Iterations ) 0.06
L
FiglJre 5, Table Showlng Modeling Errors
performance of the network.
While the cross validation
method is a widely accepted
method, it is extremely time-
consuming in the case of ANN as
lenghty training times are
required for each independent
partition of the data set.
In the case of the Himalayan
glacier basins, the
hydrometeorological data
collected in situ are sparce,
as the mountain passes leading
to the glacier snout remain
open for a very short
period towards the end of
summer. Hence, all of the data
sets have to be used for
meaningful training. Thus there
is a need for alternate
reliable methods for
predicting the generalisation
performance of the network
without having a test data set.
An alternative technique which
requires far fewer computations
is called the 'Predicted
Squared Error' technique. This
technique relies on statistical
methods to derive an expression
for the generalisation
performance of a system as a
function of its performance on
the training data set, the
number of free parameters in
the system and the size of the
training data set. [5]
PSE = MSE+(2*Nw/Np)*(r2) (3)
Where
PSE = Pridicted Squared Error.
( For Future )
MSE = Mean Squared Error of the
training data set.
Nw = Number of free parametres
in the model (120 in our
case ).
Np = Number of training
patterns for the model (24 in
our case ).
(r2) = Variance of the noise
determined by the formula :
(r2) = abs[ (p/(p-Nw))*MSE] (4)
Where
p = Number of patterns used for
training the network.
The MSE in the ANN model for
the Chhota shigri Runoff Model
is estimated at 0.0036. Hence
by substituting the values in
eq. 4 and eq. 3 we get the PSE
as 0.0126, which is quite
acceptable as model error
considering the paucity of
data.
Conclusions
Figure 4 depicts the resultant
calculated runoff from the
energy balance model against
two other models, viz. the
Multiple-Regression Model, the
Energy Balance Model and the
ANN model. (See Figure 5)
It can be clearly seen from the
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comparative performance of the
three different models that the
trained ANN model assumes the
flow values that are closest to
in situ measured values.
(The Correlation Coefficient
between the measured runoff and
the runoff simulated by ANN
model is of the order of
0.9998) Currently, we are
investigating the application
of different ANN models to
diverse hydrological and
meteorological simulation and
forecasting problems.
The technique of system
modeling with ANN holds very
good promise. However, it
requires rigorous research and
simulations before any
operational model can be
developed.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a cooperative approach to the design of intelligent automation and
describes the Mission Operations Cooperative Assistant for NASA Goddard flight
operations. The cooperative problem solving approach is being explored currently in the
context of providing support for human operator teams and also in the definition of future
advanced automation in ground control systems.
INTRODUCTION
The increasing sophistication and complexity of satellite ground control operations requires
new approaches to the design of ground control systems. One approach to providing
intelligent assistance to operators in real-time control tasks is via an intelligent cooperative
problem solving system. Unlike the traditional expert system that queries the user, detects
problems, and offers advice, the cooperative problem solving approach advocates
providing a variety of flexible intelligent resources to the human operator (Woods, 1986;
Jones, 1991; Jones and Mitchell, 1993).
A theory of human-computer cooperative problem solving proposed by Jones
(Jones, 1991; Jones and Mitchell, 1993) provides high-level design guidelines for the
development of intelligent cooperative automation. These principles advocate human
authority, mutual intelligibility, openness and honesty, multiple perspectives, and the
management of trouble. In short, the human operator(s) should retain locus of control in
interaction and decision making, and the intelligent automation should be obvious,
inspectable, unambiguous, provide multiple views of the situation, and provide support
for varying levels of help and expertise.
The rest of this paper will focus on the modeling, representation, and architecture of
an existing prototype cooperative problem solver system and current research on defining
new requirements and architectures for intelligent cooperative support.
THE MISSION OPERATIONS
COOPERATIVE ASSISTANT
A prototype cooperative problem solver system, the Georgia Tech Mission Operations
Cooperative Assistant (GT-MOCA, hereafter referred to as MOCA), was developed for the
context of NASA Goddard real-time flight operations and was experimentally evaluated
with ERBS and COBE flight analysts in the context of a high-fidelity real-time interactive
simulation of MOCA provides an interactive normative operator model, messages, and
interactive graphics to be utilized in conjunction with the operator's existing work
environment. In particular, the interactive normative model provides a visualization of the
content and structure of current expected activities and allows operators to query this
representation and also delegate activities to MOCA.
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MOCA is basedon theoperatorfunctionmodel (OFM) (Mitchell, 1987)andthe
OFMspertarchitecture(Rubin,Jones,andMitchell, 1988).Theoperatorfunctionmodelis
a heterarchic-hierarchicnetwork model that specifiesactivities at various levels of
abstractionandtheactionsneededto successfullyaccomplishthoseactivities. Activities
andactionsarenodesin theOFMnetwork,andarcsrepresentsystemtriggeringeventsor
the successfulcompletion of activity. The OFM is implementedas a blackboard
architecturethat formsthebasisof intent inferencing(Rubin,Jones,andMitchell, 1988).
Here,thebasicOFMspertcomponentsasimplementedin MOCA andtheMOCA-specific
CooperativeProblemSolvercomponentaredescribed.
Figure 1 illustrates the overall software architecture.The Controlled System
Interfaceclassparsesinformationfrom thecontrolledsystem(in this case,a high-fidelity
interactivesimulation)andsendsappropriatemessagestootherOFMspertcomponents.
(OFMspert)Use"
Interface
jl_ Contr°lled
System
i
_i_ High LevelController
Controlled ISystem
Interface '
!,
II I
]Enhanced Normative
Model
[ ControlEnvironment
Actin
Blackboard
Cooperative Problem
SolvingModule
Strategiesfor
managing advice,
repair
Generate advice objects
Generate checklists
I
Figure 1. The MOCA architecture.
The State Space class represents the current state of the controlled system. Thus, many of
the classes that are fully implemented in the simulation itself (e.g., classes to represent
spacecraft components) are partially replicated here to provide a modular, efficient
representation of the current system state. The Control Environment class represents the
simulation user interface as a collection of DisplayPanel objects, each of which has a name,
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acharacterstringdenotingwhatinformation thatpanelcontains,andan integerdenoting
whetheror not thepanelis currentlydisplayed.
TheEnhancedNormativeModelclassencapsulatestheknowledgeof the operator
functionmodelfor a particulardomain(here,real-timeflight operations),wherethemodel
is representedasactivity trees(organizedfunctions,subfunctions,andtasks) andactions.
In general,the EnhancedNormative Model containstablesof all thesestructuresand
memberfunctionsthatareusedto instanciateandscheduletheremovalof activity treesand
actionson theblackboard. Most of this information is file-driven;at thebeginningof the
program,theEnhancedNormativeModel readsin files thatgivethestructureof theactivity
trees (i.e., function-subfunction-taskrelationships), their supporting actions, and the
structuresof all the nodesin theoperatorfunction model. Thedifferent informationand
formatsin eachfile correspondto four classesto representhat information. The class
ActivityTreeStructrepresentsthemodel-driveninformation(i.e.,function-subfunction-task
activity trees) of the operator function model. The ActivityTreeStruct class also
encapsulatesthealertmessageassociatedwith eachtree. The class ModelTreeStruct is a
subclass of ActivityTreeStruct that also includes the actions associated with each task. The
class ConnectionStruct encapsulates intent inferencing information; i.e., the names of
actions are associated with the names of the tasks which those actions support. Also, the
ConnectionStruct class contains members to represent the "what is" and "how to"
information associated with each action. Finally, the NodeStruct class is used to represent
ActivityNodes. This class represents a node's level, name, type, purpose, and enabling
event as character arrays. This information is used by Enhanced Normative Model
methods for "instanciating" a particular tree.
The Blackboard class of MOCA is essentially the same as previous implementations
of the OFMspert blackboard (Rubin, Jones, and Mitchell, 1988; Chronister, 1990). The
blackboard data structure has four levels: functions, subfunctions, tasks, and actions. The
control structures consist of three lists of events: the clock events list, the problems list,
and the events list. The clock events list is a time-sorted list of events to be done at
prespecified times. The problems list is a list of unconnected actions. The events list is a
list of current events to be processed. The knowledge sources are member functions for
processing events to maintain and update the blackboard. Some extensions were made to
the representation of blackboard nodes. The abstract superclass ActivityNode now also
contains a member denoting the names of the supernodes that this node can connect to,
because subfunctions and tasks as well as actions can be posted and connected to nodes at a
higher level. ActivityNode also contains a new member that describes the enabling event
for its posting (e.g., the Monitor function's enabling event is that telemetry data have begun
to arrive). The subclasses of ActivityNode are FunctionNode, SubfunctionNode,
Task,Node, and ActionNode. The ActionNode class includes "what is" and "how to"
information.
Part of the structure of the Cooperative Problem Solver class is given in Table 1. It
represents message-sending paths with other OFMspert components, the history and
current focus of allocated activities and communicative acts, the current checklist of actions
to be displayed or performed, and an organized collection of declarative information used in
the performance of allocated bookkeeping activities. The Cooperative Problem Solver class
has a number of member functions for the creation and maintenance of these structures.
Besides the behaviors of creating, adding, deleting, and finding items on the various lists,
the Cooperative Problem Solver has a number of key functions that are summarized in
Table 2.
As noted in these tables, significant classes associated with the Cooperative Problem
Solver represent communicative knowledge in the form of communication knowledge
objects (in a similar spirit to context spaces (Reichman, 1985). Class CommunicationKO
represents the communicative act's name, the time it was initiated, the time it was ended, its
initiating and terminating conditions (as described in the main thesis text), its history of
status changes, purpose, priority, and content. Class CommunicationKO has three
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subclasses that represent specialized types of communicative acts. Class
AdviceReminderKOhasan additionalmemberthat representsthe feedbackstructure
generatedby blackboardassessments.ClassLimitViolationKO hasadditionalmembersto
representthestatusandcurrentvalueof theassociatedspacecraftparameter(whosenameis
TableI. Partialstructureof ClassCooperativeProblemSolver
Member
giveAdvice
allocatedFunctions
allocatedSubfunctions
aLlocatedTasks
currentConversational-
Context
currentActivity
currentAdvice
currentChecklist
Description
Booleanvariable
Denoteswhetheror not topresentadvice/reminder
messagesto theuser.This is thevariablethatis set
whentheuserclickson the"GiveAdvice" checkbox
on theMOCA mainmenu.
PointerstoanAllocatedActivityobject
Thesemembersof classCPSdenotethe headsof linked
lists of AllocatedActivity objectsthat correspondto the
functions,subfunctions,andtasksallocatedto MOCA.
Pointerto aCommunicationKOobject
Denotesthecommunicativeactwhichis thecurrentfocus
of processing,by MOCA.
Pointerto anActivityKOobject
Denotestheactivitywhich is thecurrentfocusof
processingby MOCA.
Pointerto anAdviceReminderKOobject
Denotestheadvicewhich is thecurrentfocusof
processingby MOCA.
Arrayof 10characterpointers(characterstrings)
Denotesthecurrentdynamically-generatedchecklistto
bedisplayedto theuserand/orto beperformedby
MOCA.
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Table2. Significantmemberfunctionsof classCooperativeProblemSolver
Member function
propagateResponsibility
makeRespCommAct
manageCommunication
generateAdvice
generateAlert
generateConfirmation
generateExplanation
generateDetails
generateAcknowledgment
generateLimitViolation-
Message
generateDataDropout-
Message
generateLimitSummary-
Message
generateDynarnicChecklist
generateSpecialChecklist
Description
When the user allocates an activity node to MOCA,
its responsibility is set to "MOCA". This effect
propagates downward such that the responsibility of
subnodes is also set to "MOCA". Propagation also
occurs upward such that supernodes' responsibility is
either "shared" (if other subnodes of the supernode are
still allocated to the human) or "MOCA" (if all other
subnodes have also been allocated to MOCA).
Given an activity node allocated to MOCA, this
function returns an associated CommunicationKO that
represents the communicative act of "echoing" that act
of delesation.
This function is the heart of MOCA's management'of
communicative acts. Every CommunicationKO that is
created and added to the appropriate list is passed as an
argument to this function. Currently
manageCommunication sets the CommunicationKO as the
currentConversationalContext, and decides, based on the
purpose of this act, which function to call to generate a
messa_,e to the user as shown in the next box.
The functions called from manageCommunication if the
currentConversationalContext's purpose is, respectively,
to provide ADVICE on missing, out of order, or late
actions; ALERT the user that certain functions,
subfunctions, and/or tasks were posted on the blackboard;
CONFIRM that MOCA has performed an action in
response to an activity delegation; EXPLAIN how to do
an action on the dynamic checklist display; ELABORATE
on "what is" an action on the dynamic checklist display;
acknowledge that MOCA received the request to perform
an activity (ACTIVITY_MANAGEMENT); or provide
domain-specific alert messages.
This function places the currentConversationalContext's
content in the appropriate textlist display.
Given an activity node for which the user requests
delegation or a checklist, this function queries the
EnhancedNormativeModel to find the actions that
constitute the successful fulfillment of that activity.
Given an activity node for which the user requests
delegation or a checklist, this function examines
context-specific information to generate the appropriate
checklist of actions. For example, if the user requests
a checklist for the TRPBK subfunction, this function
examines the current support characteristics to decide
if the appropriate control actions involve Tape Recorder 1
or Tape Recorder 2 (i.e., the list may be TR 1STBY and
TR1PBK, or TR2STBY and TR2PBK).
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assignedasthe nameof theLimitViolationKO). ClassDataDropoutKOhas the same
structureof aCommunicationKO,but is treateddifferently; its namerepresentsthetypeof
dataloss(e.g.,"fwd link") andits startandendtimesrepresenthe startandendtimesof
thedataloss.
INTELLIGENT SUPPORT FOR ACTIVITY MANAGEMENT
MOCA provides the basis for further architectures to support human-computer cooperative
problem solving. MOCA's limitations,however, included its lack of integration between the
resources for cooperative problem solving and its lack of support for planning (Jones and
Mitchell, 1993). Currently we are building the Intelligent Support for Activity Management
(ISAM) architecture which addresses these issues (Jones, 1993a, 1993b, Jones and Goyle,
1993; Jones, Patterson, and Goyle, 1993). In particular, activities are represented more
completely by Activity Objects that explicate knowlege of priorities, resources, constraints,
and temporal relationships between activities. Furthermore, the context of activity --
including the current state of the user's "information space" (e.g., displays), current state
of the controlled system, and evolving status of artifacts that both guide activity and are the
result of activity -- is explicitly captured and represented by objects as well. This
architecture is currently under development; a high-level conceptual overview is provided in
Figure 2 below.
Intelligent Support for
Activity Management (ISAM)
User Interface: Interactive visualization of activities,
their relationships, constraints, resources
lnterface
A
context- 1 newevents update
sensitive |
resources[
Current Context Representation
Blackboard Model of Activity_
Activity Context
Information Space
State Space of System
Evolving Artifacts
insta ntiate s
Object Knowledge Base
Activity Objects
Activity Context KB
Information Objects
System Objects
Artifact Objects
Figure 2. ISAM Architecture.
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Abstract
The Vista project has centered on the use
of decision-theoretic approaches for manag-
ing the display of critical information rele-
vant to real-time operations decisions. The
Vista-I project originally developed a proto-
type of these approaches for managing flight
control displays in the Space Shuttle Mis-
sion Control Center (MCC). The follow-on
Vista-II project integrated these approaches
in a workstation program which currently is
being certified for use in the MCC. To our
knowledge, this will be the first application of
automated decision-theoretic reasoning tech-
niques for real-time spacecraft operations.
We shall describe the development and ca-
pabilities of the Vista-II system, and provide
an overview of the use of decision-theoretic
reasoning techniques to the problems of man-
aging the complexity of flight controller dis-
plays. We discuss the relevance of the Vista
techniques within the MCC decision-making
environment, focusing on the problems of de-
tecting and diagnosing spacecraft electrome-
chanical subsystem component failures with
limited information, and the problem of de-
termining what control actions should be
taken in high-stakes, time-critical situations
in response to a diagnosis performed under
uncertainty. Finally, we shall outline our cur-
rent research directions for follow-on projects.
1 Introduction
The Vista project is a collaborative research
and development effort between the Palo Alto
Laboratory of the Rockwell Science Center,
the Rockwell Space Operations Company,
and NASA/Johnson Space Center to develop
techniques for reducing the cognitive load on
operators responsible for monitoring and con-
trolling complex physical systems. In partic-
ular, the project has centered on the use of
decision-theoretic approaches for generating
diagnostic assistance and for directing com-
puter programs to display the most relevant
information in a decision context.
Last year, we developed and demonstrated
PN6_._,t_ PAGE BLANK PlOT FILMFD
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a prototype Vista-I decision-supportand dis-
play-managementsystem for SpaceShuttle
Orbital Maneuvering System (OMS) burn
monitoring and control activities. This proto-
type systemprovidespropulsionsystemflight
controllers with diagnostic decision support
by reasoningunder uncertainty about alter-
native problems,and by prioritizing them ac-
cording to probability and criticality [1].
This Vista-I prototype stimulated efforts
to continue this work by extending the rea-
soning models and porting the techniques
to MCC-classworkstations,culminating with
certification of the software for mission op-
erations. To accomplish these efforts, the
Vista team this year developedthe Vista-II
system. This system improves the Vista-I
uncertainty models, supplementsthem with
utility models, and captures the prototyped
display-managementfeaturesand techniques
within an X-windows-basedworkstation pro-
gram connectedto the MCC telemetry data
streams. The resulting program currently is
undergoingfinal developmentandverification
and validation testing prior to certification.
2 Description
The proper management of uncertainty in
decision-making is critically important in
high-risk operations endeavors like manned
space flight. The Space Shuttle OMS
performs many critical maneuvers (com-
monly called burns) during every mission,
including orbit insertion and deorbit, ren-
dezvous target phasing and orbital piane ad-
justments, deployed-satellite and collision-
avoidance separations, and contingency pro-
pellant dumps. Therefore, it is vitally impor-
tant that correct OMS diagnoses and opera-
tions decisions be made promptly when sub-
system faults occur during these maneuvers.
The set of possible faults is known a priori,
as are the valid responses to any combination
of these failures. Since the OMS subsystem
is well-transduced, the fault detection and
diagnosis tasks are rather straightforward
for an experienced flight controller; a less-
experienced flight controller, however, may
have a bit more uncertainty about fault sig-
natures and correct response actions. How-
ever, any flight controller faces significantly
more difficult decision-making tasks when a
prior failure of the spacecraft instrumenta-
tion or data processing subsystems has ren-
dered many of the primary OMS sensors inop-
erative. Our program-embedded uncertainty
models handle this often-encountered situa-
tion by using whatever information is avail-
able in the current situation, including sec-
ondary sensors and prior probabilities. More-
over, prior problems within the OMS subsys-
tem may increase the difficulty of diagnosing
multiple faults; the uncertainty models han-
dle these situations in an elegant manner be-
cause they calculate the probability distribu-
tion over all faults.
In Vista applications, we use uncertainty
models to calculate the probability distribu-
tions over the set of possible faults based on
observed sensor data. We use these proba-
bility distributions in conjunction with util-
ity models to determine which course of ac-
tion to recommend. Both of these mod-
els affect the automated selection of adap-
tive displays which the program provides to
flight controllers for making the final diag-
nosis and response decisions. Sections 2.1
and 2.2 describe the uncertainty and utility
models, respectively, and section 3 describes
the displays and display-management tech-
niques we've built into the Vista-II system.
2.1 Uncertainty Model
Automated reasoning systems often require
representations of uncertainty about the
world. These models often employ Bayesian
inferencing techniques to calculate condi-
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tional probabilities over a collection of hy-
pothesesgiven someevidence. They are es-
pecially applicable to fault detectionand di-
agnosisproblem domains in which multiple
faults may occur or in which only a lim-
ited amount of evidenceis available. Vista
systemsemploy these models within larger
decision-theoreticmodelsrepresentinguncer-
tainty and utility in decision-makingpro-
cesses.In Vista systemswe apply theseun-
certainty models to the usual problems of
fault detection and diagnosis, but we also
apply them to the problem of automatically
controlling the presentationof information to
the usergiven uncertainty about the world.
Vista systems use belief network mod-
els to calculate the probability distributions
over a set of possible faults for the OMS
rocket engines and their associated propel-
lant distribution systems and sensors. Be-
lief networks are computational models which
represent probabilistic influences among ob-
servations (evidence) and possible explana-
tions for these observations (conclusions or
diagnoses). 1 In the OMS burn monitoring
and control program specifically, we use be-
lief networks to represent the probabilistic
influences among telemetered readings from
OMS pressure, temperature, quantity, and
valve position sensors against a collection of
possible faults or explanations which best de-
scribe these observations. Figure 1 depicts
a compact representation of the OMS burn
network.
Each belief network node contains condi-
tional probabilities based on the conditional
probabilities of its ancestors. We enter obser-
vations from the world as certain evidence in
certain leaf nodes. The inference engine prop-
agates this evidence, using Bayes' Rule, to all
of the other nodes in the network. Extract-
ing the resulting values of features within
1These belief networks, sometimes referred to as
causal probability networks, are special forms of more
general influence diagrams [2].
designated fault nodes we obtain the condi-
tional probability distribution for given ex-
haustive set of faults. The program uses this
fault probability distribution to update and
manage displays and as input into the utility
model.
2.2 Utility Model
For automated decisions about the best ac-
tion to take under uncertainty, it is impor-
tant to employ a representation of the value
of alternative outcomes. Having access to the
values of alternative outcomes allows for the
selection of fault-response actions that have
the highest expected utility. In the Vista-II
system we employ a utility model to calculate
the value of alternative outcomes based on
the fault probability distribution. We display
the distribution of these values over all of the
alternative actions and assume that the flight
controller will select the action with the max-
imum expected utility. Section 3 describes
these displays.
The Vista-II utility model determines the
value of alternative outcomes by calculat-
ing the scalar product of the fault prob-
ability distribution vector with an action-
specific, utility-weighting parameter vector.
We have experimented with various sets of
weighting parameters, The set currently in
place reflects a single-attribute model which
describes the "right response" or "gut feel-
ing" gleaned from experienced flight con-
trollers. Essentially, these parameters re-
flect the utility of selecting action A in re-
sponse to each possible fault F. We have
also constructed more specific multi-attribute
utility models which can provide the weight-
ing vector elements by performing a linear
combination of decision attributes. These
decision attributes include measures such as
the importance of achieving maneuver targets
(based on criticality), the risk of damage to
spacecraft subsystem components, the per-
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Figure 1: The belief network for OMS burn monitoring. Arcs represent probabilistic influ-
ences between the nodes. Grayed titles denote evidence nodes.
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formance capabilities available from backup
systems, and the potential impact to mis-
sion objectives. These multi-attribute util-
ity models will be particularly important in
distributed decision-making applications be-
cause they provide a way to account for dis-
parate degrees of contribution from indepen-
dent subsystems toward common decision at-
tributes.
The model we have implemented in the
Vista-II system provides the flight controller
with a utility value distribution over four
possible actions. These actions correspond
to doing nothing ("continue"), terminating
the burn ("stop"), or selecting a backup
burn configuration ("engine-fail downmode"
and "propellant-fail downmode"). Since the
expected utility of executing these actions
in response to a fault is context-dependent,
the utility model employs a different set of
weighting parameters for each user-selected
context. Section 3 describes the mechanism
by which the user can select the context. As
the fault probability distribution changes ac-
cording to the uncertainty model, the util-
ity model changes the distribution over these
possible actions and the program shows this
distribution on the displays.
3 Implementation
The Vista-II application has been realized
in a working program on MCC-class work-
stations. These workstations run the Unix
operating system and the X-Windows Sys-
tem, and use the OSF/Motif window man-
ager. The OMS burn monitoring program
was written in the C language using the
OSF/Motif programming style and widget set
and the Hugin API inference engine for the
belief networks. 2 Owing to our lack of access
_Unix is a trademark of AT&T. The X-Windows
System is a trademark of Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. OSF/Motif is a trademark of Open Soft-
to a commercial product performing utility
modeling, we have coded the utility models
by hand. In this section we describe some
of the implementation techniques, display-
management philosophies, and design details
found in this program.
First, since the two OMS engines are func-
tionally identical, but provide unique sets of
sensor values, we use a copy of the belief net-
work for each engine and change the engine-
specific sensor value evidence nodes accord-
ing to the appropriate sensor names and lo-
cations. The belief network developer assigns
to each fault given in the "fault" node an as-
sociated "group" name, which we use to col-
lect related faults into named groups in or-
der to summarize these faults on a smaller
display. The OMS burn monitoring program
loads these two belief networks at run time.
Once loaded and initialized, the program con-
structs some of the Vista displays automati-
cally based on the contents of the designated
"fault" node in the network. The program
then cyclically gathers telemetered sensor val-
ues, translates analog values into qualitative
values (such as low, nominal, or high), then
installs these qualitative values as certain ev-
idence in the sensor nodes. If the value of
any evidence node has changed since the last
data cycle, the program runs the belief net-
work inference engine to compute the prob-
ability distributions over all of the possible
values in each of the other nodes. The pro-
gram then uses these new probability distri-
butions to update and select the appropriate
displays.
Next, we draw a distinction between two
sorts of displays built into this program: fixed
displays and adaptive displays. The fixed dis-
plays essentially are conventional flight con-
troller displays showing spacecraft subsystem
configurations, current sensor values, internal
ware Foundation, Inc. Hugin API is a trademark of
Hugin Expert A/S.
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Figure 2: Left OMS summary display. Only a small sampling of information about the Left
OMS is available to the user from this display.
Figure 3: Left OMS detailed display. All of the Left OMS sensor and calculation data is
available to the user from this display.
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Figure 4: OMS burn program palette menu. The user may select any of the program's
displays from this menu, thereby overriding automatic controls over the presented displays.
This menu contains pulldown menus for "n-of-many" selections and option menus for "one-
of-many" (mutually exclusive) displays.
computation results, mission status informa-
tion, and so on. These displays are "fixed"
because they're compiled into the program.
Some of the fixed displays pertain to various
levels of "granularity" or detail; these range
from showing an overview sampling or sum-
mary of important information, to showing
every bit of detailed information. In order
to manage the "real estate" on the screen,
and thereby manage the cognitive load on the
user, the program employs the Vista mod-
els to select which degree of detail is suitable
for display: it chooses the summary displays
when there isn't much of interest in the cur-
rent decision context from one series of dis-
plays, but chooses the detailed displays when
crucial information from these displays is nec-
essary to make the best-informed decision. If
necessary, the program will "shrink" the irrel-
evant displays and "enlarge" the relevant dis-
plays by selecting among the fixed displays in
each series. Of course, there may be some in-
formation overlap in each level of granularity.
Figures 2 and 3 show a summary and detailed
butions calculated by the inference engine.
These displays are "adaptive" in the sense
that the program builds them automatically,
based on external information, so that var-
ious configurations of the displays may be
used for different stages of development or by
different users. Specifically, the program con-
structs these displays from information con-
tained within the belief networks; since there
are a pair of belief networks for any com-
plete OMS burn model, the program actu-
ally builds two sets of displays. First, the
program builds a "detailed" diagnosis display
which lists all of the possible faults provided
by the model. We use a histogram repre-
sentation to convey the probability distribu-
tion over these faults; initially, the distribu-
tion corresponds to.the a priori probabilities
of occurrence. Second, the program builds a
"summary" diagnosis display which lists all
of the fault groups encountered in the fault
list. It is assumed that each possible fault is
a member of one and only one fault group.
Again, we use a histogram representation to
display for the Left OMS subsystem.
we allow the user to override any of these au-
tomatic display selections, the program also
provides a "palette" menu from which to se-
lect any of the displays made available by the
program. Figure 4 shows the palette for the
OMS burn program.
The adaptive displays provide the users in-
sight into the probability and utility distri-
Since convey the probability distribution over the
fault groups. As the program acquires and
processes telemetry data, the inference engine
will determine new probability distributions
which the program will present to the user
by changing the magnitudes of the appropri-
ate graph elements. Figures 5 and 6 show
examples of these displays. These two dis-
plays represent the "granularity" offered into
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Figure 5: A "detailed" diagnosisdisplay. Eachentry in the histogramrepresentsthe relative
probability for the namedfault.
Hormal
Prop
Engine
Sensor
Close Reset Setup Detail
Figure 6: A "summary" diagnosis display. Each entry in the histogram represents the
summation of the probabilities for all faults in the named group.
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the diagnosis information. Since the sum-
mary diagnosis display consumes less screen
space than the detailed diagnosis display, it
is meant to be used as the primary diagnosis
display when the probability of any fault is
low. The program will automatically replace
the summary display with the detailed dis-
play when the probability of any fault exceeds
some threshold. We shall describe below a
built-in feature which enables the user to ad-
just this threshold. To override these auto-
matic controls, the displays also provide con-
venient push-buttons to increase or decrease
granularity. There is also a push-button to
invoke the "setup" dialog, which we describe
below.
Another adaptive display is the action-
selection display. Since the belief networks do
not contain information for the utility mod-
els, the program builds this display based
on information contained in a user-controlled
file. This file contains certain actions and
utility model parameters necessary to build
the display. Once again, there is one action-
selection display for each OMS. Figure 7
shows the action-selection display for the
OMS burn monitoring program. Since the
number of actions is small in this application,
there is only one level of granularity among
the action-selection displays.
The "setup" dialog box provides the user
with some control over the behavior of the
inference and display-management functions
(see figure 8). The three option menus pro-
vide the user with a mechanism for select-
ing the context of the OMS burn, such as
whether the burn is critical, whether a mini-
mum burn target must be satisfied, and what
performance capabilities remain in redundant
systems in the event of a failure of the pri-
mary system. The configuration of these
menus affects the parameters used by the
utility model. The "auto-display threshold"
slider bar enables the user to select the fault
probability value above which the program
will automatically present the detailed diag-
nosis display (for all faults other than "ok").
The "auto-freeze threshold" slider bar en-
ables the user to select the fault probability
above which the program will cease to up-
date the probability and utility distributions
and displays. This feature disables updates
to faults which manifest themselves in a dy-
namic fashion, presenting evidence convinc-
ingly initially (with high probability), then
appearing to change into a different signa-
ture. Since the initial signature best rep-
resents the real problem, we may choose to
disable further calculations after exceeding a
certain confidence threshold.
Finally, adopting the Vista philosophy on
screen real-estate management, the OMS
burn program can control the placement of
most of these displays automatically. For ex-
ample, the program will place the Left and
Right OMS summary and detailed displays
adjacent to each other if a companion dis-
play is already visible on the screen. It will
also substitute the mutually exclusive dis-
plays at the same screen location. These
automatic placements override the window
manager's controls over window placement.
If a companion display is not visible, the
program will defer placement to the window
manager, which then employs the user's de-
fault geometry settings or interactive place-
ment resources. These automatic controls
provide convenient display-management tech-
niques which minimize distraction of the user
during crucial decision-making contexts.
The OMS burn belief network and util-
ity models capture a tremendous amount of
flight controller expertise. The belief net-
works were developed in direct consultation
with flight controllers, and accurately repre-
sent the probabilistic reasoning performed by
these flight controllers during real-time MCC
operations. The a priori probabilities for the
uncertainty models and the utility parame-
ters for the utility models were derived from
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Figure 7: An action-selectiondisplay. Eachentry in the histogram representsthe relative
utility for the namedaction in the current burn context.
Figure 8: The OMS burn program "setup" dialog box. Slider bars enable the user to set
thresholds for display-management functions. Option menus enable the user to establish the
burn context for the utility model.
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the resultsof surveysof all of the flight con-
trollers responsiblefor OMSburn monitoring.
We havefound that thesemodel parameters
have worked extremely well during rigorous
testsof this new program.
4 Future Work
The Vista-I and Vista-II systems have been
very successful, particularly in demonstrat-
ing the usefulness of these decision-theoretic
approaches to decision-making and display-
management in real-time operations. These
successes have generated many interesting
ideas we intend to pursue as we enhance the
models and reasoning techniques. Many of
these ideas will be pursued during next year's
Vista-III project.
Using collaborating Vista models, we are
experimenting with a distributed expert sys-
tem approach to group decision-making ap-
plications. Using the information sharing
protocol developed at JSC [4], we distribute
the probability and utility distribution results
from various Vista models across a network to
other flight controllers whose systems may be
affected by the operations of another system.
Such a multi-agent application is especially
useful for prioritizing a serial list of actions
to be forwarded to the astronauts. This ap-
proach is also interesting for the deployment
of adaptive multi-attribute utility models.
We are also experimenting with the inte-
gration of empirical sensor importance mea-
surements derived by the selective monitor-
ing (SELMON) project at the NASA Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) [5]. These mea-
surements often provide additional intuitive
representations of sensor observations as evi-
dence for the sensor nodes in the belief net-
works, particularly when the dynamic behav-
ior of a sensor is important information.
A focus on sensor importance can also be
made from a strictly probabilistic or statis-
tical standpoint. One interesting application
of these techniques lies in determining the di-
minished confidence in the latest sensor read-
ing over time. Another similar application
can determine the information content of a
particular display, enabling the program to
suggest a fixation on that display if it isn't
currently visible.
Finally, we are developing new implemen-
tation techniques to facilitate the integra-
tion of uncertainty models within worksta-
tion programs. These implementation tech-
niques include display-management protocols
interacting with the window manager, new
frameworks of interacting objects to facili-
tate display construction, and possibly new
X-compatible widgets which hide all of these
implementation details from the programmer.
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ABSTRACT
The role of Mission Evaluation Room (MER) engineers is to provide engineering support during
Space Shuttle missions, for Space Shuttle systems. These engineers are concerned with ensuring
that the systems for which they are responsible function reliably, and as intended. The MER is a
central facility from which engineers may work, in fulf'flling this obligation. Engineers participate
in real-time monitoring of shuttle telemetry data and provide a variety of analyses associated with
the operation of the shuttle.
'The Johnson Space Center's Automation and Robotics Division is working to transfer advances in
intelligent systems technology to NASA's operational environment. Specifically, the MER
Intelligent Diagnostic and Analysis System, (MIDAS) project provides MER engineers with
software to assist them with monitoring, f'fltering and analyzing Shuttle telemetry data, during and
after Shuttle missions. MIDAS off-loads to computers and software, the tasks of data gathering,
filtering, and analysis, and provides the engineers with information which is in a more concise and
usable form needed to support decision making and engineering evaluation. Engineers are then
able to concentrate on more difficult problems as they arise.
This paper describes some, but not all of the applications that have been developed for MER
engineers, under the MIDAS Project. The sampling described herewith was selected to show the
range of tasks that engineers must perform for mission support, and to show the various levels of
automation that have been applied to assist their efforts.
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the MIDAS project is to provide MER engineers with real time intelligent software
to assist them with monitoring, filtering and analyzing Shuttle telemetry data, during and after
Shuttle missions, and to capture the expertise held by highly experienced engineers. This is
accomplished by applying advanced automation and intelligent systems to the tasks required to
perform engineering evaluation.
The MER engineers perform a variety of task in support of Shuttle missions. They continuously
monitor and evaluate the performance and health of their systems, provide engineering analysis
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supportto Mission Operationspersonnel,andareresponsiblefor certifying theintegrity of orbiter
systems for subsequent flights. Historically, engineers have had to rely upon several screens full
of telemetry data, displayed as ASCII text and numerical values, to understand the state and
operating condition of their system. Information in this form is crammed onto displays that
engineers must monitor and interpret, (Figure 1). Several of these displays exist for each
subsystem. Engineers visually monitor these displays during missions, to obtain an understanding
of the behavior of their systems. Only one display at a time may be shown. This arrangement
precludes the engineer from noticing changes in information that are not contained on the display
being viewed. The selection of screens available for viewing is controlled by Mission Operations
personnel. Consequently, during missions engineers must often "chase around" the displays
which contain the information in which they axe interested. This further complicates the duties that
engineers must perform, in maintaining the health of the systems for which they are responsible.
Additionally, engineers use manual methods to perform analysis. Events are logged by hand, and
associated analysis is performed using pencil and paper. This mode of operation can be tedious,
time consuming, and vulnerable to the errors that result from distraction and boredom.
TECHNICAL APPROACH
The fh-st task to be done in automating the MER, was to analyze the current methods of operating,
and identify problems and deficiencies. A questionnaire was developed to learn where engineers
were spending their time, which tasks were labor intensive, boring, repetitive, and just hard to do
within current processes and methods. Discussion of these issues involved knowledge
engineering to capture system expertise, and determine the kinds of analysis with which engineers
needed help. It was learned that engineers wanted assistance in recognizing trends that were
reflected in the data, and evaluating the potential impact on hardware. They also needed to capture
the data and perform identification and diagnosis of problems before a critical state is reached.
Additionally, engineers wanted help in capturing and analyzing in-flight data to check out and
verify the health of the systems for future flights. Finally, they needed relief from the task of
visually monitoring and manually gathering the data needed to perform various analyses.
Computers and software could provide for these needs, and enable the engineers to focus their
efforts on problems as they arise versus investing so much effort gathering and sifting through
large amounts of data to evaluate system health and performance. Using the questionnaire as a
guide, developers work with engineers to identify troublesome areas and to reach agreement on
which tasks are to be built into software.
Automation requirements are developed through close interaction with Shuttle subsystem
engineers. User feedback is solicited and incorporated at every phase of product definition and
development. Developers work closely with users while developing the architectural design, and
while the implementing the design. Frequent product reviews are also conducted with the user to
ensure appropriateness and accuracy of results. User involvement in all phases of development
result_nin products that are familiar to users and fit well to the user's needs. It also ensures user
"buy to the technology, since they help to define the implementation of the technological
solution.
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Discrete Log
The Discrete Monitor and Logging program (figure 2), was created to relieve engineers of the
continuous eyes of monitoring on system data. Previously, this task was done by having a person
watch a screen full of data (figure 1), noting the occurrence of certain events, and writing them
down on a sheet of paper. The Discrete Monitor and Logging program reads the shuttle telemetry
stream and automatically detects changes in the state of discrete parameters. The changes are
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logged and written to the screen, and to a file that may be translated to ASCII format for further
manipulation by the user. The entries consist of a description of the changed event, the Greenwich
Mean Time (GET) and Mission Elapsed Time (MET) of the change, the previous state, the current
state, and a comment field. The event descriptor and state changes are entered in English.
Comments may be entered from a template or edited by the user. The log entries are painted
yellow when data has changed during a period of signal loss. The first version of the log, logged
ach change without regard to how long or how often the parameter had changed or was changing.
nsequently, parameters that 'fluttered" on and off quickly filled up the log. This was taken ca/e
of by adding a module that would wait for the data to stabilize before reporting that the data had
changed.
Analog Plot
A companion application to the Discrete Monitor and Logging program is the Analog Plot program
(figure 3). The Analog Plot program graphically depicts system behavior that is described by
analog values. The plots appear as real time strip charts but are defined by conditional logic among
the analog values. Thirty minutes of data arc shown. The plots arc scrolled every ten minutes.
Plots are organized in "families" that are made up of pages. These pages can be combined in mix
and match fashion to facilitate visual comparison of data. A "snap shot" of interesting data can also
be saved and re-loaded for comparison against other data.
Ku-band Automated Self-test Analyst
The Ku-band Automated Self-Test Analyst (KASTA) is an expert system that detects the start of
the Ku-band self-test, and interprets the test results. The self test is done prior to deployment of
the shuttle's Ku-band antenna. The purpose of the self-test is to ensure that the Ku-band antenna
is healthy and will operate correctly when used. The self-test consist of several sub-tests whose
outcome depends on the success or failure of previous tests. The pass/fail condition of different
combinations determine the success or failure of the entire Ku-band self-test, and consequently
whether the antenna is fit for use. The expertise for analyzing this test was held by the Ku-band
subsystem manager, requiting her to be available for every Ku-band self-test. KASTA allows
non-expert personnel to evaluate the self-test.
KASTA evaluates the tests that determine the ability of the Ku-band antenna to achieve proper
position within allowed time, verifies the ability of the antenna to track properly, accounts for and
manages exceptions to self-test procedure, and recognizes non-significant "failures". KASTA uses
telemetry to identify initiation of the self-test, and begins to monitor each test according to pass/fail
criteria contained in the knowledge base. Telemetry values are evaluated against rules that
determine whether the conditions of the tasks are met, and explanation is provided to support
conclusions made by KASTA.
Considerable thought was given to how this information should be conveyed to the user. The
application interface provides feedback to the user regarding which task or subtask is in progress,
and where in the self test procedure the task falls. Other types of information also had to be
communicated through the user interface. The status of each task, task outcome, and the data
associated with each task, such as task duration, and parameters checked, had to be presented to
the user. Additionally, details concerning the failure of any task to complete had to be
communicated. Finally, explanation and supporting data for KASTA's decisions, had to be made
available.
The objectives of the display were to strive for easily comprehensible presentation of the various
kinds of information, and to provide a highly intuitive display in terms of comprehension of data
and in terms of human-computer interaction. These goals were met by grouping like information,
arranging information in table format, and using color only to convey specific information. Also,
groups of information were placed into windows and labeled using names that clearly described the
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content of the window. The result was a well-organized and highly intuitive display that users
could understand and interact with, while having little or no formal instruction (figure 4).
The most important information was placed in the most prominent position of the display area, the
center. Supporting data was arranged around the center. The center of the display contains the
self test tasks and detailed information pertaining to the tasks. The SELF TEST TASKS window,
lists each of the tasks that comprise the Ku-band self-test. The task currently being executed is
highlighted in this window. A red or green box indicates whether the task passed (green), or failed
(red).
The REAL TIME DATA window is located to the left of the display center, and lists the telemetry
and corresponding values that are associated with the self-test. Telemetry corresponding to a task
that is in progress, is highlighted while the task proceeds. To the right of the center the SELF
TEST STATUS window contains information concerning which task is in progress, time elapsed
for the task, start time for the task, and mission time given as Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) and
Mission Elapsed Time (MET). Below this window, is a MESSAGES window that allows
KASTA to inform the user which tasks have failed.
Users may also review all of the data that KASTA used to determine the outcome of any task. After
the self test procedure has completed, the data that was used to determine the outcome of any task
is accessible in two ways. The user may review only the data important to a particular task, or
review all of the data important to the entire self test procedure.
KASTA performs its analysis by cycling through five distinct phases for every second of telemetry
data. The first two phases check the incoming data to prevent KASTA from making decisions
using unreliable data. An important benefit of this approach is that KASTA's knowledge base
always operates on a time-homogeneous set of data. No analysis rules are allowed to fine until the
phase in which data acquisition takes place is finished. This promotes consistency for KASTA's
analysis. The five analysis phases are data acquisition, post data acquisition, self test progress
update, task progress update, and task outcome analysis.
KASTA's data acquisition strategy fast checks the quality of the data before passing the data on.
An overall quality indicator determines how well the frame count transmission was received, and is
associated with each second's worth of data. If the quality indicator is not 100% that second of
data will not be used. An individual quality status indicator is associated with each telemetry value.
During the post data acquisition phase, the telemetry is submitted to more rigorous quality checks.
Conditions checked include recency of data, degraded data quality, and bad status associated with
the quality indicator or the timestamps, or questionable timestamps associated with the data. If any
of these conditions are met for the frame of data (one second of data), none of the remaining
phases will be executed. Conversely, if the data passes screening, the next phase of KASTA's
analysis is entered. This phase is referred to as the "self test progress phase", and contains the
rules that determine when the self test starts and completes. Also included are the rules that
determine at any time, how far into the self test procedure, the current analysis is. The third phase
of analysis determines how a specific task being executed is progressing. This is the "self test
progress update". This phase contains the rules that determine the identity of the current task, and
how far into that task the analysis is, at a given time. The outcomes of the tasks are determined
during the "task outcome analysis phase". This set of rules specify the pass]fail criteria for the self
test, and summarizes the results of all the self test tasks and sub-tasks. KASTA cycles through
these phases as long as the self test is in progress. When the self test has completed, the data
acquisition and post data acquisition phases will continue to be executed to provide updates to the
REAL TIME DATA window.
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KASTA is written in Gensysms G2 expert system shell. The logic used to analyze the self test in
real-time is implemented using a combination of rules, objects, and G2 functions. KASTA is
used by MER engineers and, the Integrated Communications Officers (INCOs), who are
responsible for Shuttle mission support.
RMS Monitor
Since April, 1992, the Remote Manipulator System (RMS) Direct Drive Test (DDT) Monitor has
supported missions whenever a flight includes use of the Shuttle robotic arm. The DDT Monitor
(figure 5), was constructed to monitor the direct drive test of the RMS joint motors. The six joints
of the Shuttle robotic arm are moved by six motors that are individually tested before the arm is
deployed. The motors are tested by driving each of them in the forward (positive) and reverse
(negative) position. The DDT Monitor automatically detects the initiation of the direct drive test,
and plots the results on a screen, as the test occurs. The plot is a visual image of the motor
tachometer output, and should produce an expected profile when the motor is operating properly.
A warning is issued if the motors are driven beyond 20 seconds a time limit that, if exceeded,
invalidates the test. However the application continues to plot the profile. The profile can be saved
to an historical 'file, then retrieved and overlaid against current or other historical data for
comparison of current behavior to past behavior. If more that one test is done for a joint motor, the
application identifies the subsequent tests and assigns an appropriate number. The plotted image of
the test is color coded to correspond with the appropriate number test.
Automated In-flight Check-out
The purpose of the in-flight check out is to gather and analyze data needed to verify the health and
performance of shuttle systems for subsequent shuttle flights. Performing checkout during flights
helps to eliminate the amount of ground testing that must be done between shuttle flights. Existing
methods of performing in-flight checkout required engineers to manually gather data throughout
the mission, and to pour over large amounts of historical data in search of the information needed
to assess and evaluate the in-flight checkout requirements. The Automated In-flight Checkout
application automatically gathers the data that is used to conduct in-flight tests, evaluates the data
against requirement pass/fail criteria, summarizes the results of the tests, and produces the In-flight
Checkout Report. Additionally, when an in-flight checkout requirement is not met, the user is
alerted of the discrepancy, and given an opportunity to acknowledge the event and classify it, or to
acknowledge it without assigning any classification. The classifications are "failed" for failed
requirements that cannot be explained, and "non-problem failure", for failures that can be
explained, and require no action. Each reported requirement is associated with a window that
when opened, explains what conditions and data caused the test to fail (figure 6).
PRSD Trend Analysis
The PRSD Tank Quantity application assists subsystem personnel in detecting leaks in the shuttle
oxygen and hydrogen fuel tanks, a problem that has proved to be quite challenging. The
application calculates and reports the total accumulated average kilowatt and amperage for the last
24 hours of the mission and, for the accumulated mission time. The H2 and 02 tank quantity
differences between known consumption demands and measured depletion is calculated and
reported over the most recent 24 hours and for the accumulated mission time. A prediction of time
remaining at the current usage rate, and at the average amperage used over the accumulated mission
time is calculated and reported. A two day reserve is included in the prediction, and reserve
quantities for the H2 and 02 tanks are also reported. (see figure 7)
Theoretically, it should be possible to detect leaks by comparing the measurements provided by
tank sensors, to a calculated consumption that can be obtained from the demands of known system
loads. However, the sensor reading are affected by several other factors. Side-effects from thruster
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burns, on/off cycling of mixer heaters, and tank content stratification and destratification, render
the sensor readings unreliable for positively determining quantities. Consequently, before any
progress could be made to detect leaks, the first task was to attempt to accurately determine the
amount of fuel in the tanks.
The Tank quantity measurements consists of 1) the raw measured total tank quantity of 02 and I-I2
throughout the flight, and 2) the calculated consumption of 02 and H2 based on the power
provided by the fuel cells. If the measured tank quantity starts dropping faster than the calculated
consumption there may be reason to suspect a leak in one of the tanks. Compensation for the
variability in the measured sensor values is obtained by applying an exponential smoothing
algorithm to the sensor readings. The smoothed values are plotted against the calculated
consumption. A confidence interval is calculated to provide an indication of how well
the calculated value tracks the adjusted measured value. A significant divergence between the two
measurements provides some indication of a possible leak that should be investigated further.
The measured tank quantity data contains variability introduced at the sensor. One of these is
caused by the heater cycle turning on and off to maintain the tank's pressure at a level such that it
will become the active tank. These variations have an oscillation-like characteristic with a period of
roughly one to two hours. In order to facilitate the comparison of measured quantity to calculated
quantity, an exponential smoothing technique was selected to compensate for these variations. The
effect of the exponential smoothing technique is similar to that of a moving average in which the
data is weighed heavier toward the leading edge and becomes insignificant in the distant past.
Furthermore, since real time telemetry data contains small gaps, a technique which can handle
.irregularly spaced data and which was published by D.J. Wright [1] was selected. This technique
is an extension of a double exponential smoothing adapted to data occurring at irregular time
intervals.
Since the reactant tank quantity data has a trend component (the quantity is decreasing), a double
exponential smoothing technique is required. Double exponential smoothing separately smooths
both the quantity estimate and the trend value. The smoothed quantity estimate is obtained by using
the following equation:
_tn + 1 = i_n + (tn + 1 - tn)Bn
where
_n = the smoothed quantity estimate at time tn, and
a n = the smoothed estimate of the trend at time tn.
The smoothed telemetry quantity measurements may be compared to the quantity estimated based
on a separate mathematical model of oxygen and hydrogen consumption. This model uses the
voltage and current telemetry data to compute estimated reactant consumption based on the
chemical reaction equations for the fuel cell. This consumption estimate contains noise as well and
is exponentially smoothed using the same technique used to smooth the telemetry quantity data.
As an aid for the comparison of the two measurements, a confidence level calculation testing that
the two slopes are statistically equal is computed. The trend estimates from the mathematical model
and the telemetry quantity data are used as input parameters to calculate a t-statistic which
represents the probability that the two slopes are equal. This gives a number between 0% and
100% which reflects the degree of certainty that the two slopes are the same. This number is used
to alert controllers of anomalous conditions in the fuel cell sub-system.
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Thenextphase of this effort consists of investigating the use of learning algorithms and pattern
recognition techniques to identify and classify trends that are reflected in the data.
FY 94 PLANS
PRSD Trend Analysis
Work in FY 94 will continue the trend analysis of the PRSD data. Pattern recognition, neural
networks, and learning systems will be investigated and applied to this domain. These
technologies are being applied tofour tasks that have been ident; led for th!.s are.a; rec_o_gn.ition _d
prediction of destratification in me oxygen tanks, prediction oI strauncauon m me oxygen tatma
and recognition of the stratification signature, oxygen/manifold leak detection and trend analysis,
and hydrogen tank/manifold leak detection and trend analysis.
The resulting drastic pressure drop that occurs when oxygen tank contents are destratified, (the
remixing of a fluid that is non-uniformly dense (stratified), can be confused with large leaks that
would also be indicated by a sharp decline in tank pressure. The ability to determine when and
how much of the tank contents become stratified, is an important aspect of PRSD failure analysis.
It is also important to know when remixing of the contents has occurred. The extent of existing
tank content stratification, and the type of thruster bum that is to occur can be used to predict the
probability of destratification, and assess its severity. The signature for an impending
destratification is identified by a drop in pressure of as much as 300 psi within 15 minutes, caused
by the cooling induced by mixing high density (cool) liquid near the tank walls, with the hot, low
density liquid near the tank heater. This may occur during a maneuver after a long period of no
acceleration of the vehicle. The severity of the destratification is affected by the distance of the tank
form the center of gravity, and the type and direction of the thruster burn. Over 30 recorded
instances Of destratification will be used to train a system to identify the signature of
destratification, anticipate the probability of an impending destratification, and assess the severity
of tank destratification.
A slow, gradual decrease in measured tank quantity that would indicate a small leak, can also be
the result of content stratification. Another aspect of PRSD trend analysis is to recognize the
signature of stratification, and asses to which degree the contents have become stratified.
Stratification affects the reliability of the sensor reading, an effect that will also have to be
quantified. Numerable data points on stratification are available and will be used to train the
system to recognize the stratification signature.
ATCS Diagnostic System
The Active Thermal Control System consists of several subsystems that together provide cooling
for the shuttle. The ATCS Diagnostic System is to be comprised of diagnosis modules for the
Flash Evaporator, Ammonia Boiler, Radiator, Freon Coolant Loops.
The first diagnostic system to be developed is that of the FES. The shuttle's Flash Evaporator
System (FES) provides heat rejection of shuttle thermal loads. Poor instrumentation and too
frequent failures have made this a prime area of investigation for automated diagnosis. The
concept for this application was completed in FY93, and development is proceeding with
knowledge capture of system expertise, and development of detailed requirements. The FES
Diagnostic System will detect, identify, and diagnose failures that could cause the FES to stop
working, a condition known as "FES shutdown". Seven categories of failures have been
identified that would lead to FES shutdown; 1) restricted Freon flow to the FES, 2) Freon leakage,
3) water spray valve module failure, 4) steam duct failure, 5) accumulator failure, 6) controller
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failure,and7) FES supply water heater failure. The FES diagnostic system will address each class
of failures.
SUMMARY
MIDAS applications have provided engineers and flight controllers at the Johnson Space Center,
with software tools that reduce the amount of work involved in supporting missions, and that
capture vanishing system expertise. Midas applications off-load to computers and software, the
tasks of data gathering, filtering and analysis, perform automated diagnosis of system problems,
and allow engineers to quickly and accurately identify and resolve problems. MIDAS applications
have positively affected MER mission support by allowing subsystem managers to reduce MER
mission support staffing, and by allowing subsystem personnel to share diminishing corporate
knowledge and responsibility for their systems. Additionally, MIDAS applications have eliminated
tasks previously required of humans, supplied previously unavailable data and analysis, and
eliminated the need for some post-mission analysis. Some applications such as the Discrete
Monitor and Log, Analog Plots, and File IX applications are re-usable and have been cloned to
quickly distribute these capabilities to other systems, thereby increasing the cost effectiveness of
development.
MIDAS Applications are written in the "C" programming language using X-windows version 11,
Release 5 (X11R5), and the Motif widget set. Also used is Gensym's G2 expert system shell.
The applications currently run on the SUN (OS 4.1.3 version of UNIX) Sparcl+ and Sparc2
machines, Masscomp workstations, and DEC-stations.
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Qualitative Model-Based Diagnosis
Using Possibility Theory*
Cliff Joslyn t*
Abstract
The potential for the use of possibility theory in the qualitative model-based diagnosis of spacecraft
systems is described. The first sections of the paper briefly introduce the Model-Based Diagnostic
(MBD) approach to spacecraft fault diagnosis; Qualitative Modeling (qM) methodologies; and the
concepts of possibilistic modeling in the context of Generalized Information Theory (GxT). Then the
necessary conditions for the applicability of possibilistic methods to qualitative MnD, and a number
of potential directions for such an application, are described.
Possibility theory is being developed as an alternative to traditional theories of uncertainty. While
possibility is logically independent of probability theory, they are related: both arise in Dempster-
Sharer evidence theory as fuzzy measures defined on random sets; and their distributions are
fuzzy sets. Together these fields comprise the new field of Generalized Information Theory.
Possibilistic processes, which generalize interval analysis, are based on a set of partially overlapping
intervals, resulting in non-additive weights on a set of alternatives. Thus they are suitable for qualitative
modeling methods, which inherently require loose representations of uncertainty, and typically involve
interval analysis.
Qualitative methods are appropriate for modeling complex systems, such as spacecraft, where the in-
teraction among the large number of parts and varying environmental conditions results in the possibility
of unpredictable behavior and long-run departure from established steady-state domains. Therefore it is
hypothesized that possibilistic methods may be useful for qualitative model-based diagnosis and trend
analysis of spacecraft systems.
1 Model-Based Diagnosis
The model-based approach to systems diagnosis (MBD) [17] is based on the premise that knowledge
about the internal structure of a system can be useful in diagnosing its failure. In MBD, a software model
of the system, given inputs from the real system, generates and tests various failure hypotheses.
A typical MBD approach (derived from some of the standard literature [2, 7, 16]) to diagnosing a
spacecraft (here described as some internal system whose sensor measurements output to a telemetry
stream) is shown in Fig. 1.
An alarm is a report that some observed system attributes have departed from nominal, and entered
error, conditions, usually by exceeding some threshold values; a prediction is a report that some system
attributes should be in certain states; a fault hypothesis is a list of system components which may
*Prepared for the 1994 Goddard Conference on Space Applications of Artificial Intelligence.
_Graduate Fellow, Systems Science, SUNY-Binghamton, 327 Spring St. # 2, Portland ME, 04102, USA, (207) 774-0029,
cj oslyn@bingsuns, cc. bingharat on. edu, joslyn@kong.gsfc .nasa.gov
:Supported under NASA Grant # NGT 50756.
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Figure 1: A typical model-based diagnostic system.
have failed; and an error is a report of a discrepancy between predicted and measured system attribute
states.
The overall MBD system then involves two distinct spacecraft models. The fault generation model
(FGM) takes inputs from telemetry, alarms, and errors, and either produces anew, or modifies existing,
fault hypotheses. The behavior model takes inputs from telemetry and fault hypotheses, and outputs
predictions. These are then corroborated against telemetry to produce errors. The fault hypotheses
act to modify the behavior model so that it predicts system behavior as if the hypothetical system
components had actually failed.
Both models can be difficult to construct, typically involving delicate tradeoffs among accuracy,
precision, and tractibility. But the FGM, as the heart of the MBD approach, is particularly complex and
involved. The FGM could be, for example, an inversion of the behavior model (as for Dvorak and Kuipers
[7]) or a decision tree (as for Shen and Leitch [31]). Through backwards reasoning a variety of subsets
of components can be identified, any of which are consistent with the given telemetry and alarms.
Filtering is the process by which error output is used to prune the set of fault hypotheses. If the
prediction of the behavior model as modified by a particular fault hypothesis produces errors, then that
fault hypothesis is not retained. As the system is monitored over time, further observations narrow the
class of fault hypotheses. Achieving the null set indicates model insufficiency. But if the overall MBD
system stabilizes to a non-empty set of fault-hypotheses, then these are advanced as possible causes of
the failure.
2 Qualitative Modeling
Qualitative modeling (QM), usually considered a part of artificial intelligence, can be broadly described
as the attempt to deliberately model systems at a high level of abstraction from the actual systems
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themselves.Of coursethis approachproducesmodelswhich arelessprecisethan they might be, but
with thetradeoffof potentiallygreatertractibility andaccuracy(the lessyousay,thebetteryourchance
of beingright).
QMmethodscanbe usefulwhenthere is only a poor modelof the originalsystem,or whenthere
aremissingor incompletedata. This canhappenwhensystemsareincompletelyspecified,whenthey
haveparametersor stateswhicharen't alwaysknownwith certainty,or whencomplexitymakesdetailed
predictiondifficult. For moreinformationabout QMin general,seethe anthologieseditedby Bobrow
[1],and Fishwickand Luker[10],andsurveyarticlesbyFishwick[8]and Guariso,RizzoliandWerthner
[14].
There are a variety of broad approaches within QM, which come under the names of naive physics,
qualitative physics, qualitative simulation, qualitative reasoning, qualitative dynamics, etc. There are
also a number of specific methods, including bond graphs, causal loop modeling, natural language mod-
eling, "lumped" state space models, and inductive approaches.
In this paper the QM methods of most interest are those which use uncertainty distributions on state
variables, and mixed interval- and point-valued dynamical systems. In models using uncertainty distri-
bution methods the uncertainty about some attribute is represented mathematically by weights on all
possible values. The set of weights, as a distribution, acts as a meta-state in the space of all possible
distributions, and functional equations relating these meta-states produce predictions about the distribu-
tion meta-state at future times. Models using probability distributions are familiar as Markov processes
and other kinds of stochastic models, and these have correlates in possibility theory (see Sec. 3.2). These
methods are actually semi-qualitative, since the numerical representation of the distribution adds a
quantitative component.
In an interval-valued dynamical modeling system like QSlM [28], a precise point-valued dynamical
system of differential or difference equations is replaced by a homomorphic interval-valued process.
Typically qualitative variables are identified within certain intervals, some relatively unconstrained (for
example x E [0, oc)), and some constrained by landmark values (for example z E [Xmin, Xmax]).
Qualitative variables are then generally related in three ways:
Functional: For example, if y = M-(x) then y is a monotonically decreasing function of x, so that if
X e [0, Xmax) then y E (-oc, 0] or y E (M-(zmax), 0].
Arithmetic: Standard mathematical operations can also be represented qualitatively, for example if
x E [0, Xm_,] and y E (-oc, 0], then xy E (-oc, 0], but x + y is unknown.
Dynamic: Change of state is represented by qualitative magnitude and direction. Qualitative differen-
tial relations link directions with magnitudes, for example given y = dx/dt, then
x increasing _ y E (0, oc), x decreasing _ y E (-oc,0).
Of course, determinative results may not be available in such a qualitative model. For example, we
saw above that x + y could be any value in (-oc, ec). Similarly, the existence of landmark values leads to
uncertainty as to whether a landmark has been crossed. To account for each possibility, two alternatives
must be branched off. Therefore in general, QM systems have a tree of possible system behaviors, and
external factors (heuristics or other constraints) may be required to prune that tree.
QM has been applied to MBD to produce qualitative model-based diagnostic systems. For example,
in the approach of Dvorak and Kuipers [7], model predictions are intervals of possible system state
values. Stochastic methods, for example Bayesian networks [12] and Markov processes [13], have been
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usedextensivelyin MBD applications. And recently Shen and Leitch [31, 32] have advanced the FuSIM
method for qualitative MBD which uses fuzzy arithmetic (see Sec. 4.2).
3 Possibility Theory
Possibility theory was originally developed in the context of fuzzy systems theory [34], and was thus
related to the kinds of cognitive modeling that fuzzy sets are usually used for. More recently, possibility
theory is being developed as a new form of mathematical information theory complementing probability
theory in the context of Generalized Information Theory (alW). The author is developing possibility
theory based on consistent random sets, and also an empirical semantics for possibility, including possi-
bilistic measurement procedures and applications to the modeling of physical systems.
3.1 Possibilistic Mathematics in GIT
Table 3.1 summarizes the primary formulae of probability and possibility theory in the context of GIT
and random set theory. These are only briefly explained here; see [5, 24, 26, 27] for more information.
Given a finite universe f_ := {wi}, 1 < i < n, the function m: 2 _ _ [0, 1] is an evidence function
(otherwise known as a basic probability assignment) when m(O) = 0 and _ACI'I re(A) = 1. Denote
a random set generated from an evidence function as ,9 := {(Aj, mj) : mj > 0}, where (.) is a vector,
Aj C_ _,mj := m(Aj), and 1 <_ j _< N := 1,91 _< 2n - 1. Denote the focal set as 9r := {Aj : mj > O}
with core C(_) := NA_e.r Aj and support U(5 r) := [.JAje_-Aj.
The plausibility and belief measures on VA C_ _ are
PI(A):= _ mj, Bel(A):= y_ mj.
AjnA¢O AjC_A
Since they are dual, in that Bel(A) = 1 - Pl(A), in general only plausibility will be considered below.
The plausibility assignment (otherwise known as the one-point coverage function) of ,9 is t_l =
(Pli) := (Pl({¢oi})), where
P1,:= m,. (1)
Aj _wi
l_l is a fuzzy subset of fl that can be mapped to an equivalence class of random sets on ft.
Under certain conditions the evidence values mj and the plausibility assignment values Pli are mu-
tually determining. Then N <_ n, and l_l is a distribution of S. When N = n (there are exactly as
many focal elements as there are elements of the universe), then the indices j on the focal elements
Aj, and the i on the universe elements ¢oi are equivalent, and it may be useful to use one or the other
interchangeably. This is the case in the two rightmost columns of the table.
When VAj E _, lAiR = 1, then ,9 is specific, and Pr(A) := PI(A) = Bel(A) is an additive probability
measure with probability distribution ff = (pi) := l_l and additive normalization _iPi = 1 and
operator Pr(A) = _7._o,eA Pi.
S is consonant (br is a nest) when (without loss of generality for ordering, and letting A0 := 0)
Aj-1 C Aj. Now II(A) := PI(A) is a possibility measure and rj(A) := Bel(A) is a necessity measure.
Since results for necessity are dual to those of possibility, only possibility will be discussed in the sequel.
As Pr is additive, so II is maximal:
VA, B C_ _, lI(A tOB) = II(A) V H(B),
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Table1: Summaryof probabilityand possibilityin GIT.
Focal Set
Structure
Belief
Plausibility
Relation
Distribution
Measure
Normalization
Operator
Nonspecificity
Strife
Semiring
Marginals
Conditionals
Process
RANDOM SET
Any
None
Bel(A) = _ mj
A_C_A
PI(A) = E mj
AjrlA#O
Bel(a) = 1 - Pl(A)
Pli = _ mj
Aj 9wi
_. mj log 2 IAjl
3
mj log 2 "£ IA,nAkl]
- mk ia_-_-_Jj .k=l
(¢, ®)
Probability
DISTRIBUTIONS: i _ j
Singletons: Ai = {wi}
{wi} = Ai
Partition
Pr(A) := Bel(A)
Pr(A) := Pl(A)
Bel(A) = PI(A)= Pr(A)
Pi := Pli = mi
Possibility
Nest: Ai = {_Jl,...,wi}
{wi} = Ai - Ai-x, A0 := 0
Total order
_7(A) := Bel(A)
II(A) := PI(A)
_?(A) = 1 - II(A)
ri := Pli = E mj
3ms
mi = Pi mi : 7ri -- 71"i+1,71"n+l := 0
Pr(A U B) = Pr(A)+ II(A U B)
Pr(B)-Pr(AnB) =Pr(A) VPr(B)
E pi = l V. r, = l
Pr(A) = E Pi
wiEA
- _. Pi log2 (Pl)
i
(+, x)
p(x)= E p(_,y)
Y
p(x, y)= p(xly)x p(y)
p(xly) = p(x, y)/p(y)
Vy,_p(zly ) = 1
e := [p(xly)]
/=p.P
p'(_) = Ep(y) x p(xly)
|
II(A) = V ri
wiEA
rq log 2
i=2
= E (_'i - _'i+1)log2(i)
i=1
i=2 ri - ri+l log2 _;=_ _ !
< .892
(V_ FI)
_(_) = V'(x, u)
Y
_(z, y)= r(zl.y) n rr(#)
_(xlr_Y)e [_'(x,U),1]
Vy,V _'(xlny)= 1
n := [_(_lny)]
rrt = rro /-[
_'(z) = V _(y) n ;(xlny)
Concepts Division among
distinct hypotheses
Frequency
Chance
Likelihood
Y
Coherence around
certain hypotheses
Capacity
Ease of attainment
Distance, similarity
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wherev is the maximumoperator. As long as C(_') _ 0 (this is required if Jr is a nest), then
= (Try) := 1_1 is a possibility distribution with maximal normalization V_ ri = 1 and operator
II(A) = V_,eA n_. Also define the core and support of the possibility distribution
C(_r) := {wi: _r(wi) = 1} = C(S), U(n) := {wi: 7r(wi) > 0} = U(S).
Nonspecificlty and strife are two uncertainty measures which are defined on random sets.
They measure respectively the possibilistic and probabilistic aspects of the uncertainty or information
represented in the random set. They achieve the forms shown in the table for the possibilistic and
probabilistic special cases. Note that in the probabilistic case the uncertainty collapses to stochastic
entropy, while in the possibilistic case the strife is bounded above by a small number.
Stochastic and possibilistic processes are defined on their respective distributions when two operators
• and ® are available such that (_, ®) form a semiring (® distributes over 0), and _ is the operator of
the distribution. For probability, $ = +, and (+, x) is the unique semiring.
For possibility, @ = v, and there are many semirings of the form (V,_), where N is a triangular
norm (monotonic, associative, commutative operator with identity 1 [5]). A (the minimum operator)
and × are two of the more popular norms, as is 0 V (x + y - 1). Conditional possibility is not always
unique, depending on the norm used. The formulae for marginal, joint, and conditional probability and
possibility (which is dependent on 9) are then shown in the table, as is the next state function for a
stochastic and possibilistic process.
3.2 Possibilistic Models
Probability and and possibility almost never coincide (only for distributions of the form (0,..., 1,..., 0/).
Semantically, probability and possibility theory are also related to very different concepts [20]. Proba-
bility is inherently additive, and is thus concerned with the dispersal or division of knowledge over a set
of distinct hypotheses, and so with concepts related to frequency.
But possibility is inherently non-additive. It is concerned with the coherence of knowledge around a
set of certain hypotheses (the core C(r)), and thus with ordinal concepts related to capacity. Where
probability makes very strong constraints on the representation of uncertainty (additivity), possibility
makes only very weak constraints. The maximum relation is a very weak operator, and there is a choice
of many norms to use, some of which are strong, and others of which are also weak.
So possibilistic models are appropriate where stochastic concepts and methods are inappropriate,
including situations where long-run frequencies are difficult if not impossible to obtain, or where small
sample sizes prevail. This is true in reliability analysis, for example, where failures and system entry
into non-nominal behavior domains are very rare; and trend-analysls, where even though observations
are made over a long time, the state variables of concern change only very slowly, and new domains
of behavior are only very rarely seen. In these cases the weakness of the possibilistic representation is
matched by the weak evidence available.
A general modeling relation is shown in Fig. 2, where: t, t_ are former and subsequent times; W = {w}
are the states of the world; M = {m} are the states of the model; o: W _ M is the measurement function;
r: W _ W is the movement of "reality"; and f: M _ M is the modeling prediction function.
Reality is presumably given, or at least operates on its own without our help. So to make a valid model
we are required to provide the measurement and prediction functions so that the diagram commutes.
Measurement is used both to set the initial conditions of the model and to corroborate later measurements
against the model state, while prediction is used to produce the future model state.
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Figure 2: A general modeling relation.
In a stochastic model, M = {iff}, where iff is a probability distribution of the state of the world. And
in a possibilistic model M = {_}, where _ is a possibility distribution of the state of the world. Once
the final time possibility distribution is achieved, then a possibilistic Monte Carlo method [24] is
required to select a final outcome.
So a possibilistic model requires possibilistic measurement and prediction procedures. Possibilistic
prediction procedures will be based on the possibilistic processes briefly outlined in Sec. 3.1. For example,
the author has defined possibilistic automata as possibilistic Markov processes [22] which generalize
non-deterministic automata.
Possibilistic measurement methods have also been developed by the author [18, 21]. The essential
requirement is the collection of the frequency of occurrence of subsets or intervals which are partially
overlapping. If the core of the observed intervals (their global intersection) is nonempty, then (1) will
yield an empirical possibility distribution.
An example is shown in Fig. 3. On the left, four observed intervals are shown. The bottom two
occur with frequency 1/2, while each of the upper two have frequency 1/4. Together they determine an
empirical random set. The step function on the right is the possibilistic histogram derived from (1).
There are a variety of well-justified continuous approximations of a possibilistic histogram. Two
examples are shown in the figure. The rising diagonal on the left is common to both. The two falling
continuous curves on the right are distinct to each. The parallelogram form marked 7r" is one of the most
commonly used continuous approximations, but it must be noted that this is only one possibility among
many, including smooth curves. This approach to possibilistic measurement generalizes to n intervals
and to the continuous case.
The core, here C(_) = [1.5,2], being._onempty, is included in the support U(_) = [1,4]. If the core
were empty, then Vi PIi < 1, so that 1_1would not be a possibility distribution. In this case, possibilistic
normalization procedures, which have also been developed by the author [19], would be required.
4 Possibility Theory as a Qualitative Modeling Method
Mathematical possibility, in both theory and applications, is still in the basic research phase, just out
of its infancy. For example, the axiomatic basis for possibility theory and the properties of possibility
distributions on continuous spaces are still being defined, and the semantics of possibility in physical
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Figure 3: (Left) Four example observed intervals. (Right) The possibilistic histogram and two continuous
approximations.
systems has been considered only by very few. But there are many reasons why it can be hoped, and
even expected, that possibility theory can come to play an important role in QM in general, and in the
application of QM to MBD in particular.
Hamscher et al. have noticed some of the weaknesses of stochastic methods for MBD.
It is usually assumed that reliable failure statistics will be available, but this is in fact rare
in practice. What is needed ... is a way of working with likelihoods that could be specified
ordinally rather than quantitatively. [17, p. 452]
This is exactly what possibility theory provides, a non-additive, ordinal approach to QM which hybridizes
interval-valued dynamics and uncertainty distribution methods.
4.1 Possibility Theory and Interval Analysis
Possibility theory can be used as a generalization of interval analysis. A fuzzy interval is a convex
possibility distribution on IR where
Vx, yeI_, Vze[x,y], _(z)>_(x)A_(y).
This is the case for the measured possibility distributions from Sec. 3.2, as shown in the example in
Fig. 3. As illustrated in Fig. 4, under these conditions, _r can be represented as a set of nested intervals
weighted by their possibility values, where _r° := U(r) as a special case, and
va a (0, i], _r_ := {x a IR : w(z) > a}, a, > a2 --* _r°' c_7r_2.
A standard interval [a, b] C_IR is a special case, where
1, a_x__b VaE[0,1], r_=[a,b].7r(x)= 0 x<aorx>b '
For a fuzzy interval r where ]!x £ IR, _'(x) = 1, then _- is a fuzzy number. Fuzzy arithmetic [25]
generalizes mathematical operations such as addition and multiplication from interval arithmetic [30] to
fuzzy numbers.
4.2 Possibility Theory and Fuzzy Theory
As mentioned above, possibility theory was originally developed by Zadeh [34] in the context of fuzzy
sets and fuzzy logic. For Zadeh, a possibility distribution simply was a fuzzy set by another name, and
1_2
1
t-
X
t.
a b x
Figure 4: (Left) A possibility distribution as a collection of weighted intervals. (Right) The special case
of a crisp interval.
thus possibilistic information theory was strictly related to fuzzy information. This view is less than
adequate for a variety of reasons. While it is certainly true that a possibility distribution is a fuzzy set,
in GIT there are many structures which are legitimately fuzzy sets, including probability distributions.
The author provides a full discussion elsewhere [24].
Nevertheless, fuzzy theory and possibility theory do share a number of points in common. In par-
ticular, fuzzy intervals and numbers are, in fact, possibility distributions. Thus QM methods which use
fuzzy arithmetic as discussed in Sec. 4.1 are essentially possibilistic. An example is the recent work of
Sugeno and Takahiro [33].
These methods are also very popular in applications. Fuzzy arithmetic has been used as a QM method
for MBD, for example by Shen and Leitch [32] and Fishwick [9]. They use the standard methods of fuzzy
control systems, where a set of overlapping fuzzy intervals divide a quantity space into a few linguistic
values like "large positive" and "small negative". These fuzzy sets are not measured properties of the
system being modeled, and are dependent on the heuristic specification of the system modeler. Thus
they are essentially modeling the cognitive state of some human expert, rather than directly modeling
the system in question.
This contrasts sharply with the possibilistic processes discussed in Sec. 3.2. First, they are cast
strictly within the context of mathematical possibility theory (including possibilistic processes) specifi-
cally, rather than fuzzy theory generally. Also, they are based on measurement of the system in question.
5 A Possibilistic Approach to MBD
At both the general level and in some specific ways, there are areas of MBD for which it is appropriate
to consider a possibilistic approach.
5.1 Possibilistic Symptom and Error Detection
Typically the symptom and error detectors simply compare the measured value against a crisp interval
of nominal or predicted values [7]. This is inadequate because the resulting cutoff from nominal to error
condition is essentially arbitrary. It is natural to use a fuzzy interval to generalize this, measuring either
prediction errors or fault symptoms as the possibilistic distance of the telemetry from the predicted or
nominal system state respectively.
Consider a measured value x compared against an error fuzzy interval of the form of Fig. 4. Such a
possibility distribution could be the output of the behavior model, for instance, and would then serve
as input to the error detector. Then rr(x) is the strength of the error or alarm raised. When x E C(rr),
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then 7r(x)= 1 and there is no alarm. When x _ U(Tr), then 7r(x) = 0 and the alarm is complete. In
between, an intermediate alarm is raised.
Even in situations where crisp thresholds are acceptable, they may be dynamic, varying as a result of
changing system and environmental conditions. Doyle et al. consider the situation of an earth-orbiting
spacecraft as it proceeds through sunlight and shadow.
Impingent solar radiation changes the thermal profile of the spacecraft, as does the configura-
tion of currently active and consequently, heat-generating subsystems on board. Thresholds
on temperature sensors should be adjusted accordingly. A particular temperature value may
be indicative of a problem when the spacecraft is in shadow or mostly inactive, but may be
within acceptable limits when the spacecraft is in sunlight or many on-board systems are
operating. [3]
This situation is shown in Fig. 5. Assume a variable, say the temperature t of a given component,
must be kept in a critical range as the spacecraft moves in and out of daylight. As it does so, the
range shifts as shown in the upper figure, where the transition periods begin at a change in sunlight,
and continue to thermal equilibrium. For simplicity, assume that that interval is sampled uniformly
six times during the orbital day, twice each for daylight Di, night Ni, and transition period Ti. The
possibilistic histogram for the possibility 7r(t) of t holding a value at any given time and a parallelogram
approximation are shown.
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Figure 5: (Left) Variable critical range of a component through a day-night cycle. (Right) Its possibilistic
histogram and a parallelogram approximation.
A combination of these two approaches is also possible, where instead of a crisp interval changing
over time, rather a whole possibility distribution itself changes with time.
5.2 Sensor Modeling
Although the MBD system contains two models, the behavior model and the FGM, as a whole, it is itself
also a model of the spacecraft. As such, it is dependent on its inputs from measurement, and thus
on the sensor output of the spacecraft. Thus there are modeling issues in MBD concerning the sensors
themselves.
When modeling complex systems, sensor data may be sparsely distributed, with missing observations,
and sometimes very small samples sizes. As argued elsewhere by the author [20], these are important
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conditionsfor the inapplicabilityof stochasticmethods,andwhentheyhold,possibilisticmethodsshould
beconsidered.
In this respect,thereis strongsupportin the literaturefor the ideathat possibility,asdistinct from
probability,hasa roleto playin QM.Forexample,Luo andKayobserve
Whenadditional informationfrom a sensorbecomesavailableandthe numberof unknown
propositionsis largerelativeto the numberof knownpropositions,an intuitively unsatisfy-
ing result of the Bayesianapproachis that the probabilitiesof knownpropositionsbecome
unstable.[29]
While Durrant-Whytetakesa typical statistical approach,healsonotes
A robot systemusesnotably diversesensors,whichoften supplyonly sparseobservations
that cannotbemodeledaccurately.[6]
Dvorakand Kuipersmakea similarobservationin the contextof model-basedmonitoring.
All measurementscomefrom sensors,whichcanbeexpensiveand/or unreliableand/or inva-
sive. Monitoringis typically basedon a smallsubsetof the systemparameters,with limited
opportunity to probeotherparameters.[7]
5.2.1 Data Fusion
Possibilisticmeasurementasoutlinedin Sec.3.2is predicatedon the observationof subsetsor intervals
whicharepartially overlapping.It is thereforeimperativeto considerthesourceof theseintervals.But
traditional measurementmethodsdo not in generalyield overlappingintervals. Ratherthe purposein
desigaainga goodsensoris to producedistinct outcomes,perhapsintervalswith someuncertainty,but
still disjoint, formingequivalenceclasses.
But overlappingintervalsmay result from the combination of data from different instruments which
measure the same system attribute, either directly or indirectly. Thus random set theory in general
and possibility theory in particular is significant when considering the problem of data fusion in MBD
[15,29].
Hackett and Shah discuss data fusion in general, including indirect measurements, and the Dempster-
Shafer (that is, random set) approach.
Every sensor is sensitive to a different property of the environment; in order to sense multiple
properties, it is necessary to use multiple sensors. A system using multiple sensors that sense
a single property can be used. [15]
Dubois, Lang, and Prade [4] have also considered the data fusion problem using possibilistic logic.
Indirect Measurements First consider the situation where measurements of a component are not
made directly, but rather knowledge of the state of the component is only gained indirectly by inference
from the outputs of sensors of other components. Doyle et al. [3] offer an example from jet aircraft: low
engine thrust can be indicated by either low exhaust temperature or low turbine rotation speed, or both.
This situation is illustrated in Fig. 6. Here component A is not monitored. Its state can only be
inferred from the sensors D and E, which monitor components B and C, and which in turn are causally
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connectedto A. Eachof the intervalsreportedby D and E individually is distinct and disjoint. But
sincetheknowledgeof A providedby D andE is mediatedby B andC, togetherthey mayindicatethat
A existsin two different,possiblyoverlapping,intervals.
Spacecraft
System
Telemetry,
Figure6: Indirectmeasurementsof the stateof a spacecraftcomponent.
So asthe amountof sensor"penetration" (sensor/componentratio) drops,standardmeasurement
methodsyieldingfrequencydistributionsmaybecomelesstenable,leavingonly observationsof random
sets.
Redundant Measurements Alternatively,a systemcomponentmaybemonitoredredundantlyby
multiple instruments. If thesesensorsare identical, and identically calibrated,then the resultwill
simplybeasif therewasatime-seriesofobservationsfroma singleinstrument.But if they aremutually
discalibrated,either out of phase,or scale,or both, then the intervalsreportedfrom eachinstrument
mayoverlap.
If the sensorsmeasuredistinctmodalities(e.g.pressureandtemperature)of asinglecomponent,then
a processof registration [15]is requiredto derivea report from onein the modalityof the other,or
two newreports from eachin a third modality. In anyevent,the argumenthereis verysimilar to the
oneabovein the caseof indirect measurements,andpossiblyoverlappingintervalsmy result.
5.2.2 Sensor Failure Modeling
As mentioned above, in MBD data are not only combined from disparate sensors, they are also sometimes
incomplete, degraded, or missing altogether. Even when standard (disjoint) observations are made, under
these conditions there is the potential for the application of GIT and possibility theory.
First, in GIT standard measurements are represented as singleton sets {wl}, where each wi Eft may
indicate a disjoint interval. In a Bayesian or stochastic approach, sensor failure is represented by a
uniform distribution over each of the {wi}, again dividing our ignorance among a set of disjoint choices.
But in GIT, a missing observation is represented, more accurately, as an observation of the entire
universe ft. While this does not result in a specifically possibilistic situation, neither does it result in a
frequency or probability distribution. This is discussed more fully by the author elsewhere [24].
For a simple example, assume that a system with three states fl = {a, b, c} is observed at ten uniformly
distributed times, with a and c each seen twice, b seen three times, and three cases where the sensor made
no report. These final three cases must be recorded as observations of fl, and the specific observations
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replacedwith observationsof the singletonsets{a}, {b}, and {c} respectively.The overallempirical
randomsetis then
$= {({a},1/5),({b},3/lO),({c},1/5),(l"_,3/lO))
with plausibifity assignment P1 = (1/2, 3/5, 1/2), which is neither an additive probability distribution
nor a maximal possibility distribution.
When sensor data are not missing, but rather degraded, compromised, or suspect in some way, a
confidence weighting on each sensor's output is naturally not additive: our confidence about the sensors
is not divided among them, since all could be perfect or any number of them could be in any state
of degradation. Instead it is natural to represent this confidence as a possibility distribution on each
sensor's output. Again, an observation in the core indicates complete confidence, while one outside the
support indicates complete sensor failure.
Representation of a graduated degree of sensor failure allows a corresponding graduated degree of
confidence in model predictions. The need for this has been noted by Fulton.
When we detect a broken sensor, great difficult arises if we continue diagnosing other failures,
because typical rule-based systems do not degrade gently when sensors fail (because the
mapping is dependent on a complete and accurate set of sensor data). [11]
5.3 Possibilistic Models Proper
In the sequel, the term system model will refer to the FGM or the behavior model generally. So finally, it
is useful to consider possibilistic methods applied directly to the system models themselves, constructing
them as possibilistic processes such as possibilistic automata, and not as fuzzy arithmetic systems as
discussed in Sec. 4.
Input to these systems may or may not be proper possibility distributions, since both crisp (standard)
intervals and point values are special cases of possibility distributions. But if they are, then it was
discussed how telemetry, alarms, and errors can be possibilistically weighted. A possibilistic FGM then
would be responsible for producing as its output a set of fault hypotheses which are possibilistically
weighted for input to the behavior model. This would in turn generate model prediction errors with
possibilistic weights.
A system model which is a possibilistic automata can also be cast as a possibilistic Markov process.
As such, its key component is its transition matrix//, essentially a vector of conditional possibility
distributions as discussed in Sec. 3.1 and shown in Table 3.1. Each conditional possibility distribution
represents the possibility, for a given input, of transiting from one system state to another.
The semantics of this transition matrix in a system model is understood in terms of a subsystem-level
model where the conditional possibilistic weight indicates a non-additive coupling or relatedness among
subsystems. This could be, for example, the efficiency of the subsystem, as in the approach of Doyle et
al. [3]. Or, when considering the system model as a causal graph, as in the approach of Hall et al. [16],
the weights indicate the degree of causal connectivity between subsystems.
Thus in the possibilistic approach a system model is essentially a possibilistic network, where nonad-
ditive, possibilistic weights are placed on the arcs of a causal graph. The corresponding network appears
similar to a Bayesian network, but the mathematics is possibilistic, not stochastic. It has been shown
by the author [22] that such nonadditive possibilistic processes are actually the valid generalizations of
nondeterministic processes, where stochastic networks are not.
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6 Conclusion and Future Directions
We have considered possibility theory as a qualitative modeling method in the context of GIT (probability
theory, Dempster-Shafer evidence theory, random set theory, and fuzzy theory). We have also defined
the key concepts of model-based diagnosis, and have considered, in the context of spacecraft diagnosis,
the potential for the application of possibility theory to MBD in terms of symptom and error detection,
data fusion, sensor failure modeling, and nonadditive causal graphs.
It should be emphasized that this work is still in the basic research phase. Mathematical possibility
theory is still being developed, and most of the key concepts in possibilistic modeling (for example,
possibilistic measurement and automata) have only been defined in the past year. The application
of possibility theory to the modeling of physical systems and the semantics of possibility in empirical
contexts is being considered only by a few.
This work points to many future directions for research, including computer-based implementation
of possibilistic models proposed by the author [23], and continued exploration of the conditions for the
application of possibilistic modeling to spacecraft systems.
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ABSTRACT
We present an architecture of an
intelligent restructurable control system
to automatically detect failure of system
components, assess its impact on system
performance and safety, and reconfigure
the controller for performance recovery.
Fault detection is based on neural net-
work associative memories and pattern
classifiers, and is implemented using a
multilayer feedforward network. Details
of the fault detection network along with
simulation results on health monitoring of
a dc motor have been presented. Con-
ceptual developments for fault assessment
using an expert system and controller
reconfiguration using a neural network are
outlined.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the increased demand for re-
liability and safety, there is a need for
an intelligent restructurable control system
which has the ability to detect a system
fault as early as possible and restructure
the controller in the event of a failure. In
addition such intelligent control systems
must operate in real time or near real
time so as to be able to predict faults
before their actual occurrence. The
intelligent control systems should also be
able to classify a fault in terms of its type
and severity for the human supervisor or
an expert system supervisor monitoring the
performance of the system.
In this paper we propose an In-
telligent Restructurable Control System
consisting of three functional modules or
subsystems: a) a Fault Detection and
Isolation module, b) a Fault Assessment
and Strategy Development module, and c)
a Control Reconfiguration module. The
fault detection subsystem utilizes a neural
network that detects and classifies faults
by associating the faults with patterns
of sensor data. Fault assessment and
strategy development require analyses
of linguistic phrases and decision mak-
ing so that an expert system is the
best tool for the implementation of this
module. Since control reconfiguration
must be carried out in real time or
near time, suitable table lookup or
parallel computational facility is essential
for controller reconfiguration. Thus
this intelligent control system integrates
three of the emerging technologies that
have become synonymous with intelligent
control, namely, neural network, expert
system, and parallel processing.
The paper is organized as follows:
Section II presents the intelligent restruc-
turable control system architecture which
is followed by development of the FDI
neural network and simulation results in
Section III. The paper is concluded with
some remarks in section IV.
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II. AN INTELLIGENT fault condition. Since neural networks
RESTRUCq_RABLE CONTROL SYSTEM are known to perform best as pattern
classifiers, a neural network fault identifier
A restructurable control system must
have the capability to accommodate au-
tomatically for any unanticipated failure
of system components, and to reconfigure
the controller by way of a real time
redesign of the control system. The key
feature that is of fundamental concern
in this respect is that the response time
is limited. The complete restructurable
control problem may be broken into three
distinct but interrelated problems:
1) Fault detection and isolation (FDI),
2) Assessment of the FDI results and
strategy development
3) Control reconfiguration, and
In this paper we propose an Intel-
ligent Restructurable Control System as
shown in Figure 1 consisting of three
functional modules or subsystems: a) a
fault detection and isolation module, b) a
fault assessment and strategy development
module, and c) a control reconfiguration
module. Once the controller is redesigned
following a failure, implementation of the
controller must be carried out through
available hardware/software. The fol-
lowing subsections outline the underlying
principles of operation of each of the
above modules.
2.1 Fault Detection and Isolation
Two key requirements for the fault
detection system are:
a) It must operate in real time or
near real time
b) It must classify the fault in terms
of its type and severity.
The proposed diagnostic neural net-
work methodology for failure detection
is based on the analyses of patterns of
plant sensor data. In this approach, a
fault is conceptualized as a mapping or
association of a pattern of the process
data (measured through sensors) to a
is used in this FDI subsystem.
2.2 Fault Assessment
and Strategy Development
Once the FDI subsystem has detected
and identified a failure, an assessment of
the FDI results must be made. As one
may expect, this task may require analysis
of linguistic phrases and decision making;
thus an expert system is required in this
subsystem. The expert system accepts
information from the fault identification
(FDI) neural network, and classifies the
fault as 1) a survivable fault, or 2) a
catastrophic fault. In the event of a
survivable fault, the expert system will
prescribe immediate notifications to the
Control Reconfiguration subsystem.
2.3 Control Reconfiguration
The Control Reconfiguration subsys-
tem actually redesigns the controller for
the faulty system. For high speed
dynamic systems, computation time for
control redesign is an important factor
in choosing the method to be used. A
two stage control reconfiguration strategy
is proposed in this paper: 1) a fast inner
loop stabilizing controller for immediate
stabilization of the faulty system imple-
mented through neural network, and 2)
a more accurate outer loop performance
recovery controller implemented through
vector/parallel processor. The inner loop
controller stabilizes the system and brings
it to safety. The outer loop controller
recovers as much of the prefault system
performance as possible [10].
In this paper we present the details
of the fault detection and isolation sub-
system. Research for implementation of
the other two subsystems is in progress.
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HI. FAULT DETECTION AND ISOLATION
3.1 Background
Traditionally, human evaluation has
been used as a primary means of fault
detection, however this is grossly inade-
quate and prone to misjudgments. The
earliest methods of failure detection have
been based on limit violation and/or trend
violation [1] of sensor data. Since human
evaluation could be unrealiable, analysis
of sensor data [2,3] to extract certain
characteristic features of the process
has been suggested. These analyses
include computation of process efficiency,
estimation of frequency spectrum, and the
autocorrelation function, etc. requiring
the use of Kalman filters, observers, and
FFTs.
Another method of identifying a fault
is by measurement or estimation of
parameters [4,5,6,7] that govern the input-
output mapping of the process. Least
square estimation, Kalman filter [5], max-
imum likelihood estimation [6] are carried
out to estimate the unknown parameters.
However, this method suffers from lack of
uniqueness which may lead to false alarms
and)or wrong diagnosis of faults.
The use of neural network as an
effective alternative for failure detec-
tion and classification to overcome the
inherent drawbacks of the traditional
methods has become a subject of current
research interest. An application of
neural networks for failure detection has
been reported in [8,9] for the detection of
incipient fault in a single phase induction
motor.
3.2 Neural Network Based
Failure Detection and Isolation
This section presents the proposed
Failure Detection and Isolation (FDI)
subsystem based on artificial neural net-
work. The primary function of the
FDI system is fault identification and
determination of the type of fault and
its level of severity. Fundamentally, a
fault can be considered as a mapping
or association from fault scenarios to
patterns of sensor data. Neural networks
are known to perform best as associative
memories and pattern classifiers, and
hence is used as the basic building block
of the FDI system.
3.2.1 Fault Representation
One of the functions of the FDI
subsystem is to classify a fault in terms of
its type and its level of severity. The types
of faults that may occur in a dynamical
system are very much system specific.
Levels of severity can be classified in
several discrete conditions such as severe
fault, mild fault, normal operation etc.
In any case we can designate typical
fault conditions in terms of a set, say
F1,F2,...Fn. This set of faults includes
both the type of fault as well as the
severity of the fault. For example: F1 may
represent mild (level of severity) damage
of a steam valve (type of fault) while F2
may represent a more severe version of
the same fault or a different kind of fault
altogether.
3.2.2 Network Architecture
Since the Failure Detection and Iso-
lation system is based on associative
memories and pattern classifiers, a mul-
tilayer feedforward network is considered
as the basic network topology for the FDI
system. The network is arranged into
an input layer, an output layer, and one
or more hidden layers. The input layer
receives sensor data information from the
process, and the output layer provides the
fault diagnostic information.
The number of neurons in the input
layer is equal to the number of sensors
that carry out the measurement of various
quantities in the process. The neurons in
the input layer have linear input-output
mapping. The neurons in the hidden
layer(s) have a sigmoidal input-output
map. The number of neurons in the
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hidden layer(s) must be sufficiently large
so that the fault library (or the stored
fault scenarios) of the network is of an
acceptable size for a given system.
The number of neurons in the output
layer is equal to the number of bits of
the binary number corresponding to the
number of faults that must be identified
by the FDI network. The neurons in
the output layer have sigmoidal input-
output mapping so that each neuron can
take discrete values 0 or 1. The on-
off status of the neurons in the output
layer is translated to a fault code or fault
number corresponding to certain type of
fault at certain level of severity. For
example, consider a system in which 16
faults F1,F2,... F16, are to be identified.
Then the output layer must have 4 nodes.
3.2.3 Training
Training of a neural net is the process
by which the values of the weights
are determined based on historical fault
data. For the purpose of training it is
essential that historical or simulated fault
data be available representing various
types of faults along with their possible
levels of severity. Training of the
FDI network may be done using the
back propagation [11,12] algorithm or
other adaptive training algorithms [13].
Also, pruning algorithms can be used
for the purpose of reducing the number
of interconnection of the neurons in the
network.
3.2.4 Example:
Fault Monitoring of a DC Motor
The Failure Detection and Isolation
(FDI) system described above has been
used for monitoring of the health status of
adc motor. The state of the de motor can
be described in terms of three state vari-
ables, such as speed of rotation, armature
current, and temperature. These are also
physically measurable variables through
appropriate sensors. The control input
to the motor is the armature voltage.
It was desired to monitor the perfor-
mance the motor in terms of five different
types faults, such as
a) Faulty Controller
b) Partially shorted winding
c) Excessive bearing friction
d) Motor overload
e) Blocked ventilating system
at three levels of severity, such as
a) Mild
b) Moderate
c) Severe
Thus corresponding to the five dif-
ferent types of faults at three levels of
severity, a total of 15 possible (single)
faults must be identified along with one
normal operating state. Each of these
16 faults are then assigned a unique
binary number ranging from 0000 to 1111
with 0000 being the no fault and 1111
representing a severely faulted motor.
Clearly this requires 4 nodes in the output
layer of the FDI network. Since there are
three measurable signals available from
the motor, the input layer has 3 nodes,
one for each sensor signal. The FDI
network was assumed to have two hidden
layers with eleven nodes in each layer.
The number of nodes in the hidden layers
were determined after some trial and
error simulation.
In order to train the FDI neural
networks to give correct responses a large
data base of fault data was generated
through computer simulation of the motor
dynamics given in the appendix. Training
of the network was completed after
several training sessions. Figure 2 shows
reduction of the rms error of the output
nodes of the network as a function
training runs. Convergence of a few of
the synaptic weights are shown Figure 3.
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After the completion of training, the
FDI system was tested to monitor the
health status of the motor. Various faults
were simulated on the motor, and the
fault data from the motor was applied
to the input layer of the FDI network.
The network compares the input pattern
with the fault patterns it has been trained
to recognize. The network was able to
recognize the faults with 95% accuracy.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We present the architecture of an in-
telligent restructurable control system that
automatically identifies the occurrence of
a fault, and restructures the controller for
performance recovery.
The failure detection (FDI) subsystem
is implemented using a neural network.
The FDI network identifies the type of
fault as well as its level of severity. A
major advantage of this neural network
based method is that it identifies faults
that are characterized by changes in the
numerical values of process variables as
well as faults that are characterized by
changes in certain physical attributes of
the process.
APPENDIX
The dynamic model of adc motor
driving a load is given by
dI_ 1 R__ K_
7; = K v°- K -
B 1
do) Ki -_m O) -- __mTload
dT R_ 2 _lca _ 1
where
R_, L_ : Armature resistance, Inductance
I_ : Armature current
w,T: Motor Speed, Temperature
Ki,K_ : Constants
C-rh : Thermal capacitance
J,,, B: Motor Inertia, friction coefficient
TLo_d " Motor Load
RTh : Rotor Surface heat transfer coefficient
[1]
[2]
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ABSTRACT1, 2
Future NASA Earth science missions, including the Earth
Observing System (EOS), will be generating vast amounts
of data that must be processed and stored at various
locations around the worM. Here we present a stepwise-
refinement of the Intelligent Database Management (IDM )
of the Distributed Active Archive Center (DAAC . one of
seven regionally-located EOSDIS archive sites)
architecture, to showcase the telecommunications issues
involved. We develop this architecture into a general
overall design. We show that the current evolution of
protocols is sufficient to support IDM at Gbps rates over
large distances. We also show that network design can
accommodate a flexible data ingestion storage pipeline
and a user extraction and visualization engine, without
interference between the two.
1: Introduction
In addition to its manned space program, NASA runs
telemetry-gathering missions. Among the celestial bodies
studied is the Earth. Current and future Earth science mis-
sions (including EOS) will generate enormous amounts of
data. This data must be archived in an accessible manner
to be useful for analysis. EOS in particular will generate a
continuous stream of 11.5 Mbps, which isn't notable
except that the stream is relentless over the life of the sat-
ellite (about 5-10 years), resulting in 5.2 Gigabytes of data
per hour, or 45 Petabytes (10^15 bytes) per year.
1. This paper is based on a consulting report the author prepared while at
the University of Pennsylvania. A version of this report will appear as
part of the "HI_C Data Management white paper," of the NASA GSFC
Information Science and Technology Office (ISTO). - Code 930. i.
2. This research was partially sponsored by the Advanced Research
Projects Agency through Ft. Huachuca Contract No. DABT63-91-C-
0001. The views and conclusions contained in this document are those of
the authors and should not be interpreted as representing the official poli-
cies, either expressed or implied, of the Department of the Army, the
Advanced Research Projects Agency, or the U.S. Government.
This data is processed prior to storage to facilitate
access, and retrieved and converted into a useful form;
these functions comprise the EOS Data Management Soft-
ware System (DMSS), which is an example of a more gen-
eral concept called Intelligent Database Management
(IDM). Here we present an overview of the telecommuni-
cations issues of IDM, which involves data ingestion, stor-
age, fusion, and rendering. Data ingestion is the
processing of data prior to storage; data fusion is the com-
bining of various streams of stored data to form a compos-
ite information base suitable for direct rendering. The
components of IDM for EOS are distributed globally over
large distances (over 2000 miles) and bandwidth (1 Giga-
bit/second). Thus telecommunications issues, including
latency reduction, high bandwidth protocols, and distrib-
uted resource allocation are a fundamental component of
IDM.
Here we present a stepwise-refinement of the Distrib-
uted Active Archive Center (DAAC - one of seven region-
ally-located EOSDIS archive sites) architecture. We also
discuss how current protocols are sufficient to support the
IDM DAAC. We describe a network design that accom-
modates both a flexible data ingestion storage pipeline and
a user extraction and visualization engine.
The most abstract description of DAAC is a set of con-
tinuous satellite data input streams (between 16 Mbps and
26 Kbps, totalling 25 Mbps average, 164 Mbps peak), and
a 200-500 Mbps sporadic user visualization stream, with
low BW user commands. Internally, the input and output
are related only by storage, i.e., the input stream archiving
and output stream generation are independent. We parti-
tion the continuous input archive stream (ingestion) from
the user command and visualization streams (extract),
both of which operate on the data store. There also may be
multiple ingestion and extraction streams per DAAC. The
general design proposed uses separate subnetworks of het-
erogeneous processors - one for ingestion and the other for
extraction. The processors and subnetworks form a
dynamically-configurable dataflow engine, where subnet-
work partitioning inhibits interference and provides recon-
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figurability.Weshow that the telecommunications aspects
of IDM can be managed by this physical resource parti-
tioning.
More importafifly, we show that existing protocols, or
existing proposals to evolve these protocols, are sufficient
to support IDM. There is a growing controversy in proto-
col research involving the use of existing protocols for
high speed (Gbps) wide area (2,000+ mile) environments.
There are several protocol issues involved, including soft
real-time delivery (i.e., jitter control), guaranteed band-
width (reservation), and accommodation of high band-
width-delay product links. Issues under investigation
(without evolutionary solutions) include hard real-time
delivery (scheduled delivery constraints), and methods for
latency reduction. IDM data processing (both ingestion
and visualization) requires isochronous data transfer, i.e.,
controlled jitter in transmission and processing. Fortu-
nately, the data collection is automated and uses loosely-
coupled feedback from ground control, rather than from
user visualization. Latency reduction affects only the user
visualization control loop. The user-perceived latency is
likely to be affected more by the extraction processing
latency than by the propagation latency (typically 100 ms).
Existing evolutionary modifications to existing data trans-
port protocols accommodate soft real-time transfer (RTP),
bandwidth reservation (ST-II, RSVP), and high band-
width-delay product links given continuous data streams
(TCP extensions for LFN's).
Some of the initial documents of the IDM project have
described various aspects of the project, but none has con-
sidered the specific telecommunications aspects within
this project, or the impact of those issues on the other
design considerations. This document section is an effort
to augment those discussions sufficiently to suggest a
design of the telecommunications system, from which
other design criteria implications will he readily evident.
2: DMSS Background
The DMSS project is described by a set of documents
that address the overall structure of the EOS and EOSDIS
projects, information management, query derivation from
user directives, data modeling, internal processing, and
database and computation scaling of the IDM DAAC sys-
tem. None yet includes a discussion of the telecommunica-
tions issues involved or of the implications of those issues
on other design criteria. This is partly because telecommu-
nications research is relegated to other projects of the
HPCC effort, and because the telecommunications issues
may not require original research.
One document describes the scaling issues of the data-
base and processing components of the project, but admits
that the processing load cannot be accurately determined a
priori [12]. This indicates that a scalable processing solu-
tion is required, one in which dynamic load configuration
is possible.
Others describe the static issues of database and visual-
ization access to the EOSDIS [5], or the data distribution
and archiving requirements [6]. There are dynamic corol-
laries to these static issues that describe the reconfigura-
tion of the system in a flexible way.
Management considerations mandate a relatively cen-
tralized facility or small set of facilities (the DAACs) [7].
Relieving a centralized load requires a distributed facility,
provided that the data distribution is not orthogonal to the
geographic configuration. Because the DAAC facilities
are geographically disuributed, processing within the
DAAC should occur at a MAN or LAN scale. The parti-
tioning of data into functional and operational sets among
the DAACs indicates that inter-DAAC access, i.e., pro-
cessing requiring the participation of more than a single
DAAC, would be unlikely at first.
Data modeling is described using spatial, spectral, tem-
peral, etc. characteristics [1]. This includes a description
of the effects of the variation in access method on the stor-
age organization. These descriptions can he easily aug-
mented to include communications and dynamic post-
processing costs, so as to describe the telecommunications
effects on data organization as well. The only difficulty is
that the telecommunications costs are distributed, whereas
the access method frequencies proposed are local to a par-
ticular DAAC component.
Finally, the high-performance processing of satellite
data before initial archiving requires the use of specialized
equipment and systems [2], [9]. The individual board
design of these components and the functional decomposi-
tion into processing elements is a scalable solution [9].
The board integration currently relies on existing technol-
ogies for system design (VME/VSB), rather than on true
networking of components. The resulting pipeline permits
chaining of processing elements within a single processing
node (i.e., VME/VSB backplane), but not among different
backplanes. Further, components of a single system can be
used to process at most a single data stream, thus prohibit-
ing an ultimately flexible design.
3:Observations
There are other observations that affect the overall tele-
communications recommendations as considered herein.
These include the software issues regarding protocols and
support, and topological issues.
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3.1:Telecommunications software issues
Many of the software issues are already being consid-
ered at various levels of the EOSDIS effort. The software
can be partitioned into 5 main areas: front-end user inter-
face intelligence and expert systems, back-end satellite
dam processing before archiving, archival processing for
data management, and extraction processing execution.
Each of these areas has implications for the telecommuni-
cations organization, but the extraction processing is espe-
cially influential.
The front-end user system involves expert systems [10],
connectionism [8] or neural networks [3], and support for
user visualization tools. All of these are user-level front-
end issues, and can require sharing of scheduling informa-
tion at the user-access level. This indicates a network of
user-support systems, with loose coupling of state infor-
mation on the availability of back-end resources, and other
competing front-end sessions.
The back-end satellite processing system involves the
use of specialized hardware [2], [9]. Each of these systems
can be independent, as it processes a specific data stream
from a given satellite individually.
The data processing for archiving can also be indepen-
dent because of the partitioning of the databases among
the DAAC sites [7]. Data reorganization is presumed to
occur within operational units of the DAACs [1].
The extraction processing, however, has not been thor-
oughly considered in relation to the system design [12].
Current distributed systems design indicates a back-end
network of dynamically-allocated processing elements,
which can be configured according to the extraction pro-
cessing needs of the users. Such a system is exhibited by a
networked version of the back-end satellite processing
system, with a few modifications (see below). The goal is
a back-end network for the servicing of the user-level
requests, according to the decompositions suggested by
the expert systems at the front-end.
There are other services that are of use, especially in the
software portion of the system. Current protocol technol-
ogy is sufficient to support the data rates and characteris-
tics of the large linear streams of information indicated by
satellite measurements. These include TCP/IP, for stream-
ing data transfer. Other options include remote evaluation
(late-binding RPC), and the conventional remote proce-
dure call (RPC). Conventional RPC requires sending the
data to a remote site and retrieving the results, a mecha-
nism that describes the dynamic allocation of processing
components but requires a central controller to scatter and
gather the data, creating a communications bottleneck that
existing networks cannot support. Late-binding RPC per-
mits the processing components to transmit the results
along to subsequent RPC's, rather than requiring collec-
tion of the results at the originator of the first RPC. This
permits a dynamic pipeline to be created within an exist-
ing telecommunications paradigm.
3.2: Network topology and protocol
Most of the telecommunications issues might be
relieved by a LAN implementation. Exceeding LAN scale
incurs a sharp decrease in data transmission rates. Existing
routing, broadcast, and network management implementa-
tions also favor LAN scales. One solution is to distribute
the access load among the components of a LAN, particu-
larly existing high-speed LANs such as FDDI (100 Mbps)
or FDDI-2 (200 Mbps). The b-'DDI protocol does not scale
beyond a 100 meter diameter, but this is sufficient to sup-
port the locality of an individual DAAC.
The bandwidth requirements of this network (I terabit/
day) average out to a continuous 11.6 Megabits/second
[12]. Conventional LAN technology (i.e., Ethernet) sup-
ports 10 Mbps, but only to a maximum of 80% load, i.e., 8
Mbps [11]. This theoretical maximum assumes a single
source station on a network; competition among multiple
sources decreases this to 60% (6 Mbps) [11]. Even a
lightly loaded Ethernet is therefore unsuitable for even a
single hop in the data path from satellite to disk storage.
New fiber optic LAN technology (FDDI) supports rates
of 100-200 Mbps, large enough to support several simulta-
neous hops of the data stream if that stream is buffered and
averaged over a 24-hour period (requiring 1 Terabit of
tape delay). Burst data characteristics are not understood
at this time, either within the EOSDIS system or in tele-
communications in general, and so are not factored into
any solutions.
3.3: Gigablt protocol issues
There are some relevant gigabit protocol issues that
affect the design of the DMSS telecommunications sys-
tem. These include protocol optimizations, rate control
methods, and lightweight protocols.
Protocol optimizations are useful in the processing of
stream data at gigabit rates; these include methods of
header prediction in TCP and factoring frequent header
cases out of the protocol stack. Other optimizations in the
implementation of TCP have shown the operation of this
protocol at rates near 400-700 Mbps, easily Supporting
both the satellite ingestion and user visualization compo-
nents of this system.
Rate control methods provide processing adjustment to
reduce queuing requirements, and reduce resulting jitter in
the packet flow. 'Stop-and-go queuing', 'Leaky bucket',
and 'Virtual Clock' are all similar methods for rate adjust-
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ment.However, none are included in currently stable
transport protocol implementations as yet.
Another protocol of interest, especially in the Data
Ingestion operation, is the XTP protocol. XTP is a light-
weight protocol that is designed to be implemented in
VLSI hardware.
Other methods of achieving high performance proto-
cols are not required here. These include other lightweight
protocols, such as protocols that support fast RPC, or low
latency transactions, or methods to reduce protocol com-
plexity. The frequency of transactions in the DMSS sys-
tem is not high enough to warrant these new protocols.
3.4: Suggestions for processing node scalability
One component of the DMSS system, the processing
node architecture, is currently based on the VME/VSB bus
interconnection [2]. A more flexible solution would use
high-speed LAN interconnection methods, such as cross-
bar switches, for "backplane" communication among pro-
cessing components.
One suggestion for possible research in this area would
be the development of a VME/VSB virtual backplane, one
which would permit the arbitrary interconnection of
board-level components but exhibit a conventional VME/
VSB interface. This crossbar-backplane would permit
multiple FDDI interfaces per system aggregate, and thus
multiple LAN loops among systems, permitting a more
flexible implementation. This latter solution could be
implemented incrementally, after the initial implementa-
tion phase of the design.
4: Stepwise-refinement
A first step toward the understanding of the communi-
cations structure is the stepwise refinement of the system
design. These steps are based on the given NASA docu-
mentation, and general principles of system design.
The easiest implementation would be a LAN. The prob-
lem is that there are two load issues: direct query response
load (computation and retrieval of actual data), and meta-
data issues such as scheduling, load evaluation, and secu-
rity access. Security issues are best solved by a physical
partitioning of the network, with a coordinated set of con-
trolled access points. The external access points comprise
a set of nodes that interact through a separate meta-data
LAN. Precomputed plans are sent through the controlled
access point to the inner LAN for execution of the extrac-
tion.
Data ingestion occurs on the way into the inner data
storage LAN, but does not use the outer security/schedul-
ing LAN for access, since satellite-originated paths are
presumed secured at the source. Further, the process of
ingestion need not alter the meta-data storage until
archived inside the inner LAN.
The best way to understand these observations is to see
their evolution and extraction from the existing character-
istics of the DMSS system. Here we present a step-wise
refinement of the telecommunications structure. We also
present a description of the data flow and meta-data flows
of the system, all to finally define the characteristics of the
system sufficient to indicate a design.
4.1: Step 1 - the most general description
The most general description of the EOSDIS system is
as an operational entity. Consider the DAAC as a 'black-
box', with inputs and outputs [6] [7]. Inputs are comprised
of the satellite data stream and the user queries. The output
is the user visualization stream. The size of the arrows and
lines is representative of the qualitative relative bandwidth
requirements.
The input satellite data stream of 1 Terabit/day aver-
ages out to 11.5 Mbps (Figure 1). The user commands
require negligible bandwidth, both because of their small
textual content and their sporadic nature. The user visual-
ization estimate is based on a 1000xl000 pixel display,
changing at a rate of 24 frames/second (movie-quality
video), at a depth of between 8 bits/pixel and 24 bits/pixel.
This results in a session bandwidth of between approxi-
mately 200 and 600 Mbps, or 8-24 Mbits per frame.
Satellite data - 11.5 Mbps
User commands - low BW
User visualization -
192-576 Mbps fuLl-motion
8-24 Mbils per frame
:!DAAC1
FIGURE 1. Step l: System input/output
The input satellite stream thus requires a T-3 signal line
(45 Mbps), assuming the 1 Terabit/day rate can be
smoothed to per-seeond equivalent. The user commands
can be accepted over conventional modem/dialup lines.
The raw visualization stream requires SONET STS-12
rates, which are unlikely to be available for user deploy-
ment in the time-frame of this project. A lossless
intraframe compression at these rates may be available,
and would result in a 20-40 Mbps stream, which could be
supported by FDDI LAN technology (100 Mbps). Lossy
compression, such as JPEG, can further reduce this
requirement to the Ethernet LAN realm at approximately
4-8 Mbps.
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4.2: Step 2 - partition processing / data
The next step in this refinement involves the partition-
ing of the system component into data and processing
components (Figure 2). The DAAC design is readily parti-
tioned in this manner. This partition is modeled after the
so-called 'Von-Neumann' computer architecture design.
Satellite data
User commands
User visualization
DATA
FIGURE 2. Step 2: Von Neumann decomposition
The processing requirements of this diagram are
described in [12]. At this point, the processing and com-
munications requirements are not sufficiently specified to
determine the design, as was noted in the NASA analysis
[12]. At this point, it is evident that this partitioning is not
optimal, because the satellite data input stream and user
visualization streams are largely independent, yet are pro-
cessed in a single entity.
4.3: Step 3 - separate input / output streams
The next step in the refinement includes the description
of the physical and algorithmic components. The process-
ing is partitioned into ingestion, command processing, and
extraction components (Figure 3). The ingestion portion
occurs in specialized hardware [2]. The command process-
ing translates user input into algorithms for extraction,
which are executed in the extraction component [3]. By
this diagram, the I/O intensive components are the inges-
tion and extraction [4], but there is substantial computa-
tion involved in the translations done by the command
processing as well [8], [10].
Satellite data
User commands
User visualization _ _
DATA
DAAC
,...............................................• .....................................................,......,
FIGURE 3. Step 3: Internal input/output streams
User commands therefore interact with the extraction
process, but not the ingestion, which can be relegated to a
separate component. Further, because the database is
responding largely to command information (vs. data)
from the command and extraction interfaces, the database
might benefit from a partitioned internal structure, so that
data input into an unorganized archive component can be
isolated from the extraction access bandwidth require-
ments.
4.4: Step 4 - Separate into physical components
The final step in the refinement is the addition of parti-
tion information from the known implementation of exist-
ing components. The ingestion engine is known to be
composed of a number of pipeline stages with separate
control and pipeline communication paths [2], [9] (Figure
4). The database is also known to be composed of meta-
data indicating the semantic modeling of the data struc-
ture, and an auxiliary processing element to monitor this
modeling, in addition to the data itself [1].
Satellite data
User commands
User visualization
FIGURE 4. Step 4: Internal physical components
(as already specified)
4.5: Step 5 - Replicate interior components
This final step in the refinement indicates that the user
interface issues can be considered independent of the sat-
ellite data ingestion procedures. The decomposition does
not yet indicate the systems issues involved, because only
single users and satellite streams are indicated. We can
augment the structure further by adding multiple copies of
each entity, to denote how the replicated components
interact.
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We do not replicate the database component of the
DAAC because we consider user requests within a single
DAAC only. This is reasonable because the data of the
DAACs is partitioned based on expected use and semantic
contenL Merging of data streams may occur, but is
expected to be managed by the merging of independently
delivered visualization streams from a number of indepen-
dent DAAC sources.
Figure 5 denotes the interaction between the command
processing elements in a scheduling capacity. The extrac-
tion processes are shown as independent, because deter-
mining overlapping computation is intractable and of little
benefit given independent user control. The satellite pro-
cessing streams are independent, but the number of pipe-
line stages is flexible and may be allocated from an
aggregate rather than within dedicated system sets.
The decomposition shown here indicates the compo-
nents of interaction and the bandwidth characteristics
between them. It is also useful to view the data streams by
semantic partitioning, in data flow and meta-data flow dia-
grams within the same structure.
Satellite data _!.] [._ "_"
Satellite data
DATA
User visualization
User commands
User commands
User visualization
DAAC
FIGURE 5. Step 4: Internal physical components
(as already specified)
4.6: Data flow diagram
The data flow of the system can be described by two
diagrams: one indicating the satellite data, the other indi-
cating the archived data. The control operations specified
by the user input are considered meta-data flows, shown
later.
The satellite data flow consists of 1 Tbps streams pipe-
lined through archival processing systems (Figure 6). If
these systems are statically specified, the existing design
of fixed-pipeline configuration will suffice [2]. If the satel-
lite processing components are dynamically allocated, a
network must be established among the elements. We
assume here that these processing stages are largely static
because of the data that would be lost during any reconfig-
uration. Thus, the satellite data flows represent fixed inter-
connections beyond the underlying dynamic network
design. Further, scalability is provided by the addition of
separate processing systems for additional satellite data
streams in an independent fashion with linear cost. The
streams can be compressed from the satellite to the pipe-
line processor, but the inter-process bandwidth require-
ments do not necessitate intermediate compression prior to
storage.
Satellite data
Satellite data
I DAAC I
FIGURE 6. Satellite data flow (11.5 Mbps)
. fixed interconnection
As a side-bar, we note that compression of archived
data may have unanticipated effects on the communication
load of the user visualization processing, as well as affect-
ing retrieval. Extraction of particular information is com-
plicated by stream encoding because it may require the
decoding of a large section of data to locate a particular
item, especially if the encoding destroys the key informa-
tion. Effort should be made to avoid this if random access
is required.
Further, a variable bit-rate encoding may cause fluctu-
ating loads on the storage and extraction processes. While
the storage process may be able to accommodate this fluc-
tuation, the output data fluctuation will generate variable
bit-rate streams to the extraction processors, which will
require jitter control to permit stream merging. Recent
research has also indicated that variable bit-rate streams
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cancauseinterference effects in networks, even when the
streams do not directly compete for resources.
The user visualization may require an arbitrary amount
of pipelining, merging, and interleaving of extracted
archive information (Figure 7). Whereas the individual
streams are independent to permit independence in user
control, the allocation of resources to the extraction pro-
cesses is necessarily highly dynamic. The resources of
extraction processes should be part of a dynamically
reconfigurable network so additional resources can be
added for additional functionality or scale of service.
Processing the streams usually occurs in the uncom-
pressed domain, so any compression should occur at the
final stage before user output. As a result, compression
cannot be effectively used to reduce internal network load.
The resulting interaction requires a very high bandwidth,
very high connectivity network, such as BISDN (i.e.,
ATM).
If the user visualizations are restricted to conventional
resolutions (500x500 at 1-8 bits, rather than 1000xl000 8-
24 bits deep), the data streams are reduced from 200-600
Mbps to 6-50 Mbps, at full-motion 24 frames/second.
While these streams cannot be accommodated in even a
single Ethernet hop, a modified FDDI ring can be used.
User visualization
User visualization
!l
i
DAAC
FIGURE 7. User visualization flow
(200-600 Mbps raw /
5-12 Mbps compressed)
Consider the dual-ring FDDI. Each level of the ring can
accommodate 100 Mbps. There are some recent protocol
systems which permit the utilization of multiple segments
of the ring simultaneously; this would permit sequences of
processors on the ring to be configured as a pipeline, and
the output would be collected on the other ring. The result
would permit redistribution and configuration of extrac-
tion processing resources within the ring.
If the visualization stream is not full-motion or full-
color, the bandwidth required would be reduced even fur-
ther. Also, it is not clear at this time whether the full bit-
rate is required during extraction or is the result of data
stream merging costs, the latter of which could be trans-
mitted to the user in a repeating loop.
4.7: Meta-data flow diagram
The other flows denote the control streams. Some of
these streams are user-specified control, and others are
control between components of the system (Figure 8).
These are not high-bandwidth paths that dominate the net-
work design, but are communication paths which must be
provided, at least transitively, by the interconnection
topologies.
These streams include: interaction among the pipeline
elements, monitoring of archive access for dynamic reor-
ganization, user commands, extraction commands, data-
base retrieval commands, and communication between the
command processors for distributed resource allocation.
User commands •
User commands
• DATA
_ DATA
f
%
f
DAAC
FIGURE 8. Meta-data (control, management) flow
(low bandwidth)
4.8: Indicated design
The following are the recommendations for the design
of a network for a DAAC system that is flexible, scalable,
and secure.
There is a multiple ring structure. The rings comprise
the data input, query transformation, and data processing
and output components of operation. By separating the
structure thus, the satellite processing is partitioned from
the user-level operations and the query processing is parti-
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tionedfromtheinternalextractionoperations.Theformer
providesarobustisolationbetweendatainputandoutput
and the latter provides a similar isolation of user and data
processing. The result is a robust and secure system.
The distribution of satellite processing resources in a
high-speed ring (FDDI II) or BISDN network (ATM) pro-
vides enhanced pipelining capability, scalability, and
dynamic reorganization of resources not afforded by the
current, fixed interconnection within individual back-
planes [2]. This requires the use of emerging FDDI II pro-
tocols supporting the simultaneous use of multiple ring
segments, sometimes called 'multiple tokens'. This feature
of the network design was emphasized by the meta-data
description of the system.
The distribution of user query processing components
amon_ a low speed ring or bus (Ethemet, for small dis-
tances, or token ring for larger distances) provides links
among the command processors to support distributed
resource allocation at scheduling time [10], [8]. This inter-
action was indicated by the step-wise refinement method.
The dynamic allocation of computation elements for
extraction processing is similar to the satellite processing
ring, i.e., both indicate an FDDI II modified multi-token
ring or an ATM switching system (supporting full inter-
connections via a SONET-rate crossbar or multistage
interconnection network). In the case of the extraction pro-
cessing, the status of processors must be monitored by the
query processing network for resource allocation. The idea
is that the resources of the high-speed extraction network
are allocated 'out-of-band', at scheduling-time, in the
query processing network.
The monitoring of the database usage and structure can
also occur within the query processing network, because it
is a resource re-allocation function.
The result is a system that is composed of three net-
works: one isolated multi-token FDDI II network or ATM
switching system for satellite data processing and a slow
query processing network linked to another fast extraction
processing network. Security is enforced in the slow query
processing network by nature of its physical partitioning
from the other two networks.
The genera/structure is visualized and instantiated with
canonical networks in Figure 9. The basic description is as
follows. A control console/host computer to each network
is assumed.
The satellites are connected to SatNet with T-3 (45
Mbps) lines. The Pipe Processors are as described in the
Ingestion portion, modified to provide a network interface,
rather than a VME/VSB interface [8]. SatNet is either an
FDDI II multi-token ring, or (optimally) an ATM BISDN
network, providing full crosspoint interconnection with
rates of STS-3 (155 Mbps) to STS-12 (620 Mbps). Until
such technology is commercially available, a conventional
analog crossbar can be used, because the connections
within this network are not frequently modified.
Satellites
Pipe Extraction
Processors prooessors
User Access Hosts
DATA
Monitor
FIGURE 9. Generalized structure of
telecommunications of EOSDIS DAAC
The same Pipe Processors can be used as extraction
engines, with downloadable programs, or by workstations,
as available. The design of ExtractNet supports heteroge-
neous systems, including supercomputers, workstations,
and special-purpose Pipe Processors (as in SatNet).
The extraction processors can be connected to an ATM
BISDN switch to implement the ExtractNet component.
The ExtractNet should not be implemented with FDDI II
or a crossbar, due to the highly dynamic reconfiguration
that needs to occur to support varying user-specified
extraction processes. The ExtractNet has a high bandwidth
link to the database and another to each of the user-host
processors. This latter link supports individual visualiza-
tion streams.
,The user access hosts are connected via a relatively
conventional token ring, such as FDDI, or even Ethernet.
Commands and resource allocation are processed on this
network; these are low-bandwidth activities. It is assumed
that one user-host will support each user connection
because of the bandwidth required per user connection for
high quality full-motion video. If still video is used, multi-
ple users can be supported per station.
The ControlNet is used for distributed resource alloca-
tion among the user hosts and out-of-band resource alloca-
tion of the components of ExtractNet. SatNet allocation
can occur off-line because the network is reconfigured
only periodically.
A separate monitor host performs low bandwidth com-
putations, such as database restructuring for performance
[1]. The design of the database to support dual high-band-
width ports, or possibly multiple high-bandwidth retrieval
ports to ExtractNet, is beyond the scope of this section.
User access is restricted to the ControlNet, where que-
ries are processed within the hosts, or possibly off-loaded
into the Extraction Processors of ExtractNet, or a separate
high-performance engine connected to ControlNet (like
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themonitor).The access control is both physical and logi-
cal, so that the user commands are prohibited from utiliz-
ing the ExtractNet or SatNet. The interaction is similar to
that of RPC, where user commands are decomposed into
fixed, preexisting procedures that are pipelined together.
User access is as secure as in RPC.
5: Conclusions
Here we have presented an architecture for the DMSS
of the IDM DAACs developed by stepwise refinement.
We have discussed how existing protocols are sufficient
for use in this architecture to support both data ingestion
and data fusion and visualization.
The DMSS architecture presented is scalable, partitions
the DMSS via gateway access servers, and includes inter-
nally replicated processing components. We have also
shown a design in which control is distinct from data
streams, both logically and topologically.
The architecture we show permits various implementa-
tions:
• gateway as authenticator only,
remainder as centralized server,
• gateway as delegator
using vector pipelined REV processors.
• gateway as authenticator
using REV on workstations,
It is this latter approach we feel is most general, scal-
able, and useful for the architecture of the DMSS IDM
DAACs.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes group-oriented control models for distributed client-server interactions.
These models transparently coordinate requests for services that involve multiple servers, such
as queries across distributed databases. Specific capabilities include: decomposing and
replicating client requests; dispatching request subtasks or copies to independent, networked
servers; and combining server results into a single response for the client. The control models
were implemented by combining request broker and process group technologies with an object-
oriented communication middleware tool. The models are illustrated in the context of a
distributed operations support application for space-based systems.
INTRODUCTION
The dominant architecture for distributed systems today is the client-server interaction model.
One application, the client, requests a service from a single provider, or server, which performs
the desired task and returns the result to the client (cf. Figure 1). Examples of servers include
transaction database systems, specialized graphics and numeric processing engines.
initiate requestfor service
receive &process response
0___._..,receive request_ _) 0 perfOrmservice
issue response
Figure 1. Client-Server model for distributed interaction
As distributed systems grow in complexity and scope, clients often need to interact with
multiple servers. For example, a client may issue queries for information that is distributed
across multiple, independent databases. Similarly, one application may need to notify various
other programs that may be affected by its activities. Such one-to-many interactions are
becoming increasingly important in domains such as decision and operations support,
concurrent engineering, cooperative workgroups, office automation, and process control.
A special class of one-to-many interactions involves servers that can perform the same task(s),
or functionally redundant systems. The most obvious form of functional redundancy is exact
replication, such as distributing multiple copies of an application or database across a network
of computers. Redundancy can also be achieved by replicating functionality through alternative
technologies or methods. For example, intelligent advisory systems can be implemented using
neural nets, rule-based or model-based reasoning systems. Combining such alternative methods
exploits their complementary strengths, and can enhance the completeness, precision, and
certainty of service responses.
Functional redundancy facilitates fault tolerance and resource availability, which are important
attributes for mission-critical applications. Replicating servers or data resources enhances
P_WO_NG F._GE BL_iK NOT FK_¢D
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reliability by enablingdistributed systems to be reconfigured, often automatically, to recover
from single point failures. Availability of scarce or heavily-used resources is augmented by
allowing concurrent access to multiple distributed copies, for increased performance and
convenience.
This paper describes two control models that transparently coordinate distributed interactions
between a single client and multiple, possibly redundant servers. Clients access the control
functions of these models through a uniform, high-level Application Programming Interface
(API). The API enables clients to issue service requests and process responses more or less
oblivious to the complex distributed processing that is actually required to satisfy their requests.
These coordination models are implemented by combining request broker and process group
technologies with an object-oriented communication middleware tool that runs across
heterogeneous computing platforms.
The following sections review the basic control requirements for one-to-many client-server
computing and enabling software technologies that meet these requirements. The remainder of
the paper describes and illustrates the new coordination models.
COORDINATION REQUIREMENTS FOR ONE-TO-MANY INTERACTIONS
Given enabling tools for network communication, distributed control for one-to-one client-server
applications is fairly straightforward. Clients initiate interactions by issuing requests. Servers
respond, and clients complete the cycle by processing results. The primary source of control
complexity arises from detecting errors, such as dropped network links or computer failures,
and recovering from such problems in a consistent, predictable manner (Coulouris, 1988).
Introducing multiple servers complicates control requirements significantly. Three basic cases can
be distinguished. A client may request a single service to be replicated across functionally
redundant servers (Case 1). Alternatively, a client request may decompose into distinct service
subtasks, which can be performed separately by different servers. Subtasks for such complex
requests may be mutually independent (Case 2) or they may exhibit interdependencies (Case 3).
Case 3 dependencies generally entail sequencing or synchronization constraints on how subtasks
are performed, and are common in process-oriented or workflow applications. Adler (Adler,
1992a) describes a distributed control model that addresses this class of client-server
interactions. This paper focuses on coordination models to support replicated requests (Case 1)
and complex requests comprised of independent subtasks (Case 2).
Replication entails distributing a client's request to functionally redundant servers. 1 In contrast,
the servers for subtasks obtained by decomposing complex service requests tend to be
functionally related but disjoint. In both cases, results from servers must be collected, possibly
post-processed, and returned to the client. Service results are post-processed through
combinational techniques such as collation, competition, or synthesis. Collation simply collects
subtask results into a consistent, uniform format. For example, status codes returned from an
update operation on replicated databases might be collected into a list. Competition compares
collated results with respect to one or more metrics, selectively filtering results based on their
scores. A simple example is the precedence metric, or race competition, which scores results
based on their order of arrival. Finally, synthesis combines and reconciles partial results.
Examples include: relational join, logical union and intersection operations; voting schemes;
merging and reconciling partial segments into global plans or schedules; and rank ordering
1 For present purposes, replicated requests are assumed to be "simple" in the sense that each
server responds to a copy of the request as one discrete action. Also, redundant servers incur
additional requirements to coordinate the order in which they process replicated requests if it is
necessary to maintain consistent state across interactions, as in mirrored transaction databases.
3O6
diagnostichypothesesusingweightedfrequenciesof candidates derived by complementary fault
isolation methods.
The burdens of control for one-to-many interaction models can be allocated to: the client; the
servers; combinations of the two; or to independent distributed coordination structures. The
first three "hardwired" approaches lead to basic system engineering problems, such as limited
reusability, maintainability, and extensibility across different clients and client-server
associations. Accordingly, we adopted the fourth strategy, by establishing autonomous
coordination models or engines. These engines, called Server Groups, function as generic, system-
level servers for implementing one-to-many interactions in a distributed application. The next
three sections review the distributed computing technologies that were synthesized to create two
distinct Server Group engines: process groups, request brokers, and communication middleware.
Table 1. One-to-Many Client-Server Relationships
[.Request type[ Subtasks
replicated
Server Functionality
redur_flant
Coordination Tasks--
duplicate request, route requests, synchronize
state, combine results, handle errors
decompose reciuest, route subtasks; Combine
@
complex independent distinct
results, handle errors
complex dependent distinct decompose request, sequence subtasks to
reflect dependencies, route subtasks, combine
results, handle errors
PROCESS GROUPS
A process group consists of a collection of processes, typically a set of applications, that jointly
provide one or more services on a continuous basis (Liang, 1990; Kaashoek, 1993). Group
processes are typically distributed across networked computers, operate in disjoint address
spaci_s, and communicate via message-passing mechanisms. A group is closed if communication
is restricted to members of the group; otherwise, the group is open. Interactions between a group
and an external process (or group) are called intergroup communication. Interactions among
members of a group constitute intragroup communication (cf. Figure 2).
Intergroup communication Intra_roup communication
! 1 I
request
-_-.- .
reply
Server
Figure 2. Open Process Group Architecture for One-to-Many Client-Server Model
Process groups provide a natural control framework for organizing collections of servers that are
functionally related or redundant, mediating all intergroup and intragroup interactions between
applications playing client roles and those acting as servers. The utility of process group models
for supporting complex and replicated service requests hinges on the concept of group
transparency, which simply means that a client may treat a group's service as if it were provided
by a single server.
In particular, all group members are identified by a single group name, which acts as a logical
address for all intergroup and intragroup communication. Clients need not track either group
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membership(naming transparency), nor the host computers for individual group members
(location transparency). These properties are especially attractive for interacting with groups
whose membership is dynamic and/or mobile. Groups collect and post-process service results
produced by member servers over extended time intervals (reply-handling transparency).
Finally, clients need not deal with partial failures (fault-handling transparency), in that group
interfaces either conceal single point member faults or indicate total failure. In short, group
transparency fully conceals the distributed architecture and distributed behavior internal to a
process group from clients.
REQUEST BROKERS
Simple, static client-server applications tend to support a limited number of distinct services,
such as file, print, and database sharing. In such systems, it is relatively straightforward for
client programs to keep track of the services that are available and which servers support those
individual services.
In larger distributed systems, it becomes difficult to sustain this "hardwired" strategy, in which
each client assumes responsibility for knowing about available services, their associated servers,
and interfaces. Maintaining and extending such knowledge for individual clients is particularly
cumbersome for distributed systems such as CAD or CASE frameworks, which evolve
continually as server applications are enhanced, added or replaced. The notion of a service
request "broker" was developed to provide clients with global, system-level support for tracking
available services and servers. This strategy has been promoted by the Object Management
Group, whose Common Object Request Broker Architecture (OMG/CORBA) specifies a
standard for distributed object management systems (OMG, 1991).
A request broker is basically a control mechanism that mediates interactions between client
applications requesting services, and server applications capable of responding to such requests.
All applications that belong to a distributed system register the services that they support, their
locations, and their client interfaces with the broker. Typically, the broker maintains a directory
to store this information. Once this registration process is complete, any application that
requires a service requests it from the broker. The broker identifies an appropriate server for the
requested service using its registration directory, forwards the request, and relays back the
response to the client (cf. Figure 3). (Note: OMG divides these broker and directory functions
between the Object Request Broker and Object Trader Service.)
request _ request Qsr)
_ forwarded .-. server_"'""_
Q_ reply @ reply
Figure 3. Broker model for forwarding client requests
The request broker architecture frees client applications from having to know where and how to
obtain particular services. A client application only needs to know the names for the particular
services it expects to request and how to use the request broker API to request those services.
Unfortunately, current models are restricted to one-to-one interactions between a single client
and a single server. The Server Group eliminates this restriction, extending the broker model to
support one-to-many interactions.
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OBJECT-ORIENTED COMMUNICATION MIDDLEWARE
Communication middleware refers to software tools that insulate application developers from the
complexities of network programming. Middleware generally encompasses some form of
systems-level software, or "kernel," together with high-level developer tools (Adler, 1992b).
Kernels interface directly to the network protocols that enable communication between remote
computers, such as TCP/IP and NetBIOS. Developer tools generally consist of API libraries,
which direct the kernel to establish connections between specific computers and to exchange
information between the desired applications. The API conceals system-level dependencies
across heterogeneous computers, operating systems, and protocols.
Message-passing rniddleware enables applications to interact by exchanging high-level messages,
as opposed to the function call approach embodied in Remote Procedure Calls (Corbin, 1991).
A messaging middleware kernel consists of message queues, queue management services, and
transport services (i.e. network drivers). Client applications use a messaging API to post request
messages to the outbound queue of their local kernel. The kernel transparently transports the
message to the inbound queue of the remote kernel, from which the remote server can retrieve it.
The server replies to the client through a similar process. This model is convenient for simple
client-server exchanges. However, it provides inadequate support for coordinating the complex
one-to-many interactions described earlier. As a result, developers must construct suitably
extended control apparatus on top of the messaging middleware, and integrate it into their
applications.
The present work builds on NetWorks!, an object-oriented middleware tool that provides
application connectivity across heterogeneous PC, workstation, and mainframe computing
platforms. NetWorks! addresses the shortcomings of conventional messaging tools by adding a
scheduler to the kernel and introducing active objects called Agents. An Agent consists of: (1)
standard program code, such as C or C++; (2) calls to the high-level NetWorks! API library; and
(3) calls to application APIs. The scheduler delivers inbound messages to the relevant Agents,
which interact with local applications by injecting message data or commands. The scheduler
also interacts with Agents to send messages outbound from local applications to remote kernels
and Agents (cf. Figure 4). The NetWorks! API enables developers to program these messaging
interactions between applications, Agents, and the kernel. NetWorks! provides an intuitive
middleware implementation framework for client-server and peer-to-peer interactions because
Agents can initiate and react to both request and response messages.
Computer-I logical Computer-II
_ _ interface :f _.
I""............................. ..................
........ ......................... .......
NetWorks!MessagingKernel
OS-I
NetWorks !MessagingKernel
network protocols -_
1
OS-II.,
Systems
Software
Middleware
Figure 4. Conceptual Architecture of the NetWorks! middleware tool
In essence, Agents represent active participants in distributed interactions, interfacing with, but
distinct from both applications and messaging kernels. As such, they constitute a separate locus
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of control that can be used not only to integrate applications, but also to integrate control
models for coordinating distributed application Agents. Equally important, NetWorks! Agents
can reuse and selectively specialize behavior from other Agents, through object-oriented
inheritance.
The NetWorks! Developer Services Library (NDSL) exploits both of these properties. The
NDSL consists of a set of predefined Agents that integrate various distributed control models.
Each such Agent supports a high-level, service-oriented API that conceals the underlying
NetWorks! messaging API. Client applications use the NDSL API to issue service requests and
retrieve responses oblivious to the Agents, messaging kernels, and complex distributed
processing required to satisfy their requests. The next two sections describe the NDSL Server
Group Agents, which were developed specifically to coordinate one-to-many client-server
interactions.
THE SERVER GROUP COORDINATION ENGINE
The NDSL Server Group coordination model derives directly from process group technology.
Client applications communicate requests to a Server Group via the high-level NDSL API. The
Server Group then coordinates the activities of individual group members to provide the
requested service (cf. Figure 5). The Server Group is the source of all intragroup communication
for replicating or decomposing client requests, and the target of all server responses. The Server
Group combines server responses as necessary, returning a single reply to the client.
The Server Group Agent exploits inheritance by reusing a parent NDSL model called the Service
Request Manager (SRM). The SRM provides a conventional request broker capability for
coordinating one-to-one client-server interactions. The Server Group selectively specializes
inherited SRM broker object behaviors to support one-to-many client-server interactions. In
particular, extensions were made to:
the SRM API for registering and requesting services.
the SRM broker directory, for describing functionally redundant servers,
decomposing complex services, and combining results from multiple servers.
the broker control model for dispatching requests and collecting server replies.
Intergroup communication
i I I
Intragroup communication
request
reply
Figure 5. Server Group Architecture for functionally redundant servers
Server Group API
Standard request brokers presuppose that individual services are supported by single, unique
servers. Simple directory lookup methods suffice to match client requests against registered
servers. One-to-many client-server interactions require added capabilities for describing
functionally redundant servers and determining which servers must be invoked to support
(complex) requests. The Server Group reflects the first requirement by extending the SRM with a
group-oriented registration API. Servers use this API to register as group members with a Server
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Group.Membershipentriescoexist in the Server Group directory with service entries registered
via the SRM broker API. The group-oriented API functions include:
• SGMGroupCreate -- creates a group with the specified name and attributes.
• SGMGroupJoin -- registers an application or Agent server. 2
• SGMGroupLeave -- removes an individual server from a group.
• SGMGroupSuspend -- suspends a server from the active membership list so it is not
used in current group requests, but preserves its directory entry.
• SGMGroupRejoin -- cancels a server's suspension from a group, and reinstates that
group member for active service.
• SGMCreateProfile -- assigns server profile attribute values for a group member (used in
conjunction with SGMGroupJoin).
• SGMGroupMsgSend -- multicasts a message to all group members. Multicast is a
selective variant of broadcasting, which automatically sends a message to all nodes
specified bya membership list rather than to all network nodes.
Server Group Directory and Client Request API
The Server Group extends the SRM broker directory and API to enable multiple servers to
register the same service capability. To accommodate functional redundancy, a Server Group
directory entry specifies not only the service name, a server, and its location, but also a server
profile data object. A server profile specifies that server's attributes in providing a service, such
as relative speed, completeness, and precision. Server profiles are identical for servers that are
exact replicas, but differ for redundant but complementary servers. Attributes take integer
values, ranging from 1 (minimal) to 5 (maximal). For example, a rule-based diagnostic system
might be assigned values of 3 for relative speed and 3 for completeness vs. values of I (slow)
and 5 (very complete) for a competing model-based reasoning system. The value 0 indicates that
an attribute is not relevant for a given service and should be ignored. Server profiles are
extensible, allowing new attributes to be defined to meet application-specific requirements.
Client APIs for request brokers such as the SRM invoke a service by specifying the desired
service name and appropriate call parameters. For example, a database query would specify
"DBMS-query" as the service type and "Corporate-DB" and "select * from dept where..." as the
call arguments. To support redundant servers, the Server Group client API adds a request
profile object, which specifies: (1) the maximum number of servers desired; (2) the maximum
difference to tolerate between server and request profiles; and (3) an embedded server profile.
Thus, the server profile is used both by the Server Group to model the attributes of a server in
providing a particular service, and by clients to specify the desired attributes of potential
servers for carrying out that service.
Server Group Router
A conventional request broker routes a request to the server specified by the directory entry for
the requested service type. The Server Group must also support replicating client requests to
2 Both applications and Agents can register with an SRM or Server Group. An Agent can be
viewed as an application with one exportable function (which activates the Agent). Registering
an application enables clients to invoke service functions within that application. For example,
a spreadsheet might register, and thereby export its recalculation function. The SRM or Server
Group creates and stores handles to registered functions, which it uses thereafter to invoke the
desired services for clients. The primary tradeoff is that Agents are useful in virtue of
inheritance-based reusability of behaviors, whereas performance is better if application services
are invoked directly rather than indirectly, via Agents.
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sendto functionally redundant servers, and decomposing complex service requests into requests
for independent subservices. It is straightforward to extend a standard router to support
request replication. However, a front-end preprocessor must be added for handling complex
requests. The Server Group router algorithm: (1) decomposes the requested service if necessary;
(2) extracts candidate servers from directory; (3) filters candidates with respect to an internal
match algorithm; and (4) dispatches request task(s) to surviving server candidates.
The Server Group router only invokes the preprocessor (Step 1) on requests for complex services.
Complex services are identified by the fact that the Server Group itself is registered as their
server. To support decomposition, the server registration API requires a function pointer to be
supplied for complex services. The executable code for that procedure must be co-resident with
the Server Group. The procedure's input consists of the service entry from the directory
corresponding to the complex service type specified in the client's request. The procedure returns
a list of directory entries that correspond to the constituent subservices for that composite
service.
In Step 2, the Server Group router reuses SRM lookup functionality to extract candidate servers
from its directory based on the client's requested service type. In Step 3, the router executes a
match algorithm, which filters redundant servers for the client's request. The match algorithm
computes a differential between attribute values for the server profiles specified in the client
request profile and the directory service entry. Next, it sorts server candidates in order of
increasing differentials, eliminating all candidates whose differentials exceed the client's
specified threshold. Finally, the algorithm returns any remaining servers up to the limit specified
by the client request profile. For simple requests, the Server Group router then dispatches the
given request to all surviving servers (step 4). For complex service requests, the router loops
through Steps 2 through 4 for the list of subservices produced in Step 1.
This algorithm adds the absolute values of the differences between corresponding attribute
values for the client request profile's embedded server profile and the directory service entry's
server profile. Next, it sorts these server candidates with respect to increasing order of
differential totals. It then eliminates all candidate servers whose differential totals exceed the
threshold (if specified). The algorithm returns all surviving candidates up to the limit specified
by the dient request profile. For simple requests, the Server Group router then dispatches the
given request to all surviving servers (step 4). For complex service requests, the router loops
through Steps 2 through 4 for the list of subservices produced in Step 1. The overall control
model is summarized graphically in Figure 6.
_Service 1 Directory_
I Serverl, Hostl, Serverl-profile, decomp-fcnl, result-comb-fcnl term-condl
Server2, Host2, Server2-profile, decomp-fcn2, result-comb-fcn 1 term-cond 1
Se,rv, i,ce-2
request {service,
_0 _'_ request profile}
reply 0 combineresults
/
route requests //
Agenl
Group -4
0 collect resp Onses " . @
Figure 6. Overview of control sequence for Server Group coordination model
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Server Group Processing of Service Results
A conventional request broker routes the single response resulting from a service request back to
the requesting client. The Server Group requires more elaborate control mechanisms to collate
and process responses from multiple group members. Specifically, the Server Group must know:
(1) how to collect all responses for a given client request (which the Server Group may have
replicated or decomposed); (2) when to stop waiting for responses for the client request; and (3)
how to process the responses that have been collected up to that termination point.
With regards to issue (1), The Server Group relies on unique transaction identifiers generated by
NetWorks! to label and automatically track all messages dispatched to support a given
distributed interaction. With regards to (2), the Server Group uses a termination test predicate
to determine when to stop collecting responses. The choice of termination predicate for a service
depends largely on its desired result combination behavior. For example, all possible responses
should generally be collected before applying algorithms that synthesize results. Alternatively,
competitive result combination functions tend to collect the first N arrivals, or the first N
arrivals that satisfy some application-specific conditions. With regards to (3), once all relevant
responses are collected for a given client request, the Server Group applies the result
combination procedure for the relevant service. Similar to decomposing complex services, the
termination test and result combination functions are specified as pointers via the service
registration API, with the caveat that the executable codes reside on the Server Group host
computer. 3
REQUESTS FOR RELIABLE, REPLICATED SERVICES
The NDSL Reliable Server Group provides a generic engine for the two phase commit protocol to
support replicated databases and other transaction-oriented applications that obtain reliability
through replicated servers (Ceri, 1984). The Reliable Server Group inherits most of its
capabilities from the basic Server Group, specializing just two behaviors. First, the router omits
the candidate filtering process; client requests are automatically multicast to all servers
registered to support the relevant service. The Reliable Server Group then combines responses as
per the standard Server Group control model. Responses indicate either success or failure (due
to dropped communication links, failed host processors, or errors generated during server
processing of requests). Second, the Reliable Server Group initiates another round of messages to
the servers before responding to the client. Specifically, it multicasts a Commit message if all
servers acknowledged success, causing them to commit their service actions as permanent
transactions. Otherwise, it sends an Abort message to undo or "rollback" any temporary state
changes. The two sets of messaging interactions are depicted in Figure 7. In order to exploit this
reliable interaction model, server Agents or applications must be designed to support the second
sequence of messages, which is absent from the standard Server Group.
3 The Server Group filters redundant servers based on client request profiles, so it cannot
determine in advance which servers will be selected. Consequently, result combination and
termination test functions must be identical across all servers that register a given service.
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Figure 7. Two phase commit coordination model of the Reliable Server Group
DISCUSSION
Aside from the literature on process groups, research on cooperative coordination models has
been most active in the context of Distributed Artificial Intelligence or DAI. Most DAI research
focuses on specific types of coordination architectures for cooperating, intelligent servers, such
as contract nets, blackboard architectures, and negotiation models (Bond and Gasser, 1988;
Gasser and Huhns, 1989). Server Groups differ from such systems in several respects. First,
Server Groups provide a centralized control module to manage passive servers, whereas DAI
models tend to distribute control among autonomous servers. Second, the NDSL Server Groups
were designed to support relatively coarse grained interactions among member servers, whereas
DAI servers solve problems through more intensive, fine grained interactions. Third, Server
Groups possess the flexibility to support radically different control behaviors for specific
services simultaneously, whereas DAI models typically establish a uniform, global protocol
tailored to specific (classes of) applications.
The NDLS Server Group is subject to two potential drawbacks common to centralized control
models, degraded performance under heavy traffic loading, and reliability limitations due to a
critical, single point of failure. The Server Group uses the NetWorks! non-blocking
(asynchronous) messaging capability to minimize overheads due to group-based communication
and server processing. Request decomposition tends to have minimal impact on performance
except in systems with intensive request traffic and/or real-time constraints. The most serious
problem arises from result combination behaviors that are computationally intensive, such as
relational joins on large data sets or detecting and resolving conflicts across partial plan or
schedule segments. Such processing can hold up or block brokering of lower overhead client
requests. (It must be noted that decentralized models incur different, but comparable overheads
in providing equivalent distributed communication and coordination functions.)
Performance can be improved significantly by isolating processing-intensive result combination
behaviors, using distributed architectures that integrate SRMs with Server Groups (cf. Figure 8).
All client requests are addressed to an SRM, which brokers non-group tasks and routes requests
for group services involving compute-intensive processing to a remote, dedicated Server Group.
The Server Group acts as a single logical server with respect to the SRM, isolating computation
and concealing the group-based processing. Multiple Server Groups can be introduced as
appropriate. Such hybrid configurations illustrate the power of the NDSL building block
approach to combine the design simplicity of centralized coordination models with the
concurrent processing advantages of distributed control architectures.
As for fault tolerance, the SRM and Server Groups are currently being enhanced for greater
reliability via an automated recovery design based on standard checkpointing and message-
logging techniques (Strom, 1985). Control extensions to support fault tolerant transparency are
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alsobeinginvestigated, involving automated detection and management of group member server
failures (Birman, 1993).
Server
simple service request simple Server
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.........__ Server
group request 2
group request 1
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group
requests
Figure 8. Hybrid Distributed Coordination Model
EXAMPLE APPLICATION
A prototype NDSL Server Group was built to simulate group-based coordination of rule-based
systems for distributed operations support of the space station (Ringer, 1991; Walls, 1990).
These applications automate fault detection, isolation, and recovery functions (FDIR) for the
primary power generation and distribution subsystem (PGDS) and module power subsystems
(MPSs). PGDS manages the supply of power to MPSs, which manage power consuming
components within Laboratory and Habitation modules. The FDIR expert systems must
interact cooperatively to reflect the architectural interfaces between their target systems. The
FDIR-Server Group coordinates these interactions. Two additional FDIR systems that do not
actually exist, a model-based reasoner and a neural net, were simulated to introduce functional
redundancy of FDIR services for an MPS (cf. Figure 9).
The Server Group API was used to register the FDIR servers for the PGDS and MPS and their
respective services. A complex service for system-wide FDIR was also registered, which
decomposes into diagnostic service requests to the rule-based FDIR systems for both the PGDS
and the MPS. The client request API was then used to:
invoke the FDIR system to diagnose a problem specific to the PGDS.
invoke the functionally redundant FDIR systems to diagnose a problem in the MPS.
Different client request profiles were specified to invoke different numbers and kinds of
FDIR servers for the MPS.
invoke the system-level FDIR service to isolate a problem that could originate in either
the MPS or PGDS.
This last test demonstrates a global management capability, in which reports of anomalies
trigger coordinated system-wide FDIR activity. (Appendix A lists a partial execution trace for
this particular Server Group control test.) Server Group architectures are attractive for complex
applications such as distributed operations support because of their modularity and
extensibility. New capabilities, such as FDIR applications for different MPSs, can be integrated
incrementally, without having to modify (the knowledge bases of) existing group members. All
knowledge concerning subsystems and their interrelationships can be isolated within the Server
Group, via service decomposition and result combination behaviors. These behaviors, if they are
sufficiently complex, may themselves be implemented as system-level intelligent applications.
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Figure 9. Demonstration scenario for the NDSL Server Group
CONCLUSIONS
The NetWorks! Server Group provides a generic, object-oriented engine for coordinating
distributed one-to-many client-server interactions. Major application areas include distributed
decision and operations support, data analysis, concurrent engineering, process control, and
office automation. The Server Group reuses and specializes a one-to-one client-server request
broker model. The extensions adapt process group transparency concepts to exploit functionally
redundant servers and to manage client requests for complex services. High level APIs are used
to specify server attributes, client request profiles, and request management behaviors specific to
particular services. The Reliable Server Group extends the Server Group's model for managing
replicated servers by incorporating a two phase commit protocol for reliability. Both models rely
on a modular, communication middleware substrate for transparent application connectivity.
The NDSL Server Groups and related NetWorks! tools insulate developers and end-users from
the distribution and heterogeneity of networked applications and their computing platforms.
They also minimize the complexities associated with designing, implementing, maintaining, and
extending the apparatus for coordinating one-to-many interactions among networked clients
and servers.
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APPENDIX A
......... Partial Listing of FDIR SERVER GROUP Directory ........
service systemlevel-powersys-fdir labmodule-powersysfdir
server-agent fdir-grp rulelm
server-sys markov hertz
server-profile completeness 4 completeness 3
certainty 4 certainty 3
speed 2 speed 3
decomp-algorithm sys-fdir-decomp nil
term-condition nil (default) nil
result-comb-alg combine-sys-fdir-results combine-mps-fdir-results
GROUP-MEMBERS
(nntwklm hertz) (mbrlm markov) (rulelm hertz) (pgds markov)
......... TRACE OF CLIENT REQUEST TO DIAGNOSE SYSTEM-LEVEL PROBLEM ........
Client Requesting System-Level Diagnosis for Power Mgmt. System...
FDIR-GRP Filtering Group Candidates for Service Type systemlevel-powersys-fdir...
Client Request Profile:
Max Servers: 10000 Discrim. Threshhold 10000 ;;;; defaults - use all candidate servers
Completeness 0 Precision 0 Certainty 0 Timeliness 0 ;;; ignore all server attributes
Candidates: ((systemlevel-powersys-fdir fdir-grp))
Applying Decomposition Algorithm .... ;;; Invoke Decomposition
Substituting services (primary-powersys-fdir labmodule-powersys-fdir) ;;; Subtask servers
Dispatching service systemlevel-powersys-fdir for SGROUP execution...
Symptoms: ("PDCU-B Bus-A LC1 RPC 3 .... PDCU-B Switch RBI.3/1 Power 2.38")
Routing prima'ry-powersys-fdir task to Agent APGDS... ;;;Send to subserver 1
Routing labmodule-powersys-fdir task to Agent ARULELM... ;;;Send to subserver 2
.,.
Agent APGDS Responding to Request for Service primary-powersys-fdir... ;;; PGDS Server
injecting symtom data into PGDS ... diagnosing.., diagnosis completed.
APGDS extracting diagnostic conclusions from PGDS:
Leakage-path high-to-low transmission-line RPC.3/6 load
Posting result to FDIR-GRP...
°,°
Agent ARULELM Responding to Request for Service labmodule-powersys-fdir... ;;; MPS Server
injecting symtom data into RULELM ... diagnosing.., diagnosis completed.
ARULELM extracting diagnostic conclusions from RULELM:
Low-impedance-short cable below switch
Low-impedance-short switch output of switch
Low-impedance-short switch input of a lower switch
Posting result to FDIR-GRP...
°,,
FDIR-GRP Responses collected for systemlevel-powersys-fdir request
Applying Result Combination Algorithm COMBINE-SYS-FDIR-RESULTS...
Conclusions: ;;;; result combination algorithm - logical union operation
PGDS "Leakage-path high-to-low transmission-line RPC.3/6 load"
RULELM "Low-impedance-short cable below switch"
"Low-impedance-short switch output of switch"
"Low-impedance-short switch input of a lower switch"
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Abstract
We present a new approach to distributing
processed telemetry data among spacecraft
flight controllers within the Control Centers
at NASA's Johnson Space Center. This ap-
proach facilitates the development of appli-
cation programs which integrate spacecraft-
telemetered data and ground-based synthe-
sized data, then distribute this information
to flight controllers for analysis and decision-
making.
The new approach combines various dis-
tributed computing models into one hybrid
distributed computing model. This model
employs both client-server and peer-to-peer
distributed computing models cooperating to
provide users with information throughout a
diverse operations environment. Specifically,
it provides an attractive foundation upon
which we are building critical real-time mon-
itoring and control applications, while simul-
taneously lending itself to peripheral applica-
tions in playback operations, mission prepa-
rations, flight controller training, and pro-
gram development and verification.
*Rockwell Space Operations Company, 600 Gem-
ini Ave., R20A-4, Houston, TX, 77058.
tUnisys Space Systems, 600 Gemini Ave., U04D,
Houston, TX, 77058.
We have realized the hybrid distributed
computing model through an information
sharing protocol. We shall describe the mo-
tivations that inspired us to create this pro-
tocol, along with a brief conceptual descrip-
tion of the distributed computing models it
employs. We describe the protocol design in
more detail, discussing many of the program
design considerations and techniques we've
adopted. Finally, we describe how this model
is especially suitable for supporting the im-
plementation of distributed expert system ap-
plications.
1 Introduction
The past approach to spacecraft data distri-
bution in the Mission Control Center (MCC)
used a centralized computing model. Main-
frame computers processed the incoming
telemetry and trajectory data, applied var-
ious computations to this data, then dis-
tributed this information to hundreds of flight
controller displays. This approach worked
well for many years, but its cost, inflexibil-
ity and resistance to change have become
unappealing. Meanwhile, advancing work-
station and networked, distributed comput-
ing technologies which overcome these limi-
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tations grew more compelling. Accompany-
ing these advancementswere new software
development packages,man-machine inter-
faces,and artificial intelligencetechnologies.
The application potential of theseexciting
technologiesinspired flight controllers to as-
sume more interactive roles in the develop-
ment of computational tools which enhance
their spacecraftoperations capabilities. The
desire to implement theseenhancementsen-
courageda revolution in the MCC computing
architecture.
The MCC began the transition from cen-
tralized to distributed computing several
years ago. The current MCC employsboth
configurations simultaneously, running work-
station and mainframe applications side-by-
side. As the MCC evolves into the Control
Center Complex (CCC) for dual Space Shut-
tle and Space Station operations, the work-
stations and network will become the princi-
pal computing platform.
The current dual-configuration mode of op-
erations in the MCC has afforded flight con-
trollers an opportunity to prototype new op-
erations applications. Until recently these ef-
forts have focused on the development of real-
time monitoring and fault detection and diag-
nosis applications for individual flight control
disciplines. These efforts have been success-
ful in demonstrating the enhanced capabil-
ities provided by the distributed computing
platform. Moreover, they have encouraged
the pursuit of distributed applications which
span several flight control disciplines. These
distributed applications exploit networking
capabilities to provide inter-user information
sharing.
The new distributed computing model we
describe herein was created to support and
encourage this inter-user information shar-
ing. The information sharing protocol (ISP)
was designed to provide elegant computing
techniques which enable workstation applica-
tions to communicate with each other. This
protocol also supports inter-host communi-
cations on a heterogeneous platform comply-
ing with industry-standard operating systems
and networking protocols. Consequently, the
ISP provides users with a consistent commu-
nications interface for all of the various oper-
ations, training, and development platforms
they use in everyday business; lack of such
an interface has caused many problems in the
past.
There were several motivations that led
to the development of the ISP. First, there
has been a strong desire to reduce the man-
power required for real-time Space Shuttle
operations. This reduction in manpower ne-
cessitates the development of enhanced com-
puter programs which can perform many of
the real-time data monitoring, fault detection
and diagnosis, and planning tasks previously
performed by flight controllers. These de-
velopments have also spawned many projects
pursuing "intelligent systems" which meet or
exceed the flight controller's reasoning ca-
pabilities. Many such systems have already
been deployed in the MCC, but there are
many more of these intelligent systems ap-
pearing on the horizon. The potential for
these systems to capture precious spacecraft
operations expertise is a clear motivating fac-
tor in our work. Second, the increasing num-
ber of workstation programs being developed
to enhance operations has been accompa-
nied by a significant growth in software de-
velopment and maintenance costs. The de-
velopment of the ISP was meant to restrain
this growth by providing a package of dis-
tributed computing tools which support the
basic needs of all flight control disciplines.
These tools reduce both development and
testing costs. Third, the use of workstations
outside of the MCC has increased tremen-
dously over the last few years. Flight con-
trollers now find themselves performing many
of their mission preparation, training, and
software development tasks in facilities lo-
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cated in their officesor laboratories around
the center. Sincemany of the computer pro-
gramsthey usemust work in all af thesefacili-
ties, there is a strong movementtoward stan-
dardization. This movementis encouraging
the use of industry-standard hardware and
commercially-developedsoftware to reduce
development and maintenance costs. The
ISP promotes thesestandardswhile provid-
ing a layer of customizable telemetry data
distribution tools for program development
in a heterogeneousfacilities environment. Fi-
nally, drawing from eachof these individual
motivations, we envision a tremendousutil-
ity in the deployment of distributed expert
systems. The ISP wasdesignedto providea
mechanismfor theseexpert systemsto com-
municate with eachother.
2 Distributed
Computing
A distributed computing architecture is a
programming model in which computing re-
sources can be allocated in various ways.
Typically this involves a network of high-
performance workstations providing informa-
tion to a user. There are two predominant
models of how to distribute the available com-
puting resources. A client-server computing
model refers to a special case of distributed
computing in which an application is divided
into separate client and server processes. The
client process makes requests of the sever pro-
cess. The server process receives requests
from one or more clients and performs some
action on their behalf. Servers can provide
resource sharing by servicing many clients.
Frequently, the client and server pieces are
running on different machines; however, this
need not be the case. In a peer-to-peer com-
puting model, the distributed components of
the application act as independent equals,
communicating with one another to accom-
plish a common goal.
The distributed computing model realized
in the ISP reaps the benefits of both of these
models. At a global level, the goal of the
application is to distribute telemetry data to
flight controllers. In the client-server role, the
primary purpose of the server part of the ap-
plication is to process telemetry data from a
certain data source. The clients request this
processed data from the servers. In the peer-
to-peer role, the servers allocate computing
resources and communicate with one another
to provide their clients with data collected
from several data sources. The combination
of these models provides a system of cooper-
ating agents which supports a wide variety of
potential applications.
The user assigns each server to process
a portion of data available from the data
source. The server provides this data to its
clients on a change-only basis; i.e. a client
will receive data only when it changes from
its previous value. Since there are a variety of
data sources available, we have written a col-
lection of server programs each of which has
been uniquely outfitted to process a particu-
lar data source. The data sources include two
real-time data streams and various sorts of
recorded telemetry files. The server prepro-
cessing includes reading data from the data
source, performing noise filtering and other
preprocessing on the data, determining what
data has changed since the last cycle, and
then distributing the changes to the clients.
Each server is responsible for any time syn-
chronization and polling tasks.
The user may run clients that receive data
from the server and generate new results to
supplement the telemetry data. Therefore,
the servers also perform the task of reading
and distributing this client-synthesized data.
Clients that synthesize data for other clients
are said to be publisher clients, while clients
that request any sort of data are said to be
subscriber clients. Since each server "owns" a
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portion of the data source,the serverscanin-
teract in the peer-to-peerrole to acquiredata
for clients which subscribeto data ownedby
other servers.In this situation, oneserverbe-
comesa subscriberof another server. Along
with resource allocation and data distribu-
tion, this techniqueprovidesa way to enforce
data security.
Although there areunique serversfor each
data source, the data sourceis transparent
to a client. Using the ISP, a client receives
data the sameway regardlessof where the
data originated. This feature provides a
high degreeof portability betweencomput-
ing platforms, and insulatesthe clientsfrom
the nuancesof the data source. Essentially,
this meansthee a client program can be de-
ployedagainsta variety of data sourceswith-
out change. This data-source independence
simplifies application program development
efforts and reduces the costs associated with
software testing and certification.
3 Design Considerations
This section describes a few of the considera-
tions we have made in the design of the ISP.
Most of these considerations reflect the moti-
vations established above, while others reflect
the specific nature of the telemetry data pro-
cessing problem. We discuss here only the
considerations which we believe to be Space
Shuttle-independent. Primarily, we discuss
the construction of our hybrid distributed
computing model by presenting the attrac-
tive features of the two underlying models.
3.1 Client-Server Model
The client-server model is the most influential
part of the ISP model. Using this model, we
separate the telemetry data source from the
client programs. We create server programs
to manage the data source and distribute pre-
processed data, and we create client programs
to do something useful with this informa-
tion. Usually the client programs perform
analysis of the information and display the
results to the flight controllers. This separa-
tion of tasks is crucial to the hybrid model:
it provides the cability to support a vari-
ety of data sources and various computing
platforms with the minimum number of pro-
grams; and it allows user to run various com-
binations of clients in servers in different con-
texts, such as playbacks or offline simulations
and training cases.
The ISP servers provide information to
their clients on a change-only basis. This
means that the client programs may operate
in an event-driven fashion, instead of having
to poll the data stream continuously. 1 When
new data is made available to the client, that
data is considered an interrupt "event" that
the program must handle. The client han-
dles this event by reading the data, process-
ing and perhaps displaying it, then return-
ing to its wait state to receive subsequent
events. This provides an efficient allocation
of computing resources and reduces the effort
necessary to build real-time computer pro-
grams. Furthermore, to make better use of
the distributed computing platform, we can
divide this effort among several functionally-
equivalent servers processing a different sub-
set of the full telemetry stream. By not ex-
traneously reprocessing the unchanged values
every second, each client realizes a significant
computational resource savings and, perhaps
more importantly, appears more responsive
to user interaction.
We assume that there will normally be
many servers running. Each server will pro-
cess a portion of the full data stream. At ini-
tialization time, the server assumes an owner-
ship which identifies those symbols from the
1Historical Space Shuttle mission data shows that
during on-orbit operations only 10-15% of the 25,000
telemetry values change during any second.
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symbol dictionary that it becomes responsi-
ble for. The server will acquire and process
all of the symbols from the symbol dictionary
which have the same ownership as the server.
For example, the Propulsion (PROP) console
server started with ownership prop will ac-
quire from the data source all of the symbols
in its dictionary with ownership prop. All
PROP client programs need connect only to
a prop server; similarly all Guidance, Naviga-
tion and Control (GNC) console clients only
need connect to a gnc server, and so on.
Although the server's primary purpose is
to process telemetry data, the server is also
capable of processing and redistributing data
generated by publisher clients. This feature
is vital to distributed client applications, par-
ticularly fault detection and diagnosis appli-
cations, which intend to share their results
with other clients. Under the ISP, this dis-
tribution occurs when the publisher client
writes its results back to the server, which
enqueues the information for any subscriber
clients. Since the distribution mechanism is
the same for any kind of data, the ultimate
subscriber client will not be able to discern
where the data originated, i.e. from teleme-
try or from a publisher client. 2
Finally, since the servers are meant to be
background tasks, they do not have user in-
terfaces. To provide server status informa-
tion and control features, we simply employ
a collection of client programs which act only
as user interfaces to their server. These user
interface clients don't subscribe for any data
from the server; instead, they read the server
log files for status information, and they send
f
the server control commands through packet
messages. Furthermore, this design embodies
an additional feature that the separated user
interface can converse with any of the servers
2In fact, we have built a server which does not
process a data source at all: it simply redistributes
information generated by its publisher clients. We
refer to this as a null data source server.
without modification.
3.2 Peer-to-Peer Model
Commonly, clients from one flight control dis-
cipline may need to process symbols "owned"
by another discipline. We perform this ex-
change with a server-to-server, or peer-to-
peer, interconnection. Fundamentally, this
means that one server defers requests for sym-
bols that it doesn't own to another server.
For example, if a PROP client progiam needs
access to some GNC telemetry symbols, the
prop server will defer requests for these sym-
bols to the gnc server. In this situation, the
prop server effectively becomes a client of the
gnc server. The gnc server will send the re-
quested data to the prop server, which in
turn will forward the data to the prop client
program. 3 This situation is depicted in fig-
ure 1. The ownership field in the symbol
dictionary provides some of the information
needed to establish this connection. Basi-
cally, it provides the name of the server which
publishes that symbol. Therefore, when a
client subscribes with its server for a symbol
published by a different server, that client's
server looks for the publishing server running
somewhere on the network. The ISP network
registration service (NRS) is employed to per-
form this search. Once connected, the defer-
ring server forwards the symbol subscription
to the peer server, while the peer server regis-
ters the deferring server as its client. Symbol
values will flow from the peer server to the
deferring server then on to the client. We
use this process to perform data security: by
requiring configuration management of the
symbol dictionaries, we can prevent clients
from subscribing to symbols that they aren't
authorized to receive.
3Note that although they are independently pro-
cessing different information, these two server pro-
cesses are instances of the same program that were
given different ownerships at run time.
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Figure 1: Inter-operator data distribution model. The PROP client can receive both PROP
and GNC telemetry data, but it must acquire the GNC-owned data indirectly from the GNC
server.
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Figure 2: A distributed-resource situation. The DPS flight control discipline allocates a
special server to the task of processing fault detection messages generated by the spacecraft
software. This server distributes these messages to DPS clients directly, and to the PROP
clients through a peer-to-peer connection.
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These peer-to-peer connections also are
important because they manifest how the
model achieves global data processing. All
of the processing necessary to make a par-
ticular data value "useful" can be performed
by the server or client that "owns" that
symbol. All other clients which may need
the data, but don't own it, do not need
to duplicate the processing; they simply re-
quest it from the owner. This feature es-
sentially replaces the centralized computing
feature which performs all of the data pre-
processing before passing the data on to user
applications. 4 This enables a wide variety
of distributed resource allocation schemes in
which each server provides a different data
processing function. Figure 2 suggests one
such distributed-resource situation.
3.3 Implementation
In realizing this protocol we have employed
many industry standards. Primarily, we
allow Unix do the things it was meant
to do, such as managing resources. We
use the TCP/IP protocols for network ser-
vices, and we use point-to-point connection-
oriented stream sockets for interprocess com-
munications. Since the majority of our facili-
ties employ the X-Windows system, we mimic
certain facets of the X toolkit. Each ISP
event has an associated enumerated type def-
inition uniquely identifying that event. Many
events also have associated data structures
containing event-relevant information, such
as a telemetered sensor value and time stamp.
All of the events are distributed via message
packets. Each message includes a header and
a body, and the body can be of arbitrary
length. Like the X toolkit, the ISP toolkit
provides a callback mechanism whereby the
4This is particularly important for data that is
limit-sensed in some manner. The owner of the data
applies the proper limits before forwarding the results
to subscriber clients.
programmer can register a series of functions
to be called automatically upon arrival of
a given event packet. Each registered in-
stance of a callback function can have unique
callback data to be passed to that function
through the argument list. Essentially, this
implementation allows programs built around
the X protocol to use the same processing
logic for "data" events that they use for "dis-
play" events.
When a client wishes to establish a session
with a server, a variety of information must
first be exchanged (figure 3 depicts the event
exchanges). The client opens a socket connec-
tion with a server, then issues a connection-
request event to it. If the server receives and
accepts the connection request, it will reply
with a connection-accept event. Upon receiv-
ing the connection-accept event, the client
submits a series of subscription requests for
all of the symbols it wants to process. The
server validates all of these subscription re-
quests and updates its internal symbol tables.
When the client is done submitting subscrip-
tion requests, it sends an event to enable the
data stream. The server will then begin is-
suing data-change events to the client as its
symbol values change. The client will receive
these events and process them, possibly send-
ing some synthesized data back to the server
for publication. When the session has com-
pleted, the two programs exchange disconnec-
tion events to gracefully terminate communi-
cations and release resources.
4 Distributed Expert
Systems
Some of the most exciting applications of
the ISP technology lie in the support of dis-
tributed expert systems applications. Tra-
ditionally, these distributed expert systems
have required that each component employ
the same inference engine or expert system
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Figure 3: Client-server event exchanges.
Using the ISP, however, we overcome
this limitation by establishing a common in-
terface enabling these expert system compo-
nents to communicate with each other. Fur-
thermore, since the ISP message packets can
contain arbitrary data, a variety of informa-
tion can be communicated. The information
can be a sensor reading, a CLIPS fact, the
results of a simulation or analysis, a fault
message, and so on. These features promote
a gradual development of heterogeneous dis-
tributed expert systems using the most ap-
propriate inference engine or shell for the
task,
Using the ISP, we have already begun to
deploy some exciting distributed expert sys-
tem applications for the CCC. We summarize
a few of the highlights below:
PRS We have already deployed the ISP
within prototype applications of the Pro-
cedural Reasoning System (PRS) [1, 2].
PRS is a real-time, multi-agent reasoning
system capable of monitoring and con-
trolling complex physical systems. The
PRS development work performed for
NASA has focused on the problem of
handling spacecraft malfunctions and ex-
ecuting diagnostic procedures, assisting
the operator in monitoring execution of
these procedures, and adapting them to
new situations. The PRS agents con-
verse with each other in a peer-to-peer
fashion, distributing the workload and
knowledge bases according to the var-
ious tasks being performed by the ap-
plication. These agents exchange infor-
mation on a change-only basis, updating
each other's data bases and contexts in
order to monitor and control the behav-
iors of the physical system. Using the
ISP, we empower sophisticated fault de-
tection and analysis programs to provide
status information to the PRS malfunc-
tion management systems, and provide
an interface through which we merge
PRS results into conventional telemetry
displays.
VISTA Working with the Vista project
team at the Rockwell Science Center
Palo Alto Laboratory, we are develop-
ing an integrated decision-theoretic ap-
proach to the problem of managing the
complexity of displays used in high-
stakes, time-critical decision contexts [3,
4]. As a side effect of this effort, we
have also employed the same belief net-
work and utility models we use for dis-
play management for the problems of
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fault detection, diagnosis,and ideal ac-
tion selection. By using the ISP to
distribute the results of these models
among various applications,we are able
to build integrated decision-makingsys-
tems based on probability and utility.
For example, we can distribute the re-
suits of decision-theoreticmodelsto win-
dow managerclients to automatically se-
lect the optimum collection and configu-
ration of displays for the human opera-
tor, thereby maximizing thepresentation
of relevant information while minimizing
irrelevant clutter. Wecanalsodistribute
the results of the various action mod-
elsto the Flight Director, whointegrates
theseactions within the current context
into a prioritized list of actions for the
astronauts or ground crews.
SELMON We are working with the JPL
selectivemonitoring (SELMON) project
team to integrate SELMON techniques
within the distributive computing mod-
els [5, 6]. SELMON provides a collec-
£ion of sensor importance measures to
determine which of the observered sen-
sor values contain the most interesting
information. There currently are seven
sensor importance measures that can be
applied to each value. The four empiri-
cal measures, surprise, alarm, alarm an-
ticipation, and value change, can be ap-
plied directly within the ISP servers as
part of the preprocessing, providing a
relative information content "score" to
each changing sensor value. This score
is passed along with the sensor value to
the clients. The three model-based mea-
sures, deviation, sensitivity, and cascad-
ing alarms, are excellent candidates for
client-based calculations which can be
redistributed through the servers. Since
it is then left to the consumer clients to
deal with this relative information score,
we can gradually deploy this additional
information within the clients as they
become more "intelligent." For exam-
ple, we can use color changes to attract
attention to sensor readings with high
scores, directly influencing the user's
decision-making efforts while monitoring
component behaviors. We can also ac-
cumulate aggregate scores for entire dis-
plays, based on the accumulation of in-
dividual sensor scores, and prompt the
user to concentrate his attention on that
display because it contains more interest-
ing information than others. These tech-
niques fall nicely in line with the auto-
mated display management ideas of the
Vista project. This work also is provid-
ing a substrate for the follow-on diag-
nostic reasoning embedded in monitor-
ing (DREMON) project currently being
pursued at JSC.
Beyond these few examples, there are also a
variety of other distributed expert system ap-
plications, in various stages of development,
which assuredly will benefit from a common
communications protocol.
5 Information
We encourage questions and comments about
the ISP from both inside and outside the
spacecraft operations community, as we hope
to diversify into other application areas as we
continue our refinement of this distributed-
computing protocol. For more information,
or to obtain the latest ISP source and pro-
gram distribution, contact the authors at
NASA/Johnson Space Center, Mail Code
DF6, Houston, TX, 77058, or send elec-
tronic mail to barry©rpal.rockwell.com,
nunikls©j scprofs, nasa. gov or nunispw©-
jscprofs, nasa. gov.
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ABSTRACT
The Intelligent System for Telemetry Analysis in Real-time (ISTAR) is an advanced
vehicle monitoring environment incorporating expert systems, analysis tools, and on-line
hypermedia documentation. The system was developed for the Air Force Space and
Missile Systems Center (SMC) in Los Angeles, California, in support of the Inertial
Upper Stage (IUS) booster vehicle. Over a five year period the system progressed from
rapid prototype to operational system. ISTAR has been used to support five IUS
missions, and countless mission simulations. There were a significant number of lessons
learned with respect to integrating an expert system capability into an existing ground
system.
INTRODUCTION
There are several trends taking place in the world of defense spacecraft that are making
the mission support task increasingly difficult. First, defense spacecraft are becoming
increasingly complex. With increased complexity comes an increase in the amount of
health and status information that is sent to the ground for monitoring. It is currently not
uncommon for a booster or satellite to downlink many thousands of telemetry
measurands in a fraction of a second. These massive amounts of data must be quickly and
reliably interpreted on the ground by mission control. Teams of controllers must detect,
diagnose, and respond to anomalies in the vehicle. This task may be subject to rigid time
constraints, especially with short duration booster vehicle missions. Current methods
used by ground controllers for performing detection and diagnosis of anomalies are
primarily manual and therefore slow and unreliable.
Second, there are an increasing number of defense space vehicles and booster launches to
support. Launch frequency will increase in the future to support new satellite systems and
to increase constellations for existing systems. The workload placed upon mission
support will dramatically increase to accommodate this trend.
Third, there is a diminishing supply of qualified mission controllers. Typically,
controllers with the greatest amount of experience and expertise are also the ones closest
to retirement age. As they retire, they are often replaced with inexperienced controllers
who may lack the capability to deal with complex problems.
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Finally, there is the trend towards reduced staffing, and less contractor support. Due to
cutbacks in the defense budgets, government spacecraft programs are being forced to
make do with static or decreased budgets. This usually translates into hiring freezes or
layoffs. The result is that there are fewer personnel available for mission support. Many
mission support duties currently performed by vehicle contractors will be assigned to
military personnel with considerably less experience and training.
It is clear that with respect to mission support, defense related spacecraft programs
cannot afford to operate as they have in the past. Several government space organizations
have realized this and have begun to look to advanced technologies for solutions [1,2,3].
Figure 1: Inertial Upper Stage (IUS) booster deployed from Shuttle with Galileo Probe
IUS MISSION SUPPORT
The Inertial Upper Stage 0US) vehicle presents a typical example of the problems
outlined above. The ILlS is a multi-stage booster (see figure 1) that supports delivery of
civilian and defense satellites from low earth orbit to higher energy earth or interplanetary
orbits. It is deployed from either the Shuttle or a Titan rocket. With many thousands of
interdependent and redundant components, the IUS vehicle is highly complex. Ground
controllers at the Air Force Consolidated Space Test Center in Sunnyvale, California are
responsible for IUS mission control. They are required to monitor and reliably interpret
over 1300 telemetry measurements to determine the health status of the vehicle. There are
several significant problems that currently face the IUS mission control team in
performing this task.
One problem relates to anomaly detection methods. Detection of anomalous conditions is
primarily done by recognizing combinations and trends of telemetry measurements
displayed on computer screens. Because this task is largely one of visual detection, the
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possibility of missing or incorrectly interpreting a significant event is substantial. The
potential for controller fatigue and overload makes this problem even worse. An IUS
mission controller's shift can last anywhere from 8 to 18 hours. At the end of such lengthy
shifts, fatigue and boredom levels are high, and the potential for operator mistakes is
great. Also, there is the question of how many telemetry measurements a controller can
adequately monitor. If the controller is asked to monitor too much data, information
overload can significantly handicap his or her ability to recognize anomalous conditions.
It is very clear that the IUS mission controllers needed a tool that could assist them in
their vital task of vehicle monitoring.
Another problem relates to the time critical nature of IUS missions. The typical IUS
mission is quite short relative to most spacecraft missions. The time from deployment to
spacecraft separation is less than seven hours. If problems develop after deployment,
there is a limited time window in which to respond. There is significant pressure placed
upon mission support to quickly assess anomalies and recommend some action. In this
"heat of battle" situation, the potential for mistakes by the controller is at its greatest. IUS
mission controllers needed a tool that would assist them in making correct decisions in
time critical situations.
Loss of expertise is a major problem currently facing the IUS program. To perform the
tasks of a mission controller, the person needs to posses a significant level of monitoring
"expertise _. The controller must know what measurements to view at a given phase of the
mission, and how to interpret their values. This expertise is based largely on experience
and detailed knowledge of the internal operation of the IUS. Many of the current
controllers have been with the program from its inception and have developed a
tremendous amount of experience and knowledge of the vehicle. However, many of these
controllers are at or near retirement age, or are transferring to other jobs. Loss of just a
few valuable controllers could have a substantial impact on the ability of the mission
control team to adequately support a mission. IUS mission control needed some way to
retain portions of the expertise of these controllers for training new controllers, and for
utilization during future missions.
ISTAR SOLUTION
In response to the problems facing IUS mission control, the ISTAR automated telemetry
monitoring prototype system based on expert system, graphical user interface, and
hypermedia technologies was commissioned [4,5,6,7]. The prototype was developed by
the Expert Systems Section of the Aerospace Corporation, a federally funded research
and development contractor. It was determined that, in addition to automated fault
detection, the system should provide a variety of tools for assisting the mission
controller in performing normal duties. In essence, the system was not to attempt to
"replace" the controller, but rather to "assist" the controller in the task of mission
monitoring. It was determined that the system should be able to receive telemetry in real-
time or playback, detect anomalous IUS conditions, and interact with the user to isolate
and diagnose the conditions, The system should provide a graphical user interface, allow
replay and graphic presentation of past telemetry, provide diagrams representing the
current state of the vehicle, provide on-line documentation pertinent to mission support,
and operate on existing ground workstations.
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The ISTAR system was designed to be operational with the Spacecraft Monitoring And
Real-time Telemetry (SMART) system within MCC-8 of the Air Force Consolidated
Space Test Center (CSTC). SMART is a real-time data acquisition and analysis system
based on the System-90 Product by Loral Data Systems..It distributes its professing
load among three types of equipment: telemetry tront end equipment (TFE), a Host
processor (DEC VAX 4000), and a network of workstations. Figure 2 shows the basic
architecture for the SMART system. Telemetry is processed by the TFE and Host
processor, stored on the Host disk, and broadcast to the workstations over an ethernet
network, in the form of a current value table.
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Figure 2: SMART System Architecture
The ISTAR system was implemented to run on existing workstations within the SMART
system, which are Digital Equipment Corporation VAXstation lIIs and 3100s, running
the VMS operating system. The ISTAR system utilizes a distributed architecture
consisting of components for performing display, analysis, retrieval, and archive of IUS
telemetry data. These processes communicate data and information by way of dedicated
communication links (VMS mailboxes). Processes for display, analysis, and on-line
documentation use Commercial Off The Shelf (COTS) products. The system can be
operated in either real-time or playback mode. Figure 3 shows a functional diagram of the
ISTAR architecture.
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Current Value Table
Figure 3: ISTAR Architecture & Data Flow
In the real-time mode, the Expert System Process performs analysis of dynamic
telemetry data received from current value table (the current value table (CVT) contains
one sample of every telemetry measurand) broadcasts from the SMART Host computer.
It presents status information, and detects and diagnoses anomalous conditions. It
utilizes the NEXPERT expert system shell developed by Neuron Data Corporation, and
custom software. The User Interface Process is used to provide the user with status
messages, warnings, diagnoses, and advice from the expert system, as well as animated
schematics, telemetry graphs, and telemetry retrieval and manipulation tools. It consists
of the Dataviews graphics development system developed by V.I. Corporation, and
custom software. The Derived Parameter Process reads values from the CVT, performs
calculations on the values, and inserts the resulting data back into the CVT. This derived
data is then available to other processes through the CVT. The Local Archive Process
samples specified telemetry data from the CVT and stores the data to telemetry data files.
The Host Recall Process acquires specified telemetry data from the SMART Host
computer and stores the data to telemetry data files. The resulting telemetry data files
are available for playback into the ISTAR system. The IUS System for Hypertext on
Workstations (ISHOW) documentation system displays IUS Orbital Operations
Handbooks and other mission support documents. It consists of the Farview Hypertext
System developed by Farsight Technologies Inc., and custom software. The User
Interface process can request display of specific topics or sections from the ISHOW
documents.
In the playback mode, instead of acquiring telemetry from the CVT, the expert and user
interface processes receive telemetry from the Playback Telemetry Server Process, which
reads a specified telemetry data file.
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The ISTAR system was designed to operate concurrently on the same workstation with
existing SMART software. The SMART workstation software's primary role is to provide
graphical and alphanumeric displays of telemetry to the end user. It provides a large
number of pre-conflgured displays for viewing various aspects of the IUS mission.
During normal operation, the ISTAR system functions in the background. If an
anomalous condition is detected, the operator is alerted and ISTAR is brought to the
foreground, allowing further investigation of the problem.
In addition to an expert system, the ISTAR system provides an integrated set of tools for
analysis of the vehicle. These tools include the following:
Graphing Tools - Graphs can be created on-the-fly showing either real-time or history
graphs of telemetry. Support is provided for both analog and discrete telemetry
measurements, and multiple graphs per screen.
Local Telemetry Archive - As the telemetry CVT is broadcast to the workstations,
specific measumnds can be stored to a file at the local workstation in real-time, for later
replay into the ISTAR system. The CVT broadcasts, and thus the local archive, are
limited to a once per second update rate.
Host Telemetry Recall - Specific telemetry data can be retrieved from the SMART
System Host computer and stored to a file at the local workstation. The SMART disk
farm typically contains telemetry from current and past IUS missions. Telemetry from the
Host recall contains every sample of the requested measurand over the specified period.
Data File Manipulation Tools - Once telemetry is written to the local disk by the Host
Telemetry Recall or Local Archive, a set of file manipulation tools can be used to search
for events or combination of events, merge and overlay telemetry from different files, and
edit parameter names and start/stop times. Using these tools allows, for example,
construction of a file combining measurements from the current mission with those from
a previous mission.
Expert Message Log - The message log provides a database of all messages received
from the expert system. Associated with selected anomaly messages is a diagnostic help
option that instantly configures ISTAR tools to investigate and justify the identified
anomaly. By clicking on an icon next to the message, the user can rapidly view telemetry
and information related to the specific anomaly.
On-line Hypermedia Vehicle Documentation - Several important mission support
manuals have been placed on-line. These manuals are hyper-linked to allow rapid
navigation to access needed information. The expert system may also bring up pertinent
sections of these manuals in response to a detected anomaly.
KNOWLEDGE BASES
Knowledge bases are invoked by the user as needed from a menu of knowledge bases.
Knowledge bases can be driven with real-time telemetry, or with past telemetry using the
ISTAR playback utility. Knowledge bases may generate status, warning, anomaly
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detection, or anomaly diagnosis messages. Anomaly detection and diagnosis messages
may contain an anomaly explanation, justification, recommended action, hints on further
investigation, and automatic configuration and branching to ISTAR tools such as graphs,
schematic diagrams, and relevant sections of on-line manuals, that are pertinent to the
anomaly investigation. The knowledge bases in ISTAR are of several types:
Status Knowledge Bases - These knowledge bases provide general vehicle status
information to the user. For example, knowledge bases were developed that generate
status messages based on vehicle events, and significant changes or limit violations of
voltage, current, temperature, and pressure telemetry.
Monitoring Of Specific 1W]ssion Phases - Specific knowledge bases were developed for
monitoring various phases of the IUS mission. For example, knowledge bases for
monitoring deployment, stage separation, solid rocket motor bums, and separation were
developed. These knowledge bases monitor specific events and attempt to detect and
diagnose based on anomalous conditions that are most likely to occur, or most critical to
detect. They are based largely on the heuristic knowledge acquired from vehicle experts.
Monitoring Of Specific Subsystems - Specific knowledge bases were developed to
monitor subsystems or components of IUS. For example, knowledge bases to monitor the
Power Distribution Unit subsystem, and the Signal Conditioner Unit Multiplexer
component were developed. These knowledge bases typically run the entire duration of a
mission, and are configured to detect predetermined anomalous conditions that are most
likely to occur, or most critical to detect. They are based largely on the heuristic
knowledge acquired from vehicle experts.
Automaton Of Handbook Procedures - Knowledge bases were developed which
implement procedures from the IUS orbital operations handbooks. These procedures
include uplink command sequences to accomplish various vehicle configurations, and
redundancy restoration. For example, a procedure is available for restoring redundancy to
an avionics channel after it has been lost due (o an anomaly. These procedures typically
monitor uplink commands to verify correct execution.
ISTAR DEPLOYMENT
The ISTAR project was initiated in May of 1988, by the Air Force Space and Missile
Systems Center IUS Office, to be performed by The Aerospace Corporation. A rapid
prototype was developed on an IBM PC in four months as proof of concept. The
prototype utilized a simple COTS expert system development tool and was driven with
simulated telemetry. A rapid prototype was then developed on the target machine, a DEC
VAXstation HI workstation. This prototype was completed in six months, and used a
more sophisticated expert system development tool. In May of 1990, an operational
prototype was completed and installed at the Air Force Consolidated Space Test Center
(CSTC) for evaluation during simulations.
Prior to evaluation, ISTAR underwent extensive testing at CSTC to insure that it would
reliably operate on current SMART workstations, yield results consistent with SMART,
and function without adversely affecting the operation or performance of the workstation,
the SMART Host Computer, or the SMART network. The groundrule for use of the
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system was that no expert system results would be used without verification from an
official Air Force telemetry data system. After completion of several simulations, it
became apparent that the ISTAR system provided valuable, timely information to the
support team. The excellent performance of ISTAR generated support from management
at Air Force SMC, Aerospace, and the IUS prime contractor (Boeing Aerospace &
Engineering) for its continued development and use.
Over the next three years, the system was used at CSTC to support five ILlS missions,
and countless mission simulations. During this time, the system often played a key role in
detecting or verifying the presence or absence of anomalies. It was even used as a
primary tool in the investigation of an inertial measurement unit anomaly, which lead to a
launch abort. Enough confidence was placed in the system to allow it to assist in
determining a go/no-go launch decision. Due to the fact that it was a prototype, ISTAR
was allowed to continually evolve based on lessons learned during operation. This
resulted in a much more effective system than would have otherwise been possible.
LEKSONS LEARNED
The ISTAR system represented the first significant attempt to acquire an expert system
capability for the Air Force SMC Space Launch Operations Program. Over the five years
of development and operation, many lessons were learned. The following outlines the
most significant lessons learned (in no particular order).
Need champions at the top.
A significant lesson learned was that it is very important to have the support of upper
management. The new technology had to be sold to management both initially and
continually. Through presentations and demonstrations, expert systems combined wi'_
advanced graphics were shown as a way to address tie current prootems or reoucem
staffing, and more reliable anomaly detection and diagnosis. Frequent demonstrations
were given to management over the development period showing progress; this kept them
interested in the project. Unwavering management support allowed continuous funding
over the five year development period, and made insertion of the prototype into the
operational environment possible.
Need a user who is a champion of the new technology.
In addition to champions at the top, a champion in the field is also needed; that is, a
member of the user community who understands and can sell the new technology to other
users. Such a person makes technology infusion a lot easier. A vehicle expert was
available who possessed a global knowledge of the vehicle, anomaly detection and
diagnosis, and who had enthusiasm for developing a support system. The expert served
as the primary source for initial knowledge base development. Pefl_aps of most value was
his ability to generate enthusiasm for the new capability among IUS management, and
other mission control team members, and to provide direct use and evaluation of the
system during mission support.
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System must be of maximum benefit to users.
To gain acceptance by 1US mission controllers, the ISTAR system had to provide
capabilities that addressed their needs. To build just an expert system would have
addressed one particular need, but perhaps not their strongest need. Therefore, the
ISTAR system was designed with the philosophy of providing an integrated set of tools,
expert systems being one of those tools. Other important tools included graphical
subsystem browsing, real-time and historical graphing, local data archiving, Host data
recall, data file search & manipulation, and on-fine vehicle documentation. This proved to
be a wise decision. After the users decided they liked the system, it was easy to add more
expert system capability.
There are benefits to making the system transparent to the operational
environment.
There was much resistance to allowing ISTAR into the operational environment. There
was fear that system errors might negatively impact the existing operations. Because of
these fears, strict configuration management, and political considerations, it was decided
that no dedicated hardware would be allowed into the operational environment for the
ISTAR effort. In addition, no operational code could be modified to accommodate
ISTAR. Thus, the only way to gain access was to run transparently on existing
workstations. Fortunately, ISTAR was designed to do just that. No software or hardware
changes to the SMART workstation or Host were required, just a simple change to the
system startup file. Once installed, the user was given the option to run the ISTAR system
alone, the SMART system alone, or both concurrently. The fact that the ISTAR system
could simply be switched off if not desired, without any impact to SMART capability,
was key to gaining acceptance. Moral: If you can insert the new technology in a
transparent, non-threatening way, it is best to do so.
Start with simple, rapid prototypes, and proof of concepts.
A rapid proof of concept prototype proved to be a valuable exercise. Within four months,
a prototype was built showing a solution of a very limited subset of the entire problem.
These four months proved to be a great learning experience for the customer as well as
the developers. The developers learned that there were going to be difficult problems to
overcome, such as data and knowledge acquisition. The customer learned that what they
thought they wanted in the beginning was not exactly what they wanted or needed. The
result of the prototyping effort was a new perspective on program needs, and problems to
be solved. It helped immeasurably in defining requirements for the next phase.
Make sure all users are involved from the start.
It was learned that getting all potential users involved in the beginning is key to gaining
user acceptance. In the initial development phases, only Aerospace Corporation mission
controllers were involved in the system defmition. During later development phases, the
IUS prime contractor Boeing Aerospace & Engineering was funded to participate in the
project. After only a short period of time, Boeing engineers made important
recommendations on additional system requirements, which resulted in greater user
acceptance.
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Most effort spent in developing and integrating core system-
About two-thirds of the entire ISTAR project effort was spent in developing the core
system. Less than one-third of the effort was spent on knowledge base development.
ISTAR development tasks included designing the basic architecture (10%), interfacing
the core architecture with the existing environment (25%), interfacing the core system
with COTS products (25%), and development of special functions and tools to augment
the capabilities of the various COTS products (40%). After the core system was built, the
knowledge base development effort was increased. It should be noted that COTS
products are now available with many of the features that had to be custom developed for
ISTAR.
Need strong software developers.
Even though COTS products were used, custom software had to be developed to
interface the COTS products to data sources and to each other. In addition, software had
to be written to augment the built-in capabilities of the COTS products. The system
ended up with over 30,000 lines of source code, excluding COTS products. The software
was developed by programmers with many years of experience in the target language,
operating system, and target machine architecture. In general, timely, reliable software
products were created. Due to the many subtle coding and integration challenges,
schedule impacts would have undoubtedly occurred without experienced programmers.
It should be noted that COTS products are now available with many of the features that
had to be custom developed for ISTAR. If a similar effort were started today, much less
custom software development would be necessary.
Use COTS products whenever possible.
One significant lesson learned was the advantages of using COTS products over custom
development. First, support costs are lower for COTS products than for custom software
because the maintenance costs are shared by atl users. Second, COTS products are more
adaptable to changing requirements over a project's life span due to support of multiple
platforms, multiple applications, and multiple users. Third, the features of a COTS
product are often thoroughly tested by a large community of users. The advantages of
COTS over custom could be clearly seen in experiences with the SMART system, which
was a totally custom software development. After DEC announced that they would no
longer support the VWS user interface, it was desired to move SMART to the new
DECWindows interface, based on the X-Windows standard. However, due to the large
amounts of custom code developed around VWS, and low-level calls into the graphics
hardware, such a transition would have required virtuaUy a total rewrite of the SMART
System-90 display software. However, such a transition would have been virtually
automatic for ISTAR, which relies heavily on COTS, since the COTS vendors had
already worked out the port to DECWindows.
Choose COTS products carefully.
It is important to choose the fight COTS products. Since the time that COTS products
were chosen for ISTAR, many similar products have come and gone. Had the system
been built around a failed product, it would have been a disaster for the project. It was
also learned that the COTS product must be able to handle current as well as
unanticipated future requirements. It often makes sense to choose a product that is more
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robust than needed. As requirements change, the system may eventually grow into those
capabilities. It is very important that the COTS product provide an open design to allow
custom extensions if needed. Also, financial stability of the vendor should be a
consideration. New and better COTS products are being offered at an ever increasing
rate. In fact, if a COTS decision were made today for this effort, totally different
packages would be selected. Therefore, it is important to keep the overall system
architecture generic enough to allow upgrade to a different COTS product when
necessary, without extensive redevelopment.
Start with simple, well-defined knowledge bases first.
The first knowledge bases developed for ISTAR were for vehicle redundancy
management anomaly detection, diagnosis, and resolution. These knowledge bases were
rather complicated, and usually required user input of certain information before
diagnoses and restoration could be made. While these knowledge bases worked well
with simulated cases, they represented situations that were very unlikely to occur during
missions. A decision was then made to develop broader, more simplistic knowledge bases
with emphasis on vehicle anomaly state determination and simple anomaly detection.
These knowledge bases proved to be valuable assets for mission controllers in detecting
vehicle developments that might have otherwise been missed -- one of the major goals of
the system. After early successes, these simple knowledge bases were enhanced, and
more sophisticated knowledge bases were attempted. It was also learned that anomaly
isolation and diagnosis are much more difficult than detection. Automated diagnosis
would be nearly impossible in many failure situations. In these situations, it was best to
give the users pertinent information that would assist them in performing their own
anomaly isolation and diagnosis (such as relevant graphs, diagrams, and vehicle
documentation).
Automate diagnostic information in spacecraft operations manuals.
Knowledge acquisition from a human expert is clearly a difficult task, and the major
bottleneck in developing an expert system. HoWever, much of the knowledge necessary
to develop simple knowledge bases may be contained in vehicle operations handbooks.
Several IUS handbooks were identified that provided valuable information for ISTAR
knowledge base development.
Make sure the expert can read and understand the knowledge base.
For ISTAR, the knowledge acquisition process was typically an iterative task performed
by an expert and a knowledge engineer. The knowledge engineer interviewed and/or
obtained written requirements from the expert, generated an initial knowledge base,
reviewed the knowledge base content and performance with the expert, and made agreed
upon changes. It was very helpful to have an expert who could understand the basic
concepts of a knowledge base, and the syntax of the rules. After only a short period of
time, knowledge bases were given to the expert for visual verification. Eventually, the
expert was able to make simple changes to knowledge bases. This accelerated the
knowledge base development effort. It also helps to have an expert system product that
presents rules in a readable, English-like syntax.
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Tackle problems that are best suited for expert systems.
One of the lessons learned was that not every problem is suitable for an expert system. It
worked out best to tackle problems that were declarative in nature, rather than
procedural. Detecting combinations of vehicle events that indicate a problem was a very
appropriate use of the expert system tool. However, trying to implement procedures in a
rule based expert system proved to be difficult. If procedures are to be implemented, it is
best to use an expert system shell with procedural capability. In general, the approach
taken here was to try to mimic the declarative techniques that the human expert used in
monitoring and detecting anomalies.
Develop a reasonable verification and validation standard.
Validation of expert systems is always difficult, and sometimes impossible. The
approach taken by the NASA RTDS project was adop .t_l here [1]. Their approach was to
validate expert systems based on use. In order to qualify for mission use, a knowledge
base had to work flawlessly in a specified number of mission simulations. Our adoption
of this rule was that no new knowledge bases, or any other ISTAR capability, could be
used during a mission without correct performance in at least two mission simulations
and one mission dress rehearsal.
Common user interfaces needed.
The screen layout and functionality of ISTAR interface are much different than that of the
SMART system. Therefore, users of SMART had to be trained on how to use the ISTAR
interface. A common screen layout and functionality for ISTAR and SMART woul_d have
resulted in reduced training requirements and increased user acceptance. Future
adherence to emerging standards for spacecraft command and control user interface
design will address this problem [8].
Choose a powerful workstation.
One lesson that was quickly learned was not to underestimate the amount of computing
power needed for the application. As more COTS products, knowledge bases, and system
features were added to the ISTAR prototype, the computing capacity of the workstation
was quickly reached. Midway through the development it was necessary and permitted
to upgrade to a more powerful hardware platform that maintained compatibility with the
SMART system.
Deal with real-time data and control issues early.
One of the technical chanenges was determining how to connect to and process the real-
time data stream. The problem was more difficult than was originally anticipated.
However, it was important to establish this connectivity in order to demonstrate the
capabilities of the system in the operational environment. Demonstrating successful real-
time processing of live vehicle data greatly increased the credibility of the system.
It is important to have support for derived measurands.
Capabilities for derived telemetry measurements proved to be important for a number of
reasons. There were many situations where it was desired to have telemetry parameters
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combined in some predetermined fashion. For example, taking a voltage and a current to
produce a wattage. The result of such calculations was often needed by the expert system,
as well as the user interface. Rather than burden the expert system with the overhead of
such calculations, a separate derived process was created. This process allowed derived
parameters values to be written to the SMART current value table. The derived
parameters could then be displayed by the interface process, incorporated by the expert
system process, and even archived by the local data archive process.
It is important to have local telemetry archiving and playback capability.
Local telemetry archiving at the user workstation proved to be a very valuable capability.
The prime advantage was that once the telemetry was archived to the workstation disk, it
could be accessed freely and rapidly. There were several situations where the network
had gone down during mission operations. Those workstations relying on SMART
network distribution of playback data were unable to perform analysis during the down
time. However, users of ISTAR were able to analyze locally archived telemetry during
this period. Also, this analysis could be done at a speed superior than SMART network
access would have allowed.
It is desirable to have an integrated on-line documentation system.
ISTAR provides on-line hypermedia access to important IUS mission support
documentation. The hypermedia links allow rapid access to needed information in text
and graphical form, by mouse-clicking. A valuable capability was the ability to perform
inter-document referencing. In many cases, while browsing a document, the user can
request and branch to information on a subject that is contained in a separate document.
Another valuable capability is the ability of the expert system to recommend and allow
branching to relevant sections of the documentation, based on the anomaly detected. The
hypermedia capability helped the mission controller decrease reliance on paper
documents, and improved access to critical information during IUS missions and
simulations.
SUMMARY & PLANS
This paper has presented an overview and lessons learned from the ISTAR expert system
prototype developed by The Aerospace Corporation for the Air Force Space and Missiles
Systems Center, for support of IUS booster missions. In 1993, the ISTAR system was
turned over to Boeing Aerospace & Engineering, the IUS prime contractor, for continued
development and maintenance. The existing ISTAR system is currently being ported to
the UNIX operating system and Sun workstations, to allow easier integration into the
future IUS ground system, which will be based on the Loral Open System 90 telemetry
system.
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Engineering Large-Scale
Agent-Based Systems
with Consensus
different approach to the construction of
large systems to run on these newplatforms.
In addition, there is an increased need for
faster and more intelligent systems, which,
however, need to be engineered to the same
rigorous standards exI_ected of systems de-
veloped for more traditional implementa-
tion paradigms. Consequently, there is a
need for methods which cover the following
points:
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D addressing the special needs of
knowledgebased systems
G] developing distributed solutions
[] reducing response times to meet
real-time-requirements
Q meeting validation, verification as
well as quality assurance constraints
The Consensus method focusses on the de-
sign concerns of:
Abstract
The paper presents the Consensus method for the
development of large-scale Agent-Based Systems.
Sy stems can lie develo p!ed as networks, o_fKnowl-.
ed e Based. Agents (KBA). whtch en age tn a
co_eborahve, problem solvm, g _ . .eort _ method
prozndes a comprehenstve and. =ntegrated ap-
proach to the development of thts type of system.
This. includes a s stematic analysis o,f user re-
qmrements, as we_ as a structured approach to
generatin, g a s.ystem, desi which, exhibits, the
desired funchonahty. _eere is a &rect corre-
spondence between system requirements and
design components. The benefits of this ap-
roach are that re uirements are traceable intoP . q .. .
dest_n. com. ponents and code thus f,acdttatmg
v.em_Icahon. The. use o.f the. Consensus method
wit two mayor test apphcations showed it to be
successful and also provided valuable insight
into roblems t icalh associated with the-de-P YP Y
velopment of large systems.
El distributed knowledge based
applications
[] systems of arbitrary size (typically
large scale)
IZl real-time systems
A comprehensive method for the develop-
ment of such sy:stems requires a s.ystematic
a_proach to. help the user to sp ecl fy a. solu-
tmn for a gwen problem. In the design of
concurrent.. Knowledge Based Systems (KBS).
it Is important to handle both the techmcal
aspects of specifying systems, as well as the
or g .anisati°nal as p ect of mana g gpin ro'ects,j
especially where the development of large
systems are concerned. The Consensus
method includes both a specification tech-
nique and a life-cycle model, although the
latterwill be covered in less detail.
The method specialises in the development
of large real-time applications, that build
concurrent knowledge based components
into an agent-based architecture, coveririg
the complete life cycle from concept through
to operation, and includes:
1. Introduction
In .recent years there, has been a noticeable
shift from lar e mainframes towards net-
g , • •
worked hardware architectures, requlnng a
[] an analysis of the need and func-
tioning of the system,
[] the selection, of design approaches
appropriate for the task
[] detailed.. .design and. .implementati°n'.
Q verlhcation, validation and testing,
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The Consensus method, is the result of re-
search into software development methods
and approaches, and has been refined
through practical experience gained from
applying the method to the development of
a large-scale application in Air Tr_fic Con-
trol, as well as a second application con-
cerned with Dynamic TacticaI Planning.
2. Current Developments
There are a number of approaches which
have been influential in the formulation of
the Consensus method, which can be divid-
ed into three distinct areas:
Q life-cycle models
Q system specification methods
Q KBS approaches
There are various life-cycle models which
have been proposed over the years to help in
a ordered and systematic development and
maintenance of s'ystems. Many o-f the tradi-
tional sequential models [ROY70] and their
variants have been found wanting as they
prescribe a one-way development process
which does not promote iteration and
feedback. This is a serious shortcoming as
there are a number of factors that have to be
weighed a_ainst each other in the process of
dev_lopin_g systems which both'fulfil the
needs and are feasible and well engineered.
The Spiral Life Cycle model [BOE88] has
embraced what is actual development prac-
tice, which the other life-cycle models have
tended to deny. As this approach is much
closer to actual development practices and
particularly suited for the development of
_iistributed systems Consensus has opted
for this model
The Spiral Life Cycle Model is iterative by
nature and therefore an iterative method for
system analysis and design is required. One
such method which has increasingly been
used in the last two decades is structured
analysis and design. Consensus has been in-
fluenced particularly by Hatley-Pirbhai
[HAT87], a complete specification method
for real-time systems which has been used
successfully in industrial and commercial
applications. It uses both structured analy-
s_s and design and proposes the joint devel-
opment of a system requirements model and
a system architecture model. The motiva-
tion shared by Consensus is that for success-
ful system specification one needs to balance
what the user wants with what can be done,
given the available implementation
technology. As Hatley-Pirbhai has been suc-
cessful in actual system development this
proved to be a good starting point for a sys-
tem specification method.
Hatley-Pirbhai also specialises in real-time
syste_a development-which Consensus is
also interested in although it does not spe-
cialise in it. At the same time real-time
systems are becomin., g incerasingyl wide-
spread and prowslons that can be made for
them will prove useful in the future.
Amongst real-time extensions to the basic
structured analtyssis and. desi.t_erenapproach,
apart from Hatley-Plrbhal are also
Ward-Mellor [WAR85] and DARTS
[GOM84]. There are no fundamental differ-
ences between the notations of Ward-Mellor
and Hafley-Pirbhai, which would have been
significant for Consensus (which adopts the
I-_atley-Pirbhai conventions). By contrast,
DARTS has proven to be interesting as it
uses the concept of dividing the problem
solving activities into tasks. The guidelines
for the identification of tasks were useful for
another goal of Consensus, namely the iden-
tification of components which could engage
in collaborative problem solving and oper-
ate in a distributed fashion.
One problem with structured specification
methods including Hatley-Pirbhai is that
they are geared towards procedural imple-
mentation paradigms. Consensus, however,
addresses t-he specification of parallel and
cooperating KBS. A different approach was
therefore needed to deal with t-he specific
needs of distributed systems. There are a
number of approaches which have been de-
veloped in recent years and may be thought
of as being relevant to Consensus. A
number of approaches, methods and tools
were examined. Amongst the different ap-
proaches the most significant for Consensus
was Cassandra [CRA89] as it provides an ar-
chitecture paradigm specific for distributed
KBS, which fills the gap left in the architec-
ture model of Hatley-Phrbai.
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Cassandra does provide a paradigm for de-
veloping KBS as networks of smaller knowl-
edge based components embedded ina
collaborative system architecture. This satis-
fies the goal of Consensus to develop paral-
lel and cooperating KBS. At the same time
little help is given as to how to go about
specifying large systems and how to arrive
at a suitable system architecture., for a _'ven
problem. By combining the. benehts of
these approaches and by adding the neces-
sary methodological support to steer the
sp.ecification p.rocess, the systematic sp ecifi-
cation of distributed K'BS can be achmved.
Adaptation of existing analysis methods
and experience. from develo in .tw° ma'orj
test apphcations helped to _1 _ls gap and
to generate guidelines to direct the specifi-
cation proce- ss towards suitable sy-stem
acrchitectures.
In. recent years a number of KBS technolo-
gaes were developed. One of the most wlde-
Iy known is KADS [SCH89] [DEH92], which
allows the modelling of the application do-
main from different perspectives with the
help of a number of interconnected models.
Other projects like Reakt [FJE92] and AC-
Knowledge [ACK92] have sought to enhance
KADS and to deal with issues such as real-
time. specification.. andknowled... ge
ac. UlSlStlon. Knowledge acquisition, tools.
_'_be useful for a number of a hcations
• PP.. .
but most tend to guide, the specification. .
process towards emulating the apphcation
domain. Although this., ma.y be de-si-table in
some cases the speclhcatlon of large and
complex systems requires to balance both
the need of the user and constraints imposed
by software. engineering, principles arid the
available implementation technology. Struc-
tured analysis also uses a modelling tech-
nique, but it is more flexible and allows the
develop.ing of the requirements, and archi-
tecture m a way that suits both the need of
the user and the constraints of the system.
The use of knowledge elicitation-tools
should therefore be confined to the specifi-
cation of individual corn ponents whicfl have
a strong ex,:pert knowled, ge element that can-.
not be addressed w_th structured analysis
alone. Alternatively, they can be useful as a
prototy_g'n tool to develo, p an operational
model of components to determine its be-
haviour and to ensure completeness of
requirements.
3. The Consensus Method
The purpose of the Consensus project is the
enerata_on of a software engineering meth-ogdfor the development of large parallel
Knowledge Based Systems, this involves the
development p.rocess,, from. concep.tion
through to operation, including the require-
ments definition, the design of the solution
and the implementation culminating in a
working system.
Consensus believes to have produced a
comprehensive, yet compact me-thod, which
is intuitive and easy to use while being ef-
fective enough to deal with large complex
applications.
It's structured analysis approach facilitates
the develo..p.ment oflar, ge complex systems
by subdwldmg them into manageable parts
which can in turn be further analysedand
specified. It allows, for systematic explora-
tion of the reqmrements and forces the ana-
lyst to focus on the specific requirements of
sub-components and their inter-relationships.
Given the current shift towards networked
architectures,, distributed systems. .are be-
coming more common-place. Distributed,
collaborative problem soIving is in step with
these developments and allows exploitation
of the benefits of networked architectures;
the response of Consensus is to develop sys-
tems as networks of medium grain,si:fed
knowledge, based agents, which en_ga e in a
collaborative problem solving activRy.
Paired with this development is the in-
creased need for intelligent processing in
industrial and commercial applications-sat-
isfyingstrin entsoftwarequali
constraints. Thlug the toYfsuccessful advance
Knowledge Based Systems especially for
large applications requires a distributedand
modular architecture and a method which
can deal with the specification of systems of
that type.
From a software en g.ineerin gp ers p ective,.
one consideration that is often overlooked 1s
that in order to develop successful solutions,
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the analysis of desired functionality has to
be weighed against constraints imposed on
the solution by the implementation platform.
Therefore, the analysis of requirements can-
not be divided from the spe/zification of the
system architecture. Consensus adopts an
integrated approach where the require-
ments are developed in conjunction wfth the
design of the solution, thus ensuring that at
every stage of development the resulting
system fuIfils the requirements while taking
account of the constraints.
The structured analysis and design ap-
proaches are used to provide a distributed
architecture of independent tasks which
communicate with other tasks in the overall
system process. These can in turn be trans-
lated into a network of distributed KBA.
Consensus combines a distributed, agent ar-
chitecture with structured analysis and de-
sign providing a software engineering meth-
od for developing systems as networks of
KBA.
The keyconcepts that the method makes use
of, can'be summed up as follows and are de-
picted in figure 1:
Q the System Specification should
comprise not only the System Re-
quirements but also the System Ar-
chitecture - these should be devel-
oped together;,
O the System Requirements specify
what the system is to do andis in-
dependent of the implementation
technology;
El the System Architecture specifies
how the system Is to be structured
and is dependent on the implemen-
tation technology.
___SYSTEMSPECIFICATION 1/
Figure 1: System Specification
The System Requirements and System Ar-
chitecture are considered together, startin_
with a high level model of the system, and
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proceeding by refinement and iteration until
a detailed', complete and comprehensive
specification of the system is pro(luced.
The primarY benefit of this approach is that
early partitioning and allocation of func-
tions in the system helps to identify critical
functions, which can be prototyped or re-
appraised, thereby leading to a clearer un-
d-erstanding of the need and the best way to
structure the design. This results in a com-
prehenswe and integrated system develop-
ment process and favours traceability and
consistency which are vital in the develop-
ment of large, complex systems.
3.1 The Requirements Model
Problems are frequently too large and com-
plex for solutions to be developed in one
step. The overallproblem can be considered
as a complex tas_ and can be more readily
tackled by partitioning it into a number of
sub-tasks together with an indication of
how these sub-tasks interact with each other
in order to solve the problem. This process
of partitioning, when applied repeatedly,
reduces the complexity of an individual sec-
tion to a level wher(_ theproblem can be
more easily understood andspecified.
The purpose of requirements analysis is to
spedfy the requirements as opposed to de-
s|gnir/g the software components, the focus
is on what the system must do and not on
how this is achieved. The result of applying
this techmque is the generation of a model of
the probleda to be addressed.
As information flows through a system it is
transformed: the system can accept a varie-
ty of different forms of input and applies
hardware, software and human interaction
in order to transform the input into output.
Structured analysis is a technique for mod-
elling the flow and content of information
by subdividing the overall task performed
by the system into a series of individual
processes. In the modelling process three
different models are used:
0 Data Flow Diagrams - These speci-
fy how data flows through the sys-
tem and is being processed.
(3 Control Flow Diagrams - Many a_
plications are time-dependent and
process control information rather
fl_an data. Optional additional con-
trol flow. diagrams specify flows of
control reformation and control
signals
D State Transition Diagrams - These
describe the different states of a
process and the transitions between
states. They can be used during val-
idation to ensure that control speci-
fications are complete.
A process is the encapsulation of some re-
quirements which perform a specific task. A
software system can be represented as an in-
formation process and the overall function
of the system can be graphically represented
as a single process, with a number of inputs
to the system from external entities and a
number of outputs of the system. As depict-
ed in the figure below, the process can be
graphically represented as a bubble and the
external entities as rectangular boxes. The
process is connected to th_ external entities
via arrows which represent data-flow as
well as flow direction, thus denoting inputs
and outputs.
The single process can be broken down into
a number of smaller processes together with
data-flows between them. Each of the proc-
esses thus identified can then be further
broken down and so on. Data Flow Dia-
grams (DFD) are a graphical representat!on
depicting data flows and processes which
are appIied to the data i_the process of
transformation from input to output, and
may be used to represent the system at any
leve-1 of abstractio-n. This means that it is
possible to generate a hierarchy of data flow
diagrams to depict the system at arbitrary
levels of abstraction. The aim of the Require-
ments Model is to generate such a hierarchy.
The development of the Requirements Mod-
el proceeds top-down, from- the most gener-
al abstraction to the most specific in a series
of levels. By convention the-diagrams are la-
belled, starting from level 0 to level n. Level
0 represents the system at the most general
level It is also known as the context dia-
gram, representing the system as a single
process stlowing its connections to external
entities, as depicted i n the figure below:
Figure 2: A Sample Context Diagram
In the process of breaking down individual
PsrOCesses it is essential to maintain the ex-
ting flows which connect to. the. parent
process. The fundamental pnnclple is that
the connections are inherited from the par-
ent process. Thus a check is carried out to
ensure that the flows of the parent process
are equivalent to those of the childprocess-
es, and is called balancing. In addition to
inherited flows, new flows need be intro-
duced to interconnect the child processes.
All components depicted on thediagram
need to be labelled (for reasons of clarity
these labels have been omitted from the
sample dia ams) and e.x_.lained in. separate
process an_rt_ow descriptions which are en-
tered in the requirements dictionnam/. The
figure belowshows a sample l_evel 1
diagram:
. Controller
T Console
Secondary Controller
Radar Commands
Figure 3: A Sample Level I DFD
Processes are labelled with a name and a
unique nested numbering system indicatin_
theIevel and parentage 6f the each process.
There may be a need _or data-stores to tem-
porarily store data required for further
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processing. These are denoted by two hori-
zontal parallel lines with the datastore name
in between, as well as arrows to and from
them to indicate which processes modify or
read the information contained in them.
Once a point is reached in the analysis
where a process cannot be usefully decom-
posed further, it is specified by a process
specification (PSPEC_which is readily im-
plementable and describes how the inputs
of the process are transformed into the
outputs. Processes at this level are known as
primitive processes. It may take the form of
pseudo-code or a function to describe the al-
gorithm used to carry out the transformation.
At this point the decomposition stops for
that process. The decomposition however
contl"nues for all other p'rocesses until a
point is reached where all processes are
primitive and specified by their respective
_SPECs. Once ihis point is reached the hi-
erarchical set of DFDs that have been pro-
duced for the system are complete. The
PSPECS are then gathered in a separate sec-
tion for process definitions.
There are a number of applications which
are time-dependent and may process more
control information than data. Real'time
systems in particular interact with external
entities on a time frame that is dictated ex-
ternally and this places a number of impor-
tant constraints on the demands of the s_,s-
tern specification technique. In particuJar
such a technique has to allow the analyst to
represent control flow and control process-
ing as well as the usual data flow and
processing, which is achieved bt Consensus.
In order to distinguish normal data flows
and p rocesses from .c°ntr°l. p.roce ssin g,
some additional notahon is reqmred. Thus
control flows are used to describe the flow of
control information and continuing the con-
ventions established for data flow and
processing, control flows are denoted by a
dashed line as opposed to a solid line. A
process that handles only control flows is
called a control process, again denoted by a
bubble with a dashed line, and associated
with each will be a control specification
(CSPEC). The appropriate descriptions of
control processes and flows needs to be en-
tered in the requirements dictionnary (and
the associated CSPECs entered).
Control flows and processes are crucial to
the behaviour of a system, and there are two
ways in which the appropriate functional
behaviour can be defined. A Program Acti-
vation Table shows the different permuta-
tions of states and the actions taken in each
case to ensure that all possible states have
been covered and receive the app.ropriate
action. Alternatively, State Transition Dia-
grams (STD) can be used to give a behav-
ioural model of the control process which
shows the different states the system maybe
in and the connection between states. The
latter is of particular significance for the pur-
pose of vei'ification. The use of STD (other-
wise known as finite state machines) can be
extremely powerful, but this observation is
not widely appreciated, especially in current
approaches for the development'of KBS.
In some applications system inputs must be
received at a certain rate and sytem outputs
generated within a given time. These re-
quirements are termed timing requirements
and are associated with specific flows and
processes. There are a variety of potential
timing requirements from less strict re-
sponse times to user input for interactive
interfaces, to strict output rates of real-time
and safety critical systems. An indication
should therefore be given as to whether or
not particular timing requirements are
critical. Timing specifications connect spe
cific input and output events. As a result
there needs to be a list of input events and
the respective output events and the timing
relations between them.
3.2 The Architecture Model
The Architecture Model is developed in con-
junction with the Requirements Model, de-
scribing and defining the system in terms of
the implementation platform. The process
of functional decom position, should, p ro-
duce collections of functions, which can be
grouped to_ether into separate processes
hich can _ork concurren'tly, anci collabo-
rate by communication towards the overall
goal of the system.
The Consensus method specialises in the de-
velopment of parallel KBS architectures,
where a collection of interconnected KBA
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collaborate to meet the requirements of the
application. These independent KBA com-
municate via pre,defineddata channels and
co-operate towards the system's goals.
The purpose of the Architecture Model is
both to translate and map the requirements
into. actual system, components,, as well as. to
guide the reqmrements analysis to take into
account potential constraints imp.osed by
the. tar. g pet latform. It may be possible to
identify groups of potentially concurrent
functions at different degrees of resolution,
and as the decision on this matter is more
dependent on implementation constraints it
needs to be based on the system Architec-
ture Model. The aim is to achieve a specifi-
cation which fulfils the requirements and is
implementable. There are three important
aspects provided by the ArchitectureModel:
Q an architecture paradigm for large,
parallel KBS
D a.mapping of requirements into de-
sign corn p onents
Q feedback to help reject unfeasible
requirements
The construction of large KBS as a single,
monolithic system presents p.roblems fdr a
number of reasons. The execuhon of KBS is
not strictly procedural by nature, and an or-
der of processing may have to be enforced to
meet requirements. Conflicts may arise
when different knowledge sources or rules
want to execute on the same data, thus in-
terfering with each other. The risk of these
situations occurring becomes more acute as
systems increase in size. In addition, large
monolithic systems may be too slow to meet
real-time p.erformance requirements. An
approach which leads to. the development of
modular systems, which can execute con-
currently on a distributed platform, and
which can deal with interference problems
is therefore preferable. The Consensus
method builds systems as collections of con'
nected knowledge based agents (KBA),
each with the same bas[c structure
containing:
[21 a local blackboard
local knowledge sources
O a local controlIer
communication channels
Figure 4: A KnowLedge Based Agent
The local blackboard contains data and re-
sults of processing. Access to it is restricted
to the local knowIedge sources and control-
led by the local cont/oller. Each KBA has a
set of local knowled, ge sources which_pter-
form the tasks assigned to that KBA. They
operate solely on the information contained
in the local blackboard and may request the
local controller to communicafe with other
KBA to transfer data. The local controller is
in complete control of processing at a local
level within the agent. "It schedules the exe-
cution of local knowledge sources which
operate on the local blackboard and initiates
communication with other KBA on behalf of
its knowledge sources as well as receiving
messages and posting them to the local
blackboard.
The KBA which make up a particular system
are. connected bypre-defined, communica-
tion channels. A number of important con-
straints are imposed on the communication
mechanism in order to preserve the benefits
of modularity and reduce interference be-
tween individual KBA. Thus communica-
tion with other KBA is managed by the local
controller on behalf of its knowledge sourc-
es, and no other contact between KBA is
allowed. These constraints are designed to
help ensure consistency between KBA and
in avoiding deadlock.
There are a number of important properties
of this architecture that are relevant to the
aims of Consensus:
[3 Modularity: Designing systems as
collections of autonomous agents
encoura, ges a partitioning of the sys-
tem into clearly defined system
modules.
[3 Information Hiding: hiding the de-
tails and data of each KBA from the
view of other KBA avoids uninten-
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tional interference by one KBA with
another.
Q Deadlock Avoidance: insisting that
the communication between KBA
occurs indirectly, avoids direct in-
terference between KBA, their data
and control and is designed to re-
duce the risk of dead-lock. Although
it is difficult to completely rule out
deadlock, tests can be carried out to
spot circular dependencies.
O _raceability: -A direct mapping
from general to specific require-
ments, and a direct mapping from
specific requirements to system de-
sign components and code ensure
traceability of requirements.
D Concurrency: Developing systems
with an agent based architecture is
an effective approach for building
systems as sets of independent co-
operating modules which are inher-
ently concurrent and parallel.
Developing the Architecture Model
In accordance with the framework provided
by the system specification, there is a close
correlation between architecture and re-
quirements, where processes in the require-
ment model will have corresponding enti-
ties in the Architecture Model andvice-
versa. It is the purpose of the system Archi-
tecture Model to:
O identify the set of agents which form
the system
O define the information flow between
the agents in the system
O specify the channels on which the
information flows
In the process of develol_ing the system ar-
chitecture the decomposition and specifica-
tions produced by the system requirements
are used as the basis to develop the design of
the system. The requirements-which specify
what the system is to do need to be trans-
formed into a viable design. As KBA are
more coarse grained than the primitive
processes identified and specified in the Re-
quirements Model, one needs to group com-
l_onents identified there into KBA whl'ch can
operate relatively independently and in
phrallel. This process includes the identifi-
cation of KBA, mappin_ requirementsto in-
dividual KBA and specifying the intertaces.
As the Requirements Model is developed so
the development of the Architecture Model
follows one step behind to try_ identify a
suitable system design, which fulfills the re-
quirements while taking into account exter-
nal constraints. The second role of the Ar-
chitecture Model is to force the develoment
of the Requirements to take account of limi-
tations in the specification process.
Starting from a global view of the system in
a "first-cut" ap._proach, the design needs to be
refined and finalised to a point where ulti-
mately it is very close to source code. The
process of design of the system architecture
takes the decomposition of DFDs from the
Requirements Model and performs a trans-
form analysis.
One has to determine properties of the DFDs
which are important to a candidate system
structure with a view at arriving at a suitable
architecture that meets both functional re-
quirements and additional constraints im-
posed by the implementation platform
{where the platform includes both the target
hardware and software). The following
steps help drive a design:
1) Review of the DFDs: The review
looks at the DFDs with the purpose of
exploring the fundamentalstructure
and characteristics of the system. It is
important to familiarise oneself with
the Requirements Model (especially if
that is developed by another team) and
to understand the structure of the re-
quirements which may influence the
s'tructure of the design, and secondly,
to consider the properties of the target
platform in order to try to identify re-
uirements or their decom ositionq . P
which could create problems. If there
are problems, the affected components
neea to be re-developed either at the
present level or at the parent level to
eParOduce a new decomposition. The
rlier problems are idehtified the eas-
ier it is to redevelop the affected
components
2) Analysis of Flow Characteristics: In
the next step the DFDs are examined to
determine whether they display trans-
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orm or transaction characteristics b
• i ° ,_y
the following dehmtlon. If a DFD
shows a chain of transformations
where incomin., g information is .gradu-
ally modified and transformed into an
outgoing flow, the diagram is said to
display a transform characteristic. Al-
ternatively, transaction flows are char-
acterised by processes which have only
few inputs but a range of action paths
to different processes.
Preliminary Grouping: If the DFD
displays transform characteristics, the
transformation centre needs to be iso-
lated from the incomin, g and out_oing
flows. Three main parts are thus iden-
tified', in_ow transforms, the transaction
centre, and the.outflow trans._orms are
candidates for lmnpJlementation. . as se. p-
arate KBA, producm, g an mcomm, g
flow controller which co-ordinates the
receipt of incomin._ data, a transform.
controller supervising the main trans-
formation of data, and an outgoing
controller co-ordinating the generation
of the out ut information -
P° • °
Alternahvely, if the DFD displays
transaction characteristics, the trans-
action centre needs to be identified and
is characterised by a. number of. action
aths that flow radially from it Thel_ • • "
recephon path leadm, g to the transac-
tion needs to be isolated and so do the
separate action paths leading out from
the transaction centre. Each of the re-
ception and despatch or action paths
need to be re-examined to determine
whether they have, themselves, trans-
form or transaction characteristics.
Each of these components identified
are candidates for implementation as
separate KBA.
s)
of a KBA to a large number of other
KBA should be avoided.
KBA should have a clear purpose
and function and candidates lacking in
this respect may need to be redefined,
or may point to problems in the Re-
quirements Mode].
The candidate KBA identified in the
preliminary grouping, step.need, to be
analysed, concerning; their size and
complexity, to determine whether they
are rich enough to be implemented as
separate KBA or whether they need to
be subdivided• This decision can be
taken once the next level decomposi-
tion is known and the next iteration of
the design process is carried out.
Overall Review of Design: The em-
phasis in the initial architecture speci-
fication stages is on analysis of the re-
quirements from an implementation
p erspective,...to ensure that the re quire-
ments definition does not contravene
constraints imposed by the tar. get
platform• In later stages candidate
KBA are identified, and finalised in an
architecture diagram once the decom-
position of the requirements is
complete. During the review, one
needs to decide whether previously
identified KBA are viable on their own
or whether they need to be further
divided. In addition, the mapping of
the processes from the DFDs support-
ed by the requirements.. . dictionar, y,
needs to be specified in the architec-
ture dictionnary. Architecture consid-
erations may also influence the next
level of decomposition of the re.quire-
ments once external constraints be-
come apparent.
4) Review of Grouping: The prelimi-
nary architecture is analysed, to. con-
sider whether the proposed KBA are
sufficiently large and complex to be vi-
able as separate KBA. The scope of the
proposed KBA should be reviewed to
reduce coupling and increase cohe-
sion:
Grou,uping should try. to .minimise
the number of communication chan-
nels; processes which are highly con-
nected should be in the same KBA.
High fan-out from the outgoing flows
Once the transform and transaction analysis
has successfully been completed and the
K'BA have all been identified, the architec-
ture diagrams can be finalised. At this point
the additional documentation known as the
architecture dictionary needs to be complet-
ed and contains the following:
D a definition of each architecture
component depicted on the
diagrams
D a definition of each architecture
flow connecting KBA
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El a definition of each architecture
flow to external entities
Q a narrative description of each KBA
The purpose of the narrative is to give a b.n'ef
description of the purpose and functionality
of eachKBA. In addition a precise statement
is required to associate all the components of
the Requirements Model inherited by the
KBA. This is an important step to allow ver-
ification as well as helping durin
maintenance. The local data structures nee_
to be defined. The precise interfaces and
communication mechanisms also need to be
specified for the communication channels
between KBA to allow the separate develop-
ment of KBA by different teams. Final llvy,
attention needs to be given to critical func-
tions to ensure that they will not cause
"bottle-necks" in the implemented system,
thus limiting the overall performance of the
system especially if there are real-time
constraints.
4. Decision Support for ATC
The Consensus project has developed a test
application which implements a decision
su-pp ort s y.stem, desi. g fled to help air traffic.
controllers m their task of safely controlhng
air traffic in their sector (based on [BEL88]).
The system, known as the ATC Worksta-
tion, specialises in en- route air traffic con-
trol, i.e. air traffic control for sectors which
do not contain aerodromes and where air-
craft will pass through on their way to their
final destination. The system also includes a
simulator to simulate air traffic for testing
and training purposes.
The controller workstation provides an inte-
grated set of tools, to sup ort the en-route.
controller. These include bt_e following:
[3 A Predictor 2.1 which, given the
current aircraft position and the cur-
rent flight plan, predicts the courses
of aircraft and warns of potential
conflicts.
O The Wotifer 2.2 which enables the
controller to plan new routes for air-
craft which need to be re-routed,
Q
Q
D
while assessing the consequences of
candidate new plans in the light of
the current air traffic situation.
A Communicator 2.4 to provide
electronic communication link be-
tween the controller and aircraft
under his control.
A Monitor 2.5 to check the progress
of aircraft, to warn the controller
about aircraft which deviate from
their flight plans or behave
abnormally.
The Man Machine Interface 2.6
which handles the user interface re-
lating information from the separate
tools to the controller and directs the
controller input to the appropriate
tools.
The system operates an ATC workstation
and, apart from the decision support func-
tions, emulates a typical working
environment.
Figure 5 shows the top level decomposition
of the Requirements Model for the ATC
workstation, followed by the further decom-
position of the Wotifer in Figure 6.
The basic functions of the Wotifer is to rec-
ommend possible routes to the controller, to
check the feasibility of candidate routes and
to allow the controller to modify them at lei-
sure and finally to accept one of them as the
new flight plan for a particular aircraft.
Supposing a wotif is requested for an air-
craft, the Wotifer goes through a number of
steps. This involves the collection of all
routes from present position to the required
destination and pruning all plans the air-
craft is not capable of following. Checking
the remaining plans for compatibility with
current air traffic situation, one has to select
the best routes and to give them to the con-
troller to select and/or modify. It may then
be useful to store routes which are amended
by the controller for future reference and ob-
viously to file the route selected by the con-
troller as the new flight plan for the aircraft.
The decomposition of the Wotifer was based
on the sequence of steps required to carry
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Figure 5: DFD Level 1 Decomposition of the ATC Workstation
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Figure 7: I_A Design for the Wotifer 2,2
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Figure 8" KBA Architecture of the A TC Workstation
out the task of planning and replanning of
routes for given aircraft. The different proc-
esses depicted represent the major steps in
that process.
This results in the following processes spec-
ified in the Level 2 decomposition shown in
figure 6:
D Collect Route 2.2.1 identifies all
possible routes which would take a
specified aircraft from its current
position to the point where it wishes
to leave the sector.
D Ability Check 2.2.2 checks that the
aircraft in question can perform the
manoeuvres required.
O Long Term Conflicts 2.2.3 identifies
the more obvious potential conflicts
that would be caused if the route in
question, was. adopted as the air-
craft s new flight plan.
O Short Term Predictions 2.2.4, in
conjunction with the Predictor cal-
culates the precise conflict points for
Q
D
the next 20 minutes.
Wotif Displays 2.2.5 calculates char-
acteristics about a route to be pre-
sented to the controller and sends
them to the MMI.
Adapt Route 2.2.6 deals with the re-
sponse from the controller and deals
with modifying, accepting and sav-
ing a route.
In the identification of KBA from the decom-
p.osition, of the S.ystem Re .quirements, one
aim is to exploit parallehsm where ever
p.ossible. Thus, if a.process can perform, an
action at the same time as another, this.may
be a reason for. not j'oining them into a single
KBA. In this case, the routes are processed
sequentially, and it is possible for the Collect
Route 2.2.1 process to collect a route and
ss it onto the checking process Ability
eck 2.2.2 which can then pass it onto the
Long Term Conflicts 2.2.3 process which, in
turn, canpass it on to the Short Term Pre-
diction 2.2.4 process.
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The processescanbe pipelined to operate in
parallel and in this case it meant that they
were kept as separate KBA. The other two
processesonly processinformation when all
routes have been processed. They work on
the same information (Recommended
Routes) but at different times, and because
of the information sharing and asynchro-
nous processing the processes were joined
into a single KBA.
One problem that needed to be overcome
was to determine what to do with the da-
tastore of possible routes (Routes), which
are used by the collecting process but updat-
ed by the modify process. One couldhave
used a separate KBA, but the information is
not used _n many different places and does
not change a great deal. It was the fact that
the information does not change much
which led to the decision to put the da-
tastore together with the collect process.
This led to five separate KBA which could
work in parallel.
In Figure 7 the overall architecture of the
ATC Workstation is depicted (note that S =
Simulator, SI = Simulator Interface and W =
WindowingSystem), thus combining the
Wotifer Architecture with the other compo-
nents of the system:
To conclude, the ATC System, including the
simulator has a number of interesting statis-
tics which demonstrate its size and
complexity:
CI 29 individual UNIX processes (in-
cluding the Simulator and a C front
end)
El networked on 3 to 13 workstations
UI communicating via 174 socket
connections
UI 350 class definitions, 450 rules and
400 procedures
UI about 3.5 man years of effort
This shows the ATC system to be a substan-
tial application. The Consensus method
gained considerably from this realistic test
application by.ensurin, g that the provisions..
capable of deahng with systems of this size
an-d complexity, as well as giving valuable
in put for. the.g eneration, of suitable develo, p -
ment gumdehnes in the areas of the architec-
ture of knowledge based components, hard-
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ware and software platform considerations,
modularity and logical partitioning ot the
System Requirements and Architecture,
considerations of concurrency, distribution
and performance, as well as performance
considerations and the handling of
datastores.
5. Conclusion
The Consensus method fills a gap in the cur-
rent field of software engineen_ng, provid-
ing a comprehensive and integrated method
for the development of large agent-based
systems. As the Air Traffic Control applica-
tion shows, agent-based systems can be
successfully aISplied to systems which are
relevant to current needs. The method cov-
ers the whole process from the statement of
the user's need, to a detailed specification
and through to implementation. The grad-
ual progression from basic user require-
ments to a more refined specification with
the help of a diagrammatic. .appr°ach. allows
the customer to verify their reqmrements.
The direct mapping from detailed require-
ments to system architecture and process
specification also facilitates validation.
"lhere is a strong emphasis on sound soft-
ware engineering prmciples in the system
development process.
The application of Air Traffic Control is ex-
emplary for a range of possible applications
in the domain of aerospace and the experi-
ence gained by the ISroject shows that
Agent-Based Systems have considerable po-
tential to provide solutions in this area.
There are a number of reasons for usin_ dis-
tributed systems of this kind, one of which is
the fact that it is difficult to conceive of using
mainframe com. putere, on board, an air-. or
space-craft. Given high processmg require-
ments and the need to keep weight to a
minimum, the use of a numbe_of networked
processors would therefore apear to be
much more appealing. Considering that
systems on board, say, a shuttle have a
dumber of distinct functions to fulfill, such
as (amongst others) manoeuvering the craft,
life-support systems, communication with
ground-based systems and aiding in scien-
tific tasks' it seems sensible to divide a sys-
tem to combine these functions into entirely
separate sub-systems which could run on
different processors and Communicate with
each other as and when necessary. This
could be combined with a separate control
system to supervise the proper functioning
of these separate sub-systems, and which
would take appropriate action when prob-
lems areise. Given the need to avoid mal-
functioning at all cost, such a distributed
system could also be made to be more resil-
ient than a monolithic system as the mal-
functioning of a sub-system would leave the
other sub-systems stiil operative and enable
the control s_tem to take corrective action
to re-establish full functionality. In addi-
tion, given stringent real-time requirements
the lack of performance of one sub-system
need not necessarily affect the performance
of other sub-systems.
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ABSTRACT
Within NASA and the European Space Agency (ESA) it is agreed that autonomy is an important goal for the design of future spacecraft,
and that this requires on-board Artificial Intelligence. NASA emphasises deep space and planetary rover missions, while ESA considers
on-board autonomy as an enabling technology for missions that must cope with imperfect communications. ESA's attention is on the
space/ground system.
A major issue is the optimal distribution of intelligent functions within the space/ground system. This paper describes the Multi-Agent
Architecture for Space/Ground Systems (MAASGS) which would enable this issue to be investigated. A MAASGS agent may model a
complete spacecraft, a spacecraft subsystem or payload, a ground segment, a Spacecraft Control System, a human operator, or an
environment. The MAASGS architecture has evolved through a series of prototypes. The paper recommends that the MAASGS architecture
should be implemented in the operational Dutch Utilisation Centre.
INTRODUCTION
Within NASA and the European Space Agency (ESA)
it is agreed that autonomy is an important goal for the
design of future spacecraft, and that this requires on-
board Artificial Intelligence. NASA's emphasis has
been on deep space and planetary rover missions. ESA
is considering greater on-board autonomy as a potential
enabling technology for missions that must cope with
communication delays or interruptions, as well as a
way of reducing spacecraft operations costs. A series of
ESA studies has resulted in the development of the
Standard Generic Approach to Spacecraft Autonomy
and Automation (SGASAA) concept.
Until recently, the emphasis has been on the space
segment. ESA's attention is now turning to the
complete system comprising both the space and ground
segments: the space ground system. A major issue is
the optimal distribution of intelligent functions such
that the space/ground system design results in a clearly
quantifiable reduction in operational costs, without
other adverse effects (e.g., on spacecraft reliability).
Potential applications are foreseen in the ground-based
Command and Control (C 2) of spacecraft which are
subject to delays or interruptions in communication,
e.g. deep space missions and missions partly visible
from ground stations.
This paper describes the Multi-Agent Architecture for
Space/Ground Systems (MAASGS) which enables the
issue to be investigated. A MAASGS agent may model
a complete spacecraft, a spacecraft subsystem or
payload, a ground segment, a Spacecraft Control
System, a human operator, or an environment. The
architecture - developed for the Dutch Utilisation
Centre (DUC) (Pronk, Koopman & de Hoop, 1992) - is
based on Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) techniques. A
MAASGS agent may model a complete spacecraft, a
spacecraft subsystem or payload, a ground segment, a
Spacecraft Control System, a human operator, or an
environment. The MAASGS architecture has evolved
under company and Dutch national investment through
a series of prototypes. The paper concludes that the
architecture is now malurc, and recommends that it be
implemented for use in the operational DUC.
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Therearefivesectionsin thispaper.Section2 outlines
theSGASAAconcept.Section3 motivatestheuseof
MAS techniques.Section4 describesthe MAASGS
architecture,includingits evolutionand associated
developmentmethodology.Finally, Section5 draws
conclusionsandmakesrecommendations.
SGASAA CONCEPT
Defining Autonomy
Spacecraft autonomy can be loosely defined as the
ability of a spacecraft to be largely or wholly
independent of ground control (Pidgeon, Seaton,
Howard and Peters, 1992). More precise definitions are
mission-dependent. For scientific and communications
satellites, the main drivers for autonomy are:
Short and infrequent periods of ground station
contact mean that there is little visibility of on-
board events. Consequently, there is little
opportunity for ground-based control to
influence on-board events. The spacecraft must
perform basic monitoring and control.
Long transmission delays mean that the
mission would not be practicable without some
degree of autonomy.
The need to maximise the mission product in
the event of an internal or external event (e.g.
on-board failure or change in its environment)
means that the reaction time should be kept as
short as possible. Autonomy reduces the need
for the spacecraft to refer to the ground
segment for a decision.
Long duration missions where operations costs
could be significantly reduced.
Autonomous Functionalities
A number of studies (Devita and Turner, 1984),
(Doxiadis, 1988), (Drabble, 1991), (Elfving and
Kirchhoff, 1991) have been conducted for various
agencies to investigate approaches to spacecraft
autonomy. ESA's studies, begun in the early 1980s,
culminated in the SGASAA concept (Berger, Comet,
Cellier, Riou, Sotta and Thibaut, 1984). By the
beginning of the 1990s, ESA had progressed to
validating the SGASAA concept, in the Spacecraft
Autonomy Concept Validation (SACV) study (Pidgeon,
Seaton, Howard and Peters, 1992).
For scientific satellites, autonomy is viewed as
replacing (or supplementing) ground-based operator
functions with on-board functions. The SACV study
listed the foreseen on-board functionality as:
Execution, updating and rescheduling of a
Master Schedule, which is a set of high-level,
time-tagged, goal-oriented commands stored
on-board. Rescheduling would take into
account the commands' resource requirements,
the availability of on-board resources, the
dependencies between commands, and
environn_ental and timing constraints.
Fault diagnosis would be performed on-board.
The autonomous spacecraft would attempt to
recover from a failure, while ensuring the
spacecraft's safety and minimising the loss of
the mission product. Fault diagnosis could only
cater for foreseen failure modes. Unforeseen
failures would have to result in the spacecraft
adopting a safe mode to await ground
intervention.
For reasons which are unclear, the SACV study omitted
a third possible on-board functionality: goal-oriented
planning. Goal-oriented planning was always seen as
having an equal priority with other functionalities (e.g.
see (Berger, Comet, Cellier, Riou, Sotta and Thibaut,
1984), Volume 1, Figure 5.2/4). Therefore, this paper
assumes that the on-board functionality must include:
Goal-oriented planning (and re-planning),
which must:
Take the (re-)planning activity into
account.
Be interruptible.
Be able to generate alternative plans
for the same requirements.
The Concept
A common thread amongst the spacecraft autonomy
studies has been the adoption of a hierarchically-based
On-Board Management Systeins (OBMS). The OBMS
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consists of a high-level On-Board Mission Manager
(OBMM) together with various subordinate subsystem
and payload managers (genetically termed Sub-System
Managers (SSMs)). The OBMM monitors, coordinates
and controls the SSMs, and each SSM monitors,
coordinates and controls a subsystem or a payload. The
OBMS is supported by a distributed on-board
communications architecture with the managers
communicating via a LAN or databus, and each
subsystem and payload being connected to its SSM via
a subassembly LAN. The SSM effectively acts as a
bridge between the subassembly LAN and the
spacecraft LAN. From outside the subsystem or
payload, the SSM appears to 'wrap' the subsystem or
payload with additional functionalities.
The SGASAA concept adopted a distributed hierarchy
on the grounds that decision-making should be
devolved to the lowest possible level in the hierarchy.
Figure 1 depicts the conceptual SGASAA architecture.
The spacecraft consists of a set of "intelligent"
subsystems and payloads, each of which has the
capability to interpret Teleconunand (TC) packets and
to generate Telemetry (TM) packets. Packetised TM/TC
is a prerequisite for the SGASAA approa, ch.
l
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Figure 1: SGASAA Architecture.
The SGASAA approach relies on the concept of a
series of layered mission plans. Low-level plmas are
generated from the plan above by adding detail. For
example, the Long Term Operations Plan (LTOP),
which defines the objectives for an entire mission or
mission phase, can be broken down into a series of
components (Links) which are uplinked to the
spacecraft and executed on-board. Links describe
actions which can be achieved at system level by a
combination of activities at subsystem level. The Short
Term Operations Plan (STOP), covering a period of
several days, consists of a set of links with coarse
parameters. These are rescheduled with precise
paran_eters, reflecting the current on-board state, and
broken down into a sequence of blocks. The Executable
Operations Plan (EOP) contains blocks of actions for
a single subsystem or payload, usually in the form of
macro-commands which are expanded on-board. The
Elementary Commands (EC) are time-tagged commands
contained within an EOP, each normally affecting only
a single element of the subsystem, e.g. switching a
heater on.
Plans are validated and optimised at each level, refining
the plan from a coarse LTOP to detailed ECs. The
SGASAA concept also allows for direct commanding
of subsystems, bypassing the OBMM. A limitation of
the SGASAA plan hierarchy is that higher-level plans
must contain information about the lower-level plans,
such as resource usage, duration, dependencies, etc.
This means that planning is necessarily an iterative
process, with lower-level plans providing feedback to
higher-level plans.
The OBMM and the Subsystem and Payload Managers
have prescribed roles (see (Pidgeon, Seaton, Howard
and Peters, 1992), section 2.3). Comparison of these
roles shows that each SSM has the same functionality
as the OBMM, albeit for a more detailed subset of the
spacecraft (i.e. the subsystem or payload for which the
SSM is responsible). The common functionalities are:
Distribution and execution of TCs.
Generation of TMs.
Fault diagnosis.
Failure recovery.
Localised planning.
Self-checking.
The SGASAA concept defines three modes of
operat ions:
Routine Mode, in which nominal and expected
tasks are executed.
Crisis mode, which is the handling of
unexpected events on-board the spacecraft or
due to external influences.
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Check-out Mode, in which the spacecraft is
placed in a configuration which allows
hardware and/or software to be tested.
MASs can provide insights and understanding
about interactions among humans, who
organise themselves into various groups,
committees, and societies to solve problems.
MOTIVATION FOR MULTI-AGENT SYSTEMS
Multi-Agent Systems
Distributed Artificial Intelligence is defined as "the
subfield of AI concerned with concurrency in AI
computations" (Bond and Gasser, 1988, p.3). Bond and
Gasser divide the world of DAI into three arenas:
Distributed Problem Solving, Multi-Agent Systems, and
Parallel AI. In this paper, we are concemed with Multi-
Agent Systems (MASs), i.e. "with coordinating
intelligent behaviour among a collection of (possibly
pre-existing) autonomous intelligent 'agents', which can
coordinate their knowledge, goals, skills, and plans
jointly to take action or to solve problems" (ibid., p. 3).
Typical intelligent behaviours are to generate plans and
schedules, to react appropriately to situations (including
diagnosing and recovering from failure L and to leam.
The agents may be working towards a single, global
goal, or towards separate, individual goals that can
conflict. Crucially, "they must ... reason about the
processes of coordination among the agents" (Bond and
Gasser, 1988, p.3, italics in original). The task of
coordination can be difficult, because there may be
situations where there is no global control, no globally
consistent knowledge, no globally shared goals, and/or
no global success criteria. Reviews of MAS techniques
and trends may be found in (Castillo-Hem and Wilk,
1988), (Grant, 1992), and (Chaib-Draa, Moulin,
Mandiau and Millot, 1992).
MAS techniques can provide the means for
interconnecting multiple expert systems that
have different, but possibly overlapping, areas
of expertise. This permits the solution of
problems whose domains lies outside the area
of expertise of any one expert system.
MASs can potentially solve problems that are
too large for a centralised system because of
resource limitations (eg bandwidths, computing
speeds, and reliability) induced by technology.
MASs can potentially provide a solution to a
current limitation of knowledge engineering:
the use of only one expert. If there are several
experts or several non-experts whose ability
can be combined to give expert-level
behaviour, there is no established way to use
them successfully.
MAS techniques are the most appropriate
solution when the problem itself is inherently
distributed, as in distributed sensor networks
and distributed information retrieval.
Clearly, the last reason is the prime motivation for
applying MAS techniques to space/ground systems.
Huhns (1987) also listed the following advantages for
system development:
There is no consensus definition of an agent. Bond and
Gasser skirt around the issue; they rely on a simple and
intuitive notion of an agent as a computation process
with a single locus of control and/or "intention" (ibid.,
p.3, footnote 1). For the purposes of this paper, an
agent will be defined as a software entity with
autonomous processing capabilities and a private
database, which acts on its environment on the basis of
information it receives from the environment.
Motivations for Using MAS Techniques
Huhns (1987) lists five primary reasons why one would
want to use MAS techniques:
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Partitioning the software system into agents
reduces the complexity, resulting in a system
that is easier to develop, test, and maintain.
The software subsystems (i.e., agents) can
operate in parallel.
The software system can be designed - using
the functionally accurate approach (Lesser and
Corkill, 1981) - to continue to operate even if
part of it fails.
It is easier to find experts in narrow domains.
MAS Issues
The following issues are relevant to this paper:
Structuring the functionalities internal to an
af,ent. A wealth of differing agent structures
exists in the MAS and C3I literatures. The
MAASGS architecture has evolved an agent
structure from object-oriented systems by
adding concepts from C3I theory and then by
specialising this for spacecraft operational
control.
Representing the agent's knowledge of its
environment. Investigation of possible ways
of representing the agent's knowledge of its
environment is a major sub-field of MAS
research. Representations vary from the agent-
attribute-value model to logics of belief which
are modelled on human psychology. We use
the simple agent-attribute-value model, with the
attributes being typed according to the
functionality which operates on them. For
example, the attributes might be rules, Hom
clauses, planning operators, or constraints, as
well as datatypes such as booleans, integers,
reals, strings, etc.
Enabling agents to communicate with one
another. Chaib-Draa, Moulin, Mandiau and
Millot (1992) identifies solutions to inter-agent
communications ranging from no
communication, through primitive
communication, plan and information passing,
information exchange via a blackboard,
message-passing, to high-level communication.
The MAASGS architecture adopts the message-
passing model because this models closely the
packetised TM/TC used in modem spacecraft,
and can be readily implemented using the
message-passing model employed in object-
oriented programming languages such as
Smalltalk, C++, CLOS and Eiffel.
Enabling agents to coordinate their actions.
Agents must coordinate their distributed
resources, which may be physical or
computational. The most appropriate
coordination technique depends on the
distribution of the shared resources and on the
local autonomy of agents, which may have
disparate goals, knowledge and reasoning
processes. Generally, DAI researchers use the
negotiation process to coordinate a group of
agents. There are various definitions for
negotiation. We adopt Bussmann and MiJller's
(1993) definition of negotiation as "the
communication process of a group of agents in
order to reach a mutually accepted agreement
on some matter". A variant is arbitration, in
which the group of agents appeal to an
impartial agent to reach the agreement. In DAI,
negotiation is often implemented as the
Contract Net Protocol (Davis and Smith, 1983),
in which an agent needing help decomposes the
problem into subproblems, announces the
opportunity to solve the subproblems to the
group, collects bids for their solution from
group members, and awards the subproblems to
the most suitable bidders. The MAASGS
architecture can accommodate a range of
coordination protocols, including an arbitration
protocol which supports inter-agent leaming
(Grant and Lenting, 1993).
Modelling domains by means of agents.
Borrowing from object-oriented simulation, we
follow the fundamental principle of modelling
each real-world object - whether or not it has
any intelligent functionality - as an agent.
There are two ways to model domains in this
way: agents may be specialists or they may be
generalists. Specialist agents have functionality
that is specific to the role of the real-world
object being modelled, e.g., transforming X-
rays into data, calculating spacecraft orbits, and
so on. By contrast, generalist agents all have
the same generic functionalities, e.g., rule-based
inference, goal-oriented planning, constraint-
based scheduling, and so on. The MAASGS
architecture employs generalist agents.
Examples of the generic functionalities in the
MAASGS architecture are receipt of TCs,
generation of TMs, monitoring other agents'
status, diagnosis, selection of procedures, goal-
oriented planning, scheduling, etc. There is a
small set of agent-classes, derived from Grant's
(1992a) abstraction hicrarchy. The agent-class
which models the non-intelligent domain
objects, such as payload components,
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implementsonly receipt of TCs, generation of
TMs, and internal computation. Another agent-
class models intelligent domain objects, such as
SSMs.
Orlanisinl_ agents to represent distributed
systems. Elaborate schemes have been
devised to represent organisations of agents.
We have adopted the simple idea that an agent
can be decomposed into more primitive agents.
Despite its anthropomorphic title in the DAI
literature - where it is known as Minsky's
(1986) "Society of Minds" concept - the idea of
decomposition is to be found in any industrial-
strength software analysis or design method,
e.g. SADT and dataflow diagramming. Domain
decomposition hierarchies are usually easy to
find. For example, the very first sentence in an
ESA Bulletin article on the use of spacecraft
simulators at ESOC (Gujer and Jabs, 1991)
states (p. 41):
"A satellite mission can be considered in its
simplest form to consist of a space segment, a
ground segment and a user community ... The
ground segment for an ESA mission ...
includes: a set of ground stations .... a
communications network .... the Operations
Control Centre (OCC) .... payload data-
processing facilities ..."
The same article later states (p. 46):
"Figure 6 shows the layout of a typical
spacecraft model as implemented in most
simulators. It closely reflects the standard
decomposition of a spacecraft into subsystems."
In the MAASGS architecture, decomposition
hierarchies are modelled by enabling any agent
to have zero or one superior agents and zero or
more subordinate agents. The superior
represents the assembly of which the agent is a
part, and the subordinates represent the
component parts of the agent. This approach
implies that each node in the decomposition
hierarchy is modelled as an agent, and not just
the leaf-nodes.
THE MAASGS ARCHITECTURE
Evolution
The MAASGS architecture has evolved by specialising
the generic agent structure. The first step was to
incorporate classic C3I features, based on Wohl's
Stimulus-Hypothesis-Option-Response (SHOR) model
of decision-making (Wohl, 1981). This resulted in the
Message-Based Architecture testbed (Grant, 1991),
developed as a private venture. The testbed was
designed primarily as a "test harness" for an inductive
learning algorithm. The reactive and generative
planning functionalities were deliberately designed to
be the minimum necessary to close the loop from the
inductive learning algorithm's output back to its input.
The testbed successfully demonstrated learning-by-
doing (Anzai and Simon, 1979).
The second step was a paper study of an agent structure
suited to the Columbus User Support Organisation
(USO), based on the lessons leamed in developing and
using the Message-Based Architecture testbed. This
study was a part of BSO/Aerospace & Systems' "DUC
Preparation" (DUCPREP) project. The DUCPREP
project was funded by company and Dutch national
investment and performed in informal cooperation with
a number of other Dutch companies. The agent
structure proposed for the DUC was documented in
(Grant, 1992a).
In the third step, the internal functionalities of a
Message-Based Architecture agent were extracted and
enhanced. The resulting DUC Activity Scheduling
System (DUC-ASS) is a single-agent software system
capable of integrating the support of payload design,
planning, scheduling, and control (Grant, 1992b).
Prototyping of the DUC-ASS was performed under
BSO/Aerospace & Systems' "MILDS" project, also
funded by company and national investment. The
MILDS project formed an element of the larger "DUC-
Pilot" project performed by a Dutch consortium. Under
the DUC-Pilot project, an interface was defined (Grant
and Tusveld, 1992) for coupling the DUC-ASS to a
diagnostic system which used model-based reasoning
techniques. Current DUC-related developments (Pronk,
Visser and Sijmonsma, 1993) centre on linking the pilot
DUC to ESTEC's Crew Work Station testbed for
Mission Simulation purposes.
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TheMAASGSarchitectureuses the DUC-ASS agent
structure, enhanced to incorporate the scheduling and
model-based diagnosis functionalities. Although the
MAASGS architecture has not yet been implemented in
full, the key functionalities have all been implemented.
The interfaces between them have been defined to
varying levels of detail. Two related issues have been
addressed by exploratory prototyping: recognising
objects during learning (Grant, van Meenen and
Stroobach, 1992), and the modeller's graphical user
interface (Grant, 1993a). In addition, the Message-
Based Architecture testbed has been recently enhanced
to enable agents to exchange learned knowledge, i.e.
they can also leam-by-being-told (Grant, 1993b).
Agent Structure
AGENT ,,. Exterr_ Sy_mJ
_ O_'w.4_ntt
-_, U,JO"Inteda_
..._CXher.6Q_w
User It3U_a_e
Figure 2: Generic Structure of an Agent.
There are four components in a generic agent (see
Figure 2). Input Handling receives and filters the
incoming messages from other agents, from a user
interface, and from extemal systems. Processing
operates on the filtered incoming messages, retrieving
and storing information in the agent's private Database,
and generating messages to send. Output Handling
formats and despatches the outgoing messages to other
agents, to the user interface, and to external systems.
Such an agent is a specialisation of an object in object-
oriented systems. An agent has a unique name,
autonomous processing capabilities (cf. methods), and
a private database (cf. attributes and their values), and
exchanges information with its environment (cf.
message-passing). Some MASs also have agent classes
and inheritance. MASs have functionality that extends
beyond that of object-oriented systems. In particular,
agents in MASs are intelligent agents. Typical
intelligent behaviours are to react appropriately to
situations, to generate plans, and to learn. These
behaviours can be best modelled using AI techniques,
such as expert systems, knowledge-based planning
(Georgeff, 1987), and machine learning (Michalski,
Carbonell and Mitchell, 1983). We distinguish agents
from objects by requiring that an agent minimally
includes the abilities to:
Model its own state and behaviour, and
Decide whether or not to accept a new state its
environment attempts to impose on it.
Such an agent is tem_ed a non-intentional agent (Grant,
1992). lntentiona/ity means to have attitudes towards
other agents (Searle, 1980), such as intentions, goals,
desires, or beliefs. Any agent which generates
instructions, fom_s plans, or leams about other agents
is necessarily intentional.
An abstraction hierarchy of agents may be built on the
minimal set of abilities. Grant (1992) proposes an
abstraction hierarchy in which an intentional agent also
has the abilities to:
Model its own goals,
Model other (non-intentional) agents, and
Manage a negotiation or arbitration process
between other agents.
At the very least, intentional agents are aware of the
existence of other agents in their environment.
Following the precedent set by the MACE testbed
(Gasser, Braganza and Herman, 1987), the other agents
are usually known as the agent's acquaintances. In
many MASs, agents also know about their
acquaintances' behaviours, i.e., their capabilities.
Agent-Based Simulation
Application domains may be modelled as collections of
agents. As in object-oriented simulation, a set of
entities must be provided which the modeller can
instantiate to represent the domain. There are two
fundamental set-elements in object-oriented simulations:
object-classes (cf. Smalltalk's Class object-class) and
messages (cf. Smalltalk's Message object-class). In
agent-based simulation, the equivalent entities are
agent-classes and messages. The distinction between
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objects and agents implies that additional entities are
needed to represent the agent structure. Precisely what
additional entities are provided depends on the
simulation development environment designer. Our
experience shows that a suitable set of additional
entities should include agent structuring, inter-agent
message-handling, inter-system interfacing, user
interface, and agent organisation entities. More details
are in (Grant, 1993a).
In addition, there must be a domain-independent
Simulation Development Environment (SDE),
comprising a simulation executive, a set of tools, a user
interface, and, optionally, interfaces to extemal systems.
A database management system may also be provided
where the agents in the simulation model are not
persistent. The SDE may itself be implemented as a
second collection of agents. Issues concerning the SDE
are outside the scope of this paper. The wider issues
concerning how AI and simulation techniques may
complement one another are covered by Widman,
Loparo and Nielsen (1989).
Adding C31 Features
The SHOR model describes a data-driven or reactive
approach to problem-solving and decision-making. The
model identifies four information-handling processes.
Stimulus involves the processing of raw data received
from the decision-maker's environment via sensors.
Processing includes searching for data, scanning or
sampling it, reducing, compressing, and aggregating the
scanned/sampled data, and detecting, recognising and
confirming events signalled by the data. The decision-
maker interacts with the environment, eg by directing
sensors. Hypothesis involves the generation and
evaluation of hypotheses concerning the environment's
state-of-affairs, based on the outputs of Stimulus.
Processing includes data association and correlation,
state and parameter estimation, hypothesis generation,
situation assessment, and decision state estimation. The
decision-maker is essentially passive to the external
environment while he/she focuses on the analysis task.
Option concerns the generation, planning and
evaluation of alternative options for the decision-
maker's response to the estimated decision state.
Response concems the execution of the selected
response. Execution involves the issue of information
to the decision-maker's environment, either by physical
action or by communicative action.
Various authors view Wohl's Stimulus and Hypothesis
in terms of the data processing techniques employed.
Event detection, recognition, and confirmation through
to decision state estimation are grouped together as
data fusion, defined (Waltz & Llinas, 1990, p. 1) as:
"A multi-level, multi-faceted process dealing
with the detection, association, correlation,
estimation and combination of data and
information from multiple sources to achieve
refined state and identity estimation, and
complete assessments of situation ...".
Thus, data fusion maps onto the latter part of Stimulus,
combined with Hypothesis. In Wohl's Hypothesis
process, the decision-maker associates the events
recognised during Stimulus processing with objects in
the environment. The states and other parameters of
these objects can then be estimated.
,
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Figure 3: Agent Structure Enhanced with CSl
Features.
Enhancing the generic agent structure results in the
structure shown in Figure 3. Input Handling (cf.
Stimulus) becomes the Perception module, and output
processing becomes Execution. Processing is now
divided into the Assessment and Response modules (cf.
Hypothesis and Option), and World Model
encompasses Database. Figure 3 shows the modules
grouped by the military terms "Communication",
"Intelligence", and "Command and Control".
The C3I-enhanced structure works according to the "do-
as-little-work-as-possible" principle. For example, if the
Perceplion module filters out an incoming message as
having nothing to do with the agent, processing stops
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atthatpoint.Similarly,theAssessmentmodule,which
uses constraint-based techniques to check the
consistency of the World Model after the incoming
information has been added to it, can decide to
terminate processing if the incoming information is
consistent with what the agent already knows. Only if
an inconsistency or conflict is found does the
Assessment module trigger the Response module.
Inll_nt_nsJ .ll_t
Figure 4: Structure of Intentional Agent.
The agent structure shown in Figure 3 has the
capability of a non-intentional agent. It can react to
events, but it cannot plan ahead. In AI terms, it is
limited to forward-chaining (or data-driven) reasoning.
The danger is that such an agent can get into a situation
from where it is impossible to reach its goals: a "cul-
de-sac" world-state. To obtain an intentional agent, the
agent structure must be further enhanced with planning
functionality (see Figure 4). The Planning module can
be seen as providing a planning service to the Response
module. Other intentional functionalities, such as
scheduling and leaming, can be added as further
services to the Response module.
MAASGS Architecture
The MAASGS agent structure, shown in Figure 5, has
clear correspondences to the structure of an intentional
agent in the Message-Based Architecture test-bed. The
Monitoring module, together with the Status Database,
is equivalent to the Message-Based Architecture's
Perception and World Model modules. The Detection
module performs situation assessment. Response
selection is performed by the Isolation, Diagnosis, and
Recovery modules. The Real-Time Replanning and
Scheduling module replaces the Planning Module. The
Execution and Predictive Payload Simulator (PLS)
modules perform the functions of the Message-Based
Architecture's Execution module.
The Detection, Isolation, Diagnosis and Recovery
modules are grouped together as the ADIR assembly,
where the ,A" stands for "Anomaly". Normally, such a
grouping of functionalities would be termed "FDIR",
where the "F" stands for "Fault". In the MAASGS
architecture, the functionalities are generalised to
encompass anomalous situations. An anomaly exists
whenever the telemetry indicates that a parameter has
a value which either falls outside its alarm or warning
levels or is unplanned or unexpected. Unplanned values
may still be beneficial, i.e., serendipitous. Therefore,
this functional group must not be regarded as FDIR,
until the presence of a fault has been confirmed.
Limitations in the available funding have meant that the
MAASGS concept has not yet been implemented fully.
A number of prototypes of MAASGS modules exist.
For example, the ADIR group of modules has been
developed fully. Prototype PLSs exist, but have not
been tailored for prediction and anomaly detection. The
DUC-ASS application can be seen as a prototype non-
real-time Replanning and Scheduling module. User
interface issues have been partly explored in the agent-
based Application Data Source Simulation Tool
(ADSST) (Grant, 1993a). Between them, these
prototypes have covered the MAASGS functionalities.
It now remains to integrate them, ideally using the
emerging international standards for knowledge
representation (Grant and Poulter, 1993).
Modelling Methodology
The MAASGS modelling methodology starts with
domain decomposition. This can be done top-down,
bottom-up, or middle-out. The second step is to define
the internal database and processing functionality of
each agent. Inter-agent connectivity is defined in the
third step in terms of links and switches. The agents are
initialised in the fourth step. In the fifth step, simulation
scenarios are defined. In several of the MAASGS
prototypes, scenarios can be defined by direct
manipulation of the a_ents,,, with the system capturing
the user's manipulations and compiling them as a
scenario. A chosen simulation scenario is run in the
sixth step, and the resulls are evaluated in step seven.
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Figure 5: MAASGS Agent Structure.
Further Work
Conceptually, the MAASGS architecture is mature. It
has evolved through iterative enhancement, with each
step being tested by implemented systems. All the
MAASGS components exist in developed or prototype
form. The MAASGS architecture should now be
implemented in full.
The first step would be to define all the inter-module
interfaces, preferably using a knowledge
communication standard. In parallel, the user interface
prototyping begun in the ADSST should be extended.
The MAASGS implementation would be built up step-
by-step, starting with a payload simulator to represent
the agent's environment. A suitable sequence for
adding the modules would be: HCI, Monitoring, Status
Database, Anomaly Detection, Isolation, Execution,
Predictive PLS, Diagnosis, Recovery, Real-Time
Replanning, and finally Scheduling.
Having built up to the full agent structure, a second
phase could begin. From a single agent communicating
with a (simulated) payload, a second agent could be
introduced. This would be best done by inserting the
second agent between the simulated payload and the
existing agent, to model the situation in which a User
Home Base (i.e., the first agent) is subordinate to a
Payload Operations Control Centre (i.e., the second
agent). This situation would model the Dutch
Utilisation Centre (DUC), which combines payload
control at the Dutch national level (i.e., a User Support
Operations Centre, in Columbus/Space Station Freedom
terminology) with a User Home Base. Additional
agents could then be introduced to model further User
Home Bases.
Having achieved a hierarchical agent model of the
ground segment, attention could then tum to the space
segment model. The simulated payload would be
replaced by a further agent. The remainder of the space
segment would then be introduced as additional agents.
A final refinement would be to represent the
communications chain linking the space and ground
segments also as agents. Any part of the complete
agent-based space/ground system model could be
modelled to a higher fidelity at any time by
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decomposingthe part concemedinto subordinate
agents.
Such an agent-based model of the complete
space/ground system could be used in an Operations
Research (or Management Science) role. Functionalities
of selected agents could be switched on or off to
investigate the optimal distribution of functionality.
New functionalities, such as agent learning, could be
assessed by enhancing the generic agent structure.
Different space/ground system architectures could be
investigated by altering the connectivity between
selected agents. For example, "deputy" agents could be
introduced for key roles, such as the OBMM or the
Payload Operations Control Centre. Instead of an
OBMS hierarchy, a heterarchy of SSMs could be
evaluated. Another application would be to model
spacecraft constellations by instantiating multiple space
segments.
An agent-ba_d model of the space/ground system
could also be used for operational purposes. It could be
used to evaluate the introduction of additional payloads
and Principle Investigators. It could be used to evaluate
mission timelin.es. Finally, by replacing one or more
software agents with real payloads, subsystems, control
systems, and people, it could be used for verification
and training purposes.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This paper has described ESA's Standard Generic
Approach to Spacecraft Autonomy and Automation
(SGASAA). The on-board functionalities have been
outlined. The SGASAA architecture has been depicted.
Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) have been defined, the
motivations for using MAS techniques have been listed,
and relevant MAS issues have been discussed. The
paper has shown that MAS techniques are the most
appropriate solution to modelling space/ground systems,
because such systems are inherently distributed.
BSO/Aerospace & Systems' Multi-Agent Architecture
for Space/Ground Systems (MAASGS) has been
documented. Its evolution has been sketched. The
MAASGS agent structure has been detailed. The
addition of agent-based simulation and C3I features has
been described. The methodology for using the
MAASGS architecture has been outlined. Further work
has been identified. The paper concludes that the
MAASGS architecture is conceptually mature, and
recommends that the architecture should now be
implemented in full.
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